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ABSTRACT
While much work in coastal geomorphol
concerned with the analysis and descr
and sedime.ntological changes occurr

of morpholog
on

1

-aerial beach

face, relatively little effort has been a
investigation of the processes respons

s

1i

to the detailed

1e for the production

and modification of these features0
Only scattered, fragmentary observations of such fundamental
properties as swash velocity, backwa

velocity, flow depths

and durations exist in the literature and these data have been
poorly co-ordinated with other information relating to input
wave parameters, grain s

e, 81

and profile dimensions which

is necessary to a complete

of the forces governing

swash zone morphologY0
In an effort to bridge this gap an instrument system has
been designed and constructed for the measurement of flow
speeds, pressures, asymmetr

s, depths, levels of groundwater

storage and outflow, and of flow durations.

In association

with the observations of these and other process factors several
responses to the flow reg
alterations to gra

were also sampled.

These included

s e e r s of bed sediments, transport

rates of solids in t
of sediment in both swa

swash and backwash 5 vertical distributions
backwash~

and changes in bed

elevation.

An e

1 force-plate dynamometer was employed

xxxxiii
for the measurement of flow speed and duration and a small
parallel-wire guage sensed depth fluctuations in swash and
backwash flows.

The output from both of these units was

recorded on a strip chart for later analysis.
A total of twentyone data sets were derived in this way
from four profiles located on mixed sand/shingle beaches at
Kaikoura, east coast, New Zealand.

Two profile stations have

steep, well sorted shingle foreshores while the other two are
flatter and are composed of mixed sand and shingle.

A wide

range of breaker heights, periods and types is received at all
four stations.

More than 3,000 individual measurements of

swash/backwash flow conditions were obtained from these four
stations under varying wave, tide and foreshore conditions.
Analysis of this and associated data relating to sediment
transport indicates that the flow/sediment system of the swash
zone on the study beaches is bounded approximately by current
speeds of 100 to 250 em/sec. and by grain diameters of 1.0 to
50.0 mm.

Because of the high energy nature of the system and

the large range of grain sizes available for transport, the
conditions for initiation of motion are rapidly and frequently
exceeded and particles are transported at high rates.

Sorting

processes are thus dependent upon the net rates of transport of
individual size fractions in the flows rather than on critical
selection of individual sizes from the bed.

The latter

situation applies only to very large particles and these are
quantitatively infrequent on the study beaches.

xxxxv

The concentration profiles of entrained sediments in the
water column vary with differences in turbulent structure so
that mean current speed is a poor estimator of flow sediment
load.

Between 50 and 95% of the sediment load in both the

swash and backwash occurs in the lower one tenth of the water
column so that transport is dominantly in the bedload phase.
This feature is especially pronounced in the backwash.

Bed-

load sediment motion in the swash zone occurs mainly in the
form of sheet flow, though antidunes may be formed in the backwash and saltation is locally important near the swash limit.
Energy levels in both the swash and backwash rise with
increasing wave height and period, the backwash becoming
dominant at higher energy levels.

The chief determinant of the

flow structures and morphological results of given flow regimes
is the phase ratio of swash period to breaker period.

For

low values of the ratio there is little interference between
incoming and outgoing flows, up .to one third of the swash volume
may be stored in the beach, the flow regime is dominantly
tranquil, and the foreshore accretes.

Circulation of sediments

through the breakers is intermittent and would appear to occur
mainly in rip currents.
For values of the ratio near unity (transitional conditions)
a scour zone is developed by the backwash owing to alterations
in flow structure during downslope passage of the water and
some erosion occurs, thus offsetting swash deposition to some

xxxxvii

extent.

At high values of the ratio interference between

incoming and outgoing flows is continual.

The backwash

scour zone is very wide and seaward circulation of sediments
through the.breaker is continuously developed.

Flow

turbulence and asymmetries are at maximum levels and suspended=
load transport accounts for a quantitatively significant proportion of total load transport.

The foreshore erodes intensively.

Characteristic sediment sorting processes are associated
with these flow regimes.

Tranquil, low energy conditions

result in truncation and mixing of the finer fractions.
Polymodal or bimodal size-frequency distributions may be
produced by deposition at the swash limit.

For higher energy

flow regimes transport of whole bed size ranges occurs, though
individual component fractions may move at differing net rates
and in net opposite directions.

Where wide ranges of sizes

occur on the bed bimodal distributions are produced by backwash
scour owing to selection and preferential erosion of a mid-range
fraction.
Owing to the retarding effect of groundwater storage
all of these processes have a strong tidal aspect with maximum
swash and backwash energy levels occurring some time after
high water during the ebb tide phase.

High rates of ground-

water return to the backwash may result in significant
fluidisation of bed sediments.

Residual groundwater flow in

the form of thin surface sheets results in the formation of
rills and rhomboidal ripple marks.

In recent years the s

for a more satisfactory

explanation of the processes controlling beach erosion and
deposition has resulted

e application of more sophist

instrument systems, sed

tracing techniques, and ana

techniques to problems of coastal research.

ed

However, most

of this endeavour has been concentrated upon the zone seaward
of the breakers where

movements of water and sediment are

at least partially amenab
classical wave mechan

to treatment by the notions of

s.

On the other hand, however, the study of shoreerosion and deposit

e

the zone of breaking waves

has proceeded little beyond the earliest qualitative
ions of the types of water motion occurring.

Invest

ors

have succeeded only in defining the factors that cause
variations in

a

type and in linking these

manner to types of foreshore response.

1

In contrast to the

difficulties of breaker study, changes in foreshore elevation
have been repeat

ly surveyed in great detail by numerous

workers ..
s situation Kemp (1958

Concerning
that the terms

II

been common in t

s

po

tive" and "construct
literature for well over a

)

s noted

" waves have
years

and that investigators are still forc
the shore in relation to their

to classify waves at

fects on it rather than in

terms of their innate flow propert
While breakers have not pr

s
le to detailed

susc

theoretical analysis, the surge

of swash and backwash

resulting from breaking have been comparatively little studieda
The latter are of special importance on a steep shingle beach
where there is little tidal trans

ion of the breakers.

Therefore, much of the erosion and deposition occurring on such
beaches is occasioned by swa

backvlash o

Thus, the primary aims of

is investigation are to

describe the nature of the water movements in the swash zone
and to assess the relations

tween them and sediment transport.

Added importance is given to the study of such problems since
Zenkovich (1967, p. 262) notes that wide beaches are the best
protection for any coast
and maintenance of wi

inst erosion and that the creation
ches is one of the main objects of

coastal defences.
As many authors have noted investigations of coastal
problems were g

a considerable impetus dur

and since that t

work has proliferated on a number

These appear to

e crystallised around two pr

the first of these being what will be termed an ana
approach, and
The analyt
in nature with wo

War II

Wor

onts.
1 themes;

t

second being a deductive
approach has been essent

1

s concentrating on the a

1

of

classical wave mechanics to problems of coastal erosion and
sedimentaotion.

Waves and the transformations induced in

them by varying bottom conditions have been examined across
the whole shoaling range from deep water to breaking.

Work

has been mainly concerned with describing the nature of water
motion under particular shoaling ranges, and with relating
these movements to changes in beach volume.

Munk (1949)

for example, is concerned entirely with the applicability of
solitary wave theory to water motion near the breaker zone.
Probably the most popular technique applied under this
approach has been dimensional analysis of the particular
phenomena under study, combined with experimental correlation
of selected groups of dimensionless parameters under controlled
conditions in wave tanks.

The relations between wave steepness

and beach erosion and deposition have been extensively studied
in this manner (Waters, 1939;
1954;

Bagnold, 1940; 1947;

lppen and Eagleson, 1955;

and others).
breakers.

Hayami, 1958;

Watts,

Kemp, 1958;

Most of these deal with the area seaward of the
However, those which are concerned with the area

landward of the breakers are almost exclusively devoted to the
problems of predicting runup and overtopping due to long waves
such as those generated by tsunamis (Granthem, 1953;
1959;

Saville, 1962;

Muraki, 1966;

Savage,

and Van Dorn~ 1966)0

On the other hand, the deductive approach has been
dominated by field investigations having a statistical rather

- 4 a theoretical bias o

Most work here has been concerned

with the zone landward of the breakers.

Foreshore sediments

and changes in bed elevation have been sampled and correlated
lly with gross changes in the energy level of incident
waves (Dolan and Ferm, 1966;
le, 1959;
others).

King, 1951;

Schiffman, 1965;

Zeigler, Hayes and

Sonu and Russell, 1966;

and

Harrison, Pore and Tuck (1965) were able to develop

predictor equations linking beach prQcesses and responses for
a limited range of foreshore types and Krumbein (1947; 1959)
has extensively examined the use of statistical techniques in
the "sorting out" of geologic variables in the littoral
environment.
This approach has also witnessed the development and
extensive use of fluorescent tracers (e.g.
Yasso, 1965), and of ra
1958;

Kidson, Carr and

oact

Ingle, 1966;

e indicators (e.g9
,1958;

Davidsson,

Kidson and Carr, 1959);

in studying a wide range of problems involving sediment on
or seaward of beaches.

As well, a number of other studies

have dealt with the bed forms found on the sub=aerial beach
(e"g"

Demarest,1947;
However,

change, ripp
lacking.

At

formation on the processes caus

format
st

been obtained by t
process factors

and Emery and

se studies suffer a common

1

in that detailed

Evans,1951;

le, 1951).
Ity

f

foreshore

or tracer dispersion is usually
information on f1mV' veloc
floats or dye patc

s,

ht to be applicable in f

s
equently
studies are

=

5 -

described by analogy with laboratory studies or with hydraulic
theory

0

Further, Ingle (1966) pointed to what is, at best, only
a partial correlation between field and laboratory investigations.

This is largely

because:~

"qualitative and quantitative field invest
ons
of (sediment) movement have been carried out
almost entirely in the hydrodynamically comp
area shoreward of the breaker zone~
Conversely
most model stud s of sediment motion have been conducted
under conditions simulating those in the area seaward
of the breaker zone, which is a comparatively simple
hydrodynamic environment" (Ingle, 1966? p.lOl).
Of the analytic investigations Van Dorn (1966, pp. 21-23)has
said:"there is no continuous self-consistent mathematical
description of the behaviour of a
odic wave system
of finite height, originating in deep water, propagating
normal to the shore over an arbitrary bottom profile
and terminating in uprush and/or r
lection from the
shoreline.
Instead there exists a large number of
piece-wise solutions, each of which tr:'eats a certain
class of waves over a limited range of transformation,
until the asymptotic domain of its boundary conditions
is exceeded, at which point one must jump to another
solution until the shore is finally reached ••••• An
invest
or who wants to know what happens at the
beach, begi:ming in deep water must then jump several
mathematical hurdles in passing
om the beginning to
the end state, attempting during this process to maintain
continuity in wave amplitude and slope, while
conserving some property such as
splaced volume~
energy or momentum.
Unfortunately, one has no
assurance that these properties are conserved - and,
in general, they are not.
, for example, is
lost continuously all along the route;
some is
reflected, some is lost in bottom
tion, and a
great deal is lost in turbulence
th.e wave breaks".
To this we should add the problems of understanding the
relations between wave motion of any given type and the

- 6 sediment entrainment processes.
Because of these transformations in shoaling waves Dolan
and Ferm (1966, p. 210) argued that, "waves ~ g

have little

direct effect on the sub-aerial beach except in the form of
swash and backrush" and for similar reasons Van Dorn regarded
his expressions for the runup characteristics of long waves
as "recipes", rather than as solutions of the problem.
It is therefore clear that, at the present time, a more
complete description of the forces governing beach erosion
and deposition would be greatly aided by detailed field studies
of the breaker and swash zones.

It is in these areas where

the application of wave energy is most intense and where theory
is least satisfactory.
It has been shown that these environments are hydrodynamically complex.

This is because water movements in the onshore

and offshore directions are highly asymmetrical with respect
to time and space and because the impulse pressures comprise
both a hydrostatic component due to depth of water, and a
dynamic component due to the accelerations and decelerations
of the water masses.

Also, it has been demonstrated that

there is a gap in knowledge between studies of beach face
response to wave action (the deductive approach) and the
studies of variation in offshore waves and bottom morphology
(the analytic approach).

This problem area of the beach

environment is occupied by the breaker and swash zones.

This investigation is concerned with only one of these
areas, the swash zone, and since the flow phenomena are so
complex, "experiments conducted in wave tanks with fixed
beach slopes are considered to be of limited value in the
understanding of wave action in the beach zone"

(Kemp, 1958,

Therefore, with regard to the present state of
knowledge, it is suggested that investigation of the swash
zone might be best served by a detaiLed field investigation of
the variations in water motion and sediment transport in order
to more closely integrate field and laboratory studies of the
beach environment.
The study is presented in two major portions.

The first

is concerned with assessing the contributions of previous
studies to the description of morphologically significant
foreshore processes.

It also deals with the methodology

of beach foreshore studies and attempts to delineate those
areas where future research is most needed.

Since there is

little explicit theoretical basis to much of the work in the
literature a review of, the appropriate notions of water and
sediment motion (derived largely from fluvial hydraulics),
has been included.
The second section of the report is concerned with the
application and testing of the views developed in the first
portion using a large body of data gathered from the swash
zone of natural mixed sand/shingle beaches.

Since t

have been few previous studies of the detailed

nature of swash zone processes, the first requirements of the
present inve

ion were the selection, design and

development of instruments and techniques that would be capable
of sampl
wash

water and sediment movements in the swash and back-

Q

Swash zone flow phenomena" are of short duration and vary
continually in depth and velocityo

Also, Krumbein and Slack

(1956) have noted that it is a zone characterised by wide
variations in

s a n d sortingo

Therefore a statistical

or sampling approach to the problem of gathering data on the
various process and response factors has been adopted in this
investigation.
Since
the swash zone is a hydrodynamically complex environment
in which a relatively large number of variables interact
to influence shore morphology, there is considerable untility
in the adoption of a conceptual framework which expresses
the functional organi

on of all of the important factorso

The general format of the "Process-Response" model of
Krumbein (1963) has been adapted for t
an approach is extremely useful s

purpose.

Such

it enables the arrange=

ment of a large number of process and response

ors into

what are thought to be significant groupings, any combination

Examined in this Investigation
PROCESS
Factors:
Clc;I.,t'\.C~.I. s: He igh t ,
variability ..
Swash: length, period~
discharge, depth, veloc
turbulent structure, phaselevel, runup height, sed
concentration profile o
Backwash: velocity, depth,
discharge, period, turbulent
structure, sediment concentration profile.
Tides: range, diurnal
stage, effect on flow energy&
Material Factors:
Mean grain size, sorting,
permeability, percolation
rates,groundwater discharges,
rate of sediment transport,
sizes transported, shapes
transported.. Dynamic
properties of particles e

Elevation changes on
foreshore. foreshore
slope,
of berm,
location and extent of SCi
zone, elevation and
location of water tables

Mean Grain diameter,
s across
sorting
shore,
fects of net
transport on bed-sizedistributions at discrete
locations across zone,
erns
shape sorting
across shore~
Reynolds NOSe and Drag
Coefficients of
So

Shore Geometr2,:
Offshore bed profile~ slope,
slope of submarine beach face~

l'
~

FEEDBACK

j
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of which may be selected for detailed study.

T

S

part, the search for an optimum model (of

,

II

sses

and responses) requires a search for the underly
of data interlock and feedback so that

se can u

expressed in functional relationships" (

les studied during

s of rrprocess" and

this investigation under the general head
Independent process fa

include input wave characterist

imately be

, 1963).

Table lA lists all of the major var

"Response".

les

ors can be seen to

s and the tidal forces.

The Ultimate response factors dependent upon the action of
the process forces include alterat
slope and particle characterist

S0

s to foreshore elevation,
The complexity of the

system is indicated by the fact that many of the variables
listed in the table may be

as e

her processes or

responses.
Thus, to some extent,
and foreshore geometry obta

s

at any given time will influence

subsequent events until such time as
processes and responses is achieved.
foreshore slope "inher

"feed back" as a
Principal var

For example, the

e to some degree, the distribution

of swash and backwash ene
Foreshore s

1 adjustment between

ed" from past period s of swash/back "'"

wash action will det

time.

cs of beach materials

pe

at any given subsequent point
an u

term
les s

imate response factor, may thus
ess influencing future slopes

in this investigation which

TABLE

II

13;:ocess

ENERGY

ENERGY

FACTORS

FACTORS

Sediment Concentration
Net rates of
Profi
sed
transport; Net
d
ions of transport;
Groundwater storage and
di
; Reynolds Nose
coefficients
and
particles
of

R

p

R

p

6

SIZE AND SORT ING FC!

ELEVATION OF

BED;

OF

SIZE. SORTING FOR
GRA

R :::

sponse

P

Process

s.

=
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may be viewed as both processes and responses are shown in
Table lB.

Sediment concentration profiles in both swash

and backwash for

example~

are thus responses to flow speed

and strucutre (energy factors) but they may also be viewed
as primary processes controlling foreshore morphology and
beach material characteristics.
These variables possessing intermediate degrees of
dependency and which are capable of dual functions are thus
potentially of great value in the study of shore morphology and
it will become apparent that many new insights into the action
of coastal processes derive from their detailed examination.
~ales

of Time. Distance and Area.

Complexity of the swash

zone environment derives not only from the relations and
interactions among variables but also from the very variable
scales of time and distance over which the actions and
reactions outlined above occur.
Schwartz (1968) investigated the literature on beach
changes in order to assess the mean times required to regain
an equilibrium profile following alterations in process factors
that ranged in magnitude from variations in waves through
tidal fluctuations to major changes of mean sea level.

He

assigned the term " micro=scale" to responses occurring in
the swash zone over single tidal cycles and concluded that
bed level fluctuations averaged 12 cme

The mean time

required to restore equilibrium of the profile after

disturbance~

=
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of this magnitude was of t

30 minutes.

Two further features
be drawn from this@

the swash zone may

First,

rapidly in the s,\,yash zone;

that changes occur
and sec

process and response factors
di

ering time scales.

For examp

that the various

te at a number of widely
,study of water and

sediment motion in both the swash and the backwash requires
observations over a period of seconds whereas a time scale
of minutes or even hours is more appropr

e to the analysis

of the bed changes resulting from these processes.
Egr these reasons the present

stud~

has been cRnfined to

the sampling of water and sediment flmV' conditions on a time=
mean rather than an instantaneous basis.

Ve

i

fluctuations

at given places on the shore have been recorded as means over
short periods of from two to five minutes.

transport

S

past these points has been treated in a simi
changes in bed elevation were measured at hourly

on, while
ervals

through the tidal cycle.
On the other hand, the analysis of the data gathered
the above manner

I1s into two parts.

The first

these

is concerned with establishing the nature and intensity of
sediment motion
the second deals
swash/backwash flow
backwash may be

the swash and backwash respectively

1e

e overall erosive effects of a given
e, both the swash and the
as flowing masses of water each

12
capable of moving

mat

velocities~

s

istic

hand, the net eros

~

Is, and each having character=
structures o

On the other

e effect over a period of hours may be

regarded as a function of t
rates of transport in

relative efficiencies and

off

With regard to the f

and onshore directions 0

st a

will be shown that

water motion in the swash consists of the mass translation of
water onshore in the form of a
backwash occurs in the form

and that the corresponding
a mass flow of water accelerating

under the influence of gravitYe

ore, the individual

flows can be considered to possess at least some of the
properties of river flow in a broad,
a situation the wetted perimeter of

channel.

In such

channel is closely

approximated by the flow depth.

~amined

in profile onll.

Effects due to

1 circulation

ically

of water or longshore drift of sediments are
considered in this study"

of this

A fur.ther cons

approach is that the investigation of flow structures
sediment transport draws heavily on the not
hydraulics ..
as di

s

fluv
s are

Swash and backwash in these res
but closely related flow phenomena.

lly, the assessment of the net eros

e

given set of wave/foreshore conditions has been

fects

1

ed

=
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the relative water v

by con

s entering and

leaving the swash zone at a given t
time periods occupied by each ty

,together tvith the
of flow 0

be shown that this has been done
diff

It will next

fundamentally

s of foreshore conditions and a wide range of

incident wave condit ions e

ter (or flbudget") ~

It is this

step of the analysis which may be hoped to provide the link
correlation of

with previous studies concerned with
input wave characteristics and changes

foreshore elevation.

Nature of the Study Area
The areas

ected for field study of

above problems

are the mixed sand and shingle beaches located to the north
and south of Ka

Peninsula on the east coa

Island, New Zealand e

of South

The locations of this section of the

coast and of the sites of the experiments are shown
As can be seen from the diagram the coastl

NE/SW and faces to t

south-east.

beaches along the ea

coast of the South Island e

Figure 1.

a

This is typical of many
The two

major mixed sand/shingle beaches shown in Figure 1 are
separated by the Tert

limestone and mudstone series of

the Kaikoura Peninsula.

dominant mineralogy of the

study beaches is greywacke0
The northern beach is some ten miles long while
southern counterpart s
The central location and s

s

s only half of this distance
projection of the peninsu

f

Pc-c!lie
Ocean

"Norl/)
Bo)'''

~

~~KOhUIU(a

o

MIXF,:()

R.

SAND/SHINGLE

HAR!)",ROCK SI10FlE.S

OCCASIOfiAI..

FIGuRE L

pv~KEr

eE'ACH

'<'11TH

SEtCHES

Location of the stu

area.
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have important effects on wave refraction in the area, which
result in significant longshore variations in wave height
and energy for most wave approach directions.
The continental shelf off Kaikoura is narrow so that
ocean swell is little modified by shoaling during its
passage toward the shore.

Also, the beaches drop steeply

into deep water seaward of the breaker zone so that shoaling
transformations occur predominantly over very short distances.
The resulting breakers are usually of the p'iunging type so
that the surf zone is never wide.

Exceptions to this pattern

are found in areas where the degree of wave refraction is
sufficient to reduce wave energy to a low level.

This is

especially true of the areas where the beaches abut¥ the
Kaikoura Peninsula@

In addition, during storms from the

south when both wave height and length are large, waves
"feel bottom" some distance offshore.

The crests then

spill considerably before finally plunging onto the beach
face.

Similar effects are produced when these waves are

accompanied by strong following winds.
Wave Characteristics.

McLean (1969, pers. comm.) has studied

the relations between short and long term variations i'n
beach morphology and sediments along the two beaches.
This work included the gathering and analysis of data
on aspects of the local "wave climate".

It is clear from

this that the shores of the study area are of the east coast

- 15 swell type of Davies (1964).

As well they are high energy

shores in terms of the classification of Tanner (1960), since
mean annual wave height is in excess of 50 cm.

Wave heights

average I-2m. at the shore and storm waves are typically 3=5mo
high (McLean and Kirk, 1969, p. 143).

Such waves result in

highly turbulent swash and backwash at the shore.
It is apparent from Figure 1 that fetches in directions
lying north, east and south of the beaches are unlimited.
Therefore it is likely that both waves emanating from storm
centres far out in the Pacific and more locally generated
waves are received.
Analysis of 330 daily observations from the Edward
J

Percival Marine Laboratory in Kaikoura as well as of several
sets of observations made on given days north and south along
the beaches indicate two features of importance regarding the
waves breaking on the beaches.

First, there is only slight

variation in the distributions"of wave height with either
seasonal progression or approach direction.

High waves may

be received from all directions at any time of the year, but
there is some tendency for higher waves to occur in spring,
winter and autumn.

On the other hand, there is a significant

variation in wave period.
approach direction.

This is strongly correlated with

Thus, waves from the southerly quarter

are associated with periods in the range

10~11

seconds while

those from the north-east have characteristic periods in

=
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the range 7-8 seconds.
Secondly, within this setting

are s

longshore variations in wave height.

icant
height

tends to increase away to the north and south of the
peninsula but for either a given

north~east

or southerly wave

train there is a corresponding lee effect to the south or
north of the peninsula respectivelyo
Thus, the beaches were considered ideal for the type
of experiment conducted in this investigation since a wide
range of breaker and s't;vash conditions was availab
one time along the shore.

at any

Also, the incidence of storm waves

did not necessarily hinder field work..

This was because

frequently a suitable alternative site could be adopted on
the lee side of the peninsula..

Finally, it: will be shown

that this lee effect also made it possible to study swash and
backwash resultingrrom a range of breaker types.
Beach Profiles Selected for Experhmentse

Figure 1 ind

es

the stations selected as experimental sites and the
characteristics of these are shown in Figure 20
was based on the need to cover a

Selection

sentative range of

foreshore types and water motions o
Figure 2 that four stations were chosen.

can be seen from

Of these three are

to the south of the peninsula and one lies to the northo
Figure 2A indicates that the profiles
north to south.
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Beach profiles selected for study.
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- 17 Station A is the steepest

1 the profi1es o

is comprised of·a steep bank of coarse gravel (Mz¢ averages
-3.5¢)"

The materials are well

are frequently present (Fig" 2A)"

and secondary berms
This station is exposed

to short period north-easterly swell and storm waves o
Breakers are usually of the plunging type and the swash zone
is narrow (50-60 feet).

Figure 2B shows that mean grain size

increases toward the breaker while sorting decreases e
Station B on the other hand, lies in a comparatively
sheltered zone.

Figure 2B and Plate 1 indicate that it also

has steep slopes, but that the swash zone is even narrower ..
Grain size

finer than at station A but the beach deposit

consists similarly of pebbles and granules.
present on either profile.

Sand is not

Grain size and sorting trends

parallel those at station A.
Perhaps the most distinctive features of station Bare
related to the nature of wave breaking and swash motions
Here there is strong refraction and little recognisable breaking
except under storm conditions..
the foreshore..

Rather the wave

s up

The motion of the swash and backwash may be

likened to that of a pendulum with almost equal, st

ly

recurring flow times ..
Station C 1

s

exposed to wave action.

southwest and hence is more
Here and at station D the

are almost always of the plunging type..

Also, Figure

s

PLATE 1 .

Steep shingle profi l e , station B, South Bay . Swash
Zone is narrow and water motion tends to be of the
surging type .

PLATE 2.

A much flatter , mixed sand-shingle profile , station
D. Here the swash zone is wider and there is
marked asymme t ry of flow times and pressures .
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these stations are notable for the presence of
the beach deposit.

coarse

Both may be classified

sand and shingle foreshorei.

as

At station C

re is only a small amount of sand present and the coarse
~\

is concentrated on the small pebble and granule
sizes.
the

Sor

trends exhibit a decrease seaward toward

r s

to those of the stations previously
other hand, at station D the upper part

descr

On

of

zone is frequently 'characterised by the presence
lense (see F

of a

there are wide var

Plate 2).

• 2B;

Consequently,

ons in sorting across the foreshore.

At the latter two stations the swash-zone is consistently
wider and breaker action more intense than at stations A and
During storms from t
zone at stations C

southerlY.quarter the active swash

D may be well over 100 feet wide.

In summary, it may

stated that the four stations chosen

represent a cross sect
and sedimentary depos

types of beach morphology
s

is clear that these four

s receive a characteristic

range of breaker and swash
Tidal Influences.

"""""e'=--=

T

s ..

Kaikoura area are semi-diurnal,

es

a day at intervals aV!eraging

Hith high water occurr

12 3 hours (N@Z. Tide
0

Tables~

the field experiments was
cycleo

In addition it

in the area ..

The tidal streams

1969).

The bas

time scale of

ely 12 hours, the tidal

s
d

four times daily.

Flood t

e sets to

north while the ebb flows south along

the coastc
The t

a1 r

e at Lyttelton is 6.3 feet on springs and

5 4 feet at

Observations during field experiments

0

confirmed

the t

similar ordera

a1

e on the study beaches is of a

has already been mentioned that the beaches

are characterised by st
there is very little t

slopes and plunging surf so that
1 translation of the breaker zone.

The main effects

t

t

intensity of breaker act

e consist in increasing the

at high water.

It-will be

demonstrated that this results in longer, faster swashes.
The combination of spr

high

has been sho\m to result in e
of mixed sand shingle beaches
Bight (Kirk, 1967).

Finally,

and southerly storm waves
lly intensive erosion
the coast of the Canterbury
tidal rise and fall of

mean water level at the shore affects the position of the
beach water table and therefore the extent of the zone of
saturation.

A wet foreshore has been shown to be a factor

promoting beach erosion (Grant, 1948;
Duncan, 1964).

Emery and Foster, 1948;
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It has been stated

most previous studies

have been concerned with

area seaward of the breakers

Since breakers cons

inputs of water to

the swash zone and since the

line constitutes the

seaward boundary of the flow features studied during this
investigation, it is appropr

te to consider first the nature

of shoaling and breaking waves

0

review of work relating specif

This will be followed by a
ally to the swash zone.

§.lJ.oaling Waves
As ocean waves run onshore from deep to shallow water
the effects of friction bet;;.;reen the wave form and the sloping
bed become apparente

The wave profiLe for swell in deep

water approximates a regular sinusoidal form.

As shallow

water is entered the wave velocity and length decrease, the
wave steepens and height increases until the wave train
consists of peaked crests separated by relatively flat
Q

Near the breaker the process is accelerated so that
wave may attain a height several times greater
water height (Shepard, 1963, p. 66).

than t

Ty

and shoaling wave characteri

3 and have been adapted from Iversen (1952,

shown
F

• 1, p

s are

10),

ison ete al. (1968, Fig. 4, p. 11).
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Definitions of these and other terms and symbols used throughout the text may be found in the glossary.
Kemp (1958, po 38) has noted that there is a limiting
value of steepness attainable by waves in process of
generation (H o /L 0 = 0.14).
This limiting value is an
important factor governing the distribution of wave energy
across the spectrum from short to long

periods~

Short waves

have a limiting deep water steepness.(H o /L 0 = 0.076), after
This same
which they lose energy as fast as they gain it.
limiting value will therefore affect waves as they move into
shallow water with a consequent tendency toward superelevation
of the wave crest as length and velocity are reduced by friction.
Van Dorn (1966, p. 39) suggests that the effects of this
transforma tion are not pronounced until very close (often
within one wave length), of the depth at which breaking occurs.
The break point is immediately preceded by a very rapid increase
in the wave height and by marked asymmetry of the wave crest
profileo
Bretschneider (1962) demonstrated a further important
effect of shoaling transformation.

He showed that shoaling

had a filtering effect on wave period.

It was found that the

predominant period shifts toward shorter periods as the water
depth decreases.

"The implication is "

.. that

the significant

periods observed in shallow water over the continental shelf
are shorter than those which would be observed beyond the

=

continental slope.
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In very shallow water (where) shoaling

becomes important, a secondary peak occurs at higher
periods".

~ergy Dissipation in Sha61ing Waves.

Energy dissipation

due to friction and percolation into a permeable nearshore
slope were investigated by Putnam and Johnson (1949) and by
Putnam (1949) respectively.

It was concluded that the

reduction in wave energy caused by bottom friction is negligible
for steep slopes until the wave is in water shallower than one
half wave length.

Height changes due to bed friction are

negligible in the first 60% of the

d/L o = 0.5.

distanc~

landward of

The effect is only appreciable over the final

20% of this distance.

Thus, in general the rate of energy

dissipation in shoaling is small, but it is cumulative so that
on steep-to shores such as the shingle beaches of the Kaikoura
coast waves may be expected to arrive at the shore retaining
most of their deep wave energy.

The effect of percolation

into the bed was found to be much lower than that of friction.
unless the bed is very permeable and very flat.

Sverdrup

and Munk (1946) evaluated all the data available and stated
that for all slopes in the range 1/20 to 1/300 the frictional
loss of energy does not exceed 10% of the original wave energy
and is much smaller on average.
On the other hand, Inman and Bowen (1963) demonstrated
from an evaluation of the relation between wave power

=

.

( 1.0 e •.,

rate
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application of energy), and sediment
s zone that about 10% of the total power

transport

expended by waves is used in transporting sediment.
As has been stated previously,
many studies of sediment motion and beach erosion have been
performed for

Most of these rest on the

assumption

increasing asymmetry of wave forms

and orbital v

s can be described by successively

higher approximat

s to sinusoidal deep water wave theory.

Munk (1949) has shown good agreement between soli'tary wave
theory (which may be regarded as a limiting case of oscillatory
wave motion), and measurements of wave parameters on sandy
oceanic coasts.

Also, it was demonstrated that the theory

explained many features of wave breaking.

In deep water the

significant parameters are thus wave length and wave steepness
In shallow water the wave conditions are nearly
(and therefore wave period).

independent of wave 1
The important parameters

the zone immediately seaward of

the breakers are water depth (which governs velocity);
the ratio of wave he

ht to

and

er depth (which will be shown

to control breaking).
As shoaling transformations produce increases in the
e of asymmetry of orb

1 velocities and flow times

idual water particles no
at the bed becomes

describe closed orbits@

l1el to

and a mass movement

~

of water
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the shore is initiated e

The fact that

motion of the water beneath the shoaling wave

f

is more rapid than seaward motion under the trough was
early

ised as a potential mechanism of sediment sort

s, a given grain size under given wave condi

..

ons is thought

to have a "null-point" on the submarine slope where onshore
and offshore forces on the particles are at balanqe.

The

null points of successively smaller grains lie at increasing
distances from the shore o

The concept was f

st stated by

Cornaglia in 1898 and is evaluated by Munch-Petersen in
Svendsen (1950).

Subsequently, a number of model studies

were carried out by Eagleson, Glenne and Dracup (1963), and
others@

Miller and Zeigler (1958;

1964) attempted theoretical

and field analysis of the null-point hypothesis..

Longinov

(in Zenkovich, 1967, pp. 44-118) has conducted extensive field
investigations of wave pressure distributions in the shoaling
zone o

It was concluded that

general the hypothesis was

valid, but that the theory is imperfect since it fails to
distinguish between suspended and bed load movement.
movement of gravel, fur examp

The

,is predominantly as bed-load

under nearly all wave conditions while sand passes into
suspension load with

Once

becomes significant the vertical

suspension of
structure of

wave intensity.

rea

water co

currents may move s

becomes important.
d

Secondary

ections contrary to those

=
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determined by the net wave forces at the bed as will be shown.
Wave Steepness and Beach Cut and Fill.
mentioned~

Also, as has been

many studies have dealt with the relation between

deep water wave parameters (most notably wave steepness),
and beach cut and fill.

Both the reason for this and the

link with the null=point studies of sediment sorting lie in
the fact that steepness is a direct measure of the onshore and
offshore velocities under the wave crests and troughs
respectively@

Under swell conditions (low steepness), these

velocities are net onshore at the bed.

Under storm conditions

(high steepness) the velocity differential is much lower and
At Ho /L 0

velocities are at a maximum.
differential is zero.

= 0.03

the velocity

Studies of the relation between steepness

and beach cut and fill include those by Waters (1939),
Johnson (1949), Rector (1954), Watts (1954) and Scott (1954).
Repeated observations demonstrated that an erosional "bar"
profile is produced by steepnesses greater than 0.025 - 0.03
and that steepnesses less than 0.025 - 0.03 promoted beach
fill and a "step" profile.

These conditions correspond in a

general fashion to storm and swell conditions on natural
beacheso
However, the derived correlations between steepness and
beach state varied greatly with beach slope and mean grain
size (Iwagaki and

Noda~

1963)~

so that "critical steepness"

varies widely over a range of beach conditions.

Further,

=
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steepness values reported in field studies are usually much
below the theoretical laboratory range of 0.02S - 0.03
(e.g. Kirk, 1967. p. 32;

Kemp~

1960).

The reasons for these

discrepancies relate, as in the case of null-point theory,
to the lack of detailed knowledge concerning water motion
in and near the sediment

layer~

and to the complex

inter~

relations between the state of the beach face and the
incident waves.
Iwagaki and Noda (1963) demonstrated that at low values
of the ratio Ho/d SO (where dSO is a measure of mean grain
size), sediment transport occurs mainly as bed load and at
high values of Ho/d SO as suspended load.
It has already been
noted that suspended load is subject to redistribution by
secondary currents.
Wells (1967, p. 497) stated that, -"part of the failure
of.~he

above) efforts to obtain a valid theory for sand

movement by waves may be due to the insufficiency of the
wave theory used".

Nowhere had the interaction between

incident waves of varying frequencies been considered.

It

was found to be necessary to employ the skewness of the
probability distribution of the horizontal water velocity
for second order gravity waves just above the bottom
boundary layer in order to arrive at a precise definition
for a (sediment) neutral line (null-point) which could lead
to a prediction of beach conditions under wave action alone.
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neutral line corresponds to the pos
ewness and the direction of net

on of zero
le motion is

ermined by the sign of the skewness.
ity (slope) was assumed to
to wave forces

Q

negligible in relation

In the null po

seen as a force acting on

The force of

hypothesis gravity is

s in the offshore (downslope)

direction0
It was concluded that

neutral line always lies

seaward of d/L o = 0.090 i.e~ a position quite close to the
breakers"

Onshore movement decreased with decreasing wave

length and the neutral 1

e moved seaward with increasing

wave length and period"

Also, the neutral line moved seaward

with increasing bandwidth (equivalent to variation in the
period of incident waves at a given.time;
minus 10% of predominant pe
The Wave Drift Profile.

e.g. plus and

od)c

Because of increasing asymmetry of

water particle motion in the onshore direction fluid particles
move a net distance onshore with each wave.

As a result of

this, and also because waves breaking along the shore become
waves of transla
against

, a certain amount of water is piled up
A hydraulic head is therefore established

and since over a long period the net water level at the
shore remains constant (apart from tides),
return s
mass trans

A "drift profile" compri

must
of an onshore

component and a seaward return flow component

=

results o
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Zenkovich (1967, po 23) notes that little is known

about the detailed structure of this profile for particular
conditions in spite of the effects it has on sediments lifted
off the bed by wave motion.

Munk (1949) gives a series of

drift profiles for different relative depths (Hid) in which
the onshore flow section is underlain by a seaward flow along
the bed.

Conversely, Wiegel (1965, p. 324) summarises

laboratory measurements and concludes. the reverse;

that is,

onshore transport at the bed and seaward return at the surface.
However, in all cases the velocity of drift increased right
up to the breakers.
On the other hand, Shepard and Inman (1950) examined
drift currents on sandy beaches and found a tendency for all
water outside the breaker to move seaward in one area and
shoreward in another.

The return flow' occurred at discrete

locations along the shore in the form of high velocity filaments known as rip-currents.

The latter are short lived

and changeable in position.

Between rips there may occur

longshore currents which carry masses of fluid to the main
body of the outgoing currents o
In addition it is known that winds near the shore can
have pronounced effects on the nature and intensity of mass
transport o

An onshore wind tends to promote pile up at the

shore and to hasten wave breaking so that return flow near
the bed may be accelerated.

Beach erosion results.

=

Conversely ~

f
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e winds tend to delay breaking and to

lessen mass

onshore near the surface..

examined these

King (1953)

ocesses in both the field and laboratory and

showed that on

ds increase the destructive effects

of steep waves

significance of the 1

drift profile thus

le studied

s two aspects of especial importance to

a study of swash zone processes@

The first of these is related
sed~ment

to the distribution

suspended

concerns the in

e of water and sediment through the

breaker zone

Q

This

and the second

ter aspect will be examined in the

discussion of breakeri.
It is now clear

the mechanics of wave and sediment

motion in the nearshore zone are generally well understood.
1 analyses and field experiments

Model studies, theoret
have

en the grossly simplified relationships to work with.

will be demonstrated that the same cannot be said of either
breaker or the swash zone.
It has been shown
that waves in shallow water shorten in length and lose velocity
toward the breaker/while crests become elevated and steeper
and troughs flatten

Q

Toward

shore there is an increasing

asymmetry of the flow times and velocities associated with
g

en cre
str

to size

s and troughs (the skewness of the velocity
s increases).
ing and cut and

This 1

under varying conditions

11 of the beach deposit, though

=

1s

many
little
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these processes
d

obscure.

sipation in this stage

by perco

o the bed.

There is

her by friction or

Near the breaker the development

of asymmetry accelerates dramatically and the distribution of
flow in

water column is complicated by the presence of

seaward flowing return water"

The lat

at a variable number of positions both

may be located
ically through

the water column and horizontally along the shore.
rips are

le

As well

th respect to time, altering by the minute

and with the winds and tides.

All of these processes of wave

transformation are drastically altered by the process of
breaking"
A large body

literature relating to the study of wave
e and offshore zones has been briefly

processes in the near
summarised above s
present study.

e

does not directly a

the

However, the outline given enables certain

conclusions to be

concerning the study beaches of the

present investigationo

is unlikely that on steep beaches

having relatively deep water close inshore significant
modification of the energy levels of incoming waves takes
place in the shoaling zone

ceding breaking.

On the

Kaikoura beaches the only

or potential source of offshore

energy modification is

ore wave refraction.

the study beaches the de
s

iment sorting are to

Thus, on

of beach cut and fill and
analysis of swash and

31
zone processes

amounts of energy

are dissipated very rapidly over very short distances
(usually under half of one wave length) ..

There are two as

s

significance in the pres

breakers of particular
study.

The first of these is

concerned with the factors promoting breakers of various
types@

This cond

ions

nature of the swash and the

intensity of the backwash a

The second relates to the circul-

ation of water and/or sediment through the breaker to the
nearshore zone.
either be depos
alongshore to a
the breaker zone
The propert

Mater

1 entrained by the backwash must

at the base of the breaker or carried
if there is no interchange across
er a given surf regime.
s of breakers are difficult to treat theoret-

ically since the break point is a mathematical singularity
and the process of breaking is non-conservative of energy.
Also, in
to possess

the water motion is known from model studies
icant vertical accelerations.

These can

no longer be accommodated as in the theories of unbroke.n

There
the ons
breaking
crest exc
As

therefore no generally accepted criterion for
breaking except that most authorities agree that
11 occur whenever the wave orbital velocity at
s the local phase velocity (Van Dorn, 1966, p. 39).

waves shorten and steepen and lose speed toward the

=
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shore the crests become increasingly unstable so that when
wave

steepn~ss

exceeds a limiting value breaking ensues.

In Stokes theory this value is expressed in terms of maximum
crest angle.

If the angle is less than 120 0 then orbital

velocity exceeds phase velocitYa

An

alternative criterion

is that the wave breaks if asymmetry of the, crest develops to
the point where the front face exceeds the perpendicular.
The wave then collapses forward.
Beach slope exerts a strong influence on the nature of
breaking and there are two external phenomena which will
hasten development of the above conditions.
onshore wind, has already been mentioned.

The first, an
Such a wind

accelerates the upper parts of the crests to a level beyond
the wave phase velocity.
opposing current.

The second is the presence of an

Waves in deep water will break if the

velocity of the opposing flow attains a value equal to one
quarter of the wave phase velocity (Yi-Yuan Yu, 1952).
Similar effects may occur in rip current zones and at the
base of the breaker where backwash water is at maximum
velocity.
Defant (1960, p. 126) notes that there
exceptions to these criteria.

~.re

three

Abrupt slope changes will

promote breaking at considerable depths.

Very steep storm

waves break deeper than predicted and very flat waves break
shoaler than predicted o

Munk (1949, p. 389) demonstrates

33
that waves on un

arm sl

may be expected to

water 1 .. 28 times
Iversen (1952) has
water motion are

=

the wave height (Hid

0.78).

the horizontal vela

s of

st unger the crest of a wave about to

break and that vert

1 velocities are greatest

of this point (See F

• 3B and Fig@ 8A).

Energy Dissipation_in Breaking Waves.
w~ve

shore\'lard

is thus clear that

-breaking gives rise to intense turbulence

dissipation of

Wave energy possessed

rapid
deep water

is dissipated along the route to the shore by

ion

plus turbulent losses in the breaker, plus
swash, plus the
rise of water

in the

ential energy associated with an inshore
1, plus friction in

plus reflected

10sses~

backwash;

(Kemp, 1958, P0 44).

and,

Healy (1953)

considers turbulent losses as the most important for beaches
and deduces that

energy absorbed by a given beach is

proportional to the slope, being 40% for a 30 0 slope~ 80%
for a 100 slope and 95% for a 50 slope

Thus, on the steep

study beaches most of the wave energy arriving at the shore
is absorbed in breaking and in swash
energy is reflected seaward.

Little

Also, hydrodynamically rough

foreshores (gravels) further reduce
reflection ..

backwash"

level of energy

Theref are until the wave breaks ~ practicetlly

the same amount of energy is transf

to an ever decreas

volume of fluid as the depth decreases@

Thi~

is brought

about by an increase in wave height (Zenkovich, 1967, p. 34),
though the energy loss involved in breaking rapidly reduces
height.
The latter features are exhibited in Figure 4 which shows
the fluctuations in wave height and mean water level
associated with some laboratory breakers (Bowen, Inman and
Simmons, 1968, p. 2573).

These

exp~r~ments

demonstrated the

existence of a "set-down" seaward of the break point and of a
steady rise in mean water level ("set-up") on the landward
side.

Set-down outside the breaker can be seen to be small

and is due to reflection of energy from the concrete beach
s l'ope.

On the other hand, Figure 4 indicates that the

set-up on the landward side of the breaker is at least as
large as wave amplitude.

Theory and experiment are

~n

good

agreement save for the immediate vicinitycr the break point
where wave height is larger than predicted.
readily

It can be

seen that the wave profile is no longer sinusoidal

as in deep water.
As noted previously, the velocity distributions in this
zone are very complex.

In agreement with Wells' (1967)

hypothesis concerning the skewed nature of the velocity
distributions Koontz and Inman (1967) have shown that much
of the energy possessed by waves in this zone is contained
by second and higher order harmonics of the motion so
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F

1

theory is no

This accounts for

the frequently ob

betwe{~n

theory and

experiment~

waves are characterised
by a wide variety of forms which are broadly dependent upon
beach slope and wave steepnessQ

(See Figo 5)

indicates that steep slopes and/or low steepnes
induce plunging or surging rather
Characteristic water

tha~

The diagram
tend to

spilling breakers.

iles associated with these three

breaker types are shown

Figure 6$

It can be seen that

in spilling breakers the crest does not collapse but rather
there is a continuous but minor discharge from the crest and
the wave gradually subsides toward the beach

Conversely,

in plunging breakers the crest steepens and hollows until the
forward face overhangs the trough.
onto the beach (F

0

6B).

The wave then collapses

Considerable vert

1 accelerations

both upward and downward are involved in this type of breaker.
This is the predominant type of breaker

011

the study beaches.

Surging, on the other hand, is confined to very steep slopes
and to very low wave steepnesses and is notable for the absence
of a well defined plunge point
the water neat' the bed at the wave
crest in bore-like fashion and

indicates that
moves ahead of the
water level declines

slowly behind the surgeo
Suquet (1950 - in Kemp, 1958, p. 39) examined breaking
st

s on slopes ranging from 1/5",·7 to 1/25 and
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found that for the steepest beaches and H

o

plunger resulted.

It 0

= 0.03 a curling

The subsequent runup on the beach was in

the form of a "jet de rive" or surge of high velocity and
a strong return, meeting the next wave at the plunge point.
On the 1/25 slope breaking was in the form of a roller which
spread out as a thin sheet as it moved up the beach.
return was equally feeble a

The

It is thus clear that beach slope

can greatly affect breaker and swash type for a given incident
waveD

Plunging breakers initiate a strong swasn after the

flow-field has been re=formed following the plunge.

The

equally strong backwash that results has further effects on
the next breaker since it opposes the wave flow field and
enhances the next plunge@

A roller on a flatter slope, on

the other hand, results in weak swash and backwash flows and
in ponding of water at the base of the breaker.

This may

result in deposition at this site.
In relation to the critical steepness theory of beach
cut and fill outlined above Hayami (1958) and Iwagaki and
Noda (1963) have noted a correlation with breaker type.
Beach erosion tends to be associated with spilling breakers
(see Fig. 5) since H

o

110

while plunging breakers

is greater than 0.025 to 0.03;
'

t~d

to promote beach fill.

This

will be shown to be largely untrue of the shingle beach
where considerable amounts of erosion have been measured
under plunging wave regimes alone.

In such cases the

FIGURE 6@

The surface profiles show
the wave form before, during
and after breaking@ Numbers
opposite profile lines indicate
relative times of occurrences
Source: Wiegel (1965, Figo 7:30,
po 174).
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distinction between plunging and rolling noted above may have
more applicabilitYe

However, the energy levels and

frequencies of occurrence of the various steepnesses shown
in Figure 6 range widely so that it will be necessary to
investigate the inherent variability of input wave regimes
in order to clarify this pointe
Mason (1952) carried out similar studies to Suquet and
concluded that plunging and spilling. represented the extremes
of a continuous range of breaker types.

Galvin (1968)

investigated this further and established a more detailed
classification of breaker typeso

Most relevant to the

present study was the creation of a "collapsing" breaker
category intermediate between plungers and surges on steep
slopes o

Here breaking occurs over the lower half of the

wave and only a small air pocket is enclosed (Galvin, 1968,
Table 3, po 3654).
Iversen (1952 A;

1952 B) confirmed previous results and

extended the range of observations.

His work dealt more

explicitly with the role of backwash in breaking and may be
summarised as follows:
(1)

(Kemp, 1958, p. 40):

Breakers on slopes of 1/10 are 40% higher than on
1/50 for the same wave@

(2)

Similar waves all break in the same depthcr watero

(3)

The 1/10 slope produced greater backwash velocity
with a smaller depth of flow than for flatter
slopes.

=

(4)
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For flat slopes (1/20 to 1/50) backwash velocity
is almost independent of H /L and is equal -to.
a G
0.15 to 0.20 of wave velocity at breaking.

(5)

For a steep slope backwash velocity increases
as H /L increases.
a a

A promising approach to the problems of breaker study
\

/

is that ofLe Mehaute (1962) who demonstrated that on steep
slopes there is a maximum amount of

ene~gy

~hat

a solitary

wave can transmit toward the shoreline over a given depth.
This maximum is reached at H/d

=

0.78, the breaking depth.

If the amount of energy passing through a given vertical
section is larger than the maximum value, a spilling or
"non=saturated" breaker will dissipate the difference.
Runup is negligible.

Conversely, there is a limiting amount

of energy that can be dissipated by spilling along a given
Hence when the slope steepens the regulating

length of bed.

effect of spillage either attains its limit, or. has insufficient time to act, and the wave plunges.

Such a breaker is
Intermediate

fully "saturated" and significant runup results.

breaker types result from varying degrees of energy saturation.
Munk(1949) employed similar reasoning in calculating that
the discharge (q) from the breaker per foot of crest per unit
time is given by:

4

q ::::

)

3 (j3

1

=
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where: ~ is relative breaking depth, Hid
Hb is breaker height in feet;

=

0.78;

and T is wave period in seconds.

Thus discharge varies as the square of breaker height so that
the 40% height enhancement noted by Iversen (1952A;

1952B)

can be expected to result in high discharges into the swash
zone of steep shingle beaches.
~ymmetries

of Water Motion.

The development of the wave

asymmetries leading to the above breaker characteristics has
been investigated in the field by Longinov (1958 - in Zenkovich,
1967, pp. 40-53).

Asymmetries for waves on a "deep water"

coast off a shingle beach are shown in Figure 7.

The values

were obtained with pressure recorders similar in function to
that employed in this study.

It can be seen from the diagram

that all of the pressure and time asymmetries diverge notably
from unity as relative wave heights increase.

Values above

unity on the graph indicate shoreward movement while values
below unity relate to net seaward movements.
Though absolute pressure (Am) on the bed increases
p

steadily toward the breaker the asymmetry of the pressures
in the onshore and offshore directions (A ) tends to attain
p
a maximum value.

As noted by Van Dorn (1966) these effects

become apparent at a distance of half to one third wavelength
from the breaker o

It is clear from the diagram that there is
p

a net pressure gradient onshore but the coefficient of the

FIGURE 7.

Asymmetries are expressed as
functions of relative depth
(H/d). Derived from Longinov
(1958 - in Zenkovich, 1967,
Fig. 11, p. 50). Values are
for a "deepwater coast".
i.e. pebble beach with a flat
nearshore bed at 2 m. depth.
Apt = asymmetry of pressures
times asymmetry of
times.
At = asymmetry of flow times.
A~ = pressure increment per
metre of wave path.
A = asymmetry of pressures.
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ions of these pressures (At) rises

asymmet
1

onshore and

s again indicating the effect of

seaward f lowing return ;,va ter pi led up at the beach.
is one of

s

"This

differences between the (field

observations) and C

lia l s (hypothesis) which assumed

that an increase in t

rate of movement of the water was

always associated

a reduction in the duratiDn at a given

stage" (Zenkovich, 1967, p. 51).
As well as long

1

ssures in the direction of

''lave motion breaking waves also generate shock pressures.
The effects of the latter

been studied in relation to

forces on cliffs and wharf-

s but they are also capable

of significant morphological

fects on open beaches.

overall shock pressures

The

by waves breaking on a beach

foreshore are greatest for p i n g breakers and least for
spilling breakers (Carstens, 1968, p. 46).
of such pressures depends cruc

The occurrence

lly on wave phase (Bagnold,

1938), while their magnitude depends upon water mass, velocity
and air content.
On a steep shore the importance of these pressures lies
in the fact that plunging breakers may cause significant
1

ting of coarse sediments from the bed as a result of impact

forces.

The writer has observed large pebbles flung clear

the breaker on numerous occasions.
demonstrates that a water cushion is very
essure.

s

s (1968, p. 49)
fective in reducing

Thus, the importance of a dry beach

(without backwash at the moment of impact), is that the
forces exerted by plunging breakers are higher, as is the
possibility of significant suspension of sediment.

Therefore

impact forces by collapsing breakers landing on a slow-moving
sheet of backwash water or by plunging breakers which are out
of phase with the backwash, should be much lower than at times
when flow is cleared before the arrival of the next breaker.
This aspect of breaker action is very important because it
governs both sediment entrainment at the inception of the
swash and the disposal of sediment entrained by.the backwash.
Consequently, it is a subject which will be analysed in
greater detail at a later stage.
For the present however, it raises the vexing question
of the nature of the interchange between the beach face and
the nearshore bottom through the breaker line.
Circulation of Water and Sediment Through the Breaker.

It has

previously been shown that the area immediately landward of
the breaker zone on a shingle beach is characterised by a
high degree of turbulence and bed disturbance.

The movement

of material in this zone may be oscillatory or translatory
or both

s~

that the ultimate resting place of materials

continually or intermittently disturbed in this area will
depend on the net movement of the water.

The nature of the

drift profile for particular conditions has,been shown to be
difficult to assess.

Consequently, only the broadest outline

through

of

breaker may be garnered from

few observations made in model studies.
The discuss

ift profiles suggested

of

wave steepnesses

tha~

for low

e across the breaker was either

in the form of a c

s

e drift profile having a seaward

return component at some var

ble depth, or in the form of

discrete rip currents fed by lateral water movements landward
of the breaker ..

8A indicates this situation.

F

(1940) observed this ty

of cond

in a model and conclud

Bagnold

ion at low wave steepnesses

t

were distinctly separate

circulation cells landward and seaward of the breakero
Sediment was unable to pass through the breaker to the nearshore bottom ..
On the other hand, at
condition notable for merg
observed ..

Hamada (1951) obta

1 and 2) and termed the low st
case "flow system".

steepness values another
t

c

lation cells was

similar results (see Fig. 8B,
ss, discrete circulation

This occurred under plunging breakers

and the exchange rate of fluid was low.

For s

lling breakers

(high Ho /L 0 ) on the other hand, a "wave system" was set up.
Here there was a large head of water ag

st
from

consequently a significant amount of energy was r
the breaker zone.

A second plunge vortex was es

and sediments entrained by the backwash
through the breaker.

~vere

It is interesting to note t

t

8A and 8B, the one derived from field study and the at

es
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from the wave tank, show certain overall similarities.

In

both onshore flow occurs at the surface while offshore flow
is confined to the bed.

Also, in both the probable sites of

longshore currents are located immediately landward and seaward of the breaker.
King (1959, pp. 125=127) observed similar trends in a
model study of beach erosion and deposition.

Seaward of the

break point almost all sediment movement was onshore.

This

volume increased with increasing wave height and period.
However, there was an abrupt change in motion

at the breaker.

Landward of the breaker line the direction of movement was
much more complex, depending upon relative volumes, speeds
and flow times of the swash and backwash.

Swash acted with

a high velocity but for a longer time so that, given constant
percolation into the beach, for greater wave steepness the
water volumes ascending and descending the shore increased.
King argued that once the backwash reached the critical velocity
required for transport of the beach sediment then net seaward
flow of sediment resulted since the backwash operated for a
longer period than the swash.

Reasoning of this type cannot

be applied to natural foreshores since water motion in both
directions is at all times considerably above the level of
critical erosion velocities for all save the largest particles o
Also, it has been mentioned that erosion does occur at low
'values of wae steepness.

In fact the many studies of natural

=
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beaches that have observed profile erosion, deposition and
erosional/depositional combinations have nearly all been
performed under conditions of low steepness when field work
is least hampered.

The central problem of this study is to

detail the processes responsible for these changes observed
in natural beaches so that while descriptions furnished by
models such as King's may accommodate the gross changes between
erosive and depositional phases;

par~meters

such as

d~ep

water wave steepness would appear to be inadequate for the
description of water motion after breaking and therefore to'
be of limited value in directly explaining foreshore behaviour.
Swash Phase Relations.

A more promising approach lies through

a consideration of wave phase relations as stated above.
Johnson and Eagleson (1966 - in Ippen, 1966, p. 412) have noted
that the amount of fluid exchange across the breaker zone
depends upon the relative timing of the wave breaking and the
arrival at the breaker station of the backrush from the
previous wave.

When the two are coincident little exchange

takes place, since the breaker is formed primarily from surf
zone fluid.
exchange.

When the two are widely separated there is complete
The authors note that this situation is complicated

on a natural foreshore where lateral circulation is possible.
Kemp (1958;

1960;

1963) has formalised this type of

notion by considering the ratio of wave period to swash
period ("phase difference").

He demonstrated experimentally

~
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and in the field that the relationship between the phase of
a wave at the plunge and at the swash limit was an index of
stability or instability of the profile.

Figure 9 indicates

the essential characteristics of this concept.

The strong

influence of significant breaker height on swash length (and
hence on swash period) at three stations along a natural shingle
beach can be seen in Figure 9A.

It is interesting to note

that the differences between stations tend to be eliminated
at greater breaker heights.

For the observations shown above

40% of the swash lengths lay between instantaneous mean water
level and the swash limit (Kemp, 1963, p. 134).
Figure 9B indicates that the decay rate of swash velocity
is also correlated strongly with swash length and thus with
breaker height.

It is therefore clear that "phase difference"

must increase with breaker height.

These observations in

the field confirmed what had earlier been established in the
laboratory, as is shown in Figure

ge.

This diagram shows that

initially the phase difference or swash period remains constant
at a value of 0.3T, even though swash length increases.
As the swash length is further increased a critical
point is reached after which phase difference increases with
increasing wave height.

The zone of constant-phase difference

is termed the "surge zone" and water motion resembles that of
a simple pendulum.

An increase in breaker height results in

increased swash velocity but the time of the surge remains

F

9.

Data in A and B were derived
from field study at three
stations on a shingle beach ..
C is from laboratory
investigations of phase
relations.
Hbl/3 represents
significant breaker heights
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and in the field that the relationship between the phase of
a wave at the plunge and at the swash limit was an index of
stability or instability of the profile.

Figure 9 indicates

the essential characteristics of this concept.

The strong

influence of significant breaker height on swash length (and
hence on swash period) at three stations along a natural shingle
beach can be seen in Figure 9A.

It is interesting to note

that the differences between stations tend to be eliminated
at greater breaker heights.

For the observations shown above

40% of the swash lengths lay between instantaneous mean water
level and the swash limit (Kemp, 1963, p. 134).
Figure 9B indicates that the decay rate of swash velocity
is also correlated strongly with swash length and thus with
breaker height.

It is therefore clear that "phase difference"

must increase with breaker height.

These observations in

the field confirmed what had earlier been established in the
laboratory, as is shown in Figure

ge.

This diagram shows that

initially the phase difference or swash period remains constant
at a value of 0.3T, even though swash length increases.
As the swash length is further increased a critical
point is reached after which phase difference increases with
increasing wave height.

The zone of constant .phase difference

is termed the "surge zone" and water motion resembles that of
a simple pendulum.

An increase in breaker height results in

.increased swash velocity but the time of the surge remains

=
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Under these conditions thaB is negligible

interchange between the water shoreward and seaward of the
breaker and nor is there any tendency for lateral circulation
to develop.
With further increase in wave height the critical limit
for surge conditions is exceeded.

The beach crest begins

to retreat and the time taken for swash to reach the crest
increases so that the time available .for backwash is consequently
reduced.

As a result the backwash does not terminate before

the next breaker plunges.

This is termed the ".transition

zone" of flow and is characterised by unstable flow and
lateral circulation (Kemp, 1960, p. 269).

Beach cusps are

developed under these conditions and there is some interchange
of nearshore and swash zone water across the breakera
As the phase difference increases further, the partly
oscillatory nature of the swash and backwash gradually gives
way to continuous flow into and out of the breaker zone.
Continuous flow is developed when the phase difference is unity
(swash period equals wave period) and flow for phase differences
greater than wave period is termed "surf zone".

The change

from transition zone to surf zone also denotes the change from
a step-type depositional profile to a bar-type erosional form
(Kemp, 1960, p. 270).
From the above it is clear that phase difference is a
dominant factor in determining the characteristic shape of

=

a beach profile.
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It is a

wh

h holds in both

which is not subject

the model and on natural
to the same scale limitations

similarity that

affect critical wave steepness t

In relation to

the study beaches of this

st

that stations on the open

h are dominantly in the

transition zone condition.

tion it \vill be shown

Inherent variability in natural

wave trains means that on a given occasion waves and swash
are constantly passing
state and reverting

an in-phase to an out-of-phase
, the morphological condition of

the beach foreshore depending on the time-mean cond

ionG

It may also be concluded that on these beaches

is some

intermittent exchange of fluid, and perhaps s

, across

the breaker to the nearshore submarine face of
deposit.

Attimes when there is no exchange sed

at the base of the breaker by the backwash and
the swash may be
equilibrium even

dumped
led by

ded as being in quasi-oscillatory
ougn the grain sizes present may be small
Station C

relative to the respective velocity regimes.

(Fig. 1) is dominantly in surf-zone phase conditions and little
exchange may be

cted save for dur

stormsQ

Summary of Breaker Conditions.

s have proven difficu

to study so that most investigations

e

scribed them

relation to their erosive effects on t

shore.

One exception

to this is the energy saturation cone

of L~ Mehaut'e (1962).

Breaker type has been shown to be strongly influenced by
wave steepness and beach slope but the effects of these two
variables are difficult to assess for particular field
conditions.

Plunging br

s occur on steep slopes at

low wave steepnesses and

us form

occurring on the study b

most common type

Sa

Most of the wave energy arr
is dissipated in breaking and

on steep shingle shores
swash/backwash.

of the wave form, pressure and veloc
well developed at breaking.

Asymmetries

distributions are

There is a net pressure gradient

onshore but flow times are more evenly balanced owing to the
action of seaward flowing return water.
The nature of the mass transport
and imperfectly understood.

ift profile is complex

Seaward r

may occur at
is not uniform along

varying positions in the water column
the shore since rip currents may
in a particular location.

all the return water

Suspended sed

s may be carried

seaward through the breakers in

these situations but

most experiments indicate that there is

sign

exchange
ess is

of sediment across the breaker zone unless wave s
large.
an

Plunging breakers initiate a strong swash
vigorous backwash.

Collapsing breakers, on the

1ly

0

occur on flatter slopes and result in a deeper, slower swash
and a feeb

backwash&

Shock pressures due to the v

1
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t of water projected from a plunging bre.aker are greatly
lessened if the foreshore is cushioned by a sheet of backwash
era

Th~

may affect the

sediment entrainment by

a wave at the impact point since veloc

s near the bed would

be lower than if the bed was exposed to wave action.
While the critical wave steepness governing foreshore cut
fill, and therefore breaker type, varies greatly with beach
slope, grain size and wind

ec

conditions, it has been shown

on for both models and field
t discharge into the swash

zone varies as the square of wave height, but only as the
first power of wave length (
situation in deep water

od).

Thus, contrary to the

relation between wave height and

wave length in shallow water is very complex.
Consistent with the effect of wave height on swash
discharge Kemp (1958;

1960;

1963) has demonstrated that

breaker height exerts a strong control on both swash length
and duration o

Therefore swash velocity is closely related

to breaker height so t

t the relation between wave period

and swash period becomes an important parameter governing
morphological act
From this
in both the f
profile deve
eroded.

On

ity in the swash and breaker zones.
demonstrated that at low-phase conditions
and the laboratory a step-type depositional
high-phase conditions beach profiles
er high-phase wave action was

e continuous
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exchange of fluid and sediment through the breaker zone.
Since the phase difference concept offers a
level of dynamical similarity between model and

otype and

in view of the fact that it is an easier parameter to measure
in the field than the more conventional. wave steepness, it
will be adopted throughout the remainder

this report.

The term "low phase" will be applied to cond

ions of long

period and/or low wave height while the term "high phase"
will refer to waves characterised by short period and/or large
wave height.

This is because these terms afford a more precise

description of energy conditions on the shingle beach foreshore
than the terms "storm" (high steepness) and "swell" (low
steepness).

The latter terms, at least in the context of

New Zealand coasts, correspond more to
relatively frequent swell waves

distinction between

ing from far distant

generation areas and much less frequent storm waves consisting
of a mixture of swell and more locally generated, wind-modified
waves;

than to the day by day variations in the modified ocean

swell trains breaking on the shingle beaches of the Kaikoura
coast ..
The Swash Zone
Taken together as a functioning system of reversing flows,
a given swash/backwa
or in a translatory

regime may behave in a quasi,~oscil1ato:('y
shion depending on phase relations, as

has been shoWTIo

It is with regard to

broadest senses that most field

a

8

~nd

s

ory studies of

the swash zone have been oriented o

ss changes in the

swash/backwash regime have been re

to sediment sorting,

beach cut and fill, and to the occurrence of various bed
forms such as ripples, dunes and cUSPSo
The first section of the following review will deal with
the se studie s.

Secondly, since

. swash zone is inherent:ly

highly turbulent and since turbulence is fundamental to
sediment motion, it will be neces

to review the appropriate

theory of fluid motion before proceeding to a detailed study
of sediment transport in the swash zoneo

This theory is

derived mainly from the literature of the study of fluvial
hydraul ic s.
Water Motion in the Swash Zone.

Palmer (1934) early not

the erosional character of high-phase wave conditions on shingle
beaches.

This was attributed to the greater role of the

backwash as opposed to that of the swash.

Conversely, beach

accretion was argued to be due to a low phase type of condition
where swash flow predominated and pebbles were moved up the
beach to become stranded at the upper limit of the tidal rise.
The "difference between the two actions 'Vlas determined by the
rapidity in succession of the waves upon the

Ii

1834, p. 571).
Cornish (1898) and Lewis (1931) adopted s

lar

(

Imer,

- 52 explanations for the "downcombing li of shingle beaches by
high phase waves.

The swashes were observed to ride over

one another thus producing a relatively more powerful offshore
flow in the backwash.

Hence, if beach permeability remains

constant, as wave height rises a progressively smaller
proportion of the swash volume is lost through percolation
into the beach face.

Thus backwash volume and velocity

increase with rising wave height.

It was suggested that the

beach was combed down to some flatter slope at which swash/
backwash velocities would be more nearly equal.
Cornish (1898) also recognised that simultaneous movements
of fine and coarse particles could occur in different directions
on the shore face.

While coarse materials could only be moved

onshore in the swash, fines were mobile in both the swash and
the backwash.

Since the fines were thrown into suspension

it was argued that they might be carried seaward by return
currents.
Evans (1939) reasoned further that the rate of motion of
foreshore sediments would be greatest near the median line of
the swash zone.

This was because material in the upper

part of the zone moved slowly owing to the low frequency of
swash lengths reaching the area, while the material below the
median might move offshore (fines winnowed out), or saltate
around a mean position (coarse lag), or possess only a low
rate of net transport.

Fine materials entrained lower down

=
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the foreshore would be deposited as lag sediments at the
swash limit because of infiltration of swash water.
A significant feature of these early studies was the
recognition of the fact that large storm waves were not
entirely destructive of shingle beaches as is the case with
sand shores.

While large amounts of sediment could be

moved seaward much was also thrown high by the swash.
This results

in the building of steep shingle berms which

are often many times higher than normal high tide level (King,
1959, p. 281).
Bascom (1951) in a study of trends in sediment size in
the swash zone observed that the largest grains were always
found in the zone of rna imum turbulence under the breaker.
Mean size may decrease landward of this point (e.g. Evans,
1939), or may be more variable (e.g. Krumbein and Slack, 1956).
It can be seen from the above that the earliest
observations of the swash zone established the broad factors
influencing beach cut and fill as well as identifying the
major sorting processes.

Thus, variations in wave size

influence not only the amount of material of a given size
that is transported, but also condition the directions in
which the members of a range of grain sizes will move
simultaneously.

The latter aspects have formed central themes

of much subsequent studyo
While the movement of swash is conditioned by breaking
wave characterisitcs, backwash is the result of gravitational

=

forces o

Swa

and

r

slope
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velocity ther

ore depends upon wave height

whereas backwash velocity is a function of

le and rate of groundvlater emission from the beach

face.

etic energy of the swash is converted to potent-

ial

as the bore climbs the slope and then reconverted

to kinet

energy in the backwash.

dissipates
during swa

Thus the backwash

not given up in friction and percolation
flow.

Swash b
field reforms

s

the confused zone where the wave flow

ter breaking.

p. 259) showed t

Pyshkin (in Zenkovich, 1967,

t water moves in a continuous mass up the

foreshore until at 75-80% of the distance it divides laterally
into separate

s.

Backwash, on

Flow is highly turbulent.
other hand, begins quietly and gains

energy rapidly as the flow accelerates down the slope under
the influence of

ity.

levels of turbulence

It may also achieve considerable

ore the flow decelerates at the

base of the oncoming
Measurements of Swash and Backwash Velocity.
characteristics have long

While these

known there have been few

attempts to measure swash/backwash velocities in the field.
Table 2 gives pUblished data from all types of beaches
together with several
fill and to sediment sort
table that the few data

ters relating to beach cut and
s

It is clear from
of a fragmentary nature.

TABLE

l

SQme Published Determinations of Swash

andLo~

Backwash Velocities

Together with Occurrence of Necessary Ancillary Data and Mode of Measurement

Hethod

Source

Zenkovich
1 c)6 7
p.259

lnf ex-r.=d
from
field ob

Belo'!

Not
Spec.

1938 in
Z.1967
Hillcx &
Zeigler
1958

"

Demarest
(190)
Dolan u"d

Ferro
(966)

Ingle
1966

Slope

Wave
Height
(Ft. )

0.1

0.1

comput2d

0.1

3.2'

computed

0.14

1.5 '

Not
Spec.

0.10.23

timed
float:s

Swash

v.

Citl sec)

Backwash
v
(ft/sec)

Beach
Type

up to
1.0 cu.
meter +

33ft/sec

Shingle

0.5
meter
rolling

26ft/sec

Limen Bay
Crimea.

5.34

Ssnd

1.5 mm.

5.34

Sand

1. 5 mm.

6.13

Sand

4.0

Sand and
pebbles

mOl.

Low 1-2'

0.84

4.0 ,',

Hed 2-4

2.0

6.0 k

4

4.0

5. 5

13.0

0.168

4.1

9.0
12.0

0.146

High
3.0
3.5

4.4

Note:

Hean
Beach
Grain
Cut/
Size m.m. Fill

LO

repeated
timed
floats

Timed
s':Jash
fronts
past
stakes

Wave
Period
(sees.)

Data is for all types of beach deposit.

7.1

6.7

Sand at
mod., high
flow energy,

>~

1.8

3.1

2.7

Fluorescent
tracing of
fine med.sand

+

Velocity max. inferred from sizes moving.

*

Median values.

ly have both swash and
equently no informat
he

ht and/or period.

sh data been obtained and
is

concerning wave

S l y , measurements have been

derived using crude av

techniques at a variety of

positions on the shore.
and so are of 1

avai~able

T

tle va

results are thus non-comparable
theoretical analysis.

Dolan and Ferm (1966) have published the most thorough
observations to date

These were der.ived by timing the

travel of swash fronts
foreshoree

st evenly spaced stakes set in the

A di

Df the method will be, shown to lie

in the fact that the swash front is atypical bf the flow
body behind

In

e of this and the lack of backwash

5

measurements the authors were able to demonstrate high inverse
correlations between swash velocity and slope, and swash
velocity and beach slope.

In agreement with Kemp (1958)

a high positive correlation between breaker height and beach
All correlations declined in strength

slope was obta
with increasing wave

energy~

This was because at lower

energies, "a measurement of swash velocity reflects the speed
of a mass of water in actual and continuous contact with the
beach surface during the entire uprush/backwash cycle".
high phase

At

ons, "waves commonly arrive so quickly that

one swash may actually move shoreward over another, and all
tend to be

idden by the backwash.

Under such

=
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circumstances the mass of water
contact with the beach face"

000

may have less direct

(Do Lan and Ferm, 1966,

pp .. 211-212).
!heory of Swash/Backwash Flow.

By contrast, laboratory

investigations have contributed more detailed knowledge
on the structures and velocities of swash/backwash flows.
In swash the water motion consists of a wholly translatory
mass movement toward the shore, apart from the confused area
in the immediate neighbourhood of the breaker where some
residual rotatory motion may occur.

Swash flows may thus

be described according to the theory of gravity waves.
The velocity of such a wave depends primarily upon wave
height and depth of water and is given by:

c =j
where:

g(H + d)

C is the wave celerity,

due to gravity,

e&GO(lI!lOOSG

2~

g represents the acceleration

H is wave height and

d is water depth.

Iversen (1952A) used this relation to describe both
swash and backwash velocities in studying the forms of
breaking waves.

Figure 10 shows general agreement between

solitary wave theory and a measured swash velocity profile
for small laboratory waves (Kemp, 1958, Fig. 106).

As can

be seen from the diagram the only area of marked difference
between the computed and observed velocit-ies occurs in the
area of flow reformation at the base of the breaker.

However,
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regular swash flow is quickly established.
Characteristic properties of gravity waves according to
Zenkovich (1967, p. 36) are that horizontal displacements
occur in a single direction and range from zero at the bed
to a maximum at the surface.

The wave form is characterised

by an isolated crest or bore which has no corresponding
trough (see Fig. 10).
p. 36) has calculated

Stephenson (in Zenkovich, 1967,
that the force of a wave of translatio.n

may be as much as six times that of an oscillatory wave of the
same height.

Swash flows, like breakers, are thus highly

turbulent and give rise to considerable bed disturbance.
The backwash also takes the form of a gravity wave and
it has already been shown that the relative timing of backwash
and breaker is an important control of foreshore morphological
activity.

However, the writer is not aware of any published

analyses of the details of backwash flow structures.
Kemp (1960, p. 270) noted that, "the conditio.ns of
dynamical similarity (between model and prototype) are most
likely to be found in the turbulent profile forming zone between
the break point and the limit of the swash".

On the basis

of the sensitivity of the phase difference parameter and on
the applicability of gravity wave theory to swash zone
flows (as is shown in Figure 10)~ Kemp developed a more
explicit formulation for swash flow structures.

An

important aspect of any relationship of this type is that
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it must reconci

=

two generally acknowledged dlscrepancies

between models and natural beaches;
(a)

The

1y observed higher

st
(b)

namely:

sses

ical wave

models o

The occurrence of steeper equilibrium foreshore
slopes

modelse

The dominant

ters chosen'to represent beach

profile formation were thus:
(representing wave

breaker ,height and swash length

ers);

11 velocity (represent

grain size and particle

sediment parameters);,

slope (representing fores

and beach

geometry) •

For beach materials

a given specific gravity,

Kemp obtained the following relationship between the beach
ofile dimensions and wave characteristics:

i
e

1

=

Ko

Hb

is swash length,

size.

(

)n

• • • • • • eo. • • • •

Hb is breaker height and

3.
D

is mean

Swash length and breaker height are expressed

in feet and grain size (D)

llimeters.

The relationship

applies only to swash in the transition and surf regions of
phase difference.

For surge conditions the expression takes

the form:

(n) has a numerical va
Kemp (1960, po 272) obtained a

of the order of 0.5
ter of values between
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0065 for laboratory

0.45

The value of K

s.

was found to be 240
obtained a working empir

1 relation for swash

next steps in the analysis were concerned with

h

s for swash velocity and for specifying equilibrium

express

conditions (ioe. profile state at phase difference equal to
unity).
Since

phase difference involves the time, t, for

the wave to travel from the break point to the swash limit.and
since the envelope of swash height decreases almo'st linearly
with distance, x, from the break point (see F~g. 10);

then

, H, above the still water level at any point

the wave

a distance, x, from the breakers is given by:
( 1

\>lhere :

~

is he

=

x )

l'

•

G

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

above s.w.l. at breaking.

•

4 ..
It has been

demonstrated above that the velocity of a gravity wave is
given by:

c

=rscH + d)

and since both depth of breaking (db) and hb are proportional
to the breaker height (

and

c

) (since Hb/db = 0.78), then:

5.

=

Thus be introducing equa tion

60
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Kemp obtained:

J k.

c

=
g. Hb (1 = x )
x
I
as an expression for swash velocity, C, at any point,
000

between the breakers and the swash limit.

e

0

e e

0

0

x~

From the above

Kemp was able to examine the nature of the phase difference
relation.:
Hence the time taken for the wave to travel an elemental
distance, dx, is, dt, so that at velocity C :
x
dt

= dx/c x

from which the time, tx, for the swash to reach position x
is given by:
tx

=

Thus by sUbstitution for C and integration the total time
x
required for swash to travel from the break point to the
limit is
t

=

[(1

. ~)~ ]Q

=

f2-

since full swash is achieved at x

7•

0

= i the expression reduces

to:
t

=

8.

As has been previously indicated the change from step
to bar type profiles occurs when swash period (t) equals wave
period (T) so that the ratio tiT equals unity.

At this stage

=
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for a given wave period the critical condition is given by:
T

:::

e e • • • • • • • •

9.

Several sets of measurements of wave period, swash period,
swash length and breaker height were collected at the outset
of this investigation in order to examine equation 9.
Substitution of the data into the equation resulted in a
mean value for k equal to 1@281.

The. expression was then

solved for swash length so that the critical curves of swash
ffingth shown in Figure 11A could be calculated.
The diagram shows critical swash lengths for varying wave
periods and breaker heights.

It can be seen that critical

length increases rapidly with increasing wave period.

Thus

for a given wave period variations in breaker height can result
in swashes longer or shorter than the critical length.
Similarly Figure lIB indicates the instantaneous swash
velocities at given locations on the shore.

The latter curves

are drawn for the critical lengths of Figure lIA, and show
almost linear decreases in velocity over much of the shore.
However, in all cases there is a rapid falloff near the swash
limit.
From the above an important process operating on natural
beaches, but not included in Kemp1s analysis may be noted@
All natural wave trains are inherently variable so that
swashes which are longer than the critical for a given wave

FIGURE l1Ao

FIGUR~

I1B@

Critical swash 1
a range of wave
and breaker

ths for
iods

Computed swash velocities
for a
e of breaker
heights and swash lengths o
Data is derived from field
mea
s at station D.

CRiTiCAL

---

R fl.

SWASH

.------------------

[
"
~

u

,

FIGURE 110

Eoui U.b;~eiurn Chal"acteL'i st ic s of S\·Ta sh

fiow after Kemp (1960).
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period will effectively constitute surf

se events o

These may promote scour of the

Conversely ~

many swashes resulting from a

,.;rave train will

be shorter and slower than

irements

may be in a transitional or
may result e

se state and deposition

This situation has a

recurring statistical problem
the standpoint of theory
differences in behaviour
Conversely, the field

These

0

s of the commonly

analysis of variance&

From

s have been concerned with the
sets of wave conditions~'1
attempting to explain changes

the beach deposit at anyone time must be concerned with the
variations within a given wave train@
by high levels of variabil
velocity may result in s
swash zone which are v

Conditions charact

sed

in swash length, period and
term erosional effects
similar to those produced by

e

storms ..
As far as natural shores are concerned, it is
that Kemp's crit
of breaker height

1 phase analysis applied to variabil

a given incident wave train may

constitute a valuable index of the locations and
of bed disturbances occurring in the swash zone.
sub-critical swa

rimes may be expected to

different morpho

1 effects from part

wholly super-

sted

1 conditions at any g

lly
en

ensities
Wholly
oduce
1 and

level

.Evidence derived from analysis of swash/breaker flow cond
will later be

sented in support of this v

ions
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clear from the above that few

or

measure

ments of flow in the swash zone have been
studies demonstrated some general eros

ly

e

s of

changes in swash/backwash flow reg

the

detailed dimensional and experimental examination by Kemp

(1958;

1960) little progress has been ma

a general theory of beach face modif
action.

It will next be demonstrat

is true of the study of sed

in the swash zone depends upon at
(Folk, 1965, p. 4):

(1) s

(2) type of deposition;

ion by swash/backwash
that much the same

sort

Sediment Sorting in the Swash Zone.

toward developing

in the swash zone.
Sorting of sediments
st three major factors,

e of sediments supplied;
, (3) current characteristics0

Of particular importance

swash zone of the study

beaches are the first and

factors since velocities

are high in both the on

and offshore directions.

Many investigators have noted that beach sediments tend
to be amongst the best

(1965, p. 4) suggests

ed of any natural deposits.

t this is due to the flbean spreading"

action of waves on sediment grains as opposed to
of particles under r
The wide

Fa

dumping

er and other types of flow.
of

sizes found on

study b

s

(see Fig. 2) makes for complex foreshore morphol
dynamics because

is displaced in su

s

s rolling

~
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saltation are more characteristic of the mot

of shingle.

More

specifically~

it was demonstrated above

that the ratio of wave height to mean grain size exerts
controls on critical wave steepness,

1 swa

length and on breaker type for a given section of b

HID on mixed

The resulting wide range of the ratio

shingle beaches means that they are more comp
pure sand or pure shingle foreshores3
Inman (1949) in a general study of the

s of

sediment sorting by wave action postulated that for moderate
wave energy, coarse sediments move onshore ow
rapid surge under the wave crest while

f

transport is zero and that this will

the net

predominant

In consequence

11

Owing to a unique relation

locally well

of settling velocity,

roughness velocity and threshold veloc
likely to be the most highly sorted

was

for wh

argued that there is always a sand s

sorted.

s move seaward
t~

as suspended load in rip currents or bed

foreshore sediment e

to the

median diameter

water was shown to be

0.18 mm.
(1963) investigated

Eagleson, Glenne

iment sorting processes

hydrodynamic theories 1
with the equilibrium

erist

s of sand beaches in the
was examined

offshore zone.

S8

experimentally by observ

fects of wave action on

~
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known size distributions at several stations across a model
beach ..

Two criteria of sediment motion were considered.

The first, incipient motion diameter (D ) is that size which
i
can just be moved by the fluid forces at a given location
while the second, established (oscillatory) motion diameter
(D ) is that size for which net motion is zero at a
e

particular part of the shore.
The effects of large and small waves on a unit sediment
distribut,ion were postula ted in the manner indicated by
Figure 12 ..

The diagram shows that for low wave conditions

(Fig. 12A) D. is smaller than D and removal of the fines
~
e
The distribution is thus still unimodal but is
results ..
truncated at the fine end ..
Tanner (1966) observed inflexions of this type in
natural beach sand size distributions derived from low energy
shores"

He termed the truncated region a "surf

break"~

which for his data was located at approximately 1,,5¢.

It

was suggested that on higher energy shores the break passes
into larger grain sizes, possibly into the pebble fraction.
On the other hand, Figure 12B suggests that two breaks
are formed under high energy conditions.

The first of these

can be seen to be located at the point of truncation of the
fines while the second occurs at the established motion diametero
Particles intermediate in size between these two critical
diameters are fully mobile hence a bi=modal distribution

FIGURE 12.

Theoretical sorting for
incipient size larger (A)
and smaller (B) than
equilibrium motion diameter
at a given location.
Adapted from Eagleson,
Glenne and Dracup (1961,
Figs. 19; 20).
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FIGURE 12e

T

tical s

iment sorting processes.
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peaks in the sand and pebble fractions resu

s.

support of this many investigations have reported bimodal
ions of sediment size from the highly turbulent

d

zone (e.g. Bascom, 1951;

is a higher energy condition such as that

Furthermore,

12B which is most likely to obtain in

F

indicated

Miller and Zeigler, 1958)Q

study beaches since energy levels are

the swash zone of t
perennially high.
However,

should be noted that because swash and

backwash energies
situations shown

widely across the shore both of the
12 may exist simultaneously at

F

different parts of the shore@
exists in which bed sed
enriched to form

Thus, a complex situation

s are constantly winnowed and
size d

under different conditions9

of separate elements depos
Tanner (1958;

tributions made up of a number

1964) has

the statistical
stributions made up in this

properties of the z

sses of formation are

way and suggests that

various grain size

'simple mixing and filter
elements ..

A feature of

s conducted by

1

of fine

Eagleson, Glenne and Dracup (1963) was
materials at the swa
under the breaker@

1

whi

coarse

Ingle (1966)

for fluorescent sand part

ted a simi

les to

swash limit of natural sand b

les lagged

orne s
s.

tendency
at the

=
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A comparison between theories and experiment on sorting
was attempted by Miller and Zeigler (1958) for sand beaches

0

The analysis was performed separately for the offshore, breaker
and swash zones.

Two hypotheses of swash zone sorting were

proposed, one with no seaward particle motion under gravity
and one with both seaward and landward motion.

The latter

produced the best agreement with natural beach sorting
patterns.

Also, an attempt was made to predict the sorting

action of the backwash by considering the effects of local
flow depth, velocity and beach slope on the initiation of
grain motion..

An "edge velocity" just sufficient to move

particles of the mean size on the foreshore was calculated
using appropriate flow depth and slope data.

This was then

related to the mean maximum velocity of the backwash at
different points across the shore o

The resulting locations

of initiation of motion of different grain sizes were then
expressed in terms of distances from the beginning of the
backwash.

The method is approximate since it rests on a

velocity profile the form of which is largely assumed.
Accordingly agreement with the observed distribution of
grain sizes across the shore was only fair.
Thus, sediment sorting in the swash zone has been little
studied from the standpoint of governing processes.

However,

it should be noted that the phenomena are complex in that they
. result from continual mixing and winnowing of particles by

=
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varying swash/backwash flow regimeso
Coarse particles tend to be located under or near the
breaker while fines may be transported toward the swash limit
or offshore.

Bimodal distributions of sediment size may

occur near the breaker where fines are abstracted as suspended
load and where the larger grains may be in a state of
oscillating equilibriumo

Landward of this point a variety

of distributions resulting from the mixing of differing ranges
of sizes under active transport is more characteristic.
While an increase in wave energy may produce an increase in
mean grain size on the foreshore, the extent to which any
of the above effects will be apparent at a given time and place
is a function of the available range of sizes at that location o
This effect should be at a maximum on the mixed
beach.

sand~shingle

The morphological effects resulting from continual

reworking of the beach deposit will now be considered.
Morphological Changes in the Swash Zone.

As indicated

previously, the study of foreshore morphological changes has
long been a principal concern of coastal geomorphologists.
Accordingly, the types of foreshore response produced by
differing wave conditions are generally well known.

Since

these alterations to foreshore geometry represent ultimate
responses to variations in swash/backwash process factors
the present investigation is concerned with their explanation
in terms of innate swaslL and backwash flow

propertie£~

rather

=
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than in terms of differences between input wave conditions.
The following description of foreshore morphological changes
may therefore be regarded as an assemblage of observational
data toward which much of the subsequent analysis and
explanation of the process data will be directed.
Beach foreshores vary considerably in their relative
mobility so that changes in elevation and location of stations
occur on a number of different time and magnitude scales.
Accordingly, a profile which neither progrades nor retreats
over a period of time may be regarded as being at equilibrium
for experimental purposes.

However, it must be recognised

that this state of net stability over a period of perhaps
months is made up of a series of individual erosive and
depositional events.

This means that the long term mean

profile will be contained within a "sweep zone" the upper
limit of which is formed by the combined maximum accretion
levels while the lower level is marked by the combined
maximum erosive events@

At any given time the profile may

be eroding, building or both.

In the offshore zone these

events are controlled dominantly by wave action, but for the
foreshore and break-point step areas Dolan and Ferm (1967,
p. 14) have shown that tidal action must be considered in
addition to waves o
Strahler (1964) examined the characteriitic tidal cycle
of changes occurring on a beach which was at equilibrium

FIGURE 13"

tions of zones end erosion and
deposi on in the s'\v8,sh zone dUJ:'ing
an
ilibrium cycle of tidal advance
and r reat.
Adapted from Strahler
(196L~~ F

010).
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according to the definition above.

Thus, the profile

exhibited constant slope and position upon which rhythmic
minor variations in morphology were observed to correspond
with tidal progression and recession of the swash zone.
Figure 13 demonstrates the nature of these changes.
A prominent gravel step was formed by deposition near
the breakers

This gave way landward to a zone of scour which

was succeeded in turn by a small area of deposition at the
swash limite

Wave energy level was low during the observations

and little is known about the processes responsible for the
observed features e
Figure 14 indicates that on the rising tide the swash
initiates deposition of medium sand near the upper limit.

As

the water level rises this is succeeded by the scour phase.
Later still in the tide scour is followed by the deposition of
a wedge of sand and gravel at progressively higher elevations.
The seaward termination of this wedge occurs in the form of
a gravel step beneath the breaker.
"Step-phase" deposition continues through the hours
around high tide with mean sediment diameter increasing and
sorting de6reasing at all stations on the foreshore.

It can

be seen from Figure 14 that the magnitudes of erosion and
deposition are at a maximum immediately landward of the
breeoker o
This sequence of events can be seen to be reversed almost
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exactly on the falling tide o

Thus, on an equilibrium profile

the beach is restored to its original conditions of slope,
size and elevation.

Strahler noted that under low wave

conditions about 0.2 feet of sand was removed and redeposited
in the mid=swash zone.
For other than equilibrium conditions King (1959, p. 280)
records that a shingle foreshore at Chesii Beach, Dorset was
cut back over 5 feet in 3 hours by short, steep waves.

On

the following day some 2=3 feet of vertical cut was observed
over a period of only one hour.
It may therefore be stated that the foreshores of the
study beaches are continually disturbed by swash/backwash,
the magnitude of the disturbance depending upon wave energy
and on the degree of adjustment achieved by the foreshore
to the previous wave conditions.

As has been mentioned

previously Schwartz (1968) concluded that the mean amplitude
of low energy swash zone changes was of the order of 10 cm.
while the mean time required to achieve balance at this
scale of disturbance was of the order of 30 minutes.
Sedimentation

cyc~es

of foreshore cut and fill occurring

at tidal frequencies have also been obse~ved by Otvos (1965)
and King (1951).

These authors noted that the depths to which

sand was disturbed by waves varied with breaker height and
grain size o

Higher waves and larger particle sizes are

associated with greater depths of disturbance.

Experiments

~

s
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lar to those of Otvos and King, though with differing

results, were carr

d out on a shingle beach foreshore by

Kirk (1966).
Columns of paint

stones were buried in the foreshore

later excavated
On a pebble slope

to record depth of disturbance.

40 (Mz¢

~3.08)

depth of disturbance

for a breaker height of 4 feet ranged from 0.75 - 4.0.
T

disturbance \Vas

est on the lower foreshore and

shed toward the swash limit.

Also, the disturbance

was maximised at high water.
Results were obtained both for cases of net foreshore
and for net depos

eros

and the. disturbance values

were found to be of comparab

orders ..

face is constantly disturbed
abso

beach elevation.

Thus, the beach

spective of changes in
The magnitudes of the above

disturbances lay between values obtained by King for fine
sand and those by Otvos for medium to coarse sand.
result is probably due to the
and pebb

This

fering responses of sand

s to wave action as previously demonstrated.

Emery and Foster (1948) and G~ant (1948) have shown
on of the beach water table can significantly

that the pos

e disturbance.

affect

Due to storage effects in

the beach deposit fluctuations in the
table may
levels by

1 of the water

behind tidal changes in swash/backwash water
to

hours"

A dry beach with a low water

=
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table was shown by Grant to promote dapos

ion

water losses by percolation are at a maximum

0

e swash
On

other hand, if the water table is

high~

as for

during the late phases of the ebb

tide~

beach scour results

from the addition of groundwater to the backwash.

1e

These

fects may be expected to be minimal on freely permeable
shingle foreshores.
Other bed features occurring in the swash zone include
swash marks (Emery and Gale, 1951) and rills and ripples
(Demarest, 1947).

Careful observations by Demarest showed

that rhomb-shaped ripple marks and rills were formed by the
residual water sheet on steep foreshores following backwash.
Since the formation of these features depends upon current
speed and dynamic structure of the water column, discussion
of them will be
structures

0

erred until the examination of flow
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DYNAMICS

It is increasingly true that studies of

esses

involving the action of running water must

on results
~

Sundborg (19

from a wide variety of fields&

notes that contemporary studies of fluv
be based on the results of other stud

1 processes must
8

theoretical

hydrodynamics, practical 80il mechan

s

of research.

beach~

The state of flow on a

bed or surface affected by wind act

p. 133)

on other avenues
as on a river

ermines the active

forces whilst the structure and form

bed determine

the reaction to these forces.
Sundborg further notes

e of this modern

investigations of the processes controlling erosion, transportation and deposition of sediments have generally adopted as

an initial hypothesis, some cone
either on theory or experiment.
important processes relat

ske, 1945~ 1947

1956, p" 133; ,Inman, 1949;

=

Bagnold, 1942; 1968).

as it is flowing water, resu
on a

in Sundborg,
Inasmuch

ing from broken sea waves ~ theft:
beach foreshore, this
esent investigation.

approach will be
However, only those a

Most morphologically

to fluvial flow have been treated

in this way (Mathes, 1947,

causes sediment mot

ion of fluid flow, based

s

flow dynamics essential to an

=
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understanding of the morphological activities of flows in
the swash zone will be considered.

A comprehensive review

of flow dynamics may be found in Rouse (1938).

The

subsequent presentation draws extensivelY on the published
reviews of theory and experiment by Sundborg (1956), Inman

(1949);

1963) and Bagnold (1942;

1968) and by Inman and

Bagnold (1966)0
Characteristics of Fluid Flow
Fluid flow may be assigned to one of two types, either
laminar or turbulent depending on the way in which the fluid
pa rticles move o

Laminar (or stream-like) flow is characterised

by the condition that layers of fluid slip over contiguous
layers without the occurrence of mixing between the layers
(save for small scale

mo~ecular

mixing).

The stream lines

remain separate from one another and the flow may be
variable or constant with respect to space and time.
Since all real fluids possess a certain viscosity there
When a layer of

is an internal friction that resists flow.

fluid slides over another the friction between them gives
rise to a shearing

stress~

according to Newton's fundamental

rela tion:
du
dz
where: ~

€I

Il!I

e

0

0

0

(II

"

10.

is the tangential force per unit area,J1

is the

=
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and dUj dz

coefficient of molecular viscosity;

is the

velocity gradient perpendicular to the direction of motion
(and is thus in the same direction as

l' ) .

Laminar flow seldom pertains to the swash zone, except
near the swash limit on very fine beds.

This is because

if the velocity gradient becomes higher, or if the bed
becomes rougher laminar flow gives way to an eddying motion
accompanied by intense lateral mixing.

Grant (1948) indicates

that a film of water 1cm. deep on a sand foreshore cannot
flow faster than 3 cm. per second without turbulent flow
occurring"
This eddying flow is termed turbulent flowe

It is

always variable with respect to time and space and may be
regarded as comprising a complex secondary movement superimposed upon the primary translatory flow.

It is customary

to describe a turbulent flow by the average velocity

U, but

Inman (1949, p. 53) notes that the velocity at any instant
is the vector sum of the average velocity and a random
(secondary) fluctuation due to turbulence such that:
U

=

U + U

G CD

e 0 D e a 0

11..

For turbulent flow the equation comparable to eqn. 10 is:
A

z

du
dz

00(100000

12 ..

Where A is the eddy viscosity which accounts for the
z
space exchange of momentum due to random fluctuation in

=
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Both jJ

turbulent f low.

=

and

Az

ML- 1 T~j (Inman, 1949, p. 53).

have the dimen

s

Inman notes

is many orders of magnitude larger than the molecu
viscosity )J , and that Sverdrup

(1942, p. 91)

shown Az to range from 1 - 1,000
units for ocean currents.
Further, while)) is independent of the state of motion A
z
is variable with flow state.
Thus, turbulence is an extremely
complicated phenomenon and one which is by no means completely
understood.

However, a consideration of even its most

general properties

is of value in any study of sediment

entrainment.
The Transition From Laminar to Turbulent

F~9~0

In turbulent

flow inertial forces dominate over the frictional forces which
govern laminar flow.

The trans

on between these two states

is most usually characterised by Reynolds' criterion

~Sundborg,

1956, p. 135), which expresses the proportions of inertial
and frictional forces governing a given flow:
R

where u

'::

is a characteristic velocity such as "the mean for

a particular corss-section,
as the depth of flow,
1f

=

~

X is

a characteristic length such

and \f is the kLnematic viscosity"

(and where "h)} is the fluid density)"

When R. is small

frictional forces predominate and flow is therefore laminar.
At higher values of R inertial forces increase until at
critical

yelocit~

turbulence is developed"

sonH~

The value of R. at
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which flow ceases to be laminar varies within certain 1
depending upon external conditions.

s

The most important

is the roughness of the boundary surface since in
c

1s this surface is comprised of sediment grains

which may be

sported by turbulent flow.

&ed Roughness and its Effects on Fluid Turbulence
Inman (1949, p. 53) demonstrates that A
12 can be

ined as:
•

where

~
dz

J.

is the "mixing length";

1'5

"

•

8

•

1

•

•

•

14.

is the fluid density and

is the absolute magnitude of the shear.

surface

in equation

z

Over a rough

must have a definite value, since turbulence extends

to the very bottom, and for a fluid of indifferent stability
may be written as:
::::

Where k

o

k o (Z + Z0 )

is von Karman's constant and is approximately 0.4

is measured positive upwards and z

o

z

is the roughness length

related to the height of the roughness elements (sediment
grain diameter in this case).

Combining equations 12 and 14

gives the von Karman - Prandtl expression for boundary currents
over a rough surface:

u

15.

=
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Where the factor u,,~ is equal to ~f and is called the
~:':':;;';:;;';;';:::"';;':~~';;';;;'~~~J... ui'(

has the dimensions of a velocity and

-

is proportional to the average velocity U
is defined by u,~
that )( is a

~U;

Q

A coefficient

¥

and it can be seen from equation 15

-

ion of the height at which U is measured

above the bed and of the bed roughness (i.ee
height at which U is determined and z

o

z affects the

relates to the roughness

Munk (1947) has reviewed the literature on the

elements).

determination of the value of '{{ and it appears that it has
a constant value over a rough surface but that it decreases
ical wind speed below which the bed becomes

at a certain

smooth (Inman, 1949, p. 54).
Equation 15 is not applicable to flow over a smooth
This is given by:

surface"

=:

+

u"~

5. 5

log.

••

.,. ,

«I

....

16.

v
The stress occurring in turbulent flow may be written in '

,.

Reynold's form as:

-,P

I

U

I

W

where u l and w/ are the instantaneous velocity fluctuations
in the x and z directions respectively •
Further, if it is assumed that a correlation exists
between
to
if

and wI' then the

iction velocity is proportional

mean of the absolute velocity fluctuations.

Also,

is assumed that the turbulence is isotropic, the

=
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friction velocity is equal to the mean of the absolute value
of the velocity fluctuations:

=I~j

=

=Iifl

Inman (1949, po 54) states that von Karman's law for flow
over a smooth surface gives the thickness of the laminar
sub~layer

at the bed as:

.......

A .11'
where:

A

"

17 ..

is a constant@

Inman argues from 17

that if the bed is to be considered

rough the roughness elements must project above the laminar
layer and that, in turn, this assumption suggests that some
constant value of the ratio of bottom grain diameter, d, to
the thickness of the laminar sub=layer may be a criterion
distinguishing

~etween

rough and smooth beds ..

Sutherland (1967) in a study of sediment entrainment
by turbulent flows has examined the motion near the bed.
Experiments in flumes led to the formation of the hypothesis
that grain motion in initiated by turbulent eddies which
disrupt the viscous (laminar) sub-layer and impinge directly
on the grain surface.

Thus if the value of S from equation

17 is substituted, the ratio diS

may be written in the

dimensionless form of a Reynolds number:
u* d
1r

=

constant

=

81 =

(1949, ppo 54=55) adds that the work

Nikuradse

(1933), Fage (1933) and White (1940) p

s the boundary

between smooth and rough surfaces at a

value of

u"c:d/If

such that:
Rough Surface

1f

tion velocity u'~r

Therefore a critical

= 3.5v/d

can be defined at which the bed changes from hydraulically
smooth to hydraulically rough (roughness veloci·ty).

Hence

11\

a smooth surface may give

e to a higher value of critical

Reynolds number than a rough one in the same position.
Also, Sundborg (1956, po 135) makes it clear that a small
disturbance may render a

iously stable flow unstable,

with no attendant change

value of R ..

It is clear that a

s

ional range of R exists

within which the flow may be either turbulent or laminar.
Sundborg notes instances of turbulence occurring at Rcr it •
more than ten times smaller than in other experiments where
However, there is a generally accepted

the flow was
figure of R

C0

500

low which flow remains laminar whatever

disturbances occur
It is important to note that the
not always
laminar to

Reynolds

st for characterising the
flow~

particularly

ion is
from

flows with

=

82

=

only a few millimeters o

Here a type of

ly turbulent flow has been observed for R considerably
low 500 (Sundborg, 1956, po 136).
s may be of considerable importance on the shing
eshore where downslope transportation of sand and
even of small pebbles has been observed in the groundwater
and in groundwater rills which appear in the interval
between seaward return of water in the hckwash and the
succeeding
1-2 cm

swash~

(Demarest~

These flows have a maximum depth of
1947)@

It appears that the flow velocity corresponding to the
lower limit of turbulent motion can be alternarively stated
in an expression known as Horton's criterion (Sundborg, 1956,
p. 136):

Vcrit

==

0 .. 021

where n is a roughness coefficient and D is the depth of water.
Thus, Rcrit • becomes proportional to depth of water and
of the roughness
inversely proportional to the
coefficient

0

Obviously

the flow depth is small and the

bed is very rough as on a

le beach foreshore, Rcrit • is

very low indeed.
An alternat

ion

e

loped on a rough, steeply sloping

gravity waves are easi
This, "may

fered by Sundborg is that

t

a local state of turbulence even

=

83

=

though the undisturbed flow is well below the critical
Reynolds number".

Robertson and Rouse (1941

~

in Sundborg,

1956, p. 136), and Hjulstrom (1935) have demonstrated that
turbulent mixing results from these gravity waves@

The

latter explanation is supported by the wave forms readily
observed on the water surfaces of both groundwater sheets and
rill-wash flows down the foreshore, but much closer examination
:is warranted.

Gravity Waves
A further characteristic of the stateof flow is the
ratio of flow velocity to the velocity of propagation of
small gravity waves.

The significanceof this particular

criterion is highlighted by the fact that both swash and
backwash flows have already been shown to be of the gravity
type.

Whereas R indicates the effect of viscosity this

ratio relates to the effects of gravitational acceleration
on the flow..

The velocity of pr-opagation of gravity waves

is given by:

where g is the gravitational constant and h is the depth
of water.

If the flow velocity U = C a wave disturbance is

unable to travel upstreamo
of the water surface and
line.

This has effects on the slope

hence~

on the local energy grade=

84

ul ~

The ration
R

dimensionless

~ranguil

as the Froude number and 1

is

.

When F < 1

0

(or streaming)~

--

-.i4=;;~

flow is said to be
F:> 1

j)

as shooting (or

)

In tranquil flow disturbances are transmitted upstream
obstacles cause a rise

water level upstream of theme
motion upstream of an obstac

However, in shooting flow
Irregu

is not affected ..

near the shore of a water

course with shooting flow

rise to small stationary

oblique waves, while stationary cross waves are set up behind
obstacles in tranquil water (Sundborg, 1956, P0 137).
Where the flow a

s from tranquil to shooting the

water level falls evenly (as in the late stages of a swash),
but when there is a transition from shooting to
(as at the slack

the base of the breaker, or where

the oncoming breaker causes a sudden reduction
backwash);

1 flow,

u

This may give

the change may be very abrupt.

In

a turbulent surface wave, known as a
such a wave some of

kinetic energy of the shooting flow

is converted to turbulent energy and locally
of the bed may

the

sive sorting

result~

In the range

1

F <: 2

the transi

on may not involve

a definite jump (Rouse, 1938, PP0 384=385), but rather
give rise to a series of standing
likely to occur
the criticaL

~avesQ

the flow depth is on

s is most

slightly more than

Gravity waves have a least velocity of 23s2

em/sec, but this applies only to water deeper than 0.5 em s

.

FIGURE 15.

Turbulent exchange and
surface profiles of surges.
C = direction of current
velocity. Yl = depth of
undisturbed flow.
Y = depth of disturbed
ftow following passage of
surge. Adapted from Rouse
(1938, Figs. 220; 221).
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below this value surface tension affects the wave celerity
(Robertson and Rouse, 1941 ... in Sundborg, 1956, p. 137).
Therefore it is unsafe to apply Froude1s criterion to
water less than 0.5 cm. deep and it may prove unsatisfactory
below depths of 1.0 cm and transitional velocities of 30.0
cm/sec~

since thEre is probably a transition range between

tranquil and shooting flow at these depths.

In discussing further details of ·the properties

of

gravity shock waves (Rouse, 1938, pp. 383-396) observed that
a different rate of energy loss is established by the passage
of a surge.

This is because both depth of flow and mean

velocity are altered.
profiles of such waves.

Figure 15 shows the two characteristic
It can be seen from Figure 15A

that in the case of a hydraulic jump wave the maximum energy
loss takes place at the wave front where there is generally
violent eddy motion.
liTo an observer looking down upon a passing surge,
the front of the disturbance seems to be covered
by a surface roller in a high state of agitation . " ,
a distorted vortex with a horizontal axis, which
to all outward appearances remains distinct from
the fluid passing underneath.
Nevertheless careful
observation ••• will establish beyond question the
intimate relation of this roller to the fluid
passing beneath (see Fig. lSA).
Small masses of
rotating fluid are constantly being fed from the
underside of the roller into the passing flow"
(Rouse, 1938, pp. 383-384).
At the same time that the eddies spread downward across
the flow the resultant

mixing process accomplishes the

=

neces

86

=

upward expansion of

mean flowo

therefore extends from the top to

bottom of the flow

section and the intense level of
fluid

The eddy motion

itation of the

not reduced to a normal value for a considerable

distance upstream from the front of the
Figure 15 also shows that a jump wave

11 occur only

if the depth of the disturbance is more
as the depth of

e as great

undisturbed flow (Y2> 2Yl' andF>2).

As has been shown above for Froude numbers
two a standing wave

one and

ime is established (see Fig 0 15B)e

A surge originally having the form indicated by the broken

line on the diagram forms an undular profile because the
wave front tends to advance more rapidly than the s

ion just

behind it, leaving a depression in the surface

latter

is followed by the

lopment of further crests

depress-

litude of the depressions

ions, and so on,
decreasing with

0

lly

stance from the wave front"

The depth of a s

surge such as that

Fig. 15B is thus a function of the original flow depth0
Bakhmeteff and Matzke (1936 -

Rouse,

1938~

p. 389) found

that a value of the Froude number equal to 1.73 marked the
boundary betwe.en the undu

and the jump wave conditions.

The maximum attainable

a jump wave corresponded

to a Froude number of 2 e 77
Though the above
flat bed Rouse (1938, p. 390)

st:

s were determined f or a
s out that not until

87

=

=

the bed slope exceeds 0.1 are there apprec
the wave

form~

1e

s

but if the slope is excessive

a surface roller will not necessarily ind
of the flow beneath since the high veloci

stream may

plunge deep and continue for some dis

shoot

state ..
Also~

it is clear that a change

necessarily disturb water

motion~

flow s

ion must

Thus, for example, a

jump may form at an abrupt change

Here

a surge develops and travels

until a state of

equilibrium rate of energy loss is achieved
flow varies less

rapidly~

From the above it may

cone

the jump and undular types can

ore as the flow gains

The phase relations governing the
and leaving the zone

relative volumes of water

idenca, severity and location

will strongly influence
of these extremely turbul
Also, secondary

zone~

the transition from shooting

to tranquil flow occurs high on
velocity~

that surges of both
ted in the swash

especially in the backwash

depth and

an area where

,

localised releases of energy.

occur in the swash whe:r;e it is

es

sh during high phase conditions o

underridden by

It is important to stress that while both s'\V'ash and
backwash

the

transport cons
of jump waves

1

jump) state ·of flow may
ies of sediment, the incidence

zones of transitional flow must be

LIMITS OF FLOW REGIMES

Laminar

Turbulent
2, 000

R ,. SOD

2,000

Tranquil

Shooting

T:r3anquil

Shooting

(F < 1)

(F> 1)

R .( 500

-

"W<

1)

(F

» 1)

Sundborg (1956, Table 1, p. 137)

- 88 regarded as a powerful additional erosive force:in the
backwash..

This effect will be greatest in areal extent

and intensity of action during high phase conditions@

liegimes of Flow
Combining Reynolds criterion with Froude number gives
a total of four possible regimes of flow as outlined in
Table 3 and Figure 16.

These have been reproduced from

Sundborg (1956, Table 1, p. 137 and Figure 1~ p. 138).
In laminar, tranquil flow (at F<O.5) over a rough surface
there is often an intermittent uneven motion (intermittent
or "slug" flow) with pulsation or undulation that causes
turbulence (Robertson and Rouse, 1941 - in Sundborg, 1956,
p. 138).

Figure 16 shows the four types of flow and includes

the regime of slug flow.

It is important to note the effect

that temperature has on the limits between the various
regimes.

This is because temperature is a primary control

of density and hence of viscosity.

It can be seen from

the diagram that laminar flow, as mentioned earlier, can
only occur for slow flows or for very small depths@

Thus,

in natural water courses and on beaches the flow may be
said to be predominantly turbulent.
The only exception to this general rule is in close
proximity to the bottom where the variable velocity components
in the immediate neighbourhood of sediment grains are small
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Regimes of flof;;r:ln a broad~ open
channel,
Note the inf luence of
water temperature on the limit
between la:nir18.:c Gnd turbulent
flow.
Sundborg (1956, Fig. 1,
po 138).
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- 89 and hencE-) a

may exist

this zone

viscous forces may predominate over

1 forces.

This 9 as has been shoVv'!1 ~ depends upon the roughness of the
bed which imparts to the flow in a

boundary layer,

a secondary disturbance which may develop until its effects
extend practically throughout the ent

e water column

(in which case 'the flow becomes turbulent); or may die out
(in which case the flow in the boundary layer remains laminar).
In conclusion it can be seen that a full range of flow
types has been described
hydraulic theory

relation to present notions of

is now possible to describe the dynamic

$

characteristics of swash and backwash flows on a shingle
beach foreshore, and to evaluate their significance with
regard to sediment entrainment processes
of very detailed work has
which turbulent flows

0

A great deal

concerned with the manner in
iate sediment motion but this will

not be treated fully

, since it is not a central concern

of this investigation.

Rather, a series of broad principles

consistent with the characteristics of flow outlined above
will be presented.
of sediment
be examined

In this way the relations between types
and variations in turbulent flow may

suff

ient detail to clarify

of swash zone data derived from this invest

treatment
ion.
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!he Transport of Sediment by Fluid Flow
The theory of sediment transport is developed largely
from the laws of general physics and embodies the theory
of fluid flow outlined above.

The theory of sediment entrain-

ment has mainly centered around attempts to define the
conditions responsible for initiation of grain motion
(Hjulstrom, 1935;

1939;

Rubey, 1938;

and others) and many

experiments in laboratory flumes have been conducted.
to the

complex~ties

Owing

of natural water courses few results from

natural streams are available.

Similarly,as has been

demonstrated few evaluations of theory have been carried out
for ocean wave environments (Einstein, 1948;
Caldwell, 1956;

Manohar, 1955;

Putnam, Munk and Traylor, 1949 and Inman 1963),

and most of these have been in connection with the prediction
of the amounts of material moved by longshore (wave-induced)
currents.

No theoretical study known to the author relates

to the swash zone, though the operative forces may be expected
to be similar to those of other environments.
The following discussion will first consider the
requirements for and nature of initial grain motion.

This

will be followed by an examination of the characteristics of
sediment flow in high concentrations.

Characteristics of

natural sediments will be considered also.

Finally~

forms resulting from transportation will be discussed.

the bed

Bagnold (1968, p. 46) notes that since
se

are heavier than water they are pulled downward by

8

y, transport consisting of the shearing movement of
s, together with the fluid, over a bed of solids.

the

80

"

follows from these two facts that the excess weight of

the tran
dis

ed solids, whatever may be the degree of their

sian

hin the fluid, must be supported by an equal

and

ce ••• and that this supporting force derives

from the

oces s of shearing II (Bagno Id, 1968 p. 46)

Newton

8

oposed that a particle falling in a' fluid will

accelerate under the force of gravity until the "frictional
drag" of the fluid approaches the value of the impelling force
(Inman, 1949, p. 55).
the settl

veloc

After this a constant velocity c,

y is attained.

The frictional drag law
~

of Newton rests on the assumption that the drag force FD is
proportional to

square of the velocity:
•

II

•

(I

..

•

..

..

19.

where CD is a dimensionless coefficient called the drag
coefficient;

B is

projected area of the particle
the
1 to
d 2/4 for spheres); and V is

-rr

direction of mot

between the particle and the fluid ..

the relative veloc
Inman (1949~ p

55) shows that Newton's assumption of

the constancy of the

g coefficient is not found to ho

Rather CD is a

of ReYnolds number.

ct

For a small part

le settling in a fluid gravity acts

..

- 92 downward and a buoyant force (given by Archimedes
The

acts upward.

ipie)

ference between these two forces is

known as the impelling force and for spherical
les is
1
I 3
given as 6 If' gf> d; where g is the acceleration due to
gravi ty and

pI

is

difference in density between the

particle and the fluid.
By equating the impelling force to the drag force the
settling velocity is found to be:
C

=

J~

•

•

•

..

II

"

••

20 •

Cn is equal to 24R for the region of viscous settling (diameters

smaller than O.18mm).

Substitution of this value in 20

gives Stokes Law for the settling velocities of small particles:

C

=

This formulation is not applicable to diameters larger than
0.18 mm because in this

c~se,

turbulence is developed by the

passage of the grain through the fluid.

Rubey (1933) has

developed a more general relation which agrees with observed
sizes

values for settling velocity over a wider range of
than covered by Stokes Law.

This function is plotted

particle size in Figure 17.

As has been mentioned

(1949, p. 55) notes that a spherical quartz grain

st

o 18

mme

diameter has a settling velocity in water of approx
2em/sec. which corresponds to a Reynolds number for

grain

- 93 which is equal to the
crit erion,

~

t

l value of the bottom

d/if

ss

The latter function is

so

plotted in Figure 17.
Theory of Sediment Entrainment
A stream of water must attain a certain minimum velocity
before particles lying on the bed may be moved.

Depending

on the speed of fluid flow the sediment motion may be of
one of three types.

At low speeds the particles will roll

or creep along the bed but at high speeds they will be transported in a suspended state.

For intermediate speeds particles

may saltate or move in leaps owing to eddies in the fluid and
abrupt changes in velocity (Zenkovich, 1967, p. 94).
The first type of motion is a bed-load phenomenon and
the velocity of grain motion is less than that of the current.
For rolling particles Zenkovich (1967, p. 94), shows that
according to Airy 1 s Law the linear dimensions of a grain are
proportional to the ·square of the current velocity:
2

=

K

(&

-1)

..

.. •

•

It

It •

•

21.

Pf
where d is the diameter of the particle;
speed;

f>s

and jJ 5- are the densit

respectively;
shape ..
hand s

and k

c is the current

of the grain and fluid

is a coefficient dependent on particle

For materials of constant

ic gravity the

of the expression may be taken as constanta

veloc
motion (V)

of flow increases the rate of part

approximately the difference between the

current speed and the speed at which the grain begins to
move:

V

= C-V o ..

Zenkovich further notes that unde1:: some

marine conditions the path traversed by a grain during a given
stage of grain motion will not necessa:r.:'ily be wholly by
rolling.

If the particle becomes suspended for any time

then for this portion of its path it will move at the same
speed as the fluid.
The fluid speed necessary to suspend a given grain may
be of the order of five times that necessary to initiate
rolling (Zenkovich,

1967, p. 95).

Also, it is important

to note that the speed required to initiate motion (th£~shol£
than that required to

velocity), is always slightly
maintain motion of the grain.
varies between
Penck

The ratio of these speeds

1.3 and 1.5.

(1894 - in Zenkovich, 1967, p. 95), studied grain

movement along slopes, both upslope and downsl.ope.

For a

horizontal bed he obtained:
C

=

a

J

22~

r.tan p

where C is the rate of fluid flow in meters/seco; r is the
radius of the particle in meters;
(assumed by Penck to be 6 32);
0

a is a shape

and p is the

1e of rest

of the particle e
For sloping beds the effect of the weight of

35~-~--~"~~~F~~~'~~~'-~="'~~--~~~~C.~~~~~'~~"~-~-~'~~

30~~'----f-----I---~--+-+----~----+---~--~--~-----i-'--4-----~-+
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fine
0-01 silt
0,01

DIAMETER

FIGURE 17"

Relation of
velocity,
roughness
~Q,\!k:c~ :

d

mm.

er to settl
velocity and

=

95 '"

requires a greater speed of fluid flow to cause
motion upslope and a lesser speed for motion downslope.
Thus:
23.
where

¢

is the angle of incl

to the horizontal~

¢

tion of the slope with respect

is negative for inclination with the

current and is positive for inclination against the current o
If ¢ is greater than p the

s will roll down the slope

until the angle of repose is adopted.
In swash and backwash flow and under oocillatory,wave
motion water is projected both up and down the slope so that
the net sorting effect on

s will depend upon the ratio

of the speeds necessary to move grains up and down given slopes.
Zenkovich (1967, p. 95) demonstrates from equation 23
that for slopes up to

50

unity, but that for st
appreciable@

the flows.
importance

factors in
employ the

,on a 10 0 slope the ratio has a

This would imply considerable asymmetry of

This will be shown to be of fundamental
understanding the erosive nature of swash and

backwash flows on
Though

slopes the difference is

For examp

value of 1643 0

ratio of these speeds is near

shingle beach.
ave has served to demonstrate some important
movement by water it is not pas

le to

calculating movement and transportation

of sediment along the sea bed.
ions do not contain quant:

This is because the express-

ive measures relating wave

accelerations to the :J:'esulting types of sediment motions
Nor do they specify the
immediate v

fects of water motion in the

inity of the sediment grainso

These factors

are considered in later work by Bagnold (1942;

(1949;

1968), Inman

1963) and others.
I·t has already been shown that

movement of particles will not occur until a critical drag
force, which is some function of grain size, is exceeded.
The work of Shie ld s (1936) ) White (1940) and Bag.no ld (1942)

has shown that the critical drag force,

, on a spherical

particle may be written as:
=:

0(

g pId 3

tan ¢

24.

The coefficient 0< depends upon the type of flow, and ¢ is
the angle of internal friction

the grains, which is

approximately equal to the angle of repose of the grains
(Inman, 1949, ps 56)0

Miller and Byrne (1966) have studied

the angle of repose for single grains on a fixed, rough bed.
For sand grains (00088 - 0.70 mm. diameter), they found that
the angle of repose increases with decreasing s
decreasing sort
sed
of reposee

Departures from grain
,ty were as

with

and with
ity and

sing angle

AveragE:) mass angle of repose for well rounded

97

sand was 32 2

.5°

=

0

Angles of repose

and

34.0 - 39 Oo

for angular sanda

u

single grains were much higher than

so that care is warranted in the app1
values for mass

le of repose in

ion of single

ssi ons such as

24 above"

,

If a sand is of uniform d

d,

number of

2
grains exposed to the fluid drag is p/d where p is the
2
packing coefficient (defined as ci times the number of
exposed grains per unit area)Q
The crit
per unit area is thus f p/d 2 or:

1 drag force

c

~
The factor

=

po( gp'd

tan ¢

25.

0< can be shown to be a fUnction of the roughness

criterion and experiments show it to have a value 0.25 for
values of u.,,,,

d/V

1949, po 57);

greater than 3 .. 5 (White, 1940 - in Inman,

jl~~0

turbulent flowo

The critical drag force can now be expressed in terms
of a critical frictional velocity, u*c
"kc

=

Py;

The critical value of

u~,,"

26"

at which sediment motion begins owing

to the drag force of the fluid

known as the "threshold

velocity" (Bagnold, 1942, p. 86)"
The above has dealt with a crit

1 drag force or its

equivalent velocity which may be computed from an average
velocity profi

using equation 15

but Inman (1949, po 57)

98
s that

c.

important to note that even if momentarily

the value

11.#
"""}, C

is exceeoed, movement will

the important parameter is t:he
comprising the average velocity,
to random fluctuation, U

(1943 -

Inman,

19l~9,

.

Thus,

tantaneous velocity, U,
U~

plus the velocity related

(see equation 11).,

1inske

pe 57) shows that 'the instantaneous

force may be many times larger than that computed from
the average velocitYQ

A broad curve

luding some of the experimental values

of threshold velocity are shown by the parallel solid lines
Figure 17&

Inman (1949, P0 57) states that these values

were calculated from experimental critical drag forces
obtained by White (1940), the U.S. Waterways Experiment
tion, and from Nevinss (1946) analysis of data obtained

is clear from Figure 17 that the threshold velocity
gradually decreases with decreasing
a size

diameter until

approximately 0018 mm" is reached"

It will be

remembered that at this size u,,,d/V becomes less 'than 3.5
ly smooth, so that individual

and the bed becomes eff

grains cease to shed small eddies"
being carried by a
over the who
iuit

bedo

grains
Hence~

The drag instead of

more evenly distributed
the velocity required to

sediment motion increases

grain s

s less

than 0.18 mm" Hjulstrom (1939, p .. 12) has shown that this is

=

99

~

generally true for wind flows as well as for running water
Menard (1950) notes that both

crit::ical drag force

of Rubey (1938) and the critical friction velocity of
Inman (1949) are related to forces acting at the bed~

They

are not mean velocities, though they can be related to this,
as has been shown.

Hjulstrom (1939:> pp

10-12) has

demonstrated the relationship between mean velocity ("competent
velocity") and grain size.

This

shown in Figure 18 ..

It can be seen that the curve is of the same form as that
for threshold velocity but the limits between motion and
cessation of movement are more diffuse, reflecting the use
of average velocity as the independent variable..

The

importance of this curve will be demonstrated when consideration
is given to the bed forms resulting from sediment movement"
Saltation.

Once motion of the grains has been initiated some

particles may be lifted off the

bed~

A part

to the bed under the influence of grav

1e returning

may "bounce ll or

strike another particle, causing it to leave the bed&
initial rise of particles from the bed may

The

par'tly exp

ined

by an upward force due to the presence of a steep velocity
gradient near the bed (Jeffreys, 1929 - in Inman, 1949, p
Kalinske (1943) believes that saltation is not :important:
water although Gilbert (1914)~ Bagnold (1942)~ an,d otheI.'s
observed it"

Kal

ske concluded that

flow of water at
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velocities sufficient to produce appreciable suspension
would be turbulent, so that movement of grains would occur
in suspension o

Menard (1950~ p. 158) notes that "for the

same shear, the resistance (to motion) depends on the densit:Y
of the medium e

Hence the rebound of a grain in water should

be about 1/800 of that in air"o
Menard (p. 158) argues further that the distinction is
a matter of definition:

"The observed high concentration of

suspended sediment near the bed may be thought to result from
saltating grains which leap only a certain distance from --the
bed, or it may be considered as due to the vertical

grad~ent

in the concentration of suspended material which is expressed
by the eddy viscosity, AZ ",II

See equation 14.

It would therefore appear that saltation of fine grains
in water is minimal.

However, for pebble sized particles

in shallow water such as swash or backwash flow where pebbles
may be projected clear of the water column, it must be
considered as an active process affecting bed erosion and
deposition.
Cessation of motion.

Figures 17 and 18 both indicate lower

velocity limits for the movement of given grain sizes.
Menard (1950~ p. 151) indicates that for sands (0.059 - 0.71 mm.)
1'"

the velocity for cessation of motion was about 0.,66 that of the
competent velocityo

A similar result is reported by Menard
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for Schaffernakls (19
5 .. 0 mme

) work with grains larger

Hjulstrom (1939 pa 12) notes tha·t for gravel the

ratio between eroding velocity and lowest transportation
velocity is about 1.4 to 1.

Therefore

erosion velocity

can be decreased for gravel about 30% before deposition
begins.

This is in agreement with Menard

Hjulstrom

concludes that for given velocities and for

les ranging

between 2 and 30 mm. in diameter, the particles that can be
transported are about double the diameter of those that can
be eroded.

This is of great importance in studies of

grain-size and sorting variations across the swash zone
where current velocity varies greatly over a small distance"
Sedimen~deposited

at a given po

ion

the zone have

been eroded elsewhere under velocity conditions widely different
from those at the point of deposition"

For the same reason

it does not follow that a given size moving in the water
column at a given station, under measured velocity conditions,
will be concurrently eroded from the bed at that station@
It is therefore necessary to consider the flow of grains
in high concentrations, since given the velocities

f

to move any given size and because these will be rapidly
exceeded in the swash zone, the net effect on the bed
morphology will depend upon the rate at which
removed or supplied to a particu

are

ar:'ea of the bottomo

- 102 Rate of Bed Load Transportation.
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Id (1968;

'"

and

demonstrates that if fluid flow is regarded as a
transporting machine then the energy conservation law may be
written in the form: Rate of Transporting Work Done

=

Power Supply. X

Power may be basically defined as

EfficiencYe

product of a force

and the velocity with which it acts (

Ra te of doing worle).

When no sediment is transported the whole of the power
is dissipated in internal fluid turbulence, ultimately into
heat.

The efficiency of tran

in this case is obviously

zero.

However, Bagnold notes that when sediment is trans-

ported, the flow can do work in moving it against friction, as
has been demonstrated above.

But the whole of this power

cannot be converted into work because a dynamic fluid push
necessarily involves a relative velocity or slip between the
fluid and the grains being pushed e

(As in the case of a

sediment grain falling freely through water).

There is always

a loss, represented by the efficiency factor, e.

As the flow

stage is increased, e, rises from zero at the threshold
motion to some limiting value less than unitYQ
Further, the previous discussion has already separated
total sediment flow into movement by two dominant mechanisms
based upon the type of grain motion assoe
Unfortunately, t
contributions

ed

th

•

e is no practical method of s
bed load and suspended load, to

tht')

totat

~
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load.

The most usual practice is to regard all sediment

trap

above some reference level (e.g. Sundborg, 1956,

p. 215 took this lalel as 6cm. above bed level);

as be

suspended load, while everything below that level is
as bed load.

The obvious difficulty with this arises out

of the above discussion of the role of saltation and the
fact that the sediment concentration gradient is continuous
from the bed upward.

In saltation grain motion has a

ts

of both bed load and suspended load transport, and the
significance of saltation in regard to the shingle beach
foreshore has already been mentioned.

It

remember for the purposes of the ensuing d

important to
ssion that the

separation of bed load from suspended load appl

s to the

theory only.
In bed load transport the excess s

weight is

borne by the solid forces exerted at int

contact

Bagnold (1968, p. 45) gives the total transport

with the bed.
rate as:

+ J

J

:::::

J

j

:::::

jb + js per unit width of flow

b

s

or:

where j

::::: mU;

the dry mass of sediment times current: velocity.

The most usual measure however, is not the dry mass of
sediment but the excess weight

the flui.d:
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I

=

g J

:::::

::::: I

b

+ I

27@

s

For bed load transport the solid forces bearing the grain
weight are characterised by tan ¢, the coefficient of
friction.

This is the ratio of the limiting frictional

% /~s-,P5 3 ),

shear force to the perpendicular contact force (

Ps

and as has been shown this is approximately equal to the angle
of repose for the grains@
The rate of work done in pushing the grains along the
bed can therefore be written:

(1968, p. 47)

Equating this to input power efficiency Bagnold
obtains:
tan ¢
or:
tan

per unit width of flow

¢

g

where G) is the total power available and e
coefficient for bed load transport.
(standing at angle

ft ),
tan

b

I)

\)

{)

(I

I)

0

G

28.

is the efficiency

For flow down a slope

the expression becomes:

¢

0'0.

tan f3

00000000

This is because less power is required to move materials
downslope tha.n along a flat bed o

This situation corresponds

to bed load movement of grains in the backwash.

For the

swash, grains must be lifted upslope and so correspondingly
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more power is required.

=

Therefore the appropriate relation

is:

=
tan

¢ +

tan

30.

f:3

Inman (1963, p. 146) states that this relationship should also
hold for oscillatory waves moving over the sea bed"

"As

the water shoals onshore the wave induced transport of sediment
would decrease upslope

By analogy, the term tan

f

would

become positive rather than negative and the power available
for transport would decrease" (onshore).
Bagnold (1963, p. 47) suggests that "theoretical reasoning
from the concept of a moving flow boundary (indicates) that
the efficiency e

b

should reach a maximum constant value

between 0.11 and 0.13 depending on the local Reynolds number
for the slip velocity past the grains".

Bagnold (p. 48)

clarifies the above from a consideration of wind transport
of grains.
"Wind=blown sand, as opposed to dust, is transported
wholly as bed load, for the reason that the fines have
already been carried away in suspension by winds
of normal strength and dispersed over wide areas
downwind, leaving the unsuspendable material behind.
Wind-blown sand therefore provides a means of testing
the theoretical efficiency value for bed load
transport alone in the absence of concurrent
suspension.
Taking the effective wind velocity
factor in the power expression as that measured
at the height of the center of gravi~of the sand
cloud, the measured transport rates give efficiencies
in close agreement with the theory."
Owing to the disturbance of the sand bed by the impacts of

=
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the relatively very massive saltating grains, the bed
behaves as a moving boundary at the threshold of

move~ent,

so the efficiency attains a constant value rapidly.

This

does not occur in water) and the efficiency does not reach
its constant value until, at a higher flow stage, the bed
is completely covered by a carpet of saltating grains.

In

water there is thus a transition range of flow stage within
which the transport rate increases rapidly to an ultimate
near-proportionality to the power available.
The part played by saltation in bed load transportation
is clarified further by Bagnold

(1968, p. 48):-

"Collisions occur as the solids are sheared over
one another.
Each collision, however viscous
the fluid may be, must inevitably create equal and
opposite components of momentum perpendicular t~
the planes of shear.
Hence, successive collisions
result in a dispersive stress between the solids in
one layer and those of the next.
This dispersive
stress has been measured experimentally.
It
depends upon the rate of shear, the size, mass and
concentration of the solids and the viscosity of
the fluid.
It is this stress which supports the
bed load against gravity, as a dispersed cloud and
maintains the dispersion in a state of statistical
equilibrium.
A tangential or shear stress must be
applied to maintain the rate of shear.
The ratio
of these two stresses, tangential and perpendicular,
constitutes the coefficient of solid friction tan ¢.
At high concentrations of solids both stresses. become
so large that the residual shear borne by the
intergranular fluid can be ignored."
Suspended Load Transportation.

In suspended load transport

the grain weight is borne by the fluid and the grain travels
at the same speed as the current.

Schmidt

(1925 - in Inman,

=
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(1949, po 58) assumed that the mass of s

particles

carried downward by gravitational settling must equal the
amount carried up\vard by turbulent motion ..
wr
eddy

ten in terms of
viscosity~

z~

distance above the bottom and the

Az as:
Sz
Sa

or:

s:

==

in terms of the veloc

frictional velocity
log.

This may be

s at these elevations and the

as:

U"F>
4

SZ
Sa

31.

-c

:::

J:

where Sz/Sa is the rat

-

du

,

•

ill

$

•

u,~2

0

•

•

32.

e concentration of sediment
y, c, at height, z, to that at a

having a settling veloc
constant height, a e

Thus, it can be seen that the theory of the vertical
distribution of sediment
concentration gradient

suspension is dependent upon the
/Sa.

Inman (1949, po 58) points out

that under similar flow conditions, the ratio of the sediment
oportional to e- c where e is the base
concentrations is
of natural 1

thms o

with depth, and hence a smal

uniform distr

than coarse material such as that

concentrat
under invest

Therefore fine material has a more

ion

the present study.
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If the height, a, is cons

to be infinitely close

and the

ence is sufficient to cause

suspension, then the c

ions of the various grain

sizes at height, a, are

ional to the amount of each

bottom~

to

grain size at the bed

ace.

The significance of
by Inman (p. 58) by int

tion 32 was further elaborated
it and employing equations

t

14 and 15 for the friction velocity and mean current speed

for turbulent flow res

ely:

10g0 10

10go10 z + Zo
a + Zo

•••••

33.

in which z a again refers to the height of the roughness
elements.
Thus, z o is zero for flow over a smooth surface.
If it is assumed t
the particles in suspension are
spherical, of diameter, d, and of constant specif

ity

then the settling velocity of the particles (equation 20)
is a function of d only:
n is any pas

c = fed).

Setting u* = nc where

ive number Inman obtains:
"10

Inman then

s

33 are select

=

1
n k

10g010
a

z + Zo

34A.

••••

a + Zo

if fixed values for z and a in equation
curve for which the ratio u*/c is a

constant is a curve along which the concentration ratio is
also a constant
argued~

is

In a co-ordinate system u* vs. d,

is

erefore possible to construct a familY of

=
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curves for constant values of the concentration ratio.
Inman then selects:

z + z
o
a + z

..h=

~

:=

10

a

o

the

erence level is taken at 10cm above the

bed, a, the equivalent roughness is consequently lcm
Sundborg (1956, p. 215) notes that a :;:: 0.2cm is more
appropriate to

beds.

A reference level of 10cm corresponds

at 1;",hich. the dynamometer used in this

closely to the

d mean maximum current speed.

inve stiga tio.n

Inman (1949, po 59) obtained for z

= lOa

the following

expression:
log'10
It is apparent

;;;;;;

34B that when u,,,,, ; ; ; c, n = 1.0

om

and:
(for z :;:: lOa)
where k 0 in the above ex

s is von Karman's constant;

s

equal to 0.4.
The latter expression
and Sundborg (1956, pp. 21

s
219) as

logarithm of the concentration rat

1963)

used by Inman (1949;
1

value of the

for which suspension is

significant.
"In effect~ this means
to a significant degree,
or greamr than c, and
of elevations z = 10a~ the
concentration ratio must be equal to, or

is to

st
to~

ion
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than -2.5.
This select
is in
eement with
an analysis of
imental data by Lane and
Kalinske (1939 and aleo Kal ske, 1941), which
indicated
t a valu~ of unity for~ n, the rat
of friction ve loci ty u~,( to setti ing Ve loci ty ~ c ~
is a criterion for the beginning of suspensions
This criterion can also
justif
on the basis
that since u;( is equal to the mean of the absolute
value of the vert
1 turbulent veLocity fluctuations
Iw/I,
should be expected that a significant
degree of suspension can only
st if the settling
velocity is less than \G:VI II (Inman, 1949, p. 59).
A

number of curves of constant concentration ratios are

shown in Figure 19A.
suspension is sign
curve for which

~~

The limiting value of

~205

for which

icant is mown as a heavy line.
::::

C

The

may also be interpreted as a plot of

the settling velocity against particle diameter.
corresponds to the settling velocity curve of Figure 17.
Figure 19B shows an examp

of the way in which the

suspension criterion, the threshold drag criterion and the
in a

criterion for the cessation of movement, may be comb
u* vs. d co-ordinate system for a particular case (deriv
from Sundborg, 1956, p. 218).

ssion

The calculations were based on the following

which allows the use of the more readily measurable quantity
u max .. ra ther than u')'(
Sz

sa

.iL

6.25c log. zo

::::

where d is the flow de
other quantities are as

U

o

0

•

max.

h~

c is settl

veloc

eviously defined

and
The material

FIGURE 19A.

Relation of concentration
ratio of suspended material
to the threshold velocity.
After Inman (1949, Fig. 3,
p. 60).

FIGURE 19B.

The relation between flow
velocity, grain-size and
state of sediment movement
in uniform materials 3 0f
density
2.65 gr/cm •
The flow velocities are
those 1.0 m. above the bed.
Sundborg (1956,
Fig. 23, p. 218).
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considered is quartz (A

s

==

=

2@65 gr/cm 3 ), the flow depth

is taken as 1.0 meter, and a is equal to 6.0cm.

Thus, the

equivalent roughness relates to sizes ranging from pebbles
of 6.0cm@ diameter to sand with ripples of this size.

The

relative concentration curves give the amounts of the various
grain sizes at 10cm. above the bed which are respectively
10, 20, 30, 40, and 50% of the concentrations at the
reference level, 6.0cm.
The curve corresponding to

~~ ==

for a 25% relative concentration.

c in Figure 19B is that
Sundborg (1956, p. 219)

notes that the region of Sz/Sa between 20 and 30% has been
dotted to indicate that this interval constitutes a diffuse
boundary for the initiation of significant suspension.

It

can be seen that the diagram thus delimits different regions
of sediment transport.

It should be noted that because

sediment concentrations vary from infinite at the bed to
.zero at some vertical elevation above the bed the theory is
not applicable in close proximity to either the bed or the
surface of the water.
Concerning Figure 19B Sundborg (p. 219) notes:
"For flow velocities less than the velocity for
cessation of movement sediment can no longer be
moved along the bottom.
Deposition occurs instead.
Within the dotted band between the velocity for
cessation of movement and the critical erosion
velocity there is transport of bed load but no
real erosion.
In the region between the two
dotted bands there is transport of bed load and possibly
erosion, but the amount of suspended material of the

112
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grain sizes under cons
on is small.
and to the 1 t of t
upper dotted band
amount of suspended material increasesQ
down to the left
diagram there is a
where neither erosion nor transport of bed
can occur, but
transport and depos
of
suspended mat
be expected@
The size of
the finest mater 1 transportable as bed load
may be obtained from the intersection of the two
dotted bandso
11 be seen that it is b
0.15 and 0.20mm •• ~. It should be stressed that this
limit is dif fuse ~ and inno \Vay excludes tM
possibility that coarser material may occur in
suspension when the f low condition s are f avourabl£o II
Rate of Transport of

~:~mended

HateriaL

The equations for

. fluid flow carrying a dense suspended load can be formulated
from reasoning

ana~ous

to that leading to the expressions

done in transporting bed-load (Inman,

for the. rate of
1963, p. 137).

If a dry mass of grains, m, is moved
a unit area of bed, then the dynamic tran
the grains as they are carried along by

suspension over
rate, i s of
stream at

velocity Us is:
g

=

unit width

m Us

Since the immersed weight of the

s

~.D

unit area of the

bed is:
g m

i

s

the fluid must

e~ert

an equiva

36.

normal dispersive stress

=
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in order to maintain the grains in suspension l as has been
demonstrated.

If the grains have a settling velocity. c,

relative to the fluid then the power expended by the stream
in supporting the grains is the product of the normal stress
and the settling velocity:
Power expended in suspension

=

Pc

=

=

g

m c

c
U

37A
s

However, if the bed slopes at an angle j3

from the horizontal

the power expended in maintaining suspension is reduced such
that:

/Js - Ps

=

P

g m cos

ft

"os

If this is applied to equation 37A the power expended in
suspended load transport down a sloping bed at the dynamic
transport rate is
i

s

becomes:
tan

( £
Us

j3 ) =
37B

As in the case of bed load
the slope then tan

fo

transport~

if flow occurs up

in equation 37B becomes positive and

the power expended increases correspondinglYe

The

as' is the efficiency of suspended load transport.

coefficient~

Bagnold

(1968, p. 53) indicates that it has a maximum constant value
of approximately

O~Ol®

=
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Inman (1963, po 137) further notes that there is a
similarity between the ratio c/ U which affects the transport
s

rate of suspended sediment and

c/u~

"

which determines the

slope of the concentration gradient of suspended sediment o
This is because Us is proportional to u* and this in turn
is proportional to ~he man velocity
Total Transport in a Stream.

U,

of the stream.

The total transport is expressed

as the sum of bed load and suspended load transport (equations
29 and 37B).

Their sum gives the total dynamic transport

rate, i, down a sloping bed as:
i

or:

=

ib + is

=

(
eb
(tan ¢ ~ tan j3

KW

where K is a dimensinnless expression equivalent to the section
wi thin bracket s.

K equates i to the total power available

and may have values greater than one, especially for suspended
load transport (Inman, 1963, p. 141).

Its value will usually

be several times larger than the sum of the efficiency

e

s

It has been shown that both e b and
attain maximum constant values. at some critical value of

flow so that the total sediment transport rate becomes
proportional to the total availab le power OJ •

Finally, it

is important to remember that the above formulation stems

=

directly from the
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that total load is defined as the

sum of bed and suspended load transport rates, but that
these are not
laboratory condit

imentally separable even under controll
s

Total TransEort in a lllave Regime"
have applied the

and Bagnold (1966),

ove_.'-.--expressions

~-'----~.

,

, sediment transport across

.'

a littoral slope under wave accel

ons"

state (pe 530) that the mean grad

of wave energy due to

Id

Inman and

energy losses by bed friction and by surface turbulence within
the surf zone, is always onshore

However, the energy

gradient due to bed friction has been shown to be always in
the direction of local flow re

are

iva to the bed o
s onshore and

thus superimposed, local f

f

same may be argued to apply

due to wave oscillations e

by

to the swash zone where wave oscillations are repl

the

translational flows due to the breaking of waves
associated return flowso

the energy loss ~ El over

Inman and Bagnold show
any unit area of the 1

1 slope, inclined at angle tan

due to

olving appreciab

bed friction and

displacement, may be assumed proportional to
exerted by the tvater on the displaced s
d

sediment
mean force
times the

tance, x, that it is moved:
(tan ¢ + tan

ft )
3ge

fi '
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ml is the mass of sediment displaced per unit area
and, a, is a coefficient of proportionality
is argued

0

ther that owing to losses of various

kinds, including percolation into the beach, the energy
I:::. E "

of the backwash will be less than

1

Hence the

corresponding frictional energy loss (fj, EZ ) over the same
area will be less:

=

a

g

ffi

Z

X

z

cos f3 (tan ¢ - tan

If the profile is at equilibrium as much
up the shore as dOWD

)

1 is carried

Therefore:

0

:::

and:

Ll El - LlE Z
.6 El
thence:

tan j3

tan

J3

SE

Z tan
tan ¢ + tan,fi

SE tan ¢
::::

:::

k • .6.El

tan ¢

This expression relates the n

therefore clear
is a constant for a g

41..

energy expended in sediment

the bed at that point@

movement to the slope

should be

::::

6 E1

:::::

.6 EZ

or writing:

:::

It is

ion coefficient tan

s
s

¢

, the slope of the shore

t of the linear scale, but dependent

=

=

io of energy deficit:

on
e
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L\El

.6E

=

2

::::

bE;

ewhere to the loss ~El over the local area@
it

the

large so that k approaches its limiting value

of zero, tanfi

7

tan ¢

and the beach stands at the

1e

repose of the grains (Inman and Bagnold, 1966, p. 530).
Though the theory outlined above can be applied to t
offshore zone of oscillatory wave motion, certain difficu
are apparent

jf

it is applied to the swash

zone~

s

The theory,

as it stands, will explain in a qualitative way why a shingle
beach is steeper, in general, than one of

This is

because percolation losses into a shingle

are large

so that 6E 2 is small in relation to
energy deficit is large, and tanJ
theory will explain shoreline (profi

El

are the
ses 0

Also, the

) curvature

At the

seaward end of a profile where both swash and backwash are
powerful xl may be exceeded by

e

backwash flows

parallel to the slope whilst the swash has considerable
vertical components of motion at

s po

ion, f:J. E2 may e~ceed ~El at this

of effective energy appl

may become negative, resulting

point so that the energy def
in scour and local st
process will be shown to
the lower portion
In the same way
-area the energy

Thus in terms

of slopes.

The result of this

a slope which is convex upward orl
i19

0

can be shown that for the mid=shore

=
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that tanl1 becomes very small and the slopes approach the
horizontal.

For the upper foreshore only does the relation
It will be shown that this is the only

area where backwash energy is very small o

In this area

materials carried by the swash are deposited, resulting in
a slope change between this section and the mid shore which
is concave upward.

Thus, in the swash zone it may be said

that the local fluctuations in energy direction and magnitude
override the background decrease in energy gradient onshore.
The

~

of flow at a particular location exerts a strong

control on the way in which energy is applied to sediment
motion, as has been demonstrated.

Since the type of flow

varies aGross the shore in both swash and backwash so too
will the factors entering into the determination of ~El and
~E2.

Therefore foreshore slope is a more complex function

of flow types than the theory will accommodate o

Further,

O'Brien and Morison (1952) have observed IIfluidisation of
the bed", resulting from vertical components of water motion
in the surf zone.

These may lift a large amount of sediment

in addition to that which is entrained by the conventional
drag mechanisms.

The authors state that fluidisation may

result in a mass movement of the upper part of the bed in a
fashion fundamentally different from that of bedload motiono

=
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The preceding discussion has treat
of uniform size and densitYe

Even on a beach foreshore

where sorting may be well developed a
present on the bed o

only materials

e of sizes is usually

As has been demonstrated the primary

effect of the bed material on the flow

es from the

irregularity or roughness of the grain covered surfaceG
S;undborg (1956, p. 186) points out that
in a sediment are almost entirely expos

the coarsest grains
to

.flow they

will determine the roughness of the bed and the equivalent
roughness will then be the same as the diameter of the
largest grains ..

Under such conditions the

itude of
than if

the boundary shear or tractive force will be
s had determined the roughness;

medium sized

assuming
both cases.

that the velocity at a given depth is the same
Bagnold (1968, p. 57) notes that probably 95%
expended in mov
particles present.

t

sediment is dissipated on
Conversely, the roughness

may be lowered (and similarly the tractive force),
particles

11 the

power
st
bottom
f

terstices between the larger

"Addition of
sediment can G
of the bed,
of the diff
the grains.
s
too heterogeneous
determined the r
sieve size of
is ftner III.. (

to a previously homogeneous
raise or lower the
ss
on the. relative proportions
ions and the arrangement of
(1950) found that in a not
the grain size that
ss of the bottom is Ithat
65% of the mixture (by weight)
~ 1956~ pp" 186=187-)"
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Further, if the equil
is cons

of individual

, it is clear

exposed to flow they are wi
grains such as they possess

coarser

s are freely

support from surrounding
homogeneous sediments@

are thus more easily moved by a current e

They

Conversely, if the

coarse grains are embedded among fine grains they are unaffected
by the flow until the fines are removed by the stream
In the light of these can
pp. 187-188), has summarised

Q

ions Sundborg (1956,
effects of entrainment and

transport for mixed materials@
1.

For very coarse material (down to 6=8mm), the flow is
completely rough and the turbulence extends down
the spaces between the superf
the smal

0

1 particles.,

icles in the mixture are then subj

to the action of flowing

water~

bed and the turbulence is
shape resis
around the

The roughness

ed
the

because of

e of pebbles or boulders and the eddies
stones contribute to the entrainment

and transport of finer material o

Unless the flow

velocity is

particles are mov

high the coarse

only if the smaller particles
moved..

The

are removed

equilibrium is

support them are
sturbed vmen the f

the stones roll or slide a short dis

with the stream until they lodge

st

G

s

=
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"erosion pavement" of residual material is formed,
and around the largest stones or boulders a characteristic
pattern of erosion and deposition often develops.
Thus in coarse mixed material (larger than6=8mm) the
fine fractions are mo§t easily entrained and transported.
2.

For small grain sizes (smaller than 6=8mm and larger than
0.3mm) the main flow is still rough or transitional, but
the turbulence does not extend fuily into the spaces
between grains.

Consequently, the more shielded grains

are not affected by the turbulent flow while the exposed
grains are subjected to a relatively greater force.
Fines will not therefore be entrained for the most part
during initial stages of the erosion process.

The

concentration of the flow resistance to the most exposed,
grains is most marked for sizes of 0.8 - 1.0mm.

At

0.3mm size the grains are all within the laminar sub-layer.
In this latter case it is clear that the largest grains
are most easily entrained during the initial. stage of
erosion, but this must also apply for grain sizes up
to 0.18 - 1.0 mm.

For grains between 0.8

=

1.Omm and

6 - 8mm the turbulence extends partly into the bed.
Therefore the most easily dislodged particles in the
initial stage of erosion are the smallest grains reached
by the turbulence

0

These grains are often not the

smallest nor the coarsest in a mixture but the medium

1
s

•

The tendency for a medium size to

may be expected to be
in the 2-4mm interval.

selected

icularly prominent for grains
For fully developed transport

the particles have a def

e tendency to s l o v e r

a bed of finer particles.

This is particu

when the main f10\\I' is no
sizes under 2mm.

ly true

fully rough

This is

for grain

agreement with Hooke (1968)

who examined sediment transport .in a closed,
flume with a mixed bed con
mean

=

cling

sting of sand (geometric

0.22 mm) and granules (

The mixture resulted in fr

ometric mean

=

2.35 mm).

factors and sediment

discharges lower than those obtained for finer, more
uniform beds.

The granules formed a carpet on

bed and lined ripple troughs, armouring them aga
rurbulent

sand
st

es and reducing the amplitude of

bed

forms ..

3.

For grain s

s less than O.3mm

flow is smooth 9

and the process of entrainment depends largely on the

123
content of cohesive material in the

8.

Sundborg (1956, p. 188) concludes
that:
"although according to the erosion curve (see
Fig. 17), material with an equivalent grain
size of O.2-0.5mm is more easily eroded than
any other equivalent grain size, it is not
grains of size O.2-0.Smm which are most easily
set in motion in unsorted material where other
fractions are also present.
Instead it is
grains af s e 1-6mm that are least stable in
a mixture.
It is these latter grains that
are most easily set in motion when bed load
begins to be transported, and they are the last
to come to rest when movement ceases.
One can
say that they constitute a fraction that is
seldom allowed to rest by flowing water".
This is of great importance

consideration and analysis

of grain size distributions and sorting processes in the swash
zone of shingle beaches.

However, there are yet other

characteristics of grams that cause differences in transport
behaviour from grains of uniform properties.

Chief amongst

these are particle shape and roundness.

It has long been known that beach pebbles are dominantly
of the discoidal and f
noted a

p~eference

tened types

Kuenen (1964) has

for these types of pebble on beaches because

=
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they offer greater resistance to movement than more spherical
pebbles.

Kirk (1967) has shown that greywacke derived

pebbles on the mixed sand and gravel beach of the Canterbury
Bight are comprised of over 95% bladed and disc
grains and only 2.5% spheroidal particles.

=

shaped

It will be shown

that a similar situation exists on the study beaches of the
present investigation.
It is clear that variations in particle shape will affect
both the flow near the bed and the resistance of the particle
to erosion.

i.e.

Shape influences the coefficient of drag

and hence the critical tractive force for a given particle.
This clearly will affect both the entrainment process and
the settling characteristics of a given grain.
Romanovskiy (1966, p. 48) notes that Sokolov working
with coarse sand (0.3 - 4.0mm) found that for particles of
the same size class but different shapes, settling velocity
could vary by a factor of more than 2.

Romanovskiy (p. 54)

demonstrates that the velocity of fall for particles up to
74mm. in diameter varies greatly with the thickness of the
particle's mid-section.
section.

i.e. the area of maximum cross

All particles fell with their maximum plane (the

plane of the longest and intermediate axes), oriented
perpendicular to the direction of motiono

Romanovskiy

provides tables and graphs for the evaluation of fall velocity
for coarse grains of given shape 9 weight and diameter.

=
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Krumbein (1942) studied fall velocity and critical
traction force required to move particles of different
shapes but constant specific gravity.

Particles of higher

sphericity, in general, had lower critical values than less
spherical particles.

In relation to settling velocity, the

particies of highest sphericity settled most rapidly.

Thus,

the pebbles of lowest sphericity may be said to require higher
initial forces to initiate motion and will be the last to
settle for a given size range.

The measure of sphericity

used in Krumbein's study was that of Wadell (1934).

This

measure is defined as the ratio of the surface area of a sphere
of the same volume as the particle to the actual surface
area of the particle (Krumbein, 1942, p.621).

Krumbein

concluded that this measure did not completely explain the
settling and flume behaviour of the range of pebbles studied.
Sneed and Folk (1958) introduced a new measure of
shape that accounts for these variations in hydraulic behaviour.
Wadell Sphericity does not include a measure for the
in-equidimensionality of particles so that if "a rod measuring
100 x 10 x 10cm ••• and ••• a disc of 100 x 100 x lcm •••
were allowed to settle in water, the disc would settle much
more slowly than the rod, despite the fact that they have
preci sely the same Wadell Sphericity II

0

(Sneed and Folk,

1958, p. 118).
On the basis of the settling orientation of grains
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1ioeo with the maximum plane perpendicular to the fall
direction), Sneed and Folk introduced "maximum projection
sphericity".

This is based upon the ratio of the maximum

projection area (plane of L and I axes) to the maximum
pr~jection

area of a sphere of the same volume.

This

value, which includes departures from sphericity
explicitly, is given by:

3

rT

-"'=w

where S is the shortest axis.

........ .

42.

The axes are mutually

perpendicular.
Folk (1965, p. 8) elaborates on this measure and refers
to it as "effective settling sphericity".

Thus, "if a

pebble has a sphericity of 0.6 it means that a sphere of
the same volume would have a maximum projection area only
0.6 as large as that of the pebble.

Consequently the

pebble would settle about 0.6 as fast as the sphere because
of the increased surface area resisting downward motion".
The flatter or more elongated a particie is relative to a
sphere of the same volume, the slower it,will settle in
relation to that sphere.

This feature is potentially of

great importance in the study of pebble sorting on a shingle
beach foreshore.
On the other hand~ Sundborg

(1956, p. 189) after
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summaris

evidence

am

indicates that the inf

=

flu~e

studies of

is problem

of particle

erosion velocity is ins

on critical

ant in comparison with the

influences of grain size

density.

lly a slight

increase of the erosion velocity may be
edged and flat particles".

ted for

sha~p

Harrison and Alamo (1964) conducted

an investigation of the dynamics of sand sized particles
(O.2-0.7mm) at Virgin

Beach, U.SoAo and concluded from

an analysis of values for Reynolds number and the co

ficient

of drag that "their dynamic behaviour was not much different
from that of perfect spheres" (Harrison and Alamo, 1964, p. 19).
It is therefore probable that shape var
sign

icantly modify

sized grains.

tions do not

transport

eristics of sand

However, this may not be true of pebble and

larger sizes ..
Thus~

in cone

that for pebble

s n i t can be sa

sized materials the effect of shape on the initiation of
transport is probably slight, but

t shape var

scan

be expected to significantly modify settling behaviour and
hence may be strongly reflected
depositional

es

result

the

cross~

e

from swash and backwash

flow.

Measures of grain roundness relate to

of

- 128 rounding of particle edges and corners.

The cone

roundness is thus independent of sphericity.

Shields (1936)

found that angular particles behave in a similar
icles of low sphericity.

i.e. they requ

to
a

initial force to set them in motion than rounded

s,

but once they are in motion they move at essentially
rate as more rounded particles.

same

Shields concluded that the

initial effect is probably due to the fact that angu
particles pack more tightly in the bed than rounded grains.
The effects of variations in particle roundness on

in

transport can therefore be regarded as minor in comparison
with size, density and shape effects.
Bed Morphology Resulting From Sediment Transport
Menard (1950) examined the bed forms associated with
various values of competent velocity.

Data were derived

from both laboratory flume studies and from natural channelso
These are shown in diagrammatic form in Figure 20.

It can

be seen that the basal curve is the critical erosion velocity
for grains of different sizes.

Menard (1950, p. 150) notes

that this is because bottom phenomena do not occur until the
bed load is put into motion.
Current ripples appear when flow is tranquil and a bed
wl::ik::!h is rippled has a lower competent velocity than a smooth
bottom.

This is

effective bed roughness.

the ripples increase the
It is clear from Menard's work

t

t
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mm.

Generalis
bed condit
s in re
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to
a
size and mean current
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After
d (1950, po 154)
with. additions.
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This is because the cr
depends upon flow depth in Fr

1 velocity for motion

's cr

(1950, p. 155) cautions that most
formation and destruction are

erion.

Menard

relating to ripple
atively correct for

shallow water only.
Ripples appear to form when the !low velocity is near
icles and Henard (p. 158,)

the competent velocity of t
notes that the mere

stence

amost balances deposit
bed is in motion.

them suggests that erosion

,so that only a thin layer of the

Ripp

formation appears to be confined

to the sand sizes and may be characteristic of steep bed
slopes.

Menard (P. 155) suggests that beds comprised of

grains larger than about 4mm. do not ripple in shallow water
(see Fig. 20).
i.e.

For these grains movement may be J'smooth"

a thin layer of

sinuosity of the
suggests why ripp
materials.

It can

ins moves near the bed but no
i

is developed.

Figure 20 also

s are seldom found in well sorted coarse
seen that the competent veloc

y and

ripple destruct

lines merge for larger grain sizes.

occurs because

flow type alters from tranquil

This

shooting

in this region.
Evans (1949)

Thompson (1937)~ Demarest (1947)

Emery and Gale (1951) have all recorded a var

ripple

=
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and ripple-like features occurring in the swash zone of
sand beaches.

Swash mark, small crescentic arcs of

sediment at the limit of the swash, is produced by very
slow, shallow flow.

Demarest (1947) observed "rhomboidal

ripples" that form in sand owing to the action of a thin
sheet of water following the backwash of each wave.

This

sheet derives from discharging groundwater and effluent
water from the infiltration of
developed on slopes of 6=1 2 0.

swash~

The features were

Slopes lower than this did

not provide enough acceleration of the flow sheet for formation
to occur, and slopes higher than this caused destruction of the
ripple, presumably because the flow type was altered.
Bagnold (1968, p. 49) notes that rippling is confined
to the lower efficiency levels of the processes governing
the dynamic rate of transport of sediments.
If water motion is greater than a few em/sec. more than
competent velocity then ripples (fine materials) and smooth
flow (coarser materials) give way to an antidune or sheet
flow bed form.

Antidunes are low, symmetrical, fast moving

sand waves which migrate upstream.

It will be remembered

that a gravity wave can only move upstream if F.,. 10

Sheet

flow of sediments also requires shooting flow (Langbein 1942).
Menard (1950, p. 157) suggests that antidunes may result when
stream slope is too steep to be in equilibrium with load and
·velocity.

Therefore a scour phase (the antidune) may form

=

and move upstream.
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Nevin (1946) notes that antidunes occur

on much steeper slopes than does the sheet flow mode of
tran

tation, for comparable velocities in the flume data

Gi
s

(1914).

Figure 20 indicates that both antidunes

et flow may occur in coarse sediments.
conclusion

as those studied
movement of
swa

may be said for coarse sediments such
the present investigation, that the

icles at Low velocities (such as in the

or backwash near the landward limit of water motion),

will occur

a smooth phase.

Ripples are unlikely to

sand and shingle where the flow depth

form
and veloc

are small, and the slope is steep.

This will

be shown to occur in the groundwater sheet which follows
backwash, after t

manner described by Demarest (1947).

For turbulent shooting flows either antidunes or sheet
f Low will characterise the bed motion..

likely to form
and flow depth

Antidunes seem

backwash where slopes may be steep
creases

ly.

For the most part

sediment transportation should be in the sheet pha$e since
adjustments of energy
accomplished on a
A number of ot
these are related to t
shaped grains and so
left until data relat

to bed slope are rapidly
foreshore.

le

rms occur on coarse beaches but

b

settl
scuss
0

for particle shape are discuss

b~haviour

of irregularly

se structures will be
sses controlling sorting
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The foregoing discussion

s descr

many aspects of

water motion and sediment entrainment in

svlash zone

0

Of these probably the most important are the
of swash flows since these govern the asymmetries of water
motion, flow depths and velocities.
the re

ive amounts of water entering and leav

these properties also govern
flows.

As well as controlling
g

the zone,

structures of individual

It has been demonstrat

that for a given volume of

flow, the ~~~~~~~~~~,~~~~ can greatly affect the
efficiency of sediment transport and therefore influence the
type of morphology resulting.
It has been shown that the pre

tion of the behaviour

of fluid flowing over non-cohesive sediment grains has
occupied much previous work and

the fluid-particle system.

oved very difficulto

Particu

problems must be

studied by individual workers in varying degrees of isolation
and according to a great many techniques.
difficulties stem
on flow turbulence.

tvIany of t

om the dependence of sediment transport
This has

a theory of sediment mot

even ted

development of

based on expressions whieh

ply

to a wide variety of flows.
After the initiation of

iele motion, turbulence is

=
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an important factor governing the interaction of the fluid
and the bed.

Thus, the bed profile is dependent upon the

sediment particle movement which, in

turn~

depends strongly

on the turbulent eddies set up by the profile shape.
Also, in view of the high energy nature of the study
beaches the' properties that govern the rate of sediment
transport may be expected to be of greater geomorphological
significance than

t~se

controlling the initiation of

motion since the latter are probably exceeded quickly,
almostinstananeously, in both swash and backwash.

One

difficulty inherent in considering the sediment transport rate
across a given section of the flow is that the phenomenon
depends not only on conditions at that section, but also
upon the rate of transport further upstream.

This presents

relatively few problems in laboratory flumes where conditions
of steady, uniform flow give rise to equally constant sediment
flows at all points along the channel.

For field experiments

it is necessary to approximate the solids transport profile
by sampling at a number of sections.
Also the above discussion of flow dynamics has clarified
the reasoning leading to the choice of process and response
variables shown in Table 1.

First, a representative group

of fluid flow properties must be measured.

This group includes

the pressures, times 9 depths, velocities and levels of turbulence
·of both swash and backwash flows.

These variables affect
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the distributions of flow structures across the shore.
Secondly, a

of response parameters must be

measured in order to evaluate the manner
sediment is

stributed both vert

which entra

lly through the water

column and laterally across the shoree
e~pected

not only to shed further 1

This group can be
on the operative

processes, but also determines the morphological expression
of the processes on the shorelineo
parameters thus include the vert

Important response
1 and lateral distr

ions

of sediment undergoing transport at anyone time, the character=
istics of the grain size ranges available for tran

, and

the variations in bed elevation resulting from sediment
entrainment, transport and depos

ion.

As was indicated at the outset of this report, t
requirement of this invest

first

was an assemblage of

instruments and field techn

s appropriate to analysing the

flows described above.

eceeding review of previous

The

studies has served on the one hand to demonstrate the general
nature of swash/backwash flows and to relate these to work
in other shore and nearshore environments.

On the other

hand, it has served to outl

the problems

study of morphologically

icant processes

zone as well as to speci
ies which are most 1

Ived in the
the swash

more detail those flow
ly to yield

eater explanation

of long-observed patterns of foreshore response to wave
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action ..

The instrument

was designed with many of

in v

=

stem employed
se parametric r

t

s study
s

~
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Water movements in the swash zone

shown to

be essentially translational and because of percolation
into the beach

e, they are usually of small depth.

Internall}

the zone can be separated into a lower permanently wetted
section where
water return to

olating ground water and

fluent swash

surface, and a subaerial,

ermittently

wetted zone affected by wind action and the l
storms ..

Because of tidal and other var

tions

at the shoreline

demarcation lines between t

vary continuously

positiona

swashes of
water level
se zones

Owing to the turbulent nature of the flows"
of moving sediment
obstacle to :instrument

ence

water column presents an
ion.

0

Schiffman (1965) found

ly prevented the use of such

that these factors eff

conventional devices for measuring fluid flow as pitot
and propeller driven current meters.

However, in practice

it is simpler to record flow by some Eulerian principle
(mechanical or dynamical mea
geographically fixed po

t), t

s of motion past a
by tracking the paths of

s

=
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eels" of water with

s or floats.

In the past floats have

timed over measured distances

to obtain swash and backwash vel
D

ies (see Table 2).
l~de th~ fact that the' result

ficulties with this method

ed is an average value from an environment in which large
var

ons in flow velocity occur within a few feet and from

moment to moment.

I

Norrman (1964, po 82)·notes that rigid

volumes such as floats may behave in an, anomalous fashion
se of inertial effects in sU9h

a

hydrodynamic situation.

Dolan and Ferm (1966) used a chart recorder and trip-pen
to time the passage of swash fronts between rods spaced at
known distances across the shoreo

The time distance between

marks on. the chart was thus directlY'proportional to' swash
ion.

decel

Though this represents a considerable

improvement over the float method it suffers a similar
di

Both methods describe surface flow only and

prov

on flow conditions at the bed.

,

it has a

Further,

been shown that it i's difficult to relate

the passage of the swash front to the behaviour of the body
of the flow which follows it (see Fig. 15A).
me thod gives no

Also, the

a on the backwash.

It is therefore clear that the swash/backwash zone is a
highly dynamic one
and conceptual
must be able to

ff

to work in,

b~thphysically

struments for 'use in such an environment
the corrosive rigours of salt
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water, must respond quickly to

=

rapid~

sometimes severe

fluctuations in head and velocity and yet withstand large
applied forces.

. , ...

It has also been

sh~wn

that measurements

~

of the various process and response factors identified above
must be made on a number of different time scales.
Betause of the short duration of the flows (12~15
seconds at most), and the corresponding fluctuations in
energy some form of recorded output was deemed essential.
Also, an often overlooked criterion is an output form which
permits ready abstraction of data and ease of analysis.
Further, r.ecording devices must be able to function in the
presence of salt spray so that a sensitised chart paper is
preferable. to inked pens.

Finally, where the instruments

are to be used for short periods at a number of locations
under varying conditions field portability is desirable.
Factors of importance here include light weight, compact
size, -battery operation and low power drain.
Instrumentation
With the above requirements in mind the instrument
system shown in Figure 21 was designed and constructed.
Figure 21A is a schematic diagram of the system showing the
component units and Figure 21B indicates typical operating
positions of the sensing heads in the swash zone.

As can

be seen from the diagram the system comprises two chief
units, the sensing heads and the shore unit.

For this

reason the sensing heads or data gathering units

INC>;ES

r
I
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will be described first and the shore unit (the data control
and output section)~ will be treated secondlYe

~

Sensing Heads

1. The Dynamometer e

The instrument chosen in this

investigation for the measurement of energy (velocity) is
a variation of a general class of devices called dynamometers.
These are similar in many respects to strain-gtlages and are
often used by engineers to measure forces on marine structures o
Figure 22 shows the design and construction of the dynamometer ..
The present instrument is modelled closely after that employed
by Schiffman (1965) in a study of swash-surf zone processes
on sand beach foreshores@
"The dynamometer ••• is of the electro-mechanical
type..
Two discs are used to measure; respectively,
the force of water that has been given an acceleration
shoreward by the breaking waves and the secondary
movement of this water seaward under the influence of
gravity..
The forces acting on a disc are
transmitted to a compression spring whose resulting
displacement causes a corresponding change in a
variable resistance.
A pen recorder makes a
permanent record of this change.
Each rod acts
independently on the spring and serves, in turn, as
a backstop for the force exerted on the spring by
the opposing rod.
This gives the dynamometer a self=
zeroing capability" (Schiffman 1965, p. 255).
The unit is housed in a watertight, oil=filled brass
container and is linked to the shore unit and D=C power
supply by 100 yards of three=core PVC cableo

The instrument

was either anchored to the bed on a Dexion and conduit frame

(58 x 3 D) and pinned (see Plate 3);

or mounted vertically

PLATE 3.

PLATE 4.

The Dynamometer mounted on the conduit frame .

Vertical mounting of the Dynamometer
for obtaining vertical velocity profiles .

- 140 so that the plate centers could be lifted vertically to
obtain

vertical,~elocity

profiles (see Plate 4).

The

horizontal conduit frame with the instrument weight upon
it acts as a drogue, settling into the bed until the
dynamometer case is flush with the surface.

Pins are

then driven in at either end of the frame.
Calibration of the Dynamometer.
exists;

For ocean waves no standard

that is, calibration is not possible in the sense

of 'comparing an instrument with a "standard" at least one
order of magnitUde more sensitive and having a, known accuracy
(Kinsman, 1965, p. 430).,

Thus, pressure or force sensing

instruments such as the dynamometer produce records which
contain elements of signal affected by hydrostatic and
electro-mechanical filtering.

Due to mechanical inertia

very short period fluctuations are not recorded by such a
system ..
ConsequentlY,the dynamometer was calibrated by two
different methods.

Firstly, a static calibration was

performed and the velocity calculated from an equation for
the force of water due to the drag on a plate normal to
fluid flow.

Following Schiffman (1965) it is assumed

that force is proportional to the square of the velocity:

v =

2 Fmax ..
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where:

V is

t

=

velocity of the water f

the dynamometer disc;

F is the drag force;;Of}

is the

(taken as 1.03 Kg/m 3 at OOCe and 1

density of the f
ATM. pressure);

normal to

CD is the coefficient of

, taken to

be 1.12 (this value varying with Reynolds number);
A is the area of t
p

n = 1.12

C

dynamometer plates.

is appl

value of

to flows of over 100 em/sec.

(Sutherland, 1969,
Schiffman three s

T

and,

)

.

Also, in common with

plate have been constructed to

s

obtain a series of overlapping velocity ranges (.see Table 4),
though only the smallest was required on the study beaches.
The above calibration was deemed to be unsati
if taken as the only criterion since the dynamometer as a
whole may not exhib

characteristics of a c

the

land, 1968,

plate opposing the flow (
Bagnold (1969,

~rs.

lar

comm.) suggested that an appropriate
by subjecting the instrument

calibration would be obta

It would then be pass
to obtain velocity values
(see equation 2).

am the theory of gravity waves
ilities for this were

However,

available"
Instead the dynamometer was mounted on the bed of a

4
Un

f

wide flume at the C

ering

i1

sity of Canterbury and a cal

of uniform, steady flow o

Department~

on obtained for

centers of the discs were

tiOl.1E

Plate Radius

em.

Plate
erne

Veloe
2

Range

em/sec.

6.5

13207

8.5

225 e 9

18.06

to

207.0

10.5

346~4

16.36

to

188.0

=
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located at a position equal to 0 4 of the available d

h of

0

flow.

This ensured that the plates were in the

ion of

the mean velocity core.

Flow depth was determined

point guage mounted on a

movable trolley and

a

flow

velocity determined from the cross=sectional area
flume and the input discharge rate (V = Q/A).

The maximum

velocity achieved in this way was approximately 110.0 em/sec.
and runs were performed with both rising and
to assess hysteresis effects s

11

stages

Though the maximum velocity

was not particularly high with respect to t

capability of

the instrument, it corresponds to the critical erosion velocity
for particles of up to 10.Omm. diameter.
es are shown

The results of these two calibrat
in Figure 23 ..

stat

The so lid line d

calibration

the flume.

while the triangles give values det

It

can be seen that the calibrations are by no means linear.
Both discs have an initial region

slow response which

reflect mechanical friction in

strument.

For the

linear sections of the curves, the spring constants wet' e
found to be 1.2 Kg/cm and 1.13 Kg/em for the swash and
backwash plates respectively.

discs.

to a force of 2.75 Kg on
that there was

general the flume tests

in the region of over

than the stat

ect
cal

The diagram also shows

between the two calibrations

eral

produced higher

Maximum deflection corresponds

s for equivalent velocities

The mean difference between

CHART Mil.

at half depth of

0

10

o Static calibro)iQr.
6. Flume cclibralioii
6.* Ona trial 'n flur,",6

09.

-08

07

06

1
o

SWASH

/

discs

~

t
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two procedures was found to

10.5% for the swash disc

12 7% for the backwash disc

A maximum difference of

29.0% was found for a situation in which the dynamometer
sca were only half covered by the flow.

t the instrument may be used to obtain flow

a

veloc

It would thus

s to the nearest IDem/second.
height of the column of water measured at the bed

depends upon the diameter of the dynamometer discs and is
similar to Schiffman's instrument in being 15 to 20 cm at a
distance of approximately 3 cm from the bed during field
experiments"
Flow Parameters Sensed by the Dynamometer"

strument contains a series of impulse

obtained from t

st time.

force curves
may be derived
obtained d

The chart record

om this.

A number of useful paramters
Hence, velocity values may be

ectly, as can flow times.

These are features of

great value in the analysis of continuous records.

Also, a

may be derived by measuring the areas

measure of

under the curves such that:

S!2

E

44"

tl
The relative energy levels of the swash and backwash may be
areas under the respective sets of

obtained by summing
curves and divid
'vhich each was

0

totals by the interval of t

t

e

Measurement of the areas is

over
ly

=
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accomplished with a planimeter or by use of graph paper and
a projection device to enlarge the curves.

Schiffman (1965)

notes that this arbitrary measure of energy reflects the
number of readings in unit time together with the various
parameters that influence the length of time that the
individual forces act.

Also, the data derived are conservative

in the sense that the dynamometer has a lower response limit
of considerable magnitude (e.g.

26 cm/sec. for the 6.5 cm.

radius plates (see Table 4), so that flows with velocities
below this limit will not be recorded.
If a velocity profile of the swash or backwash is taken
from a series of points with the dynamometer it is possible
to obtain flow discharge values from the following expression:

Q

=

45.

Thus, the areas under the curves on a plot of velocity and
position across the shore may be used to obtain a "water
budget" of incoming and outgoing flows at any given station.
It has already been shown that this is a very important
aspect of swash zone processes.

Finally, the product of

the forces acting on the discs and the physical displacement
of the discs is a measure of the power expended by the flow
in doing work on the dynamometer.

This concept is identical

with that employed in the theory of sediment transport so

1

=

there may be a close re

power expended

in sediment transport and that

loped at the dynamometer

for given flows.
More generally, much us

1

ormation can be

obtained by an examination

shapes of the impulse force

curves, as demonstrated by

(1966).

curves denote the action of

Short, steep

st moving bodies· of \Vater

associated with high impulse forces while lower, more
regular curves indicate lower pressures and slower but longer
flows.

Similarly, curves

multiple peaks indicate

fragmentation of a water mass into "parcels" which are mov
at different velocit

s and/or in different directions&

2. !he Depth Guag~e
Since the head of water (hydraulic gradient), at a
with

particular location is of primary interest in connect

flow structures and percolation velocities, a small version
of the conventional

llel-wire wave guage was canst

The instrument consists of two heavy guage, low resistance
copper wires moun
tube.

In operat

in the tube success

inside

8.

2~"

inside diameter stilling

,the water level rises and falls smoothly
ely removing (rising level) or add

(falling level) resistance to the control
impulse thus generated is transmitted to a s
unit by a PVC

and fed into a simple

T
e

~

circuit"
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This instrument is easily calibrated

and was cheaply madee

ma

tank

It requires little maintenance to

ensure continued operation.

However, because the

galvanometer in the recording device has a proper period of
0.9 seconds and a critical damping of 200 ohms, a certain
phase-lag will appear in the depth records@

Hayami,

Ishihara and Iwagaki (1953) state that the value of this lag
is given by:
Phase lag
and;

= I.E.

u

Tn

where:

Tp is the period of the external force (taken as 2=3

seconds);

Tn is the period of the galvanometer;

and, h is

the damping factor of the galvanometer (taken as 0.9).
Substitution of the appropriate values gives a mean phase lag
for the depth recorder of 47°.

All depth records must be

adjusted accordingly.

11..

!he Sh,Q£:e Unit
The shore recording station used in associationw.Lth the

sensing units described is shown in Figure 21 and the electronics
are set out in Figure 240

The latter diagram shows that

the system comprises firstly, a 0=1 Ma (full=scale)~ 12 Volt

.D-C, Rustrak Model 188 strip chart recorder.

This has
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single channel

ility only and a current messur

was chos"m in

to minimise 1

connecting cables

Secondly~

0

for use in assoc
wave guage,

loss effects in

a transistorised

amplifier constructed by the
input from the dynamometer o

system

is used to control
The

ter unit was also designed

tion with a conventional pressure/transducer

By use of the damping control (S3 in F

24)

it would be possible to record tide as well as wave levels o
A third unit

the installation is the controlled

bridge circuit for

depth recorder.

Figure 24 that -the

llel'tvire guage acts as a shunt across

one limb of the bridge.

can be seen from

The output of this unit can be

alternatively switched to the chart but both control devices
meters for visual observation

are provided with ancil
flow depth and veloc

Since the reco

er is only a sing

channel unit a fourth component of the shore unit is an
input switching system.

The whole unit is completed by the

three 6 Volt lantern batt

s (dry~cell) necessary to power

the system.
Plate 5 shows the phys
units.

The whole assembly is mounted on a 20" x 14" X 10"

Dexion frame and weighs about 15 pounds.
field portable.
morpho

various

1 arrangement of

The sy

and sediment s

It is completely

together with t

as

grids cm

by a single operator in under on hour and is easily

ed
lled

PLATE 5 .

The shore unit. Chart recorder at top ,
data control and switch panels below.
Battery pack at base . The tape case at
lower left is 6" in diameter .

dismantled on conclusion of sampling@
The chart recorder employs sensitised paper so that salt
spray and/or high humidity are no obstacles to operation.
Recording is performed at the rate of 4"/minute because of the
short durations of swash/backwash phenomena..

In practice

the system was used to sample swash/backwash parameters for
perhaps 10 minutes in every hour of a tide cycel.

Simultaneous

measurements of morphological change and sediment movements
were also made.

An obvious disadvantage of the single

channel system is that simultaneous recordings of several
swash parameters could not be made.
However, an exception to this is provided by a time-pen
unit added by the author.

A trigger key on a long cable

is used to trip a solenoid driving an extra pen on the
recorder.

This pen can be readily removed from the recorder

when not in use and the cable length is sufficient to permit
operation of the trigger by an observer in the water.
The application of this unit lies in time-frequency
analysis of many swash/backwash phenomena.

For example, it

has been used to obtain time/deceleration curves for the
swash after the manner of Dolan and Ferm (1966) by tripping
the key each time the swash front passed a stake in a series
spaced at 10' intervals across the shore.

In this. manner

velocity profiles suitable for discharge analysis were
d.erived o

Further~

the use of this technique in conjunction

=
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with the dynamometer meant

t point samples of bed velocity

as measured by the dynamometer could be r

to a known

velocity distribution across the shoreo

Thus,

was

possible to partially overcome the objections raised
previously to the use of f

and time/deceleration methods

alone ..
Additional uses of
wave,

break~r

time-pen include monitoring of

or swash p

to determine whether awa

Similarly

ods.

flow is ma

is possib
for the maximum

duration of the uprush or whether it reverses before the swa
front has attained its

limit on the shore.

case the pen is tripped when a wave breaks
as the swash terminates.

In this

and is releas

A cessation or reversal of flow

is immediately apparent over the length

line trace

by

the pen ..
Thus, an instrument system has been designed and constructed
which, in the writer's

opinion~

comb

s a sufficient

of versatility and sophistication with ease of operation
relatively low cost, to provide the basis for a detailed
study of swash zone processes e
the records obtained

Table 5 gives particu

the ins

were derived from 21 separate field

system o
iments at
summer of 196

study profiles dur

the winter

Breaker height

from leO to 10 0 feet and

examples of the p

ing ~ surging

collapsing

The

s of

Chart run

(4"/min~)

Total Waves Recorded

:=

630 feet.

:::::

3,772

Total Data SetsQ (N)

411

Total Swash Sets Record

208

Total Backwash Recorded

203

Total Time of Flow

:=

3.8 hours

No. Swash Flows

::::

2,133

No. Backwash Flows

:::::

1,639

Total time Swash Flow

==

6,371 seconds

Total time Backwash Flow

::::

7,195 seconds

Mean Swash F low period

= 2.98 seconds.

Mean Backwash Flow period

;:;;;

4.

Mean Swash velocity

;;;::

170.0 em/sec.

Mean Backwash velocity

:::::

140.0 em/sec.

seconds.

==

L77 hour

- 1.999

hour_

=
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Wave period ranged from 7 5 to Il s 0

So

0

thought tha t this range of inc
with the number of data samp

wave conditions together
s

represents the swash/backwash f
sites.

Sediment sampling and

It is

sufficiently
ions at the study
logical changes have

received similar coverage.
The Sediment Sampler
Since the amounts of s

moving in the water columns

of the swash and backwash provide information concerning
sediment transport

e

sorting processes, a sampler was
the design shown in Figure 25.

constructed according
The main criteria inf

this design were the neces

ty

for minimum deformation of the flmv and for a trap
construction which, hav

intercepted the sediment

les,

could not be evacuated by the turbulence of the reverse
It can be seen from Figure 25 that the trap

flow.

nozzles arranged vertically with IOem .. center spac
The lowest trap is c

s seven
s.

ered 3 5 cm from the bed.
0

nozzle is 3.5 cm
diameter, thus presenting an area of
9.62 cm 2 to the flow.
These trap structures consist of
modified heavy-guage plastic pipe junctions$
seen that a f

can

ss guaze has been fixed across the rear

of each pipe
In
and passes out

e flow enters the barrel
rear leaving behind the

The nozzles were arl:'anged on the sampler so

sediment.

fine

l"Iounling

eorrouc.fJ

brass mc.sh

rcrzie

lugs

lor slakes
downwcrd

pipe

reclinod

and

bOCK\i10rd

n~zzles

4" (10 em) center
spocings

dexicn

sadimonl
lie

l

bags

over flongo

'77T//7/'>W/,f

END

bed - sedimenl leyel

FIGURE 25

Q

Sed

frcmin9

samp

SECTION

VIEW

FROM

INTAI<E

=
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diagonally mounted jucntion tubes were directed downwards
and

s

in the f

Thus, sediment entering the main barrel
is diverted down the inclined tube where it is

caught by a cloth bag.
since the s

Since these bags are permeable and

tubes are so long there is little chance

that sediment reaching the bags can be 1
from the

s

vortex action of the reverse flow.

While it is true
efficiency of

ted and removed

there has been no assessment of the
s trap arrangement it is felt that the

instrument is

to more conventional rigid trap

structures where sediment particles fall into a cannister or
bottle where cons

erable lifting forces may occur.

During the fi
periods of two to f

d experiments the sampler was run for
e minutes facing the swash following

which the bags were changed and the instrument was then set
to f ace the backtvCitsh
each trap was suff

The re.tentive guaze .in the rear of
tly fine to trap all but fine sand.

The device was pinned to the foreshore with long steel
stakes and no difficul

was experienced in handling ..

However, one possible improvement would be to reconstruct
the unit using the same operational principles 'but
orporating a larger

As mentioned

er trap barrel.

sly

changes in bed elevation

=
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were surveyed every hour through the tide cycle"
was

s

ilitated by eight-guage galvanised wire stakes
in the bed at 10! spacings from the swash

to the breakerso

The exposed length of each rod was

measured to the nearest millimeter each hour us
tape mounted on a Duralumin rod.

a steel

Beach slope was mea

to the nearest degree with an Abney Level@

Mea

of swash length and water table position were

s
ined with

a one hundred foot linen tapee
Laboratory Analysis of Sediments
Two types of analysis were performed on
gathered during field experiments 0

F

sediments

stly, analy

sediments taken from the bed at each profi
concerned with the determination of mean
skew.ness and kurtosis of the

s

s of

on was

s

, sorting ~

stributions

0

sported sediment

Secondly, samples obtained using
sampler described were subjected to 1
suitable for the determination of mean

ory procedures
1 diameters"

The latter, parameter was adopted for the description of these
sediments because laboratory data on sediment transport are
usually given for sphar
spherical diameter for
for comparison
A total of 183

f

a1

ic1es.
fi

The use of equivalent

d data thus established a basis
So

les and 122 samples 'from the

~
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swash and bac.kwash water co

s were collected and analysed o

For the bed samples, an

ht of 100 to 200

grams was collected from the
standard practicea

However~

accordance '\V'ith
s of mixed sand

1

and shingle were collected because, "1
reliabilities of samples for dif
s

le is known of the
ra

to sample size" (Krumbein, 1953).

as of particle

For this reason

mixed sand-shingle samples were two to

Kilograms in

weight.
Bed samples were washed to remove salt andoven-dried e
Materials coars.sr than one eighth inch d

were sieved

by hand and the remainder was sieved for 15 minutes in an
1 Laboratory,

Endecott, "Endrock" sieve machine in the Phys
Geography Department, University of Canterbury.
The weights of material retained on each s
converted to percentages of total sample we

e were
and plotted

cumulatively on log.-normal graph paper$

s

plotted on the abscissa and frequency on he ord

was
The

sieves used conform to the British Standard Code
No .. 410 and are
of particle sizes
(Krumbein and
computation of
from the
IBM data cards

ice

ed according to the t'ientworth scale
This was converted to the
ohn, 1938, P0 84), to
1 parameters"

(¢) scale

i
s (¢)

Percentile

stributions were trans
Mean Diameter (Mz);

to
s

e

=
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Graphic Standard Deviation (Ol:);

Skewness (Sk ); and
G
Kurtosis (KG) coefficients (Folk, 1965)~ of each distribution

were calculated on the University of Canterbury's 360/44
IBM computer.

Subsequent analysis of grain size data was

performed on the computer and on a desk calculator.
Grain aggregates caught by the sediment traps were also
washed, dried and weighed

before analysiso

These samples

were repeatedly separated using a sample splitter to obtain
25 grains for detailed examination a

Though the sample

size appears to be small student's t - tests failed to
reveal any significant difference in the estimation of mean
nominal diameter from sample sizes of 25 and 50 grains.
The shape of each particle was determined by measuring
the three major axes of pebbles with vernier calipers@
Measurements were accurate to within 0.1 mm.

The longest

axes were designated 'A I , the intermediate BB v, and the
shortest

Ie'

in accordance with Folk (1965)0

Effective

Settling Sphericity (l:j;.J ), flatness :index (CiA) and other
measures were calculated on the 360/44 computer for each of
the particles.

Also calculated were the values of mean

effective settling sphericity and the standard deviations
(

~

) of the distributions.

The latter measure is employed

as an index of shape sortingo
As mentiQped previously, one of the most important
parameters derived from these samples is mean nominal diameter.

= 1

ly this 'tvas derived by

lacement method of

Krumbein and Pettijohn (1938, p

143)Q

Individual particles

were dropped into a 50 ml e

volume of fluid

displaced read to the neare

0 1 ml.

(Dn) was then derived for
Dn
where:

le according to:

::::

V is the fluid volume d

It,was subsequently found

laced by a particle (in cC )$
Q

a reliable estimate of mean

nominal diameter could

from the axes of the

,individual particles acc
Dn

Mean nominal diameter

0

to:

::

Tests (Student's t)

x

i

between the two methods
generally good
general uniformity
Thus, values

1,,908

to show a significant dif
6

This is probably due to the

of the trapped particles and to
particle shapes@
Dn were calculated for each

at the same time as the shape parameters@

Indiv

values

were then extracted from the computer print=out and
in

~¢

frequency

with that used
extracted and
programme

asses@

Thence in a fashion

bed samples, percentile v
paramet:ers calculated
previouslyo

In this

parameters were obtained for the transported s

1

s were
oS

=
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stributions that are readily referable to those of
laboratory studies@
can be seen from the above discussion that:
data collected for this study relate to many of the
detailed earlier as being fundamenta'l to a study of swa
zone processes.

It is now therefore possible to proceed

to the analysis of this datae

s

=

GENERAb
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DYNAMICS

=

OF

THE

SWASH

ZONE

As a preliminary step toward establishing a general
framework in which to set more detailed analysis of swash
and backwash water motions, measurements of several overall
properties of breakers and swash were made

9

The. parameters

treated in this manner include runup height, breaker height,
swash length, wave period and swash periods

Analysis of

variations in these will be followed by a consideration of
the distributiol1S of flov; velocity and energy both across the
shore and for a range of input breaker conditions"
Runu12 Height
Runup height is defined as the height to which swash
water rises above still water level on the shore face@
Runup characteristics are completely different for waves
that break than for those that do not (Van Dorn, 1966, pe 47),
and the significance of the parameter lies in the fact that
it controls the height to which littoral structures may be
built~

Van Dorn

(1966~

p" 50) notes that there is no adequate

theory for the runup of broken waves, but that there are many
empirically derived expressions employing solitary wave

FIGURE 26A.

Runup height as a
function of breaker
height. Height of
breaker is that of
each wave yielding
significant runup
within each sample.
Open circles,
T = 11.0 sees.;
dots, T = 10.0 sees.;
triangles, T = 8.5
sees.

FIGURE 26B. Mean swash length as
a function of significant
breaker height. Note
therefore that this
diagram refers to timeaverage conditions.
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FIGURE 27A.

Variations in swash phase
and length for two breaker
conditions.

FIGURE 27B-C.

Observed variations in
breaker height and swash
length in relation to
"critical" height/length
requirements.
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theory.

These are usually of the form:

••••••••

where:

49.

R is runup height, d is depth of water, S is beach

slope, and H is wave height.

Both the coefficients and

the exponent are empirically determined.

It is therefore

clear that the largest values of runup occur for steep beach
slopes.

Savage (1959) obtained maximum runup values for

laboratory experiments on high slopes and at low wave
steepness.I'
Approximate runup values for three sets of field experiments are shown in Figure 26A.

It can be seen from the

diagram that the relationship between breaker height and rynup
It,'
height is approximately linear for each of the three wave
periods sampled.
0.66 to 0.88.

Correlation coefficients ranged from
Also, the influence of foreshore slope on

runup height can be noted.

The short period, high runup

character of the 8.5 second waves is largely due to the fact
that the slope these values wee obtained from (8 0 ) was twice
as steep as that for the 10.0 and 11.0 second waves (4 0 ).
Since each set of data was derived during a single
wave regime at a given station it is apparent that there
was considerable variation in breaker height and subsequent
runup at each

station~

Saville (1962), in an attempt to

- 159 -

define characteristic wave runup frequency distributions
alludes to such variability of breaker height and period
and states that in practice, runup relations are derived
for the "significant" wave.

i.e.: A wave having statistically

described characteristics, typically the mean height of the
highest one third of the waves.

However, it will shortly

be demonstrated that the morphological activity of the
latter depepds greatly upon phase relations among the whole
input wave spectrum.

Also, it is clear from Figure 26A

that for given conditions swash/backwash structures may be
expected to develop over a vertical range approximately equal
to wave height during field experiments.
Flow

Pha~e

Relations-i,D the Swash Zone

As an initial check on the applicability of the phase
difference criterion to the swash zone flows of the study
beaches a correlation between breaker height and swash
length was obtained (Fig. 26B).

The 33 observations cover

all of the study sites and a good fit was

obtained~

It was

therefore decided to further examine the phase relations of
the flows with particular reference to the variation within
wave trains, as stressed previously.
Figure 27A indicates the relations between phase
difference and swash length for two field experiments at
stations C and D.

It can be seen that there are again

=
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good correlations between the measured properties but the
individual value,s are scattered widely with respect to
Kemp's (1958) zonation into characteristic ranges of phase
difference~-

Thus~

in both data sets a few points fall in

the surge .range, most in the transition range, and a further
few into the surf range of

effect~

Also, it can be seen that if a given horizontal through
the diagram is selected, then for a given wave period there
is considerable variation in swash length"

Thu's, for constant

pharedifference equal to 0.7 and for the 11,,0 second waves
swash length varied from 30 feet to more than 70 feet"
This example serves to highlight the importance of
interference between oncoming waves and backwash so that
waves in a given phase state with regard to swash and
backwash may be considerably restricted in the lateral
range' over which they may produce morpho log ical effect s ~-

A

smilar effect applies therefore to the distributions of runup
height shown in Figure 26A.

The highest one third of the

breakers in each of the two cases shown fall into the range
of surf zone conditions, and hence are associated to some
extent with notions of shore=face erosion, circulation through
the breaker etc.;

while the body of the sample, occurring

at intermediate breaker

heights~

is associated with transition

zone flow conditionso
Thus, as was stated

previously~

it is of considerable

161
importance to examine

e1 of variability in given

trains when assessing
ity

resulting~

lev

and type of morphological

Such an

s been conducted for the

two sets of data and the resu

27C.

s are shown in Figures 27B and

In each case the ob

length have been

ref~rrQ.n

distributions of swash
to

critical swash

length curve derived from the

sions of Kemp (1958,

see equation 9), and employ
study !3ites!',

v;rave

constants determined fo,r the

The observational

has been presented in

terms of mean, maximum, minimum

variance of each wave

Significant differences between the two conditions
are immediate'ly apparent

@

F

stly, the 11 0 second
0

wave train resulted in a mean breaker

of 5,,6 feet and

a mean swash length of 68.0 feet;

10.0 second waves

were associated with a mean breaker
mean swash length of 76 0 feet'
6

Simi

of 6,,5 feet and a
ly, there are only

small differences between the maximum and minimum values in
the two cases ~

However, there are s

between the variances of the two

ferences

data sets.

standard

deviation of swash length for the lOcO sscond waves is

st

double that for the 11.0 second waves for simi
slopes.

The

idence of interference between

backwashes was

ors considerably greater for

second conditions.

Because it has been shovm

interference re

ts

a weakened s'tvash action and a

o
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correspondingly srrengthened backwa

action~

it may be

inferred that the erosive activity of the 10.0 second waves
was considerably greater than that of

e

11~O

second waves

6

Further, it is clear from the diagrams that the observed
distribution for

10 e O second waves 1

s closer to the

computed curve of critical swash length than does that

the

fact the observed curve of Figure
27C lies across the critical curve whereas that of Figure 27B
lies whollY in the trans

on range of

critical cond

ions~

The level of variability of input wave conditions to the
swash zone at any given time has thus been shown to be an
important parameter governing the morphological activity of
flows~

wave steepness and beach slope a

Regardless

high level cf variation in input breaker conditions may be

since the progress of

swash will

the backwash

ion

expected to result in increased erosive

I',

<>

l.mpeded@

These

effects can be further elucidated by study of the force/time
(

traces recorded by the dynamometer ..

Distributions of Velocity in the_Swash and Backwash
Figure 28 shows a representative ran

of the types of

chart trace obtained using the dynamometer~'
are represented by those portions of
the zero line

~TIi

S,,'iI'ash f

curves lying above

backwashes lie

FigUre 28A indicates a typical record of a surging
se waves were recorded on
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sorted shingle profi
South

Bay~

It can

B~

seen that the waves produced a swash

of short length

regular duration so that there

was a pendulum..
Al$o~

at station

motion of the water

percolation losses resulted in

so that few backwashes were recorded
is the pattern of flmv@

The trace

shore~

st the

back\vash sheets
Of particular interest
its several sharply

defined, fast moving crests which were followed by a long,
steady onshore flow averaging 3 .. 23 seconds durationfi
Average backwash duratiorl was 3~"53 seconds~"
A record of the s'Vlash/backwash resulting from

plunging breakers (Hb

= 4$0

II

al"

c l ass

feet) is shown in Figure 28B o

The observation point in this case was at station Ce
waves delivered long swashes (
planar slope (50).

60-80 feet) up a

Unlike the

s described above

plunging breaker record is notab

for sudden reversals

flow direction and magnitude"

lections in the crests

of the swash curves indicate

there were consid

velocity variations within the
water delivered to the shore
or secondary eddies~"
records on sandy

Schif

beaches~

the non-linear nature of
of
. rapidly!'

mass begins

flow~

The unit volumes of
to break into

s

(1965) obtained s
Also notable in Figure
backwash curves e
ly and then

reases

is

=
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Figure 28C is also a record derived under plunging
breaker conditions CHb :::: 5~'O feet)

0

These were storm waves

which delivered very turbulent swash and much spray to the
f ore shore ~-I

The waves broke in a very much more confused

fashion than those previously described~-'

Much of the energy

in them. was dissipated in vertical water movements:'

Hence,

the unevenness of the swash peaks is much more pronounced,
but the mean velocity of the swash was only a little greater
than that for the 4 0 feet
0

waves~

The vertical release

of wave pressures in this manner is similar to the
riding character of the backwash

offet~d

under~

by Dolan and Ferm
correlat~

(1966) as an explanation for the decreasing degree of

ion between increasing swash velocity and increasing wave
height~

On the other hand, relative to the swash, the backwash
traces shown in Figure 28C have considerably larger amplitudes
than those shown in Figure 28B.

This increased backwash

power results from the fact that water flung into the
swash zone in whatever manner falls back to contribute volume
to the backwash which then flows down the bed as one

mass~

It is thus'possible to record backwash velocities that
are considerably greater than those of the swashes that
give rise to them0

It will be noted that this effect is

greatest for the largest

breakers~

The latter also tend to

be more variable in form and height so that under such

conditions variation in s'\vash 1
at a maximum and

hence~

waves most frequent

may be expected to be

erence between successive
import:ance concerning

A f

0

the amplitude and shapes of

s is

that~

in some

respects, the sequence of curves

lowest to highest

breakers is. paralleled by observa

s from a series of

stations across the swash zone.

s, records from near

the swash limit are similar to those

surging breaker

conditions 'lNhile those from stations near the base of the
breaker contain secondary inflections and deep backwash spikes
similar to those shown in Figure 28C e
Velocity Profiles Across the

stic

Shore~

shore distributions of velocity in both swa
are shown in Figure 29

across~

backwash

Figure 29A is a diagrammatic

0

summary of all results derived from the four stations selected
for study ..

Grand mean curves, upper and lower bounds and

breaker po,sltions have been indicated ..

In order to refer

individual measurements derived from different observational
periods to equivalent positions in the swash zone the
measure of pos

ion employed in the diagrams (xlL
) is the
.
0

ratio of the distance
swash limit, to
It is important
,represents a

x~

of a given sample point

deepwater wave length (
that each data point on
value for velocity and
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been derived from

=

es such as those

Figure 282

Perhaps the most salient feature of F
wide range of vel
the shore 1'1

This

conditions sampled
lection of the

a

breaker heights,

29A is the
all points across
of

e

s and foreshore slope conditions that
in velocity is mo

wer'e sampled!

near

the upper limit of the swash zone where the foreshore is
intermittently

wetted~

The grand mean swa

curve is notable for

linear velocity distribut
sections of the shore &

almost

across the lower and
Rapid deceleration is only
The represents

pronounced near the swash 1
ference between the t

&1

important

curve and an instantaneous

curve of swash deceleration (see Fig" lIB) for the
By compt\rison, the decel

of an individual

friction tends to follow an exponential curvefl

L
by

The

backwash grand mean curve, on the other hand, begins

ss

rapidly and accelerates more uniformly, achieving maximum
velocities near the base of the

breaker~

Several examples of individual v
shown in Figure 29B e

Also includ

ocity profiles are
are three examples of
by the stakes

mean swash front velocity as
trip-pen method of Dolan and Ferm (19
that the swash front profiles

)

e~d

It can be seen
dynamometer
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swash velocity profiles

a general

swash front characteri

lly moves

near the bed in the foll

but that the
than the

flow body

Rouse's (1938) conclusion

This supports

the front of a surge is

e

zone of maximum tur bu 1 ence I '
The curves also ind

that for

upper part of

shore. backwash velocity is considerably less than swash
velocity l1

However, for

mid and lower foreshore areas

backwash velocity equals or even exceeds swa

A further interesting

velocity ..

of many of the swash curves

is a region of high velocity located toward the upper limit
of swash action~

Thus~

the time-mean velocity profile may

decrease or remain linear over much of the shore but increase
near the swash
the swash

before

limit~'

ly declining to zero flow

This unexpected result can be explained

in terms of the variability of breaker/swash conditions

discussed abover'

While swashes

are recorded on

all lengths and intens

powerful flows are recorded at the upper

as opposed

to the instantaneous decay of a s

le swash pass

to note

there is a

Obviously
will

least for

Thus,

stations~

when considering the

the shore it is

.,

more

lower foreshore only the 1

orm breaker

across

s

fect

ition5 and at a maximum

s

=
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e of heightse~!

characterised by a wide

for

Therefore, not· only is the backwash scour

feet: maximised

on the lower foreshore during variable

conditions,

but also the depositional capabilities of

e swash are

enhanced at the upper limit of 'ltlaVe action (,

This important

conclusion will be further examined when con sid

the

in the swash and backwa

levels of di""'-J. ........

Flow Reversals Near the

Breaker~

In order to

the

validity of Dolan and Ferm1s (1966) statement concerning the
underriding ofswa

by backwash at high phase cond

and to further

ions

the nature of swash trains possessing
base

a high variance level several tests were made near
of the breaker at each station using the dynamometer
association with the

pen as described during

of the instrumentation~'

As can be seen from F

discussion
e 30

pen was tripped when a wave broke and was released when the
swash terminated at
the two possible flow

upper limit 2
states~

may cease at any time up to

recorded

f~ow

t of the full duration of the
has a lower velocity 1

commonly ceased

ore the swash reached its
ly

before the swash has
Fig~

30B)"

s

First, flow at the dynamometer

Since the ins
upper li~it on the sho:t::e~'!

,action (see

The diagram ind

backwash may begin
limit of wave

On s

occasions during high phase

o
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wave conditions

1

occasion a backwa

ve

~vas

ob served

On one such

0

of 125 ~-'O em/ sec

before backwash began on

€I

was attained

upper foreshore"

During high phase vlave conditions which are characterised
by extreme variability

swa

water piles up on the fore

length and breaker height,
e until

out against the oncoming

Under such circumstances

$

an almost, s:eady off shore flow
breaker and each incoming
this flow temporarily..
drawdown
breaker.

is able to break

s . near the base of the
is

ficient only to halt

The outflow results in a rapid

of swash head in the

vicinity of the

Swash velocities near

motion is confused e

bed are low and water

Flows of this type were never recorded

during low phase wave conditions so

the above observations

lend support to Kempis (1958)' conclusions
of fluid exiliange from the swash zone across

the nature
breaker

zone~

Further information 'concerning these flow

tics may

be derived from an examination of the re

levels

at different stations across the

shore~

s parts

A measure of the relative energy levels at
of the swash zone has been clerived by summing
each individual
each by

tot

of swash and backwash curves
times for which swash and

areas under
d

were

=

active

(Schiffman~

170

1965)~

=

These measures have been taken

as approximations to Bagnold' s parameters bEl
for the purposes of this

investigation~

and 6E2

In this way mean

E ), and
1
backwash (irE 2 ) could be examined and a value of net mean
energy level derived by simple subtraction ( SE:: fi ~ AE ).
l
2
The measures represent the asymmetries of energy application
relative energy levels for both swash (

b,

at given stations and positive values refer to onshore energy
balances while negative quantities refer to offshore net
forces~~1

The results of this analysis are presented in Figure 310
Swash energy is at a maximum in the mid and upper foreshore
regions and there is some indication of
immediately landward of the breaker.

flow~field

reformation

Backwash energy, by

contrast, is more variable and attains higher absolute values
more frequently than does the

swash~

In this case relative

energy levels are highest in the mid and lower foreshore
regions~'

Values of zero for A EZ refer to cases where .6E1
was greater than zero but no backwash was recorded~
The
effect of increasing wave period is to widen the envelope
of mean relative swash energy and to elevate the mean curve
to higher energy levels",'I'

On the other

hand~

the principal

effect of increasing height and variability of the

breakers~

is to elevate the mean relative backwash energy curve.
Figure 3IC indicates the envelope of net mean
relative energy level.

It is readily apparent that offshore

\F IGURE 31Ao

Distribution of mean
swash energy across
the shore" Dotted
line is grand mean
for all values@

FIGURE 31B.

Distribution of mean
backwash energy.
Dotted line is grand
mean curve"

FIGURE 31C"

Distribution of net
mean relative energy
level across the shore.
Dotted line is grand
mean curve"

-Note:

Data are those for all
breaker heights, periods
and profile stations
sampled during field
experiments"
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forces tend to predominate in the lower part of the swash
zone While onshore energy balances are confined to the
upper levels of swash action~'

It is in this latter area

where percolation losses into the foreshore are most apparente
For any given swash/be.ckwash regime there will be a point on
the

shor~

where the net energy balance is

nor offshore forces predominating!"'

zero~

.neither onshore

The effect of increasing

breaker height on this curve is to depress the mean trend
so that negative energy levels obtain for much of the shore!'
Thus, while large forces are applied for short periods during
swash flow these are often counteracted by lower forces acting
for much longer periods of time in the backwash~"l
Variations in Flow Energy with Breaker Height: and Period
On the assumption that the areas under the force/time
curves represent an approximation to flow energy Figure 32
indicates the distributions of energy in the swash and
backwash for a range of breaker heights of from 1~"'0 to 5.0
feet~'

All of the data are derived from stations low on the
It is apparent from the

diagram that the data have

been grouped by periods, in one

second intervals e
Characteristically there is an increase of mean energy
level in both swash and backwash with increasing breaker
height and energy is spread across a wider range of periods
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conditions (,

at higher

so apparent

increase in backwash energy at

periods with

sing

breaker heigh t ~.
The frequency of occurrence of different

can

be seen from Figure 32 to be polymodal for all save the smallest
breaker heightsf

The b

character of

frequency distributions at
be taken to indicate the pit

backv7ash

larger breaker

s may

up process

at

high phase conditions as previously describedf

Short period

backwash flows thus repre

interruptions caused Oy the

arrival of subsequent

while the long

iod mode

relates to intervals of sustained outflow from the swash
In this sense

period mode is analagous
systems

to the nodes in the frequently observed
recorded on san,d beach foreshores@
at all breaker heights

Backo;;vash flow times
than swash

to be less

flow p~riodsfl
Finally~

the cumulative frequency graphs demonstrate

that swash flow dominates only at the lowe

breaker

5"

For increasing breaker height at stations near the base
energy is conf

the breaker net on
shorter flow

durations~'

with previous find
the bed at high

This cone
relating to

s

conditions in

to increas

ly

ion is in ace
ions in flow near
.;,I.rea of

awa

0,
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Summary of Phase Effects on Flow Energy and Jlelocitz
In summary it has been shown that phase difference
analysis can be meaningfully applied to the swash zone of
the study beaches e
is the

examin~tion

A particularly important aspect of this
of the level of variation in input

breaker and resultant swashcharacteristics e

A high level

of variation affects both the characteristic flow durations
of swash and backwash and the nature of the water column in
the area immediately landward of the

breaker~

Where swash length is widely variable backwash underrides
the swash on the lower foreshore and almost continuous circul=
ation through" the breaker is developed@

These processes may

result in extensive scouring by the backwash regardless of
wave period ..

Also extreme variability of swash length

results in a net concentration of swash energy toward the
upper limit of swash action0
Since the characteristic distributions of velocity and
energy across the shore have been described it is now possible
to proceed to a more detailed analysis of the asymmetries of
pressure and velocity at given locations on the bed@

It is

these properties of flow that govern the entrainment,
direction of net transport, and final resting place of bed
sediment particles in the swash zones

ASYMMETRIES

OF

FLOW

,

In the swash zone where wave motion is greatly

distorted~

the study and analysis of data relating to the asymmetries
of flow pressures and durations is crucial to the examination
of sediment motion since these

properti~s

condition first,

the sizes of material lifted from the bed, and, secondly,
the durations (distances) of travel of the sediment grains~
Thus, the action of a very high applied pressure lasting for
a short time may be expected to produce different sediment
sorting characteristics than a low pressure acting for a longer
period.

In the first case, very large particles may be set

in motion and significant suspension of finer sizes may occur,
while in the second case, a more uniform range of ,finer
sizes may be transported as bed load.
Since it has been

previ~usly

shown that the swash zone

of the study beaches is a high energy environment the
\

situation is still more complex

Q

In this ~ase the asymmetry

of the maximum pressures occurring (associated with the largest
particles present) may be opposite in sign to that of the mean
pressure (which will be linked with finer sediment size
grades), so that simultaneous motion of grains may occur in
different directionse

=
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The magnitudes and signs of the asymmetries will depend
upon the water column structures in the swash and backwash
while the net sorting pattern produced over a period of hours
will depend upon the sizes and speeds of the water masses
giving rise to the flow structures.

It is therefore intended

to first examine the discharge or "water budget" aspects
of swash zone circulation before proceeding to the analysis
of flow asymmetries.

Finally, the

di~cussion

will be concluded

with a theoretical examination of the sorting. processes
produced by given patterns of flow asymmetry.

Flow Discharge in the Swash and Backwash
Flow discharges past given stations in both the swash
and the backwash have been computed according to equation

45.

The values presented therefore represent time-mean conditions
as in the case of the velocity profiles they were derived
from.

The study of discharge relations in the swash zone

has at least two important aspects.

The first may be termed

a circulation aspect and concerns the interchange and
recirculation of water from the beach face across the breaker
to the nearshore zone.
been described.

Some aspects of this have already

The second aspect concerns the structures

of individual water columns at various points on the bed of
the swash zone.
Water Circulation through the Swash Zone.

The water budget
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of the swash zone is made up of inputs from the breakers
from the ground'\vater table

of outflmV's in the backwash

and seaward return flows, as is sho'\vn in Figure 33A.
Groundwater flow is compris

swash water derived by

percolation and any residual
origin.

Neither infi

r outflow of terrestrial

ion rate of swash nor seaward

return flow of water was measured dur

field experiments

so that a full examination of water budget is not possible.
However, the most salient a
Figure 33B.

s are presented in

The diagram shows dis

rge profiles for a range

of input breaker conditions, and

discharge has been

calculated from equation 1$

represents a.n

As such

instantaneous value rather than a time-mean condition.
water discharges were obtained by mea

Ground-

the percolation

rate of water passing through the beach depos

using fluoros-

cein dye.

e between

Dye was injected in the

sur

swashes and the time and distance of travel to the point of
emission on the beach face noted.

Is were

A number

carried out on each occasion in order to derive a

iable

mean value for groundwater discharge.

method

However,

is

applies only to the interval after backwash when di
at a minimum and

can only be employed on the

where the interval bet'tveen flows is sufficient
undisturbed use
Figure 33B

fore
allow

the techniqueo
Table 6 show that there is a
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Typical discharge pl.'ofiles for swe.
and ba
sh. Breaker discharge
accord
to equation 1.
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ease in discharge level both in the swa

a

with increasing breaker height and period.
a corresponding rise in the level
water table.

backwash

T

is also

outflow

Table 6 also indicates that t

agreement between the dye technique and t

beach
e is a general
ocity profile

method concerning the volume of swash lost by percolation into
the beach face.

It can be seen that storage may affect

up to one third of the swash volume at low breaker heights,
but that there does not appear to be
in the level of storage at large

iable increase
he

ht~.

This

result confirms Lewis' (1931) suggestion that the role of
percolation of swash declines at 1
From Figure 33B it can be seen

breaker heights.
t at some stations

on the lower foreshore backwash discharge may exceed that of
the swash.

However, in most cases the level of percolation

is sufficient to retard backwa
clear from the diagram that

disc

e.

It is also

swash discharge curves are

similar in form to the veloc

y profiles presented previously

in that they reflect constant discharge rates over much of
the shore and either

se and/or drop away sharply near

the swash limit.

By contra

distinct regions;

an

sharply rising limb which

reflects downslope aceel
return to the
almost constant 1

the backwash curves have two

ion of the water and a rapid
some

e
o

iitrated swash, and a

more slowly accelerating flow at

Breaker
Height
Ft.

Breaker
Period
Sees.

2 .. 5

8 .. 3

3.0

10.0

Flow

Volume
cu.
Ft/Ft

CUe

Ft/Ft

*Ground
water
Table

0.79

1.24

1,.05

1. 08

1.46

1.18

2.59

5.0

10.0

6.25

6.0

10 .. 0

8.15

*

Difference

Groundwater discharge measured by

dye~injection

method in upper section of swash zone@

~
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near maximum backwash vo

must be concluded that

cases where there is near
discharges on the lower fore
volume of storage of swa

le sands and gravels

flows typically attain veloc
is clear that infiltra
In

e that there is only a low

water in the beach depos

Consequently, on freely

beach face.

of swash and backwash

1

ies in excess of 100 em/sec.

swash must be returned
this implies considerable es

under the backwash flow sheet.

to the
velocities

This process may resu

high level of bed IIfluidisation" and thus greatly
the level of sediment entrainment.

in

ance

Maximum development of

these lifting forces would occur on well sorted
these deposits are

id

most permeable, and at

the water table sloped steeply sea\vard.

Is since
ions where

The

ter condition

is most likely to occur during falling tide when

level

of the groundwater table lags behind the retreat of mean
water level on the shore.
In order to further clarify discharge cond
swash zone net discharge at various po
has been plotted in Figure 34.

s across the shore

The most striking feature

of the diagram is the area of net swa
limit of the swash.

ons in the

discharge near the
is area may be

Net water volume

up to twice as large as that occurr

at

other part

the profile but the scatter of data po

ts also indicates

that this

ility of water mass

the area of greatest var

I
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Lower on the fore

e net discharges t

uniform and may even be negat

to be more

e

On the basis of the distr
discharge across the shore

ions of veloc
is useful to s

zone into two flow areas

st~

dominated area where veloc

and net
e the swash

there is an upper swash

s may exceed those at points

lower on the shore and where discharge from
table is at a maximum.

groundwater

ly, there is a lower section

where flow velocities and discharges are more nearly equal&
In this latter zone the differences in sed
capacity will relate more

transporting

differences in flow times and

water column structure than to overall en

levels of

flows.

-

Asymmetries of Flow at the Bed
The work of Longinov (in

Zenkovich~

1967, pp. 40=53 and

129-135) gave a general outline of the asymmetry of water
motion in the offshore zone of a Black

shingle beach

(see Fig. 7), and established the dependence of flow asymmetries
on relative water d
right up to the br

flow properties bo

the asymmetries

e (seaward flm.;) to positive (landward

Similar flow properties

dynamometer reco

se

Pressures were reported to
and the sign

altered from negat
flow).·

h.

s

s enabl

offshore and on

en computed

the

1 comparison

of the

zone.
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A representative group

mean

maximum pressures

recorded in both the swash and
It can be seen that mean

are listed in Table 7@
1 bottom pressures (p) in

the swash varied from 11@0 to 22&0 gr/cm 2 for wave heights
of from 2~'O to 5~~0 f
10 .. 0

seconds~

and for

iods ranging from 8 3 to
0

These values are approximately one order of

magnitude' greater than those recorded by Longinov in an off
shore environment@

From

s

may be tentatively conclud

that absolute pressures on

beach profile increase landward

as well as immediately s

of the breaker zone e

The

highest'mean pressures for the swash occurred at the base
the breaker while

the backwash occurred some di

landward of this

Maximum swash pressures followed

e

the same areal trend as mean pressures and ranged from 18~7
36.5 gr/cm 2 •
Maximum
ssures ranged from 8.2 to 31.0 gr/cm 2
in the backwash and

distribution across the

reflects the process

gravitational acceleration

a steady

The observed decline

sh

rise toward the

It

breaker probably reflects the dece

pressures near

ion

resulting from oncoming swash water"
However,

d

ections of motions of s

these flows do

depend solelY on the

impulse forces

also upon the action times

" It
the

material is put
s the necessary

s in

various
ssures"

TABLE

(

t1§an and Maximum Pressures Recorded
in the Swash Zone
BREAKER
Hb

(ft.)

T

x / Lo

(sees.)

S WAS H
Swash.
P
Pmax
gr/em 2
gr/cm 2

Z 0 N E

Backwash
15'

gr/em 2

Pm ax
gr/em 2
~~

~~

2.0

8.3

0.057

15,,5

20.5

"

"

0.085

16.0

28.0

7.5

15.5

"

"

0.11

12,,0

36.5

8,,5

15,,0

00031

16 05

24 00

505

8.2

3.0

10.0

"

"

0.058

14.2

20.5

10.0

15.5

"

"

0.078

12.0

22.0

10.0

20.0

"

"

0.098

12.0

23.0

8 00

18.0

"

"

0.12

11.0

19.0

9.5

18.0

0.031

17.0

33.0

10.5

14.5

5.0

10.0

"

"

0.058

15.5

28~0

8 2

14.0

"

"

0.078

17.5

28,,0

10.0

18.5

"

"

0.098

22.0

36.5

13,,8

31.0

0
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and ceases moving when the velocity declines to
approximately the same level.
Therefore particles
of ever increasing size may be successively displaced
infue oscillatory motion of bottom waters towards and
away from the shore as the velocity mcreases, and they
will come to rest in order of decreasing size as it
decreases.
This will be followed by the same motion
in. the opposite direction.
The path of a particle
of small size suspended in the water column will be
approximately the same as the general transport of
the water.
In the displacement of particles of large
dimensions an increasingly important part is played
by the inequality of mean and maximum pressures ••• "
(Zenkovich, 1967, p. 130).
Though the statement applies to unbroken waves the same is
true of the swash zone where onshore and offshore flows of
varying velocity and duration succeed each other.
Graphs of 'several mean asymmetry ratio s f or three breaker
conditions are plotted in Figure 35.

The values are

presented against relative location in the swash zone,
quantities greater than unity indicating net shoreward move=
ment and values below unity indicating net offshore motion
in the water column.
of flow times (At)

The coefficient of horizontal asymmetry
i.e.

the ratio of recorded swash period

to backwash period can be seen to vary from 1.24 to 0.76.
Longinov obtained At values that ranged from 0.33 to 1.16
for unbroken waves seaward of the breakers.

The wave trough

thus could be up to three times as long as the crest in
shallow water.

By comparison swash zone flows at Kaikoura

were found to be more nearly equal in durationo

Of over

400 observations of At values less than unity were found to

fi'l,? 0 fl

T=33s3C$

8REAKERS

B
HB=30fl
T= 10,0 secs

BREAKERS

C
HB:50 It
T = 100 He;,

o A,
o

Ap

/::,

Ap '

X

A p me,

12

FIGURE

A

s of S\'J8.sh=

for. three b17Baker cond:U:ions"

f 10H

=
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occur on the lower foreshore while net onshore flow durations
were confined to the upper foreshore.

Figure 36 indicates

that net offshore flow was associated generally with a net
offshore energy balance and it has already been demonstrated
that the latter condition is confined to the lower foreshore
area.

It can be seen from both diagrams that equal flow

times (At

= 1.0)

characterise the central portion of the

swash zone and that this condition tends to be associated with
low net energy conditionso

It is interesting to note that

beach cusp formation was observed at such locations on two
occasions during field experiments.
Reverting to Figure 35 it may be noted that the

asymmetry

coefficients of mean bottom pressure ranged between 1.2 and
3.0 (A ) with the highest values occurring near the swash limit
p
in all cases.

The asymmetry of maximum pressures (A

p max.

)

exhibited a similar range of from 1.05 to 2.93; the highest
value again being obtained near the swash limit and the
In all cases values greater

minimum value near the breaker.

than unity prevailed thus indicating an onshore pressure
deficit in all observations.

This finding is in agreement

with Longinov's data from the offshore zone of the Black Sea
beaches though swash zone pressures have beenffiown to operate
at much higher absolute intensities"

However~

though there

is an onshore pressure deficit and higher absolute pressure
in the swash than in the

backwash~

the longer flow duration

of the backwash (low At) may result in a net offshore energy

FIGURE 36

0

Rel.ation betv16en asymmetr s of flm'1
t
s a..'1d net mean rele. t iv e energy
level

=
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balance at lower foreshore stations.

Thus~

large sediment

grains may receive a landward impulse from positions near
the breaker while smaller grains are being eroded and
transported seaward simultaneously.
A further term obtained by

Longinov~

the coefficient of

the asymmetry of impulse pressure (Apt) has been computed by
mUltiplying the asymmetries of the mean pressures (A ) by

P

the asymmetries of their times of action (At).

This

coefficient fu useful because it is indicative of the direction
and rate of movement in the water column passing an observation
point.

Values of this parameter for the present study beaches

can be seen to lie between 1 0 01 and 3.73, the
falling .in the upper part of the swash zone.

maxi~a

again

The range of

offshore values reported by Longinov for this measure
(0.23 to 2.04) is much lower than for the swash zone.
It is therefore clear that absolute pressures tend to
decline onshore as asymmetries diverge markedly from unity
with progressive distance from the breaker.

Also, the

magnitudes of the pressures and the asymmetries increase
with increasing breaker height.

The only area of decline

in asymmetries is near the base of the breaker where there
is interference between incoming breakers and outgoing
backwashes.

Pressure coefficients are thus most notably

affected.
In summary it may be said that absolute pressures on

- 184
the bed are greater
zone.

Accordingly

=

swash zone

t

the offshore

e intensities of bed disturbance and

sediment entrainment may be expected to be

eater.

Pressures

are highest in the onshore direction near the breaker but
net offshore energy flow may occur in
off setting effect

is area due to the

longer backvlash f 1mV'

the other hand, toward the swash 1
and asymmetry oceff

On

0

both absolute pressures

ients indicate

flow under all conditions

durations

dominance of swash

0

The Transport of Sediment in Asymmetric

F~

The above analysis has served to demonstrate the complex
difficulties involved in predicting t
quantities of sediment transport
environments.

directions and
and nearshore

It is the purpose

this section to analyse

one theoretical approach to this

lem, that of Longinov

(in Zenkovich, 1967, pp. 129-135),

order to further c

the application of asymmetrical flows to the bed of the
swash zone.

Longinov's method

olves the conversion of

absolute bed pressures to fluid flow velocities and
relation of the latter to the requirements for init
of mot ion of a rang e cf gr ain s
it is possible to derive an est
of part

s.

te of the net d

motion by examination of the frequencies

occurrence of given pressure

s

Subsequent to

on
0

ervals in both onshore and

y

=
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off shore flows o
As a working example, the

1 ve

requirements

for a range of grain sizes have

on a series

of velocity curves from different stat
(see Fig. 37A).

s across the shore

The critical eros

veloci

s of the

particle size ranges were derived from Zenkovich (1967,
p. 96, Table 7).

From this d

is clear that both

swash and backwash flows have t
wide range of sizesQ

1 to transport a

Also,

increases toward the breakerG

ity for tra nsport
An add

ional feature of

importance is that the period of slack water between swash
and backwash decreases toward the breaker.
available settling time for s

Hence, the

iment grains decreases in

this direction.
Consequently, it would appear that sand and granules
would be completely mobi

as suspended load while cobbles

and boulders, if present, would be rolled across the shore
in both the onshore and offshore directions.
probably be depos

at the swash limite

Sand would
However~

not possible to assess the net direction of trans

is
t of a

given size grade from such an example since only a very
limited amount of
available.

formation concerning flow a
inov sought to overcome

by considering
lasting several m

distributions of net
es at each station@

is

s cliff
ssures

s
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As an initial step

total

recorded pressures in a trace is divid
absolute magnitude~'

by

o

Next the total time for

selected pressure range was directed on

or offshore is

calculated and expressed as a percentage
of the trace ..

of

Then the percentage on

total duration
and

fshore flow

durations or a given pressure

erval are summed algebraically

to obtain the net pressure def

and multiplied by the mean

pressure of the interval&

This yields values of net

proportional pressures that are

5S

in relative

magnitudes independent of the abso

duration of the

Finally, the summing of the propor

l pressure values

from the highest pressure groups

lowest, with allowance
for each

for their sign, yields the
pressure group.

trace~

this quantity expresses

It is argued

both th.e direction and the

of sediment transport

s

for the sizes corresponding to a given pressure group
(Zenkovich, 1967, p. 130).
Table 8 gives an examp
station located at
second wave cond
in order to convert
to terms def
in the fifth column

of the calculations for a

e of the breaker during

5~0'

and 10.0

the table it can be seen that
8

of pressure fluctuations

various

sizes~

the quantit

i) are totalled fx.'om largest to

s

gr/cm

2

+

.L

l (%)

«half sees.)

p

+

~l

D

J~

(%)

0-5
5-10

24

48

10.1

20.2

-10.1

=

10-15

11

56

4 6

23.5

-18.9

-330.75

+120.75

15-20

20

+ 8.4

+147.0

+45L5

20-25

18

- 5.42

-12L9

+304@5

25-30

15

6.3

+ 6 3

+173,,3

6,,4

30-35

7

2.9

+ 2 .. 94

+ 95,,6

3 1

35-40

10

4.2

+ 4 2

+157.5

+157.5

8.4
31

100%

7.6

13.02

56.7%

105

135

240

:::: 100%

75.75

+ 45.0
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values taking the sign of each quantity into

consideration.

The reason for this operation is as followse

that begins moving within a certain range of
17.5 to 27.5 gr/cm 2 ) will continue to move at

A

(e.g.

ssures ..

essures

Within the time for which this group of

ssures

is active the grain will have a nominal impulse of -121&9;
i.e .. it will move seaward.
During the actio.!l of
ssures
of 27.5 to 32 .. 5 gr/cm 2 the particle will receive a new
positive impulse (+173 .. 3) towards the shore.

will

so

continue to move at pressures up to the maximum for the
trace (37.5 to 42.5 gr/cm 2 ) which Table 8 shows corresponds
to additional positive impulses of +95.6 and

+157~5 ..

Adding

these four values a net impulse (jf..) of +304.5 is obtain~d
for particles of the given size.

The computation is repeated

in a similar fashion for grains of all other sizes"

In

order to examine the variation in transport capacity similar
caculations may be made for a number of points across the
shore"
Figures 37B through E show a series of proportional
net pressure curves for different positions across the shore
under a range of input breaker conditions.

The groups of
pressures have been plotted at an interval of 5 gr/cm 2 on
Below this scale the sizes of the particles

the ordinate ..

(mm .. ) that can be moved by the pressure classes have been
indicated~

The

s in Table 8 are plotted as

FIGURE 37A.

FIGURE 37B-E.

itical erosion velocit s
of sediment gra s in
re
ion to typical chart
velocity traces.

Longinov proportional
net pressure diagrams
calculated for typical
swash and backwash pressure
traces. Station numbers
increase from the swash
limit toward the breaker.
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"station 8" in Figure 37E
Longinov divided the

proportional net pressure

s

curves observed in deep

major classes

(A, B, C) depending upon whether
landward (type A ~ the curve l

impulses were directed

ially landward and partially
1
C -

s across the ordinate);

ordinate) ;

s

(type B

~

the curve

or wholly seaward (as in type

the curve lying ,,,holly below the ordinate in this case)..

Additional subdivisions of the major cat
order to specify the size range for wh
were recorded ..

Hence, in subtype AO the

directed onshore and are at a maximum for

es were made in
maximum impulses
ssures are all
finest grain

sizes (see Zehkovich, 1967~ Figs" 40 and 41~ p .. 132)"
It can be seen

om Figure 37 that curves of the three

major types have been obtained from the swa

zone",

However,

there are important differences between the curves shown and
those of Longinov ..
First, as has been previously demons

solute

pressures in the swash and backwash of this

ion are

much higher than in the offshore zone of Long
proportional net

ssures calculated for the swa

are generally more
It can be seen
conditions there
movement of all sizes
is directed onshore

Thus

100 times those of

zone

off

zone"

37B that even under low "lave
ient transport potential
to cobbles and boulders e
is at: a maximum for the smal

e

sport

~

sizeso

Though on

wave conditions
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e transport is ind

at

for most

mode of maximum dis

passes to

increasing grain sizes with increasing
Only one case of off
(see Fig. 37C)"

height"

e flow of sediment is

icated

se pressure records were derived during

high phase wave conditions and indicate two

of onshore

transport for station 6 located at the mid-shore positione
The maxima relate to
are separated by a

pebbles and to boulders and
ion of offshore motion

cobbles ..

By comparison sediment motion onfue lower fore

near

the base of the breaker was entirely seaward, the maximum
corresponding to the

pebble sizes"

sport direction is indicated

a tendency for a reversal of
for the cobble sizes"

On the other hand,

diagram thus indicates a potential

transport situation in which pebbles are deposited on the
lower foreshore

upper foreshore, eroded

transported seaward through the breaker"
it would appear that cobble s
oscillating equilibrium across

Simultaneously

stones would be
foreshore ..

Boulders,

if present, would receive impulses in the landward direct
only ..

s transport situation

It should be noted

very similar to that proposed by

gleson, Glenne and

(1963) for high wave conditions (see F
incipient motion diameter (D.)
is
1.
. equilibrium motion diameter
that such cond

CD e )

ions would result

,,12B) \vhen

than
authors postulated
bimodal distributions

~
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of sediment size w'ith spikes oc

a t the equilibrium

and incipient motion diameters e

ssure fields such as

that of station 3, Figure 37D corre

to the opposite

case where De is greater than Di
s

ion of a unit

distribution results"
A further feature of interest

h regard to sorting

patterns can be noted from Figures 3

and Eo

In both

cases the proportional net pressure curves for the breaker
stations (stations 6 and 8 respectively) are markedly bimodal"
It has been shown that this area is the zone of·maximum flow
pressure so that at anyone time it is this area

the bed

which may be expected to be characterised by

Also,

Bascom (1951) and others have reported bimodal sediment
this area of both sand and

distributions
The analy

1e beaches"

s has served to demonstrate the general

usefulness of Longinov's method as a theoret
the stUdy of shoreline processese
readily the d

1 tool in

The diagrams ind
sunder

ions of net transfer of sed

shore and nearshore asymmetric flow conditions"
addition the data, which have been derived from
of input wave

under a wide
some of the not

device for the

serve

v

s of sediment sorting and trans

developed in a more g
However,

conditions~

1 beaches

fashion in laboratory stud

So

u

ss of the tool as a

d

of natural beach behaviour is

limited to a narrow

e of wave and sediment cond

1

s
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Thus, if the range of sediment sizes present on the foreshore
during the flow fields shown in Figure 37 had been nearly
equivalent to the range of pressures recorded then the
diagrams would faithfully reflect the directions and rates
of sediment transport.

However, in all of the cases shown

only small pebbles, granules and sand were present.

Under

such circumstances the finer fractions would be in suspension
and sheet flow of bed sediments might be expected.
important quantity thus becomes the

~

The

of transport of a

given size fraction since the prevailing energy levels are
far in excess of those required for the initiation of grain
motion.

As was demonstrated previously the most important

controls of the rate of sediment transport are the power
level of the flow and the efficiency of its application
(see equation 38).
Where flow conditions are near the incipient motion
velocity the efficiency of transport and the power expended
on the sediment grains are minimal and the whole fluid/
sediment system may be regarded as being in a transition
phase between no motion and established motion of the solid
particles.

It is consequently very difficult to adapt

Longinov's method to a range of sizes occurring at a
particular point on the shore unless grain size is large
relative to flow pressure o
A further difficulty arising from the method is that no
information relating to turbulence of flows is included.

=
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It has already been shown that the turbulent structure of
the water column greatly influences the entrainment and
transport of sediments e

Thus, horizontal pressures along

the bed supplemented by vertical velocity fluctuations may
be expected to result in more intense sorting of sediments
near the breaker than occurs further onshore where the flow
lines have smaller vertical components@
It may therefore be concluded that the application of
Longinov's method to flow pressure distributions in the
swash zone has served on the one hand to add to present
knowledge concerning the potential for sediment sorting in
The analysis, together with that of flow

the swash zone.

asymmetry conditions has given a better understanding of the
exchange processes involving both fluid and sediment grains
up to and through the breakers to the nearshore bottom.
Also, field confirmation of the theoretical sorting processes
postulated by Eagleson, Glenne and Dracup (1963) has been
l

obtainedf

On the other hand, the limitations of the method have
been outlined~

It is clear that for the swash zone of the

study beaches at least, flow energies are at least one
order of magnitude greater than in the area seaward of the
breakers in Longinov's study area e

Thus~

while the analysis

of proportional net pressures indicates the movement of coarse
.materials

onshore~

the method will not yield information on

~
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the detailed aspects of subsequent sediment re=sorting,
erosion and deposition in the swash zone.

This is because

at high flow energy levels where continuous disturbance of
the bed occurs differentials in the flow rates of particles
in the onshore and offshore directions determine the local
bed level.

Since the rate of sediment transfer by fluid

flow depends upon the turbulent structure of the transporting
medium it is now appropriate to examine these properties
in greater detail.

=
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THE

=

SWASH

ZONE

In the previous discussion velocities have been referred
to as either means or mean maxima occurring over an interval
of time!

The results presented therefore apply to time

average states rather than to instantaneous flow conditions.
The nature of turbulence has, however, been shown to be
such that the general movement of fluid has superimposed
secondary motions which are characterised by apparently random
fluctuations (see equation 11).
While analysis of the magnitude and character of these
secondary fluctuations indicates the state of turbulence
(and thus yields further information concerning the erosion,
transportation and deposition of sediments), it must be
acknowledged that there are considerable practical
difficulties involved in the measurement of rapid velocity
fluctuations in water~

Sundborg (1956, p. 149) notes that

there are also other difficulties which occur in the
interpretation of results since the data must be presented
in statistical forms which mask some of the details of the
actual physical processes involved in turbulent exchange

0

An alternative method of examining fluid turbulence is
provided by study of the water column structure in relation

=
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to the geometric character of the flow

chanl1el~

Amongst

the appropriate parameters here are Reynolds Number and
Froude Number, which, as has been demonstrated, control the
type of flow regime@
From the previous analyses it can be seen that both of
'these aspects of turbulence are important in the swash zone.
The fluctuations in velocity or pressure at a given location
have been shown to exert strong controls over sediment motion
on the one hand;

while on the

other~

discharge and velocity

profile patterns have indicated the existence of distinctly
different water mass characteristics in different parts
of the swash zone~
For these reasons both of the above complementary approaches
to the analysis of turbulence have been employed in this
•

investigation~

The presentation and discussion of data

relating to velocity fluctuations at discrete points in
the swash and backwash will be followed by an examination
of the turbulent structures of whole flow movements up and
down the

bed~

Velocity Fluctuations at a Point
Following Sundborg (1956, pp.

149~150)~

it appears that

if the variable velocity vector at a point in the flow is
represented by the three components, u, v, and w, parallel
, to the co-ordinates, x, y, and z, the appropriate relations

=
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for the instantaneous flow velocity are:=

=u

u
where:

+

v "" v +

UU

V I

;

w:::

W

+

so.

Wi

u, v, and ware the average values and u', v', and

WI, are the superimposed, fluctuating components of the

velocity.

Similarly, for the varying pressure in a fluid;=
p ::: p + pi

51.

Since u, v, w, and p, are defined as time averages, and u
(for example) is expressed as:-

u

where

1

+ T

= T

52.

u(t).dt

liT represents the frequency of occurrence of the

fluctuations, then the arithmetic averages of u

t ,

Vi,

Wi,

and

pi, sum to zero.

Hence, the expressions

fo2, P
u'

2

represent the standard deviations
velocity components.

v f2

«(I)

The ratioJu t2

,

and

;JI-T
Wi .

of the fluctuating

/ u

is therefore

a measure of the relative magnitude of the fluctuations in
the x-direction.
While there have been many measurements of turbulent
fluctuations in air flows (e080 Chepil and Siddoway (1959)
few measurements have been published for water owing to the

=
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s of measurement o

Mosi: data a:r:'s

Id

variations in the x-direction thus y
concerning turbulence in the vertical

no

t by Kalinske

(1943) which examined velocity fluctuat
depths in the

orma tion

ane.

Amongst the fluid flow studies is t
.

to

s at a number of

\'

Mis~ippi

River.

The observ

distributions

of fluid flow velocity were shown to correspond to the normal
error law so that statistical analyses similar to the above
could be employed.

Hence the st

velocity distributions were us
velocity around the mean

deviations of the
to describe the spread of

()' /ff ,

The

termed the

relative intensity of turbulence, was adopted as the measure
of turbulence level.
Sutton (1955) notes

lence in the air occurs

at three basic scales of magnitude;
small.

Large scale turbu

large, intermediate and

e is defined as that manifested

over an interval of one hour, the intermediate as that cover

a period of one minute, and the small scale as that cover
velocity fluctuations having a period of a fraction of a
second ..
s examined in the swash zone veloei

The fluctuat
traces of this

Thus~

maximum pressure of

in terms of

lenee levels examined

classification
intermediate scale e

to

tion are those pertain

est

S8

Though second

ton's
the

11

lect

8

in
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chart traces have been not
ficiently sensitive

dynamometer is not a

strument to justify detailed

assessment of the magnitudes

s of these edd

So

Therefore, the following analysis will deal with intermed
scales of turbulence produced by var

e

tions between flows

rather than with smaller scale fluctuations occurring within
flows"

However, it must

important short term (and

borne in mind that equally
ly longer term) aspects of

turbulent fluctuations have not been treated"
~stributions

of Velocity and Pressure in Swash and Backwash

Flows
Fluctuations

velocity and pressure recorded with

dynamometer along the x
the swash zone and oc

s at different positions across

under different foreshore

wave conditions have been subjected to statistical analysis
in order to assess the nature and levels of turbulence
flows.

the

This ensured that a suitable range of fluid

velocity and surface roughness conditions was covered.

Also,

on one occasion estimates of turbulence were obta

at

different heights

backwash e

ove the bed in both the swash

Since the veloc
flow should be
should conform to
frequency distr

lent

or pressure fluctuations

lly random their distribut

mean

normal error law@

e

ions of velocity or pressure plotted on

arithmetic probability paper will yield a

line

=
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they conform to the normal error

For this reason

several curves of velocity and

essure fluctuations are

plotted in this fashion in F

s 38 and 39 respectively.

Because pressure varies as

e of velocity it

follows that the frequencies of occurrence of both quantities
cannot simultaneously fit the normal error curve.
and Siddoway (1959, p. 415) note
the surface in air the velocity di
of pressure more nearly yields a stra

Chepil

at some distance above
ion rather than that
line plot, and that

very close to the bed neither pressure nor velocity may be
expected to yield close fits.
In the case of the swash zone
38 and 39 that the frequency distribut

is clear from Figures
s of velocity are in

better agreement with the normal curve

are those of

pressure.

that of Kalinske

This finding is consistent

(1943) who demonstrated a similar situation for fluvial flows
near the bed of the Mississippi River, but is contrary to
the results obtained by Einstein and El-Samni (1949) for
pressure distributions over rough surfaces e
It is interesting to note that the scales of
exhibited by
variable with res

frequency distributions of veloc

are

ct to time rather than steady so

over a period

es there will be a cycl

fall in the level

maximum velocity assoc

individual flows

t~rbulence

t

rise and

Groups of strong f lo~vs (high waves) are
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followed by groups of weaker flows (lower waves), as can be
seen from Figure 28.

The curves of Figures 38 and 39

thus apply to variably turbulent flows in which the distribu=
tions of velocities and pressures may be seen to be skewed
positively toward higher intensities.
Table 9 presents mean velocities, standard deviations and
other statistics corresponding to a range of velocity
distributions.

From

t~e

and from Figure 38 it is apparent

that the magnitudes of the fluctuations increase across the
shore toward the breaker zone in both swash and backwash.
Best agreement between the field curves and the normal error
function occurs for the mid- and lower foreshore areas.
Also, there are striking differences between velocity
fluctuations in the swash and in the backwash.

The swash

curves yield generally better approximations to the normal
curve except for the areas near the landward limit of flow.
By comparison, backwash flows, which are gravitational
movements down the slope, exhibit more evenly extended
ranges of velocity fluctuations.

Thus, it is possible that

flow turbulence is concentrated in the plane of measurement
(parallel to the bed) in the case of the backwash whereas, in
the swash, pronounced vertical components can be expected
owing to the rolling imparted in wave breaking and to the
resultant mixing occurring in the swash surge up the slopso
However, the generally good degree of fit obtained with

Flow

sw
sw
sw
bw
bw
bw
sw
sw
sw
bw
bw
bw
sw
bw
bw
sw
sw
bw
sw
sw
sw
bw
bw

v'max
()' /VHax
em/sec .. em/sec ..
156'.. 0
150 .. 0
161.0
104.0
137 .. 0
137 .. 0
148.0
157 .. 0
151 .. 0
107 .. 0
126 .. 0
172,,0
119 .. 0
149 .. 0
190 .. 0
141..0
148 .. 0
93 .. 0
182 .. 0
162 .. 0
194.0
112 .. 0
204.0

0.25
0.29
0.17
0.39
0.28
0.24
0.29
0.17
0.26
0.27
0 .. 42
0.21
0034
0.23
0.15
0.10O.
0.44
0
0.32
0.22
0 .. 47
o 22

39.0
44.3
28.0
4100
38 .. 0
33.0
44.0
27,,6
40.0
28.8
53,,0
36.5
4100
35 .. 0
29 0
14,,6
33 .. 6
41.0
44 .. 0
5L6
42.8
52.7
45,,5
0

= ...

=,

N

4
13
18
3
11
17
6
11
12
5
10
12
19
5
5
20
14
13
14
12
10
5

t

Frequ.

N/t

c .. ps"

Vmax/N

sees"

14.3
.3
57.0
7.7
46.7
6102
22.5
39.5
40.3
19.0
48 0
52,,0
71.9
66.2
26.5
18 1
75 6
38,,4
42.0
46.9
35.1
44.3
26 .. 1

0 28
0.22
0.32
0.39
0.24
0 28
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0.28
0.30
0.26
0.21
0.23
0.35
0029
0.19
0 .. 28
0.26
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0.23
o 19

557.14
682 .. 9
502 .. 2
266.7
570.9
489.3
548.1
560 .. 7
504 7
411.5
598 6
747 .. 8
340.8
512 01
1000.0
504.9
570.7
.7
587.1
558.6
570.6
486.9
1073.7

0

0

0

=~

0

0

em.

0.039
0.078
0.12
0.039
0.078
0.12
0.039
0.058
0.078
0.039
0.058
0.078
0.068
0.068
0",19
0.19
0.039
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0,,098
0.098
0.098
0.098
0.098
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the normal curve model for bo

swa

the validity of further statist

and backwash suggests

1 analysis of the recorded

variations in flow veloci

Relative Intensity of Turbulence
~o

Distribution across

~he

shor~.

40A indicate the range of va

of turbulence ( 0-

/Vmaxe )

Measurements were made

Table 9 and Figure

s obtained for relative intens

at various points across the shore"
1 to the bed and the dynamometer

1

plates were centered at 15 cm

0

above bed level.·

Kalinske

(1943, p. 274) concluded from theoretical considerations that
the relative intensity of turbulence depends on the Reynolds
Number of the flow and on
bed.

Table 9 shows

relative roughness of
the variance (cr) of the veloc

distributions ranges widely for given mean veloc

levels

as well as for given locations on the shore.
Figure 40A

dicates that, in general, the r

iva

intensity of turbulence associated with the maximum velocity
increases onshore toward the swash limit.
paralleled at

1 pos

This

is

ons across the shore by a r e in the

level of turbulence with increasing breaker he
the

Significantly) there is a close relation
onshore increase of
the level of var

relative intens

ence and

y of

iously

ility of swash length discuss

Thus, on the upper foreshore where veloc

ies

be

er

,FIGURE 40A@

Relative intensity of
turbulence at different
points across the shoreo

FIGURE 40B e

Relative intensity of
turbulence at different
positions above the bede
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than those occurring at

lo~ver

levels, but

in strength between flows is
is high..

~ingan

variation

, the level of turbulence

Therefore, the

area of very raRid, net swash

In the light of these f

1l£lie

ings it must now be concluded

that the time-mean energy state of the upper portion of the
swash zone at the study s

s must be regard

as being high.

This is contrary to previous studies in

this section

of the swash zone is usually envisaged as a low energy area
of flow decay"

Indeed

terms of anyone swash the latter

has been shown to be a correct view, but
state of flow appro

the time-mean

e to the time scale

the observed

morphological effects is considered then
of a number of flo:'(;,7s of variable length

"overlapping"
strength resu

in a highlY turbulent, high velocity flow regime located
very near the upper 1

of wave, action on the beach faceo

Lower on the foreshore where all flows reach a g
observation point var

ility of velocity is lower, means

are lower, variances are lower, and hence the relative
intensities of turbulence are lower (see Table 9).

A

factor contributing

a low value for turbulent intens

on the lower fore

concerns

motion in this
d

ion@

d

tions of

Thus ~ s'tvash flo';.;; near the

ected upward as v1811 as onshore so that

8.

smal

er

s
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component of velocity is detected by the dynamometer.
A further feature of interest is that the data shown
in Figure 40A (which represent an areal spread across beaches),
are roughly comparable to the spread obtained by Kalinske
(1943) for a series of vertical sampling stations in the
Mississippi Rivero

Similarly, both Kalinskeus data and

those of this investigation suggest that maximum velocity
fluctuations of the order of twice the mean velocity can
readily be expected at points near the bed within turbulent
flow

(~ee

Table 9 and Fig. 38)0

From Table 9 it can be seen that the range of turbulent
intensities in the swash (0.1 to- 0 34) was lower than that
0

in the backwash (0.15 to 0.47), but that the maximum values were
derived for backwash flows.

These findings indicate first

that flow in both the swash and backwash is highly turbulent,
and secondly, support the view that there are lower
components of vertical motion in the backwash than in the
swash"

li.

Vertical Distribution of Turbulence.

Though there are

insufficient data to warrant general conclusions some
indications of the vertical turbulent structure may be
gained from Figure 40B

0

It should al so be noted the, t the

values· again apply solely to turbulent fluctuations occurring
in the x-direction.

Measurements were made at three stations

=

above

206,·

=

bed in the swash and at tl,VO in the backwa

Me.an swash depth during the observations was 49 0 cm
0

while for the backwash mean depth was

26~O

cme

ion (x/La
can be seen from the diagram that relative

dynamometer was located at the mid=swash pos

ence

levels near the bed were again higher in the
in the swash, with values declining upward from
the backwash.

b

By comparison, the maximum value for

swash occurred at a point approximately equal to

If of the

flow depth perhaps indicating the thickness of

water

Above

layer affected by the maximum turbulencee
level

turbul~nt

s
e of

intensities declined toward

the flow as in the

backwash~

Igrbulence Factor
The maximum imp·ulses occurr

a flow were shown

during the earlier discussion of s
important controls on the tran

motion to be very
grains@

However~

just examined fails to

the measure of turbulent intens

describe the actual magni't;ude or range of these impulses@
Further, Chepil and Siddoway

(1959~

distinct absolute maximum

ssure exists for a fully

turbulent flow.
the value of this

P + 3<r/P) was

To overcome the d
ssure

p. 412) note that no

ficulty of estimating
(equal to

s measure indicates approx-
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imately how much

maximum impulse forces of

flow exceed those

un

The measure is

P.:t

t if

ssure

normal error law then nearly all

(99.73'10) of the
int erval

arm flow of equal mean velocity.

sed upon the fact

fluctuations f

ent

ssure range is conta

the

Thus, for practical purposes 6 v

3

may

be regarded as a measure of the magnitude of pressure or
velocity fluctuat
Table 10

sents a representative

e of recorded

mean pressures and calculated turbulence factors including
those values re

to the pressure distributions shown

in Figure 39 ..
Turbulence

ors for swash pressure can be seen to

range from. 1.29 to 1.89

with the

at the mid-shore stations.

The va

values occurring
s of the factor

decline toward the swash limit and toward the breaker 0

This

occurs largely because pressures become more uniform from
flow to flow (i.e" low cr) on the upper foreshore though the
velocities are uniformly high.
foreshore have high relative

Hence, flows on the upper
ensities of turbul

motion tends to be more uniform than elsewhere on
foreshore"
By comparison backwash
maximum low on the fureshore
. result mirrors the di

lence factors are at a
range from 103 to 2 5
of relative intens

This
of

IABLE

p

max.

Flow

gr/cm 2

10

3

Urnax
gr/cm 2

TURB

gr/cm 2

.Factor

P + 3()/P

X/Lo
==z::c.=z::

sw
sw
sw
bw
bw
bw
sw
sw
sw
bw
bw
bw
sw
bw
sw
bw
sw
bw
(l)sw
(2)sw
(3)sw
(l)bw
(2)bw

*

12 .. 0
13.5
12 .. 03
6 .. 5
8 .. 0
15 .. 5
13 .. 5
12 .. 0
13 .. 3
6 .. 0
9.5
9.5
12 .. 0
5 .. 5

7.3
12 .. 0
19 .. 5
10.0
17.0
14.2
19.5
7.0
20 .. 5

2.5
2.0
2,,4
1.5
3.0
2.1
2.1
2.5
2.0
2.4
2.1
2.05
2.1
2.1
2.08
2.1
1.9

1 62

6 0
7,,2
4,,5
9.0
6.3
6,,3
7.5
6.0
7.2
6.3
6.15
6.3
6.3
6,,24
6.3
5.7
3.0
7.5
9,,0
8.7
10.5
7,,8

1.44
1.6

0

0

LO
2.5
3.0
2.9
3.5
2.6

Vertical profile va

7 5

s

1.7
2.13
1.4
1.47
1.63
1"

2.2
1., 7
1.65
1,,53
2,,15
L85
1053
1.29

L3
1. 44~'~
1. 63~'f
1,,45",
2 5"(
1 38;"
G

0

Values re~d from b

0,,039
0.058
0.078
0.039
0.058
0.078
0.039
0.078
0.12
0.039
0.078
0.12
0.039
0.039
0.068
0.068
0.14
0.14
0.098
0.098
o 098
0.098
o 098

s
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turbulence so that

reasons for higher values of

measures in the backwa

are

The range of

(p

sumed to be the same o

s d

for maximum impulses

+ 3cr) is similar for both swash and backwash

t

derived using Longinov's method but are generally a small
amount lower than absolute pressures estimated d
from the dynamometer
Turbulence

eS

ly

Q

ors for the vertical sample stations

appear as the last f

e

s in Table 10.

From these

it can be seen that turbulence factors are highest at the
bed in the backwa

at mid-flow depth for the swash, a

situation which parallels the vertical distr
relative intens

ion of the

of turbulencee

Ine Scale of Turbulence
A

further

eristic of turbulence is the size of
§,cale of turbulE!nce.

the eddies which Kalinske (1943) termed t

This has been determined by measuring from records of
cycles in a

velocity fluctuation the number of vela
given time interval.

Dividing the

the fluid has travelled in that time
number of cycles

, or the distance

oc

terval, by the

that interval gave a 1

which has taken as a relative measure
This parameter has been calcu
discussed above in order to estimate

factor

eddy size"
or the flows
sizes of vJater

- 207 mass eddies associated with the maximum velocities o
Frequencies in cycles per second and eddy dimensions in
meters are listed in the seventh and eighth columns of
Table 9.
Typically the swash has frequencies of occurrence
of maximum velocity ranging from 0.22 to 0.35 c.p.s@

The

turbulent eddies associated with these flows thus have
relative lengths
22.36 feet).

(Vmax./N)

of 3.41 to 6.83 meters (11.2 to

These values are of interest because they

permit an insight into the longitudinal structure ·of swash
flows.

Thus, it would appear that the maximum velocities

relate to eddies dominating one tenth to one third of the
sowash length.

Table 9 indicates that this eddy length

compresses as the swash travels up the beach face.

The

surge form of the swash wave therefore appears to consist
of a fast moving, highly turbulent "hump" located at the
forward edge of the flow which is followed by fluid moving
more slowly.

It thus appears that the swash forms observed

in the field are very similar to those described from flume
studies by Rouse (1938).

Since the maximum velocity is

associated with the crest of a surge (see Figure 15), it
may be concluded that for the study profiles at

least~

the

crest length may occupy up to one third of the swash length
over the mid and lower foreshore areas.
The backwash exhibits a much larger range of frequencies

=

of

Vmax.
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(0.19 to 0.39 CopeS.), and consequen

of eddy size.

, a 1

Relative eddy lengths

2.66

to 10.74 meters (8.71 to 35.2 feet) suggest
un

arm acceleration of the flow body.
Figure 41A shows that eddy length decreases onshore

from the breakers in both sv7ash and backwa

at

successively higher positions on the shore the maximum velocity
core is active for progressively shorter
tendency toward flow reformation fol
indicated by the fact that maximum swa

ions"

Some

breaking is
eddy lengths occur

slightly onshore of the break po
As with the other measures of

lence, the variation

of eddy size with depth is not well known but Figure 41B
demonstrates that the frequenc

s of maximum velocity are

approximately constant with d

in the swash

This result is

of backwash flow depth wh
recorded at some elevation

Conversely,

the bed up';vard in the

frequencies decrease markedly
backwash ..

0

ly due to the great range
h resu

s in fevIer flows being

ove the bed than at positions

immediately adjacent to
From the above

is clear that these eddies are

macroturbulent phenomena
regular velocity
such fluctua

lsations
s

ect

. velocities and this would

in the form of quas
cording to Mathes (1949)
tom velocities more than surface
to be a valid interpretation

FIGURE 41A.

Scale of turbulence
at different positions
across the shore.

F'IGURE 41B.

Sizes of turbulent
eddies at different
elevations above the
bed.
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of the swash zone flows just describedo

Sundborg (1956~

p. 161) states "it is generally realised that eddies
ordinarily originate near the bed (in fluvial flow), move
along with the general flow, and undergo continual changes".
"The vortices When first formed may be more or less
cylindrical or probably ring-shaped;
however, because
of the complex forces acting on such a vortex due to
the mutual interaction of neighbouring vortices, it
is quickly deformed into an extremely complex shape,
so that its individuality is practically lost.
As
individual vortices move about,they may combine with
others or break down into smaller ones" (Kalinske,
1943, p. 267).
To these bed-originated eddies,. which may be. expected
to be the principal type occurring in the backwash, must be
added rolling vortex motions with horizontal axes imparted
to the swash by wave breaking.
Thus, both swash and backwash are comprised of a series
of large scale eddies of complex form produced by breaking
action and bed roughness.

It is probable that these eddies

obtain energy from the mean flow and that this is dissipated
in turbulent friction and in viscous forces against the bed
(Townsend, 1951

=

in Sundborg, 1956, p. 161), as in other

types of fluid flow.

The energy of the eddies is thus

transmitted through a whole scale range of eddy sizes to the
sediment grains comprising the bed.
The above analysis of turbulence has concentrated on the
largest of these eddy scales (that associated with maximum
flow), and has demonstrated the zones of highest flow
turbulence in the swash and backwash.

Also, the regions of

210
longest duration

=

on of maximum

been demonstrated.
to a consideration

lence have

is therefore now poss
the interactions be

le to proceed

en

lent

eddies in the fluid and the sediment grains wh

comprise

the flow boundary

Variations in Flow Regime
~d

Roughness.

om the point of view of morphological

changes occurr

in the swash zone the re

ons between

turbulent flow

ime and bed grain size have been shown to

be very important (see equation 14 and Table 3).

Grain

size conditions bed roughness and hence the nature of flow
in the immed

vicinity of the sed

grains.

Similarly,

flow depth exerts an important control over the flow regime
for a given mean current speed.

Thus,

a shallow flow

at high velocity turbulence is high at all points through
the flow.

As depth increases the flow becomes tranquil and

a new rate of energy dissipation must be established.

The

latter may result in the formation of standing waves and/or
hydraulic jumps which in turn may result in consid

le

alterations to bed. morphology.
was noted earlier
velocity at which the bed a
state to a hydraulically r
that

t

is some cr

ers from a hydraul
one.

Also~

it was

terms of critical erosion velocities neces

1
1

tion
smooth
strated
for
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s
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iment transport the limiting friction veloc

to a grain size of 0.18 to 0.20 mm.

For

correspond s
sizes larger

than this the bed is effectively rough

for smaller sediment

diameters it is smooth, though there is a aif

e

on of

transition in flow state.
In order to clarify swash zone sed

transportation

in relation to the morphological activit

s

of flow several combinations of mean nom

other types
1 diameter and

mean maximum flow velocity have been plott

in Figure 42.

The diagram was derived from Sundborg (1956, p. 177, Fig. 13)
and the various types of flow
- are also indicated.

~

rough, trans

For purposes of comparison the critical

erosion velocities for aeol

erosion were included by

Sundborg andfue curves apply to
density (~s == 2.65 gr/cm 3 ).

materials of constant
Though field data have

been plotted on a theoretically d
that the procedure is justifi

energy/sediment system.

nature of the swash/backwash
Also, the density of the virtually

monomineralic greywacke b

deposits is very similar to

that for quartz, for wh

diagram has been drawn.
the swash zone serves to

s

ter of the environment.

emphasise the general
In terms of a
sedimentation

s

ed system it is thought
order to demonstrate some

general points concerning

The grouping of po

ional and smooth

c

co ordinate system the
is IDvestigation may therefore
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be described as lying between approximately lQO=and 250 cm/se~

2B the velocity axis and between 1.0 and 50.0mm. on the grain
size co-ordinate.
It can be seen from Figure 42 that this area of the flow/
sediment system is characterised by transitional and rough
flow in both the swash and the backwash.

Though the limits

are diffuse, and despite the fact that the mean nominal
diameters plotted are derived from grain size distributions
containing a wide range of sizes, it can be seen from the
graph that many of the grains undergo intermittent motion.
Thus, many of the data points lie in the broad transitional
range between critical erosion velocity and cessation of
motion.
This very generalised plot serves therefore to indicate
something of the complexity of motion of sediment grains
in the swash and backwash.
the bed will

b~

While at some points in the flow

Hydraulically rough and sediment motion will

be clearly established, at others the flow will be transitional
and thus the forces on sediment grains may be nearer threshold
conditions of transportation or deposition.
Further, the diagram suggests a reason for the complexity
of morphologically significant processes occurring on mixed
sand-shingle beaches such as stations C and D of this
investigation.

As has been previously discussed the addition

of fines to (for example). a pebble surface may result in

=
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either an effective decrease in the critical erosion velocity
for the pebbles, or in a decrease in bed roughness due to
infilling between the

pebbles~

depending on the relative

proportions of sand and pebbles in the mixture.

Therefore,

re-distribution of sand by swash/backwash action on a pebble
foreshore can have complex effects on the intensities and
locations of zones of erosion and deposition by either increasing
or decreasing the susceptibility to grain transport at various
points across the bed.

Of course, identical effects may be

produced by lateral sorting of sediments along the beach.
Thus, the general flow/sediment system of the study beach
foreshores is a complex of interlocked, interacting variables
amongst which chance relations between grain size composition
and current speed can be expected to result in widely differing
morphological effects.

To some extent a similar complexity

underlies other littoral transport systems which have been
studied from the standpoint of the potential for sediment
motion existing in given flows (for example Cornaglia1s theory
of sediment sorting on the offshore bed and the many formulations
for longshore drift which are based on energy and momentum
transfer along wave crests during refraction).

Standing Waves and Hydraulic Jumps.

As has been shown

previously there are at least two other aspects of turbulence
relating to the swash zone which are important to consider.
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These are first, the

's number of the flow whi

indicates the effects

f

Froude number which re
acceleration (or s10

=

viscosity, and, secondly, the

tes the effects of grav

ional

) and flow depth to the state of

turbulence in the flow.

Froude number is of e

significance in the

on of the morpho

c

1

al effects

of swash and backwash flows because it has already been
demonstrated that

flows exhibit gravity wave surge

characteristics.
The formation

standing waves and/or hydraulic jump

waves was shown to occur when the Froude number passes from
greater than unity to less than unity (i.e.

flow state passes

from shooting to tranquil).

1

In the

on

waves were shown to occur while the hydraul
maximum development at
flow features (

F

= 2.77.

F

<2

standing

jump attains a

The occurrence of these

icularly of the hydraulic jump) in the swash

zone may be taken as indications of zones of greatly enhanced
erosion potent

1 since they indicate areas of adjustment in

the energy grade line of the flow.

Thus, at the location of

a jump wave some of the kinetic energy
violently, the effects of this process
to the surface profiles of both the f
of the sedimentary bed.

the

ow is released
ing as alterations

surface and the level

Gravity waves formed in this way

may either move upstream scour
more consistent with energy grade

down to a slope
ements (sediment

~
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transport occurring in the form of

antidunes)~

or remain over

the site of flow transition if the necessary readjustment of
the flow energy level is small.
Grant (1948) drew attention to the possibility of scour
resulting from the formation of hydraulic jump waves in the
backwash and Kemp (1958;

1960) included a Froude number

term in his dimensional analysis of swash flow conditions but
the writer is not aware of any previous detailed study of the
occurrence of hydraulic jumps and standing waves in the swash
and backwash.
Both Reynold's numbers and Froude numbers for mean state
swash and backwash flows have been combined in Figure 43.
It is apparent from this generalised diagram that swash and
backwash occur as both the shooting and tranquil types of
flow regime.

This results from the fact that both flow

velocity and flow depth decline onshore of the breakers.
Hence, water motion on the lower foreshore occurs as tranquil
flow while on the upper foreshore where turbulence is high
throughout the water column the flows occur in the shooting
phase.

Nowhere is laminar flow indicated for the recorded

velocities so that areas of this type of flow are probably
confined to the immediate neighbourhood of the swash limit.
There are therefore clearly established zones of flow trans=
ition which occur in both the swash and backwash o
From the foregoing it can be seen that the formation of

E

o

:r:

f-

a.
w
o

VELOCITY

o
o

crn/5ec.

S"IASH
BACKWASH

FIGURE

!.~3.

Flow regimes in 'i:he svvash zone
plotted as functions of flow depth
and velocity.
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hydraulic jumps and/or standing waves will ordinarily be
confined to the backwash since in these flows Froude number
decreases seaward as the water mass accelerates and gains
depth down the beach face.

Two examples will be presented

in order to clarify the nature of these changes.
Figure 44A indicates the depth and velocity profiles for
two different sets of backwash flow conditions.

For both

sets of observations breaker height averaged 5.0' and wave
period was 10.0 seconds.

However, the data were obtained

at different stages of the tide, set 1 being recorded near
the peak of the tide when swash is longest and fastest, while
set 2 was recorded at mid-rising tide when water levels are
rising and groundwater outflow is weak.
Case 1.

From the diagram it can be seen that for the first

situation water depth increased slowly for the first

half

of the backwash length and then increased rapidly toward the
breaker from a point at the mid-shore position.

Conversely,

backwash water depth tended to increase in a uniform exponential
fashion for the second situation.

The locations of the beach

water table and the relative strengths of outflow from it
undoubtedly contributed to the very different depth profiles
for the two flow conditions.
These depth and velocity profiles have been combined in
Figure 44B using a flow regime co-ordinate system similar to
that of Figure 43.

From this plot it is clear that

FIGURE 44Ao

Two examples of
flow depth and ve
profiles for Hb
SaO e ;
T ; : : 10.0 sees"

FIGURE 44B..

essive changes in
the low regimes of both
swash and backwash for the
two examples~
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consid

differences existed

ca,ses ..

flow

ime between the two

case 1 where the swash zone was wide the change

in flow

in the backwash was not

Q

Rather Froude

number declined rapidly in the upper section of the backwash
but remained near the transition value of uni

for much of

The maximum value of F for case 1 was

the flow distance.

1.64 so that flow around external disturbances on the bed
(such as large pebbles lying on the surface) would result in
the formation of a standing wave system near

source of

the disturbance which would lead to enhanced

sport conditions

both for the gra

promoting the flow distortion and for

those finer parf

les comprising the bed in the immediate

Thus, case 1 may be taken to indi

vicinity.

flow regime accompan
in

t~backwash.

d by the development of s

waves

s increased sediment entrainment by the

backwash over a cons
re~ulted

e a transitional

erable width of the fore

in the

and

of net bed scour at the

stations ..
Case 2 ..

On the other hand, in case 2 the diagram shows
ased on the upper fore

that Froude number actually
The transition from shoot

to tranquil flow then occurr

very abruptly and there was no
flow regime.

There

WB.S

potential scour at the mid

sive zone of trans
fore
pos

ional

only a localised area of
ion since the higher
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mean veloc

s

tranquil flow.
be expected to

mean flow depths resulted in dominantly
such c

cumstances sv7ash depos

ion may

backwash erosion so that increases

in foreshore elevat
A very import

=

may result.
feature common to both the examples is

that the flow transition (and therefore the development of
gravity wave phenomena), occurs most frequently at the midshore position ra
was suggested by

t

near the base of the breaker as

(1948)G

Since hydraulic jumps and standing waves may form at points
of rapid flow deceleration

11 be a tendency for their

formation where opposing flows are out of phase.
phase conditions it has a1

For high

sho"tm that the backwash

attains high flow energy levels and t
to underride the oncoming swash.

t the water mass tends
der such circumstances

:.::apid changes in Froude number and flow state would be
accompanied by intensive bed scour in t

zone of adjustment.

Exam-

lllfects of Varying Breaker.Jieights o.n Backwash Scour.

ination of the variations in backwash Froude number across
shore for a range of breaker heights supports the
ion (see Figure 45).

ove

est-

Though the curves were der

all four of the study profiles there is clearly an
probability of occurrence of gravity wave phenomena
,increasing breaker height.

Hence, for low phase, low

h
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i0118 the backwash flow occurs d

the tranquil state.

t

Significantly, for

s in

excess of three feet standing waves form
of the backwash near the breaker.

on

With

increases

in breaker height the zone of scour widens

until

for the largest breakers and highest phase cond
scour zone developed in the backwash

ions the

s over more than

half of the width of the swash zone.
It is therefore clear that the frequently observed dominance
of backwash flow at high phase cond

ions is due, to the action

of at least two major processes;

st, increased flow

f

velocity leading to the entrainment of coarser and larger
quantities of sediment grains,
scouring action developed local
continual readjustments of the
backwash.

, secondly, to the intensive
association with
grade line in the

=
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While the analysis of flow

s, asymmetries and

levels of turbulence has demonstrat

morphologically

significant characteristics of swash zone flows the manner in
which these influence foreshore erosion and deposition has
not been directly considered.

is therefore appropriate at

this point to integrate the above aspects of
unified expression of the manner
flows interact to produce chan
For the purposes of

flo~

into a more

which swash and backwash
s

foreshore elevatione

s discussion three types of

foreshore change will be cons
over the whole length of

ered;
profile;

across the total profile

first, erosion occurr
secondly, deposition

and thirdly, a combination

profile containing sectors of both erosion and deposition.
The first and second cond

ions are regarded as extremes

the end-points of a continuous spectrum of possible foreshore
changes while the third (which can take many
as being an intermed

forms)~

te form of profile modif

is

tion9

ed
A

similar framework was adopted by Strahler (1964) who classified
s type consisting of an

a combination of
area of depbs

on separated by a zone of scour as

.equilibrium bed
changes

lower

the swa

ation appropriate to t
zone.

Both end=member

1 cycle

sand

~
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combination forms were repeatedly observed during this
investigation.
The problem to be examined at this point involves the
assessment of the way in which the flow processes described
result in these readily observable foreshore response patterns.
In particular two aspects must be investigated:=

1.

How do the flow forces interact to cause
erosion under some circumstances, combination
profiles under others, and deposition under
still others?

2.

Since bed elevation changes of all types
occur in response to different levels of
input flow energy, what conditions mark the
change from one pattern to the next?

The resolution of these questions will be attempted by drawing
together the process information of this and previous studies
into an integrated model of foreshore morphological changese

Discussion of Flow Processes
It will be recalled that an original aim of this
investigation was to examine the swash and the backwash as
independent but closely related flow events.

While this

approach has demonstrated many points of similarity between
the two flow types, the existence of very important differences
'as well as the occurrence of distinctly different flow regimes

=
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at different positions across the shore has been indicated.
Both swash and backwash are comprised of turbulent
eddies of vary:lng scales vlhich result from bed friction and
from the processes of wave breaking.

The fluid sediment

system is complex for both swash and backwash and is charact=
erised by transitional and rough flow.

Though absolute press=

ures and velocities are highest near the breaker in both, the
magnitudes of turbulent fluctuations are greatest for the swash
near the landward limit of wave action.

This is closely

linked with the degree of variability in breaker height and
hence of swash length.
Also, the upper part of the swash zone is an area of net
swash flow under a wide range of breaker conditions.

This

zone may be characterised by higher mean state velocities than
points lower on the foreshore.

Further~

the development of

turbulent fluctuations in the vertical plane appears to be
more extensive in the swash than in the backwash.
For stations lower on the foreshore the analysis of water
budgets and of distributions of proportional net pressures
indicated that energy levels, and hence sediment transporting
power, appeared to be more equal.

As breaker height and

swash phase number rise there is a corresponding rise in the
level of backwash intensity since the level of water storage
in the beach deposit remains at an approximately constant
proportio.n of swash discharge.

The frequency of interference
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between swash and backwash

ses and macro=turbu

structures are developed

backwash

is a parallel rise in the d

of asymmetry of flows

is, in turn, reflected

intensities and scales

flow turbulence at all po
In previous stud

Further,

g

s on the bed@

s (Lewis~ 1931;

Strahler, 1964)

erosive activity of the backwash has been explained
of increased volume

velocity at high phase cond

terms
ions.

This investigation has shown however, that an important
additional process re

tes to the incidence of standing wave

and/or hydraulic jump phenomena under such cond
~ontribute

ions.

These

greatly to the erosive potential of the backwash and

the width of the zone affected by them increases
breaker height,

se d

increasing

ference and frequency

erence

between flows.
Therefore,

e are important differences

of flow regime occurring in both the swash and
given stations on the foreshore.
velocities and

Thus, equal

ions in the onshore and

the

~

back~vash

at

y of flow
fshore directions

'at a given station does not indicate equal transport potential
in each direction if the depths of flow are appreciably
different.

Swash flow at such a stat

may be in the

tranquil phase while backwash occurs as shooting flow0
such a situation the distributions
columns of each flow may be expe

sediment in the water
to be significantly

=

different.
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C learly ~ f 10v7 depth (and thus FroudEl number)

are measures which must be considered in addition to the more
usual inequalities in net water volume and velocity distribut=
ion in order to more fully understand the processes of erosion
and deposition occurring in the swash zone.
As was previously discussed, the analytic methods of
assessing sediment transport from velocity potentials recorded
at particular stations on the foreshore are valid for only a
small range of conditions.

Thus, for the study sites

where energy levels are at all times high, and the maximum
grain

diamet~r

is small in relation to the prevailing maximum

velocities of swash and backwash, sediments are transported
at high rates.

However, the rate of transport of grains depends

upon the efficiency with which power is transmitted to the
bed by the flow and, in turn, this efficiency level is
partially determined by the turbulent structure of the water
column.

Figure 45 demonstrates wide variations in structure

across the shore for both swash and backwash so that the rate
of transport of grains may be expected to vary accordingly.
For these reasons only low correlations can be
demonstrated between flow pressures and observed changes in
foreshore grain size characteristics if methods such as the
proportional net pressure approach of Longinov are employed
for the swash zone.

Similarly, Figure 46 indicates that

.there are only low correspondences between mean flow energy
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and changes in foreshore elevation irrespective of the
location of the observation point on the foreshore.

Thus,

net deposition was recorded in areas of net offshore energy
flux and erosion was recorded for stations IDcated in zones
of net onshore energy balance.

At least two factors are

thought to account for this situation;

first, there is

undoubtedly some degree of lag involved in that the flow
energy measured above the bed at one point will affect the bed
at some other point further upstream since the fi.ow is neither
steady nor uniform;

and secondly, but more importantly, the

data spread reflects differences in the turbulent structures
associated with the onshore and offshore flows that cannot
be assessed by a direct measurement of the energy contained
within them.

Rela tions Between Flow Vo lumes, F low Regime's, and Elevation
Change
All of the above variations in flow characteristics have
been presented diagrammatically in Figure 47 in terms of their
observed effects on the three types of profile modification
out lined.

Patterns of foreshore erosion and deposition

were measured for 21 field experiments conducted at the study
sites and the following discussion seeks to organise these
into characteristic groups according to the types and
intensities of processes giving rise to them.

6

Net Deposition.

It is

st

that the swash/backwash

conditions most likely to resu

net deposition over
Figure 47A.

whole profile are those shown
of percolation in to the

Here the level

is such that up to one

d

of the swash volume may be effectively stored in the
deposit.

Net discha

h

s thus tend to favour the swash

the backwash is correspond

1y weak.

Since this s

tion

occurs at low phase levels there is little or no interference
between flows (see P

te 6) so that each swash moves up a

"dry" foreshore and depos

s more sediment than can

removed

by the backwash@

e there is no interference

e long

crest of the swash

is deformed only by the

ional

effects of the s1

so that the maximum veloc

core of the

flow is active for maximum durations.
Flow in both the swash and the backwash is dominantly in
the tranquil phase and no zone of scour is developed.
pressures and velocities are relatively low
and offshore

Since

both the onshore

ections sediment size distributions resulting

from these conditions are likely to be of

truncated form

where the finer sizes are disturbed but coarser materials are
at rest.

Some deposition of coarser

moved occurs at the swash limit.

c

s intermittently
tion through the

breaker is not extensively developed at low phase conditionso
As phase level

ses and becomes

'FIGURE 47A

s between
change and
processes for
e and low phase
flow~

F'IGURE 47B..

FIGURE

47C"

Flow-foreshore relations
for transition phase
conditionse Note the
similarity of the bed
profile to Strahler's
(1964) "equilibrium",
configuration"
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transitional in character. the flow regime becomes correspondingly transitional in nature (see Fig. 47B).

Absolute

pressures and velocities increase in both the swash and
backwash, as do the various asymmetry coefficients of the
flow.

Turbulence and hence the capacity for sediment

transport increase and the relative proportion of the swash
volume stored in the beach deposit by infiltration declines
(see Plate 7).
There are also wider variations in breaker height, swash
length and swash velocity so that interference between flows
is more frequent.

It is suggested that at this stage (tiT

=

0.5 to 1.0), a scour zone is developed at approximately the
mid-shore position of the backwash.
Since there is also no large scale circulation through
the breaker at this stage deposiObn of backwash transported
sediments will occur at the base of the breaker.
latter condition

This

has been frequently observed at transition

phase levels where grains similar in size to those at all
other points in the active swash zone have been deposited
in lenses up to 20cm. thick at the base of the breaker over
periods of one to three hours.
Because net swash flow still prevails near the landward
limit of the swash zone the resulting profile consists of two
areas of net deposition separated by a scour zone of small
width.

PLATE 6 .

Low phase swash flow at station D.
small depth of flow.

Note the

PLATE 7.

Transition phase conditions at station A. There
is some interference between flows and standing
waves are extensively developed on the backwash
flow surface .

=
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This is the form of S

s (1964) suggested

equilibrium profile so that

sent study confirms this

finding as well as specifying

of flow conditions

applicable to its occurrence
scour zone

~s

in this study the

regarded specif

lly as

ng the result of

macro-turbulent gravity wave action at
trans

site of a

ion in flow regime rather than as the result of

generally increased offshore transport capacity in the backwash o
Therefore the occurrence of a small scour zone in association
with transitional phase and flow cond

ions is seen here as

an incipient condition which achieves wider areal expression
~d

greater magnitudes of intensity at higher phase conditionso
Further, it must be noted that the erosional/depositional

combination shown

Figure 47B was not the only complex form

observed during the field experiments

g

Consequently, the

transitional class of foreshore modification can be subdivided
into two other common patterns of morpho log

al response;
on

a combination of lower foreshore erosion and an
of deposition;

and, the reverse sequence@
se

The former condition will be developed
transitional but

Thus, cond

identical to those described above obtain but
is located at
breaker ..

Net swa

ight,

levels of variability of

swash length and swash velocity are lowa

lOv1er

1 is

ions

scour zone

ion of the backwash near
sition occurs as before on t

section of

i

The reverse s

ion typified by an upper zone of

erosion and a lower section of deposition appears to be
confined to stee

1 slopes and/or breaker conditions

characterised by a wide

of heights

Hence, swash

Q

length is variab

and groups of flows pass in and out of phase

over a period of

es so that an area of scour is located

higher on the profile and swash action is weakened by
interference from backwaflows.
on the decelerating backwa
sediment bed.

Mean

Breakers frequently land

sheet rather than on the exposed
size for these transition stage

events may coarsen in the zone of scour but will be more
variable elsewhere depend
fraction in the bed to t

upon the ratio of a given size
amount

t fraction being added

from the flow.

Erosion of the

Prof~~.

hest phase conditions

For

asymmetries of flow, pressures and
are at maximum levels.

ens

ies of turbulence

Net di

ours the backwash

(see Figure 47C), and the rate of outflow from the groundwater
t'able is high.

As was previous

demonstra

may result in considerable "fluidisat

nil

this outflow
the bed and thus
was also

enhance sediment entrainment by

at times

shown that backwash flow underrides
attains considerable velocities

f

e d

ion

=
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before the completion of swash flow at positions higher on
the profile ..
Circulation of sediment and fluid through the breaker
to the nearshore bottom is continuous so that sediment
entrained by the backwash may be lost from the beach face.
Breaker height is variable and frequently individual breakers
discharge .onto the landward moving swash sheet of the previous
wave (see Plate 8)@
The scour zone is very wide and standing waves and/or
hydraulic jumps may form at a number of positions.

Swash

flow is greatly decelerated and the flow in it appears to
·consist of a large number of very turbulent eddies capped
with foam (see Plate 8).

However, as noted by King (1959,

p. 280) the action of storm waves is not entirely destructive.
At infrequent intervals large swashes coincide with "windows"
in the prevailing phase conditions and deliver large amounts
of coarse materials to positions high on the foreshore.
The final results of high phase events on sediment size
distributions will be of the bimodal type with one mode
corresponding to the equilibrium motion diameter and another
to the incipient motion diameter if (as has been demonstrated),
a sufficiently wide range of sizes is present on the foreshoreo
The above synthesis of the principal morphological effects
of the

obser~ed

variations in flow characteristics is thought

to provide a unified theory of swash/backwash erosive actiono
As well as providing a clearer understanding of the forces

PLATE 8 .

High phase flow at station A. Swash is
short , slow and highly turbulent.
Subsequent breaker is landing before
previous swash has reached maximum
excursion .

=
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leading to the development of pasticular profile types, this
approach clarifies the sequence of changes resulting from an
increase in the overall energy level of the swash zone system
as phase level rises with increasing breaker height and/or
period.
Additionally the above discussion provides a method of
unifying the relations between previous work concerned with
flow conditions in the swash zone on'the one hand (Kemp, 1958;
1960;

Dolan and Ferm, 1966), and on the other, with the

explanation of patterns of observed morphological alterations
(Palmer, 1834;

Cornish, 1898;

Lewis, 1931;

Strahler, 1964;

and Dolan and Ferm, 1967).
In terms of the four study sites of this investigation
it may be

sta~ed

that surge and low transition phase conditions

typify the steeper profiles of stations A and B.

Higher

transition phase conditions are more common at stations C
and D where the slopes are lower, grain size is more variable
and the swash zone is wider.

Of course all four stations

are affected in a similar fashion by very high phase conditions
resulting from the incidence of either

north~easterly

or

southerly storms.
It will next be demonstrated that the analyses of
sediment transport rates and the transport rates of
individual size fractions support the general model presented
'above.

Since all of the above processes have been shown

=
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by previous work to vary vnth

s

then be appropriate to consider

of the tide it will
1

each type of beach change pattern occurr
tidal ebb and flow of mean water level.

variations in
during the
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SED lMENT S

The analysis and explanation of the types of part
s

1e

distributions occurring in natural sedimentation

environments is a complex field of research and one which has
long occupied many investigators0
of particle s

This is because characteristi

distributions identified in the active environ-

ments of the present may be applicable to the study of past
sedimentation events, the net results of which are evident
in the stratigraphic record.
properties can y

d

direction and

ormation concerning velocity, distance,
sport as well as on the environments

of

of transport and depos
However,

Thus, the study of particle

on.

study of aggregates of natural sediment

grains is compi

by

some aspects of the

form

others to diagenet

that individual grains OWe
s

to mineralogic composition,

story, some to primary erosive processes,

some to weathering both physical and chemical, and yet others
occurring in process

to alterations in
of active transport or depos
difficult to
area effects" (Fo
environment of sed

e

on
es

19

), from those

is therefore extremely
ill' to "source

oduced in a given

- 234
More

larly, on

s ,,,,here the d

sediment sorting is high re
the problem is even more camp
not always unid
(1959;

of

to other environments,
,since gra

ectional, as shown by Kidson

1961) and Jolliffe (1964).

transport is
Carr

Kuenen (1964) drew

attention to the important distinction between rolling distance
and migration distance of
beaches.

bed~load

transport

particles on

He suggested that the net migration of pebbles

was probably less than 0.1% of the distance particles were
rolled to and fro on the shoreo
While such works as Fol·It. (1962), Mason and Folk (1958),
Friedman (1961;

1967), Tanner (1958;

others have demonstrat

1964;

1966) and many

many of the distinctive characteristics

of sand-size distributions derived from dune, beach and
environments comparatively little work has been concern
mixed coarse/fine and coarse sediments$

with

Further, progress

in the study of sed

s from the beach environment

more knowledge concern

g the forces governing the se

s

tion

and winnowing of aggregates of grains by littoral zone flowsQ
Therefore the purposes of this and the following
st examine c

cteristics of the

ions occurring

the swash zone of

of this report are to f
sediment size distr
the study beaches;

secondly, to

in the light of detailed data on
at the times of

ling.

erpret these
flow processes

ons

ies

=
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Because of the variable flow regimes and high

na

of the sediment/fluid flow system of the study beaches
sort

processes acting on particles are complex.

reason other

For

s

le properties such as shape, roundness and

imbric.ation of t i n s (Bluck, 1967) as well as mean size,
sorting and skewness would appear to be significant

McLean

Q

and Kirk (1969, p. 139) note that sorting is likely to be an
especially important property of sediment distributions on a
mixed sand/shingle beach where average grain diameter can
disguise a wide s

of s

Sorting has also

the sampled material e

s

as a useful parameter in the

distinction between env

s of sedimentatio.no

(1965, p. 4) for examp

Folk

s the "bean spreading" action
dumping action of river and

of waves on sediments to
other types of flow.

Hence, in recent years much attention has been paid to
the significance of the d

sort

of beach sediments a

As a result a general correspondence between grain size and
sorting has been noted by numerous

1949;

Griffiths~

1951;

Inman~

ors (eeg@

, 1957) but this

Folk

,\;<7ay s.

two diff

relationship has been
As has been previously discussed
in the light of fluid mechan

st

(1949) examined sorting

s and cone

t

ee of

=

bottom

roughness~
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settling

the primary factors.

=

velocity~

and thresho

veloc

This view (that sorting can be at

to hydraulic forces acting in the beach environment)~ is also
imp

in the work of Tanner (1958;

1964;

1966)

t

sediment sorting is held to be the result of a "stat

t

1

filtering process ll acting on sediment grains.
Conversely, Folk and Ward (1957) postulated a "source
area effect" to account for the sinusoidal relation
encountered for size/sorting data.

They

that two

population "end members" in the sand and

e1

for two strong minima of best sorting whilst po
in the intermediate sizes resulted from

1962) confirmed this sinusoidal trend

Folk,

ing occurring
contrast to Inman,

t

a,nd

control on sorting is mean s

sorting

s and gravels

Thus,

Folk (1962, pp. 237=8) has suggest

s accounted

t (1958 -

from New Jersey beaches, the modes of best
at 1 to 3 ¢ and at =3 ¢ units.

,S

of the two

B

main population constituents present

they

f

st order

hydraulic faotor s

only a second order effect.

such as swash/backwash flow
Further light is shed on t
Dahlberg and Griffiths (1967) who

s problem by the work of

formed multivariate

analysis on a number of textural characteristics of low rank
greywackes"

One a

relative contribut
. variables"

s study was to assess the

s of source area effects and of hydraul

Measurements were made from thin sections and the

237
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data was subjected to statist
correlation and

of

1 eva

ion through the use

tor

techniques"

Of

a total of seven factors derived in this manner three having
components relating to source area

fect and two to hydraulic

processes were found to influence the d
of grain orientation.

In contrast to

as grain-'8ize and sorting loaded strong
to hydraul

and direction
is properties such
on factors relating

variables rather than to source area effects&

The authors suggested that an overall domina,nce of hydraulic
variables was indicated by the analysis and concluded that this
was a reasonable interpretatibn of fue textural characteristics
of offshore

iments which had probably been through at

least two cycles of particle morphogenesis o
For m0gern mixed sand/shingle beach sed
more complex situation is indicated by t
and Kirk (1969).
tic patterns of s

s however, a

work of McLean

This study attempted to def
, sorting and foreshore 81

characteris~

for three

mixed sand/shingle beaches along the east coast, South Is1and~
New

Zeala~d ..

Data were derived from more than 110 miles of

beach including the study sites of the present invest
Data pertaining to
relations were subject
fitting procedure), rat

size/sorting and size/slope
polynomial regression (a curve
than to linear regression

this way curves of up to order s
which was statist

on.

ally most s

were computed and
ificant was obtained for

one

~
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each relationshipg
This procedure Yielded an order t

ee curve of Folk's

(1962) general sinusoidal form for t

size/sorting relationship,

the zones of best sorting being locat
~4eO

sand), and at -3@0 to

¢ (pebb

at 0.0 to 1.0

s).

difference between the observed data

¢

(medium

However, a major
Folk I s trend was

that the area between the "end members ll was typified by a
wide range of sorting coefficients,

than by a general

The authors concluded

decline in values.

region where hydraulic effects on the
are mo

this is "the
s

distributions

pronounced II (McLean and Kirk, 1969, p. 148).

Since

size and sorting exert strong controls over foreshore gradient
(through permeability), it was subsequently demonstrated that
the size/sorting curve was reflected in a curvilinear relation=
sp.ip between

and slope.

The latter resu

d

fers markedly

from the more usual linear relations presented for size and
slope data ..
Therefore, for the mixed sand/shingle
investigation

s of this

may be concluded that a source area effect

characterises -the s

s to the extent that
However, the

hydraulic forces is most apparent in sediments which consi
of mixtures of the
member" populations"
hydraulic processes on

" medium sand and pebble "end
Because

has been demon
/shingie beaches are most

of

=

ense in the swash

239

~

it will be appare.nt that

zone~

is

s

environment in vmich the intensity and variety of the mixing
processes will be greatest

0

Thus, the understanding of sorting processes occurring
the swash zone will be greatly aided by comparisons of
s

bed sediment size distributions with rates of flow

fferent

ze fractions in the swash and backwash"

While Krumbein (1938 ) demonstrated the value. ·of adopting
a lognormal (125 scale) model for the descrip,tion of size
frequency distributions Tanner (1958;
distribut

s

1964) notes that many

sedimentologic data are non- Gaussian in form ..

Thus, sediment size distributions commonly plot as zig-zag
rather than as stra
Middleton (1962)

lines on probability

p~per.

Further,

a discussion of methods used in the

definition of naturally occurring probability distributions
notes that no rational model has ever been proposed for the
log-normality of s

iments"

"

is certain, nevertheless,

that the log-normal model

11 continue to be used in sediment

studies as an ideal model

which observed distributions

may be compared (e.go
measures)"
Accord

(Middleton~

to

or so=called normal dis

by t

use of logarithmic moment

1962~ p.

(1

8)

)

s

because the Gaussian,

lows ease of statistical
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manipu

~

ion in comparison with other forms of

distribution.

How then are departures from

curve to be regarded?

1

Tanner (1958) demonstrates

necessary to decide what non=normal plots s
of the physical processes giving rise to
to find parameters appropriate to

t it is
terms

iment and

descri

ion of such

non-normal distributions.
, Tanner (1964) demonstrated that

was necessary to

examine detailed plots of frequency distributions in order
to resolve the above problems and
way of interpreting non=normal or

sted that a useful
II

curves is to

s of a number of

regard them as being compris

s having different

normally distributed component

coefficients).

means and/or standard deviat
Such a procedure is argued to

analysis of regions of

relative sufficiency and

of grain sizes in natural
s is the method adopted in this

sediment distributions@
investigation since it lends
transported sediments trapped

se

to comparisons between
the water column and bed

sediment distributions.
In physical terms sort

s and specific gravities attempt to

of different sizes,

hydrodynamic environment.

reach equilibrium
Pertinent to
mechanics of

s

is the process whereby particles

s

been shovm that the

tran

are conducive to a dist

=
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preference for transport of

s of 0 18 to 0.2 mmo

diameter as opposed to particles
1949) ..

allot

(Inrnan~

sizes

Further, Eagleson, Glenne

(1963) proposed

two types of curve modification from model studies of sediment
sor~ing

by waves, which were dependent on the relations

between incipient motion diameter and
diameter.

As has been discussed prev

librium motion
sly, a single

truncation of the size distribution result
than De;

Di was less

and a bimodal curve was produced if the reverse

situation obtained ..
Tann~r (1966) observed inflexions of

natural beach sand size distributions der
shores ..

He

the truncated region a "

for the data pre

was located at approx

former type in
from low energy
break", which
tely 1.5 ¢'"

Additionally it was suggested that the break would passmto the
gravel sizes at

flow energy levels.

analysed foreshore sediments from the high

(1967, po 80)
mixed

sand/shingle beaches of the Canterbury Bight and concluded
that swell sorting of the finer fractions re

in marked

"surf breaks" in the pebble fraction at approximately -1.5 to

-3.0 ~8
sent investigation something

In terms of the

complexity of the processes forming such sediment d
has already been ind

at

s~

tr

in a high energy env

ment such as the swash zone considerable potential for

ions

~

forma
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of both unimodal. truncated distributions and

bimodal distributions exists since different size
may move in contrary directions simultaneously.

ions
Furthermore,

simple truncation has been ShO'\VTl to characterise only a
1

ed range of grain size/current strength situations.

Hence, simultaneous mixing and winnowing of wide

s of

s must be expecteda

Characteristic Grain Size Frequency Distributiong
Because of these factors all of the bed
distributions shown in Figure 48 exhibit marked
characteristics.

Both bimodal and unimodal di

having marked truncations are apparent

features of
diagram

the grain size frequency distributions
must be noted at the outset e

F

s

effects related to swash and backwash
Curve A for example, consists

is the source

st,

area effect discussed previously

ions

1y,

are

ion"
well sorted pebbles

with a prominent fine tail of granules probably derived by
deposition of fines in the
For curves B, C, and D,

erst

es between pebbles

0

of component distributions

having different means and standard deviations is indicated.
Thus, curve D can be
component and one conta

as a mixutre of a coarse sand
a relative sufficiency of
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e E. containing the finest

pebbles and granules
sizes, is markedly bimodal
sorting.

The distr

e

consequently exhibits very poor
seen to be rich in very

can

coarse sand and granules

sand, but is defic

in the medium to coarse

ons@

high energy nature of

swa

Consistent with the

zone environment is the fact

that best sorting is displayed by the coarser sediments@
This is because coarse mat

1s are more critically selected

by the flow than finer sediments which are fully mobile as
suspended load in all d

ections across and along the shore e

A further feature tending to

our this interpretation
est degrees of

is that the curves which exhib

on 0.5 to ~3@0

mixing and truncation occur in
Tanner (1964) observed a simi

s

ion and suggested that
iate position

this critical size range occupies an
between "gravel bed load" and "sand

¢.

1

"

It will next

be demonstrated that curves of the above types are associated
with distinctly different areas of
system ..

swash zone sedimentation

-The

Shore
As was

during the in

four representat

discussion of the

e profiles mean

vary widely across the shore"

ze and sorting

For

, coarse profiles

such as stations A and B mean grain s
the breaker and sorting
mixed sand' and

decreases~

increases toward
However, for flatter,

le profiles such'as stations C and D

reverse trends have been observed, as have situations in
which there was little variation

mean grain size across

These trends in grain s

foreshore ..

properties will now

be shown to conceal a wide range of variation in size and
composition.
Figure 49 presents frequency distributions of s
a number of positions on the shore at station C.

1

Breaker height averaged 4 0 feet and the wave
0

period was 10.0 seconds

se level averaged 0.71

Q

swash length"

and there was little variation
of morphological change qver

s

lower areas of deposition
From Figure 49 it can
or sorting re

tern

The

hour period was of

trans.itional type (see Fig@ 47B), and consisted of

grain s

lnit

the falling limb of a tidal

and final curves are presented
cycle ..

for

and

ed by a central zone of scour.
seen that little
these trans

in mean
onal flow

FIGURE 49.

Initial (solid line) and final
(dotted line) bed sediment size
distributions from Station C.
Hb = 4.0'; T = 10.0 secs.;
mean swash length = 75';

tiT

=

0.710

Samples were taken on a falling
tide. ~. initial set at high
water and final set at next low.
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conditions apart from in the upper depositional section of the
profile.

In the latter region the spread of sizes is much

larger than at other points on the shore and the resulting
frequency distributions may be bimodal or even polymodal.
It is this upper zone which undergoes probably the greatest
degree of sediment mixing by depositiona
In the central section of the foreshore where scour
occurred, the distributions were more regular in form and
exhibit truncations in the coarse size fractions@

Mixing

and winnowing of grains by both swash and backwash is more
intensive in this region than at points higher on the shoree
For the lower foreshore, where deposition was recorded,
the size frequency curves are also regular in form and, consisten
with higher flow energy levels, the mean grain size is coarser.
Also, the coarse tails of the distributions are more
pronounced.

Larger particles eroded from positions higher

on the profile were probably deposited in this area, the break
in the sediment curves thus reflecting mixing of sizes by
deposition as well as truncation due to the entrainment of
smaller grains by the flow.
While little alteration is apparent in mean grain size
for the near- equilibrium conditions shown in Figure 49, large
alterations to sediment size distributions can result from
higher phase, erosive flow conditions as is shown in Figure 500
. The data are derived from station D, a mixed sand and shingle

=
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profile, for a breaker height of 3 0 feet and a period of
0

10,,0 seconds.

Mean phase ratio was

0.8~

only slightly

higher than that for the previous example 9 but variations
in breaker height and swash length were much greater o

Again

the initial and final curves relate to half of a tidal cycle
(six hours) 'but in this case to the rising rather than to
the falling limb.

Net erosion of up to 10.0 cm. was

recorded across the whole profile for the six hour period with
some initial deposition near the swash limit during the first
two hours ..
As with the previous example, it can be seen from the
diagram that the distributions of grain size were most variable
for the upper section of the swash zone, a number of bimodal
distributions persisting throughout the tidal riseo
For stations lower on the foreshore an interesting feature
was the development of bimodal frequency distributions during
process of bed erosion, the modes being located in the sand
and pebble sizes ..
For the lower foreshore, near the breaker, sorting
improved over the half=tidal cycle save for immediately
beneath the breaker, the size range of sediments decreasing
and the modes becoming more pronounced.

For this

situation, which is considerably more complex than that
shown in Figure 49, the movements of sediments giving rise
. to the final distributions are more difficult to understand.

FIGURE 50.

Initial (solid line) and final
(dotted line) bed sediment
distributions at Station D.
Hb = 3,0'; T = 10.0 sees,;
mean swash length = 90';
tIT = 0.8.
This set of samples taken on
a rising tide. i,e. A low
water and at the next high
water level,
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is clear, however, that considerable mixing and
must have occurred®

Moreover, the association of profile

erosion with frequency curves of a bimodal nature
a sorting mechanism similar to that proposed by

sts
E

1eson,

G1enne and Dracup (1963) for high phase conditions

Certainly, several processes of mixing, truncation and
selection of
swash and backwa

fractions appear to occur in the

s

In order to clarify the nature of these

processes the rates of transport of bed materials in the
swash and backwash
erosion and depo

11 f

st be compared to the levels of

ion measured at the bed e

Sorting

processes will

analysed by considering the net

rates and net d

s of transport of the different size

fractions compris
positions on the shoree

flow sediment load at different

248

As has been demon

=

rated, a stream of

must attain

a certain minimum velocity before particles l y o n the bed
may be moved.
motion may be

Depending upon the speed of flow the sediment
one of three types; each be

with different s

associated

iment discharge rates and forms of bed

disturbance (Menard, 1950)@

At low

s the particles will

roll or creep along the bed at low rates but at high speeds
they will be
a suspended

sported at the veloc
e and at high rates@

speeds particles may saltate or move
in the flow and to abrupt changes

of the current in
For intermediate
leaps owing to edd
velocity (Zenkovich,

1967, p. 94)"
Clearly, the mode of transport and the manner of depos
(which is partly controlled by

size and shape of grains),

have very important effects on

sorting patterns of bed

sediments, so that determina
is a necessary prerequis

on of the mode of
to

erstanding sort

ther, since fluid flow

the s\vash and b

ion

motion
sses

in the swash zone o

steady nor un
wi

variable across

orm~

t

of di
This situa

is

iments
makes
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for difficulties in
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plication

theories of

transport such as those reviewed prev

iment

sly because most

of the relevant expres&bns rest on the assumption of an
equilibrium concentration of sediment
is no density stratif

the flow (1. e

there

, and the concentration profile

is logarithmic in form).

s

e these cr

eria cannot

met in the case of the swash zone where considerable a
of flow and wide variations
have been demonstrated, a
be adopted ..

flow ?tructure and bed
ss satisfactory approach must

Hence, the form

the concentration profile

and the mode of transportation have been estimated from
materials trapped at a number

elevations above the bed e

Also, sorting processes will be examined by comparison of
estimate~

of sediment discharge

directions with current speed

the onshore and offshore
other flow

perties, as

well as with patterns of observed bed disturbance@

While few observations of the vertical distributions of
velocity were obtained, a number
profiles were ob

d using the

It is important to remember that
samp
and are spaced at 10.0 cm@ vert
trap is centered 3 5 cm@ from the

sediment concentration
s previously

described~

the
seven nozzles
2
face area)~
(9.62 cm
ervals
and the

lowest:

was

~
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operated for periods of two to five minutes facing onshore
and offshore.

A total of 131 samples (81 from the swash

and 55 from the backwash) were obtained in this manner for a
wide range of flow conditions, positions on the shore and
elevations above the bed@
Data for size of the trapped particles are expressed in
terms of nominal diameters (i.e o

the diameter of a sphere

having the same volume as the measured grain).

This was

done in order to eliminate shape effects and to enable
comparisons with laboratory investigations of sediment
transport.
In relation to the sorting effects on bed sediment
distributions described above, it is interesting at this
point to examine the range of sizes trapped above the bed
in the swash and backwash o
Figure 51.

An example is presented in

The data relate to three stations under transition

conditions for which bed sediment curves have been presented
(see Fig. 49).

The two landward stations of Figure 51 were

located in the scour zone while the third set of samples
was obtained near the breaker in the zone of accretion.
Both amounts and dispersions of sediment through the
flows can be seen to increase toward the breaker, reflecting
increasing water depth9 velocities and flow durationso
Significantly, transport in the backwash was confined to
levels near the bed while grains were dispersed to greater

FIGURE 51.

Distribution curves of
transported sediments at three
stations across the shore.
The vertical interval between
samples at a given station was
7.0 cm.
Stations letter from
the bed upward and stations
numbered seaward from near the
swash limit (station 4).
Hb = 4.0'; T = 10.0 secs.;
mean swash length = 75';
tiT = 0.71.
Sediments were
trapped during bed sampling
shown in Figure 49.
Maximum
flow depth at x/L = 0.14 was
60.0 cm.
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S
-frequency ai
of suspended sed
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ions
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2-0

1 elevations in the swash

equal importance is the fact

that both swash and backwa

carry wide ranges

both types of flow

8t

ported and distinct modes

ranges of

sizes@

s are trans=

distributions are supplemented

by well developed lItails" of coarser and finer
Further, it can be seen from

diagram that

sediment trapped decrease with

evatian above

that the

bed~

is
amounts of
bed but

upper materials

distributions of

reflect those nearer the

For

l1y

An important exception to this

is that particles trapped at the upper levels of the swash
have pronounced fine tails 0
N.ear the bed f or the stations in the scour zone the
backwash removed almost double

amount of coarse

transported by the swash 'While for

ls

lower foreshore statio.n

almost equal amounts and size

s were transported in the

onshore and offshore directions.

However» the diagram y

no information concerning the transport rates of indiv

lds
1

size fractions.
ical distribution

Further characteristics of the
transported sed

s can be demons

the concentration
Figure 52A pre

ients in the swash and backwash@
s cumulative frequency distributions of

materials trapped at d
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this diagram it may be seen that 55 to 90% of all sediment
in motion was trapped in the lower one tenth of the water
column, this condition being especially pronounced in the
backwash ..

Hence, only 2 to 5% of the trapped sediment in

the backwash was derived from higher than z/ d : : : 0 L,
0

By

comparison with Figure 52B which indicates the weights of material
trapped at the various elevations, it can be seen that the
amount of material in transport at a given level increases
with increasing phase level as well as with proximity to the
breaker ..

This trend is reflected in a similar rise in

backwash concentration levels"

It is also clear from

Figure 52B that considerable variations in the forms of the
vertical distributions occure
In order to clarify the latter observation Figure 52C
was prepared ..

Here ,the relative height above the bed (z/zl)

is expressed in terms of the reference level (zl = 3,,5 cm@),
rather than in terms of the relative water depth (z/d)@

Also,

relative concentrations of suspended materials (N/N 1 ) have
been computed in order to compare the widely different levels
of transport indicated in Figure 52B"
As was demonstrated previously, the form of the
concentration profile under conditions of uniform flow is
logarithmic (see equations 30=35)"
has been plotted on logarithmic axes"

Accordingly Figure 52C
Of equal significance

is the fact that by definition relative sediment concentration

=

253 -

values must range ft'om unity at the bed (where
of grains is theoretically infinite), to zero at some
elevation in the flow0
Included in Figure 52C for comparison are two curves
of

sediment concentration derived from the near

zone of a sand beach (Inman, 1949B
p. 131).

=

in Shepard, 1963, Fig" 61,

The materials in this case were thus ret in motion

by the orbital velocities of unbroken waves and Inman notes
that this type of flow is an exceedingly complex periodic
var:Uble depending upon wave height, water depth,. distance from
the plunge point of the waves, and roughness of the bottome
Despite the comp

of the flow it is interesting that the

relationships of suspended sediment concentration to relative
depth were logarithmic

formo

However, it is clear from

the diagram that the two curves d
slope.

Inman

e

s

this is due to the development
under the action of shorter

of higher levels of su
period waves (curve 6).
is an increase in
elevations of the

fer markedly in form and

curve is thus steeper and there

c
er column"

period waves (curve 3)
a relative decrease at
The greatest amount of mat
in suspension during
accompanying the wave crests

of material at the upper
Conversely, during longer
is less

eep indicating

levels"
was thought to be placed
al Va
With long period

waves a large propor

on

suspended mater

to the bottom during t

t

s

1s between crest and

During short period waves
is greater and rela

1 s

frequency of maximum va

ely more material is ma

suspension ..
For the asymmetr

flows of the swash zone F

52C

demonstrates a comparatively wide range of
gradients..

ion

In trncase of the backwash it can be seen that

the profiles are log
positions on the

Q

thmic in form at all t

s and for all

While gradients

e for both

the swash and backwash with increasing phase level a more
complex situation is apparent fur the swash@
While on

one

hand~

gradients

in form and

steepeness to those of Inman were obtained, on the other, a
number are obviously

non~logarithmic

in form@

Significantly,

concentration gradients for the swash tend to be higher than
for the

backwash~

At high phase condit

s and for stations

close to the breaker there are marked inflections in the
Thus, the lower portion of the water column of the

curves~

swash at these locations appears to be characterised by high
logarithmically distributed c
secondary, smaller gradients of su

on

gradients~

while

materials occur

in the upper zones of the flow.
This trend is similar in form to t

v

d

tribution of velocity

observed for
thus suggest

=
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of strong vert
swash.

However, it

s of motion in the
impor

to note that this effect

is confined to the highest

se conditions and to stations

near the breaker so that

ically directed rolling

motion imparted to the swa

by breaking appears to be

to the lower foreshore@
The finding that the concentration gradients of suspend
sediments increase wi

reasing phase level complements

Inman's results for the nearshore zone and supports

v

that beach erosion is associated with e xtensivetransport of
materials as suspend

load"

Hence, increasing

levels

and variation in swash length are linked with the development
of backwash scour

increases in the proportion

in both the swash

backwash that is trans

load

suspended state ..

~de

of Sediment TransRortation
s been shown that sediment is

While it
progressively

the actual magnitudes of transport by
s.

It was demon

suspended sediment transport that
signif

to

eater heights in larger amounts with increasing

flow energy and asymmetry it is not poss

above analy

f

suspension is usually

le to demonstrate
en modes from the
the review of
criterion of
at a relative

=
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concentration (Sz/

c

at the next upper level is at least 25% of

at some r

erence

level close to the bed if significant suspension is developed
(Sundborg, 1956, po 219).

By use of equation 35 and relevant

cone

depth, velocities, sampling levels and
Figure 53 was calculated@

flow

s 1

The flow depth chosen was 50 cm

0

and the two reference levels as 6eO cm (Sa) and 14 0 0 em (Sz).
The calculations refer to materials of
s
gr/cm 3 and a water temperature of 16 0 C. (tJ

=

equal to 2 0 65
10197 x 10- 2

poise - after Miyake and Koizumi, 1948)0

Settling velocities

apply to spherical grains and were

from Rubey (1933).

The procedure used in computing
the same as that of Sundbo

(1956, pp. 214-219) and was

performed for velocity int
and 250

cm/sec~

concentration curves was

s

These veloc

25, 50, 100, 150, 200,
s are maxima and are thus

comparable with those recorded by

dynamometer.

The roughness parameter (z ) has been taken to be 0 .. 2 em"
o

in accordance with Sundb
equivalent grain diameter

The

f

critical erosion veloc
are 95-98% of those
.Fig", 18, p", 202L

6 cm.. so that the calculations
iments covered in this

are valid for the
investigation.

This value corresponds to an

or p

s of slope have been ignored because
s f or the s lopes of the swash zone
slopes (see

Sundborg~

1956~

the ratio z/d employed
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FIGURE 53"

The relation between flO\'1 velocity,
grain size and dominant state of
sediment motion.
Flow velocities
are those in the
one third
of the water column and the sediments
are assumed to be of un arm density
::::: 2,,65 gr/cm 3 "

=

(0 .. 28) signif

s

concentration
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t the calculations

to the sediment

lower one third (16.0 cm.) of the

This is the zone

by the dynamometer

ates and is

therefore the area to which the observed ve
applicable.

flow~

s are

1d therefore be not

Figure 53 does not

to the surface as

rather to the zone

Sundborg but

by the center of

transported sediment

ity of the

Finally, the concentration curves

oud.

derived in the above manner were interpolated on the critical
erosion velocity and

tling velocity curves

The transportation diagram resulting from

Figure 53"
above

procedures can be seen from the figure to have a narrower
bed load transport
shown in Figure 19

than the more generali

form

diagrams are directly comparable

but

in all other respects ..

A number of maximum velocity! mean nominal
combinations have been plotted on Figure 53 for both swash
and backwash flows.

From

spread of values

t

can be

seen that most transport occurs as bed load, but
significant suspension (Sz!Sa
developed at times.

A1so~

some

associated with current speeds
deposition ..

A further check on

formulating the diagram is prov
observed

ative sediment

than 25 to 30%) is
the sediments trapped were
ing the onset of
calculations used in
by the fact that the
s near the bed are
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in general

~

with

calculated contours for

given current speeds and

sizes"

Therefore, it may be concluded that the movement of
sediment by swash and backwa

occurs

but that ~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
foreshore flows at high phase conditions..

competence

curve of critical erosion velocity plotted on Figure 53 is
a us'sful line of reference because the various forms of bottom
phenomena do not occur until the bed-load is
1950).

motion .(Menard,

Thus, comparison of Figure 53 and Figure 20 will

demonstrate that most bed load transpor

in the swash

and backwash will occur predominantly as
are not developed since
is coarse.

However ~

flow.

s

velocities are high and the
will be shown

t they can be

developed by the shallow, relatively slow flows of the
groundwater sheete
Additionally

already been demonstrated that

conditions appropriate to the formation of standing waves
and hydraulic jumps occur in backwash flows so that sed

transport in the form of antidunes mov
flow direction is also probable.
association between shooting flow
Near the swa

limit where

depths are small saltation of part
,transport has
spiece) ..

ly been obs
such times

contrary to
(1942) noted an

antidune tran

ion"

flow is shooting
les undergoing swa
(see Plate 9
les s.re in

ent

~

....

.

..

.

,

II·

...-

PLATE 9 .

Sal t ation of large pebbles in shooting flow
near the swash limit at station A. Note
that the phenomenon is confined to the
extremely turbulent leading edge of the
flow .

contact with the bed

forces may be such

particles are thrown c

the water column e

indicates that this tran
leading edge of the swa

P

9

ation mode is asso

the

wave and is not confined

smallel

grain sizes present e
The tran spor

on of mixed sand and shingle depo

s

has already been shown to be complex so that considerable
differences in mode

transport and form of bed disturbance

may occur at cliff

points on a profile can

of mixed sizes.

For example, Hooke (1968) concluded from an

examination of

facts of adding granules to a sand bed

undergoing active flume transport, that local variations in
the concentration of coarse material may result
formation of stable humps in the sand

bed~

the

These features,

once formed,

icantly influence subs

discharge over

reach in which they are located e

the addition of sand lenses to the upper

sediment
Therefore,

s of mixed sand

and shingle profiles such as those of stations C and D may
decrease the

of bed alteration at these locationse

In summary it may be stated that

iment motion in the

swash and backwash occurs in the

, antidune and saltation

phases of bed load transportation@

Suspended load tran

ation is minor and is confined to swa
stations.
a more s

However~

this mode of

role at high

at lower foreshore
transport assumes

se conditions 'Vlhen swash
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turbulence is high m

~

such times

the time interval

has been shown

swash and

Thus, sediments lifted

sh is very

dispersed throughthe water column

by the swash may be almost immediately
Conversely, at lower phase levels sed
by either landward or s

sported

@

s set in mot

flow may settle to the bed in

the interval between successive flows@

Rates of Sediment Transport Across the Profile
As has been demons

, a working hypothes.is linking

rate of transport of sediments across a bed to flow characteristics has resulted from the application of the principle
of conservation of mass to
system.

mechanics of

fluid/sed

Thus, a stream of water carrying sediment may be

viewed as a transporting rna

, and the immersed weight

of grains as the load of this machine.

It

is~en

of interest

to consider the power required to move this load (Inman and
Frautschy, 1965)0
Bagnold (1968, po 48)
facing studies
processes of
to~e

add~

sediment tram
sport and how

flow of the transporting f

some evaluations
(Colby and
la bora tory f

theory for
~

1955

~

in

s (Inman and

that the essential problems
are to under

the

rate of transport is related
While
1 fluvial

have been
s

1963" p I )
, 1963), few measurements
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have been made under natural wave environments for stations
either landward or seaward of the breakers@

Most beach

studies relate rate of sediment transport to properties such
as deepwater wave steepness (King, 1959;

Iwagaki and

Sawaragi, 1958)~ rather than to flow velocity, pressure or
power ..
The theory of sediment transport by fluids is thus
derived largely by deductive reasoning
of general physics.,

from the concepts

According to Bagnold (1968) this has

yielded a series of broad principles which are in need of
further critical examination in both the laboratory and the
field~

For the purposes of this investigation the consideration
of transport rates has been confined to bed=load i e.
0

to

sediment mass trapped per unit time at the reference level.
This has been done in order to simplify the discussion and is
justified on the grounds that half to nine tenths of the
measured transport occurred at, or near this level.

'Thus~

the transport rate data to be presented are point estimates
derived from a series of positions across the shore~

Since

the most usual measure of transport rate across a unit area
of bed is the immersed weight· (M.,

r>s

-- ,.0-5 g" where the
..A's

density term relates to excess density of the sediment over
the fluid;

and g represents

gravity)~

rather than the dry
2
mass (M ; which was measured in the form gr!cm !sec@); the

=
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transport data have been expressed in this forme

The

dynamic transport rate of bed~load (i b ) has the units M/T 3
and is expressed in this study as gr/sec@3 e
Though this method
of deriving

bed~load

transport rates is approximate it is

thoughtto provide a valuable estimate of the relations between
bed-load transport, bed disturbance and sorting processes for
flows which vary widely in structure and for beds which exhibit
equally wide ranges of sediment characteristicse
King (1959, pp. 125=127) examined rates of landward and
seaward transport of swash zone sediments for a model beach
of 1:12 slope ..

It was concluded that the magnitude and

direction of net transport was a function of wave steepness.
The steepest waves (H /L
o

0

> 0.04) moved large volumes of sand

seaward inside the breakpoint and offshore transport was apparent
for all waves above a critical steepness of Ho/Lo :::: 0.012.
Below this value sand was moved onshore at all depths.
Differences in swash and backwash relative velocities
(related to differences in wave steepness) were thought to
account for the observed results@
However, more detailed laboratory studies by Iwagaki and
Sawaragi (1958) resulted in a number of differing
profiles which were dependent upon grain
slope and wave steepness.
than H /L
o

0

= 0.03

size~

transport

initial beach

For waves of steepness greater

and coarse sands two peaks in the

. sediment transport profiles were found for both swash and

=
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backwash, one being situated near the
near the plunge point@

shoreline~

and the ocher

Also, for profiles not at equilibrium

the transport rates in the swash and backwash were unequal.
Consequently, up to three zones of erosion, deposition and
equilibrium transport were observed at varying positions
on the

shore~

Hourly determinations of the pattern of net

transport indicated progressive alterations in the distributions
of transport rate with approach to equilibrium, coincidence
between total swash and total backwash transport occurring
at equilibrium.

An interesting feature of the experimental profiles was
that the rate of transport decreased in the immediate
vicinity of the breakers for all wave steepnesses (000093 to
0.0815).

The authors concluded from this that "the initial

point of remarkable sediment transport at natural beaches of
several mm. grain size is near the breaking point" (h7agaki
and Sawaragi, 1958, p@ 83L

They termed this the "critical

point of sediment transport" and suggested that it was
associated with a critical water depth0
Figure 54 presents four profiles of dynamic transport
rate of bed sediments for the swash zone of the present study@
From these it is clear that wide variations in net transport
rate and direction were observed@

Sediment transport rates

are high in both swash and backwash but a point of initial
rapid transport near the breaker is not apparente

FIGURE 54A.

B.

Transition conditions.
tiT = 0.96, Hb = 5.0 1 ,
T = 10.0 sees., Station C.

Surf phase. Station C,
= 1.37, Hb = 6.0',
T = 10.0 sees. Note wide
scour zone.

tiT

C.

Transition conditions.
tiT = 0.71, Hb = 4.0',
T = 10.0 sees., Station C.
Scour zone here is narrow.

D.

Surf phase conditions.
Station A, tiT = 1.50,
Hb = 2.5', T = 8.5 sees.
Short period waves gave
rise to a narrow swash
zone dominated by a
relatively wide zone of
scour.

~:

Sediment transport data
are those for lowest
(reference) level traps
in both swash and backwash.
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The mo

icant feature

the general correspondence betvleen
transportation

~

diagram

the rates of bed-

the measured

s of bed di

Thus, for low phase transitional conditions sediment
can be seen to be dominantly

sport

this situation

associated with bed deposition (see Curve A)o
phase condi1;ions transitional

For

iment transport

distrubanceprofiles were record

o

ing

bed

The scour zone for

curves B, C, and D can be seen to be of variable width
depending upon phase relations

the flowo

Though there is correspondence in form betvleen the transport
and bed profiles it is clear from the diagram
occurred.

Hence, the points

inflection

profiles do not coincide with points of alterat
bed erosion to bed deposition.
transport measured a: any g

t lags
transport
from

This is because sediment

en point in the f low may be

expected to affect the bed at some other point

ther down=

stream rather than at the point of measurement",

Of course,

this effect applies to both swash and backwash ..

Another

interesting feature of F

54 is that bed d

recorded a number of times near the breaker
sediment

f~ow

was off

e@

load is not transported
cond

ions

measured~

and

This suggests t
the
ore it

circulation of sediments through the

sition was
net
the backwatsh
the flmv
that
not developed
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until high phase c

=

tions are developed as "las sugge

previously"

ed

despite the above anomalies Figure

55A shows that net

d transport rate is strongly

correlated with

sense and magnitude of bed elevation

change~

Of great impor

e is

between the bed profi

fact that the observed

s and

of transport confirms the model

of swash zone erosion and depos

ion proposed earlier in this

report.

that low phase conditions

Hence,

is now c

with low velocities and

s of turbulence result in net onshore

sediment transport as well as
high phase conditions

foreshore accretion ..

Similarly:

sed by strong backwash action
offshore transport of

and high levels of turbu
sediment, the development of s

levels of suspension

in the swash and in ultimate bed erosion over much of the
profile~

For transition cond

s

a variety of erosional

and depositional combinations may result, the location and
intensity of the scour zone (which is universally associated
with an area of net offshore transport

Figure 54),

varying with swash phase level and

of variation

in swash length",
Fluctuations in rate of

iment tran

s, at least

foreshores of mixed sand/shing
of th

investigation~

for natural
those

are more s

'findings of Iwagaki and Sawaragi (1

8)

those of

~

= 266

(1959), but are different

h

wave steepness has been shown to

1

as a predictive parameter of beach eros
level of swash flow and the 1

of

this property for given wave

s

have been demonstrated to be more u
observed foreshore

changes~

se in that
direct relevance
Rather~

"

phase

variability in
at the shore
measures in describing

s is because these latter

parameters, as opposed to

ss,are measured easily, and

yield information which is

ly

erable

to levels and

magnitudes of flow turbulence, asymmetries of pressures, times
and velocities of flow, rates
swash and backwash;

sediment transport in both

and, of course, to bed elevation changes o

Further, Figure 54

es confirmation of the previous

conclusion concerning
con~rations

of sed

ity of null-point
movementm high energy environments

Longinov's method of proportional net pressures for use in
indicating potential sed

movements is thus greatly

aided by an examination

the rates and directions in which

sediments are actually

sported~

for the
relations between mean maximum power developed
dynamometer and mea

dynamic bed=load tran

for both swash

sh~

The

rates

FIGURE 55A.

The relation between dynamic
rate of bed load transport
(gm/sec. 3 ) and rate of bed
elevation change.

FIGURE 55B.

Relation between flow power
expended at the dynamometer
and dynamic rate of sediment
transport.

FIGURE 55C.

The relation between mean
maximum current speed and
weight of sediment trapped
near the bed.
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relationships 1
regarded as a
Rate of

the fact that

s

fluid flow is

sporting machine t
sporting Work Done
or:

:;

(see equation 38)6
is proportional to

Supply x Effic

Q

Hence, i b ,
, the power

energy of the flow@

-load transport
lable from the

It was shown during the discussion

total transport in a stream that K may have values
than one, and that its magnitude is usually several t
larger than the sum of the

f

load (eb ) and suspended-load (
the value of K includes the

coefficients for bed) transport"

This

s of bed slope,

intergranular friction, and

Though the power value

ation (see equat
erred to in formu

for the flow, the values plot

because
1e of

·as of

velocity as

the efficiencies of energy app

s

38)@
is that

in Figure SSB are those for

the mean maximum power developed on the dynamometer plates
by the flow ..

Clearly

s

ity will be

fluid drag over the plates thus giving

se to an efficiency

term in the same manner as for the appl
to the transported sed

pear that the use

at the dynamometer (i e
of the re

transport rate"

of flow power

grains"

However, it would

e

by

force ~I: veloc
s between fluid f

values of K obtained

power expended
) is a useful
and sediment
the slopes

=
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of the lines are 3 33 for the swash and 1 54 for the
6

0

backwash~

the higher value for the swash being consistent with the more
extensive development of vertical lift forces in this flow
as opposed to the downslope velocity vectors of the backwashe
By comparison, Inman and Bowen (1963) obtained good
relations between sand transport rate and wave flow power
for model experiments simulating quasi-symmetrical wave action
in the·offshore zone@

However, when the system of waves

and superimposed drift currents was subjected to water motions
which were both strong and asymmetric the basic assumptions
of the energy theory were violated and the relation
ated ..

deterior~

Under such conditions, it was argued, that the effects

of wave drift velocity gave way to a dominance of
dependent phenomena@

phase~

In the swash zone where the flow

regimes have been shown to be markedly asymmetric, it is
therefore doubtful if the energy theory described previously
wo~

be applicable e

Because of this it is suggested that

empirical, statistical estimates of power application such as
that employed in this investigation may be of more value
than direct estimates of flow power in practical studies
of foreshore erosion and depositione
Figure 55e presents the scatter of data resulting from
the correlation of sediment transport rate (dry mass per unit
time) and mean maximum flow velocityo

In comparison with

Figures 55A and B the degree of control exerted on sediment

=
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transport by flow structure is abundantly c

"

current speed does not reflect variations

s

turbulence except in a most general fashion, power
at the dynamometer is strongly influenced by the scale
turbulence ..

As

flo,¥,

has been demonstrated, the scale of turbulence

(size of eddies) is reflected in the duration of maximum
velocity and therefore in the times for which the largest
are

operative~

Further characteristics of sediment

transport may be ascertained from consideration of the
dynamic behaviour of grains moving in the fluid

flows~

The manner of transportation of grains
is not only related to the laws of fluid flow but also depends
eristics of the grains undergoing

upon the dynamic

erest to know whether viscous or inertial

It is ther efore of
forces~

motion~

or both condition the flow around the sediment

particles!"
ins can be described by Reynolds

The behaviour
Number in much
of fluids ..

same

shion as can the turbulent motion
the procedure of Harrison and

Fol

Alamo (1964) Reynolds

sand

Morales~

coefficients of

particles trapped

column of the swash and

backwash have been c

Thus:

=

where:"of is

f

is the nominal diameter

~

cm~;

270

~

of the

in in

em! sec!-';

and)) is the fluid viseosi ty (taken as L 221 x 10~ 2

poise for T =lSoC

@

c is the grain settling velocity

and Cl% o ::: 18 ~O from Miyake

1948) ..

Settling velocities were derived from Rubey (1933) for
mean nominal diameters rather than from settl
the case of Harrison and

Morales~Alam06

as
ore Reynolds

Numbers for particles of this investigation are approximate mean
values only ..
The quantity expressing the

les to

s

s is determined in

flow is the drag coefficient (CD) and
part by grain shape as well as by part

le s

ed for mean nominal

of the drag coefficient were ab

settling

diameters, mean Reynolds Numbers and mean
sphericities (1y1)

from Table 1

Alamo (1964, p. 26)@

Values

son and Moraless employ Corey Shape

Though
feet

Factor to describe grain form
was adopted as the shape coeff

e set

sphericity

for this investigation

since Sneed and Folk (1958~ pp~' 120.122) demonstrate that
this parameter has greater dynamic significance than other
shape

indices~

eel

Comparisons of the two measures reveted

l:r' values are

Corey Factors for a given grain
S@F

Values for
. presented in Table lIe

that

s

er

Q

Oa51 for the same part

1e)0

drag coefficients are
relate to grains undergoing

I

"'>

transport during
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experiments presented as curves

and B respectively in Figure 54"

A range of tran

D~

A,

ional

and high phase flow conditions has therefore been examined@
From the table

can be seen that Reynolds Number

for the sediment grains ranged from 79 3 to 21700 for the
0

swash~

The backwash is characterised by comparatively more

uniform partie

dynamic s (Re ::: 136 .. 0 - 181 0 ) ;

the

@

coefficients applying to a s

range of particles 2" 3 to'

4.5 mm. in diameters
Reynolds Number expresses the relative proportions of
viscous (jJ ) to inertial forces (Dn@c) acting on the grains,
and Harrison. and
Re greater than

Morales~Alamo
1~000

(1964, po 19) suggest that for

inertial forces might be

in the range Re = 3 to 20 flow cond

ignored~

Also,

ions near grains may be

regarded as transitional between laminar and turbulent motionG
Beyond Re ::: 20 separation around individual grains is well
established and the flow is fully

turbulent~

swash

It is therefore clear from Table 11 that for

zone sediments of this investigation inertial forces predominate@
Hence, the formation of turbulent wakes occurs

the down=

stream edge of grains and boundary layer separa't:ion is
developed around bed particles@

By comparison

son

and Morales-Alamo (1964) obtained Reynolds Numbers in the
range 3 to 15 for medium sand
a sand

b~ach

foreshore"

0~25

to 0@30 mm

diameter on

Clearly, for the latter environment

flow near the bed was transit

1 in nature, except for the

=
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breaker zone where Re was
As can be seen from Table 11

.

coefficient closely
can be seen to

s of the

llel

lds Number, \'1hich in turn,

lect grain s

coefficients are close

"

All

unity (1@07 to

the drag
1~45),

s

reflecting the high Reynolds Numbers and the relatively small
viscous effects on the

grains~

the larger swash zone

Drag resistance off

ic.le8 of

s investigation i8 much

lower than for the much finer sand grains studied by Harrison
and Morales-Alamoe

The effects of part

transport would thus appear to be rela

shape on

iment

ely insignificant

in relation to effects of size for the range of grain sizes
presented in Table

11~

On

other hand, for smaller

s

shape effects appear to be of greater relative importance"
Reynolds Number drag coefficients are

In accordance

again increases.

where grain size

swash 1

lowest at the breaker and at

The central foreshore is thus the zone of
Significantly, this is

highest drag values@
Which transitions

location at

flow state take place and at which

scour zone forms in the backwasn
Reynolds Numbers and

0

Hence, it is c

coefficients of the bed sediment

grains reflect in a generalised fashion the
It

flow occurring across the
that the zone of highe

grain drag

'flow is also the zone of maximum

8

in

11 next be demon

and tran
disturbance",

onal

ed
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=

of Disturbanc,ti,

Figure 56 ind

es the range of va

erosion at different

s on the shore"

diagram it can be seen

degree of dis

seaward of the swash l
beyond which values

for

increases

to a point on the lower foreshore,
ly

decline~

Since

foreshore

continually disturbed regardless of surface erosion or
deposittDn the data pres
disturbance!'

are only estimates

maximum

Deposition was recorded for the

vicinity of the breaker on

more occasions than erosiono

Disturbance of the bed may occur at rates of up to 1

/hour

and is clearly at a maximum for the mid-shore area 0
disturbance for

King (1951) examined d

sand beaches by use of columns of dyed sand of
buried in the foreshore at low t

e

cycle the columns were excavat

80

knO'WIl.

S

Following the tid

0

that the amount of

truncation of the sand column could be measured
in

concluded that the depth of di

Cffi@

0

King

was about

equal to wave height at the break
Maximum

of disturbance was 3 - 4% of breaker
distur.b.ance occurred in the swash zone
was noted that coarse
deeply than
depth of di

sands~

From this

e would be

0

8

were disturbed more

was

that ,

Ii

, where if

em/hr.
w 20

N = 97

U
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only two or

layers

es are moved

distt:lnba:nce would be greater

depth of

for a fine sand beach"

(King, 1951, pp~ 137=138)~"
Otvos (1965) observed t
sand beaches us

imentation

the dyed sand

on

method and concluded

similarly that depth of disturbance varied with wave
and grain

However, Otvos reported a far wider

of disturbance values than KLng, measurements of erosion of
up to 20 to 40%

breaker height

obtained e

Kirk (1967, PPe 84-86) carried out similar experiments

= -3

for a gravel beach (Mz¢

9

08)

Canterbury Bight

for breaker heights of up to four feet in order to examine
further King's

estion concerning

Disturbance values

erosion of

e ranged from 1 9 to 10@ 2

cm~'

gravels~

over a

tidal cycle with

st values occurring on the mid

foreshore.

of disturbance

The

s obtained lay

between those obtained by King for f

sands and those of

Otvos for medium and coarse sands

was concluded that

g

this result was due to the differing responses of pebbles
and sand to wave

energy~

Further~
1~0

Samad (1968) recorded

from

sand shingle fore

Kaikoura e

values resulted from

penod (8 seconds) high phase

wave action and maximum disturbance
, of the breaker

<II

to 18&0

cm~

disturbanc,e values

on mixed

se very high

near the base

=

From Figure

275

can be seen that a v

wide range

of estimates of disturbance was obtained for
investigation~

of swash proces.ses

light

present

foregoing discussion

appears

depth of disturbance is

closely related to phase conditions in the swash zone and
therefore to the incidence and severity of backwash scour
The correspondence between

height and depth of

disturbance noted by King and Otvos is thus thought to
due to the controlling effect of breaker height on swash
length.

Consequently, the

f

ences

degree of·

disturbance between the two studies for given increments of
breaker height would appear to be at least partially
variations in swash length, phase level,
the location and severity of bed scour@

to

therefore
While Figure

indicates a tendency for maximum disturbance to occur at
the mid-shore position reference to Figure 54 will confirm
that it may occur at any position on the
therefore indeed fortunate

profile~

is

the maximum disturbance coincides

with the location of one of a series of dyed sand or painted
stone columns buried in the foreshore of the Bvlash :zone ..
It remains to de

the sed

sorting

associated with the above dynamic transport profi
examine the variations
detailed with tidal r
·the shoreline!

1 of the

es and falls

ses

and to
have been

mean water level at

=
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SEDIMENT SORTlNG IN THE SWASH ZONE

Sorting For Size
While it has been shown that distinctive patterns of
net sediment transport exist for different types of flow
conditionsm the swash and backwash,the ranges of sizes
comprising the total weights trapped have not yet been
examinedf~

As has been demonstrated, a conventional approach

to the dynamics of sediment sorting has been from the

stand~

point of the initial or incipient velocities required to
promote grain motion (e!"lg~
and Dracup, 1963;
Zenkovich, 1967)0

Inman, 1949;

Eagleson, Glenne

Zeigler~

Longinov

Miller and

1958;

~

in

For the swash zone of the study beaches,

however, where bed stress is high and flow structure is
variable, these conditions are rapidly and frequently exceeded
for most, if not all of the grain sizes present o

Therefore

it was proposed that the rate of grain transport was the
most appropriate measure for use in the description of
bed elevation changes and the validity of this approach was
subsequently demonstratede
It will now be demonstrated that for high energy
environments and given ranges of grain size that this is
.also potentially a most useful standpoint from which to

=
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examine processes of sediment sorting.
As might be expected in a high energy flow environment,
Figure 57'shows that there are only small variations in the
mean sizes of sediments trapped at different elevations above
the bed in both swash and backwash.

It can be seen that for

most cases mean size was slightly smaller for positions higher
in the water column than for sample points nearer the bed,
but the differences are not pronounced.

However, in some

swashes there is an evident sharp decrease in particle size
near the surface of the flow.
From this and the fact that most of the measured
transport occurred in the lower part of the water column it
is concluded that size=sorting processes can be adequately
described for present purposes at least, by analysis of the
size composition and net transfer rates of sediments trapped
near the bed, since modal sizes at higher elevations are not
significantly different from those near the bed and because
the proportional sediment weight contributions to unit bed
sediment distributions from the upper parts of both swash
and backwash flows are small.
Transport rates of component size fractions have been
presented in Figures 58A and B for the four net sediment
transport profiles shown in Figure 540

It should be noted

at the outset tha t the sorting processes evident from the se
'diagrams are considerably more complex than those indicated
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by the Longinov proportional net

ssure diagrams corres=

sw~sh/backwash

ponding to these four sets

conditions (see

Fig .. 37).
Thus, even though velocities in the swash and
may be

approximatel~

backw~?h

equal. transport rates of given size

fractions in each d:i.;,£ection max: differ bX up to t"tV'o orders
of magnitude owing to differences in turbulence and flow
depth.

Hence, for

st case of Figure 58A net trans

f

rt

of all size fractions is onshore, but it can be seen
conditions favouring d

s

ion of coarser grains (8.0

were best developed near the swash limit.
than 2.8 mm.) on
very small quant

Fine

11.3 mm.
s (less

other hand, were actually removed in
ies from the swash limit and

a

slight preference for deposition at the mid-shore po
It can be seen that

e intermediate size

comprised the bulk-

the samples, were tran

ion.

ions, which
ed at

relatively high rates at all positions on the shore.
For a more complex pattern of net transport and bed
disturbance the second example of Figure 58A exhib

swell

established zones of net inflow and outflow of particles.
However, it should be noted that eros

of one size fraction

from a given station may be offset by d
of some other

ze fraction.

Thus

present were eroded in small quant
and lower foreshore areas and depos

t

s

ion at that point
at grains

s

both the upper

ed at the mid-swash
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position.

In contrast to

coarse grains (5 G 66 ~ 8 0 0

is

could only be transported

mm.)

1 foreshore region by

both swash and backwash,

only at slightly greater rates

in the former than in the

t

@

fractions which comprised the bu

Once again the mid=range
of the trapped sediments

lected the net sediment tran

file most closely.

The most important aspect of

smaller, subequal amounts

of finer and coarser materials is

the potential for

alteration to the sorting coeff

s

of the bed sediment distributions.

Anot

interest is that a small amount of depos
on the bed near the breakers (see F

skewness values
feature of
ion was recorded

• 54B) and this appears

to result from the deposition of coarser

s, as indicated

in Figure 58A(2).
For a sediment transport profile comb
onshore and net offshore motion, Figure
even more complex situation.
that net removal of fines (0

elements of net

B(3)

es an
diagram

It may be seen from
=

1.5 mme) occurred

upper foreshore, the backwash removing grains of t

the
s siz.e

approximately 100 times faster than they were contributed
by the swash.

Though some of this eroded material was

deposited on the lower foreshore much would remain in cont
motion.

Also,

maximum rate of transport for f

particles occurred on the
but on the lower

foreshore fOl:' the backwa
for the swash.

1

=
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=

It can be seen that for the mid-range fractions, transport
rates were almost equal in the swash and backwash and that
rates of transport in both flows increased almost linearly
toward the breaker.

In relation to the net sediment transport

profile, and by contrast with the previous examples, the coarse
size fraction (3.1 - 4.5 mm.) appears to yield best correspondence.

Thus, coarse materials were eroded from the central

foreshore area and deposited at the extremities of the profile
near the base of the breaker and toward the swash limit.

An

important point here is that the deposition of coarse materials
at the swash limit more than offset the high net rate of
removal of fines from this area, thereby resulting in net
deposition and an increase in mean grain size in this area
(see Fig. 49).

It can also be seen by comparison of these two

diagrams that there was little change in mean grain size on
either the central or lower foreshore areas, since at the
former location erosion of all fractions occurred while at
the latter deposition of all size fractions accrued at nearly
equal rates.
Figure 58B(4) indicates a comparatively simple situation
in which the transfer of all component size fractions reflected
the form of the net transport profile, with the exception
of the coarsest grains (5.66

=

8 0 mm.).
0

These grains were

in net offshore motion on the lower foreshore only and may
have been deposited in the zone immediately landward of the
breakers o

- 281 From these examp

s

is clear

t characteristic

size/sorting patterns result

transport conditions

acting upon given ranges of

Hence, increases

in mean !rain size toward the

may result from the

deposition of successively f

icles with increasing

distance from the breaker (low phase conditions);
erod~on

or from t

of progressively coarser grains with increasing

proximity to the breaker (
shortly be shown that

phase,conditions).

It will

stic types of grain size

frequency curves are asso
Transitional flow cond

ed with each of these cond

ions, by contrast, may result in little

alteration to either mean grain size or sorting coeff
since the rates of tran
of the bed may be a
size determined by

ions.

s

ort into and out of a given section
tely equale

Thus, trends

evious flow events may be preserved wholly

or in part, or grain s

and sorting values may become quas

uniform over much of the swash zone.
It has been fur
transport regime d

demonstrated, that even

a net

ed wholly onshore or offshore s

fractions

variations in the rates of motion of the component 8
occur.

net

Because of this it is possible to record e

removal or net

of 80me fractions at a part

even though the total net transport may be d
opposite d
Simultaneous movements of different sizes

d

icant

f
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directions typifies all

the examples of F

es 58A and B
fer~

and it should be noted that

s situation d

markedly

from that indicated by the

inov diagrams for some of these

cases (see Fig. 37).
Further, the analysis of t

net rate of tran

individual size fractions has illuminated some of

of
sorting

processes responsible for the formation of bed sed
distribution curves such as those shown in Figures 49 and 50.
The upper portion of the swash zone thus emerges as an area
of net swash flow where a wide range of sizes may be deposited,
but only a lesser range removed by the backwash.

Simultaneous

mixing (by the swash), and truncation (by the backwash) are
Sand lenses, d

sited

le profiles may per

st for

therefore well developed in this area.
by the swash on mixed sand and

considerable durations since deposition exceeds the rate
backwash removal of fines.

Alternatively, fines may be

eroded rapidly by the backwash but depos

ion of coarser

by the swash may more than offset the amounts of fine mat
removed.

Thus,

upper swash zone of the study beaches

is the area of widest range in grain
the most variable

s

mean size and sort

and consequently,
coefficient s"

Lower on the foreshore size tends to be less variable
Here the f

and sorting values
flow events on t
,a complex interplay of

b

1 resu

sediment di
ocesses including s

s of sets
may involve
mixing,

es
1

- 283 winnowing, truncation, selective tran
ranges, and/or d

sition of

ort of part

size

de ranges of sizeso

detailed examination is required to establish

More
nature of

these processes and the conditions under which they occur.

Enrichment
and/or removal of ind

idual grain size fractions by the flow

has been estimated in Figure 59 by plotting the percent contribution (added or removed) to un
the point of measurements.

bed sediment distributions at

The procedure thus involved

expressing the net dynamic transport rates of individual size
fractions as percentages of the size ranges occurring in a
unit bed sediment di

ibution.

the fraction was under-

going net onshore transport at the po
the corresponding proportion

then

that size has been added to
on the

the amount of the same size occurr
offshore transport of

of observat

bed~

Net

ions has consequently been treated

as a loss to the bed at any po

and this accounts for t

negative percentages apparent in F
Negative proportions ind

s 59E and F;

i.e.

that the flow was removing more

of a given fraction than was

sent on the bed at that

point.
This serves to underl
that the flow
neces

a short

sediments

ly influence the bed at

of the technique

st any given point does
station~

as has been

-50

FIGURE 59.

Comparative effects of differential
,transport rates of component size
fractions on local bed sediment
distributions.
At = coefficient
of asymmetry of flow times. At values
of the coefficient greater than unity
the backwash is dominant o
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demonstrated, but rat

it is released at some other po

downstream in both swa

and backwash.

cannot be argued

Therefore, vmi

"final" curves combining transport

sediments and bed distr

ions represent the ultimate form

of the bed sediment distr

ions, it is argued that the

method allows furt

S

s

sediment sorting in the swash
"final" distributions of

0

the processes controlling
In addition to this,

zone~

types shown in Figure 59 have

been sampled under known f

flow conditions in the swash

zone of the study beaches, so

would seem reasonable

to assume that similar processes

given rise to them

(compare Fig. 59 with the curves of F
Figure 59 indicates six examp

s. 49 and 59).

s of sorting action

affecting the bed sediment distributions0
be grouped into three classes depend

These in turn can

upon the principal

type of modification apparent.

Thus, truncation of

distributions forms the first c

S8

(F

Se

59A and C);

transport of whole distributions a second (F
and the development of bimodal di

s@ 59B and E);

ions a final group

(Figs. 59D and F).
s other

However, within each of the three major
s are evident"

that

It can be seen for

of the

degrees of mixing can be aSBoe
major

fects save for situations in

are eroded (e.g.

truncation and mixing as

whole distr
F

• 59C;

ions

=

bimodality and
there
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=

as in Figse 59D and F)&

The d

serves to clarify the roles of differential rates

of transport of individual size fractions@

It is clear t

within any of the three classes of modification the "end"
result on the bed sediment distributions may involve a

erat

to any of the descriptive measuresof mean size, sorting or
skewness, or to all.
In Figure 59A for example, fines were eroded probably
leaving a coarse-skewed distribution with little a
values of mean size and sorting.

This process .is even more
and

pronounced in Figure 59C where truncat
in very small amounts.
favoured the swash (At

1.5) so that mater

probably deposited higher up the profile

example and the effects on the bed were c
It should be noted that these two
low energy sorting effect postu
and Dracup (1963) and to the "
In agreement with

the break can be seen to

1 removed was

Conversely,

dominated the second

backwash flow of a transitional

(1966).

59A flow times

In the case of F

=

occurred

ively minore
s conform to the

t

leson, Glenne
model of Tanner

latter author's suggestion,
located in the pebble sizes at

-2.0 to -3.0 ¢ un
transport of whole bed size

For situations
ranges was evid

(t

differential rates)~ t

individual fractions moved at
fects of sorting are less easy to

=

predict.

However~

286

=

both Figures 59B and E indicate little

alteration in mean size but corresponding increases in degree
of sorting.

This can be seen to result from removal of

either the coarse tail (Fig. 59B or of the finer components
(Fig. 59E).

This type of grain size modification, which was

not considered by either Tanner or Eagleson, Glenne and
Dracup, has been shown to be extremely frequent on the study
beaches where flow energy is high relative to the mean and
maximum grain

sizes present.

Both of the curves shown relate

to flow conditions dominated by the backwash and therefore
conform to either transitional swash conditions (the samples
being obtained from the scour zone in this case);

or to high

phase flow conditions.
The final type of effect observed, the development of
bimodality in bed sediment frequency curves, is the most
complex and has been the object of previous study.

However,

here there is a conflict in the interpretation of sediment
distribution curves between Folk (1962) Who attributes bimodal
curves to a "source area" production of distinct modes and
subsequent mixing of these;

and Eagleson, Glenne and Dracup

(1963) who attribute such curves to hydraulic action on the
null point indicator sizes of the incipient motion and
equilibrium motion diameters.

Tanner (1966) on the other

hand, implies the formation of bimodal distributions by
selection of particular size ranges in the gravel fraction

=
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under high energy conditions.
While it is not possible to resolve this problem from the
present analysis where hydraulic action on sediments only
has been considered, it is clear from Figures 59D and F that
at least two processes deriving from hydraulic action alone
can result in the production of bimodal sediment distributions
in the swash zone e

However, it should be remembered that the

applicability of the source area conc.ept of Folk to the
sediments of the study beaches has already been demonstrated
so that the processes evident in Figure 59 must be regarded
as dynamic recombinations of particle size ranges which are
probably supplied to the study beaches in unequal quantitiese
First, Figure 59F indicates a bimodal distribution
resulting from transport of the whole range of available sizes
but with particularly intense erosion occurring in the
pebble fraction at =3 0 to -4.0 ¢ units.
0

There is some

minor mixing of fines, but the dominant sorting process would
give rise to two almost equal, strong modes in the pebble
and sand fractions.

It should be noted that the available

range of grain sizes in this case is very wide for both the
bed and the flow so that the curves may be taken to represent
selection and erosion of a range of sizes central to the
distribution.

This example

therefore~

is in agreement with

Tanner's (1966) suggestion concerning the formation of bimodal
sediments and it is significant that such distributions are

~

assoc
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th pronounced bed scour at transitional or high

phase conditi.onsg
By contrast, another type of bimodal distribution is
shown in Figure 59D

Q

Here the modes are again pronounced

but they involve widely differing proportions of mater

1.

Hence, a strong sand/granule mode dominates a lesser,
secondary mode occurring in the pebble sizes.

is also

clear that the secondary coarse mode is derived by
deposition rather than by erosion as in the previous case.
This situation might be argued to be more

to that

proposed by Eagleson, Glenne and Dracup (1963) wherein Di
is much larger than D •
The coarse mode thus
ents
e
mode corresponds
the incipient motion diameter while the f
to the equilibrium motion diameter at

the swash

Conversely, the curve might be

more simply

as onshore transport of the main mode,

sent in relatively

zone.

and

large qua.ntities and actively und
deposition of a coarser mode some

stance landward of the

breaker by the swash.

ly

It is unl

sand/granule fraction und
indicated flow state (At
An important po

where two modes
circulation of

equilibrium transport at the
O~71)

duced near the base of the breaker

sit may
les

which was backwash dominated
from this is that distributions

aris

of a similar form may be

mode in the

deposited at times when
the breaker is not possibles

=
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Thus, an alternative explanation to the convent

1 "

explanation for coarse 9 bimodal sediments occurr

near t

breaker is that of deposition by decelerated backwash flowa
It is possible that curves of the type shown

F

represent the winnowed "1ag " type, while the "dump" type
are more typified by unequal modal contributions of the kind
shown in Figure 59De
A further feature of importance is that bimodality
produced by both mechanisms is more probable on mixed sandi
shingle profiles exhibiting a wide range of sizes than on
steep, pure shingle profiles where ranges of sizes are lesso
On the latter, the selective process may be reasoned to give

se to less well developed modal separation so that consequently:
the dumping process by the swash at the upper parts of the
foreshore would be a more probable cause of bimodality of
bed sediments.

should also be noted that depositbn at

the upper part 0f the profile may result in polymodal as
well as bimodal s

-frequency distributionse

In addition,

one type of bimodal sediment distribution has not been discussed a
A bimodal curve may also result from the addition of fines to
a pre-existing unimodal

coarse s

frequency distribution.
Since the distribution

pattern of ero

d

upon the net transfer rates

swa

s
mate

1s

zone depends
because the

=
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former has been shown to be

=

phase=dependent~

'it follows that

both the locations at which characteristic sorting processes
occur and the intensities of development of these processes
will also be dependent upon the flow phase state e
For a shingle foreshore at low phase conditions simple
truncation of the fine sizes low on the foreshore would
occur and may be associated with depositionally derived
bimodality or polymodality higher up the shore e

For increasing

phase conditions, truncation would give way to transport of
all sizes present with consequent decreases in skewness and
increases in the degree of mixing of grains.

Backwash scour

may give rise to weakly bimodal distributions with accompanying
increases in mean grain size.

For the highest phase conditions

very coarse sediments begin to move at high rates so that
erosion of all size fractions occurs though there is a
preference for offshore transport of the finer size grades.,
On mixed sand and shingle profiles the processes are

more complex.

At low phase conditions mixing and truncation

of distributions takes place on the lower foreshore.

This

gives rise to small alterations in mean size, but more
significantly to fluctuations in sorting and skewness
coefficients.

On the upper foreshore polymodal or bimodal

distributions may result from swash deposition

or~

alternatively, truncation of the fines by the backwash may
occur depending upon the level of flow

variability~

water storage levels, and stage of the tides

ground=

=
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At higher phase conditions suspension of fines becomes
well developed in the zone near the breaker, as does backwash
scour intensity higher on the shore so that an upper zone
of depositional bimodality and a lower area of bimodal
sediment distribution curves derived by selection of
fractions may obtain.

Alternatively~

mid~range

a lower zone of bimodal

sediment curves produced by selection may be associated with
an upper area of trunction, or whole-range transport depending
again upon flow variability and tidal stage.

At extreme

high phase conditions bimodality of sediments and erosion
of all but the coarsest fractions on the lower foreshore would
occur ..
Sand lenses were observed to form at the swash limit
under such conditions by Kirk (1967).

It now appears that

these originate as suspended load which is deposited by the
swash at the landward limit of flow.
While the above sequence of changes in sediment size
distributions is not exhaustive of the possibilities it is
thought to closely reflect observed changes across and
between flow types occurring on the study beaches;

the more

so, since the modifications to sediment size distributions
resulting from differential rates and

directions of transport

agree very well with the observed sequence of morphological
alterations occurring at different swash phase levelso
-However, three further important features have yet to
be examined..

The first of these, the effects of particle

=

shape on sediment
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transport~

=

is a much discussed problem which

has received some study in the laboratory but which has been
little studied from the point of view of operative processes
on natural .foreshores.

Secondly, a number of workers

have stressed the importance of both the relative elevation
and intensity of outflow from the beach groundwater table as
a modifying (possibly a controlling) influence in beach
morphological alteration o

Finally, some assessment of the

variations in, and interactions between all of the above
processes over the tidal cycle must be madeo

Shape Sorting in the Swash Zone
It has been previously demonstrated that variatrLons in
particle shape will affect both the flow near the bed and the
resistance to erosion because grain shape influences the drag
coefficient and hence the critical tractive forces necessary
to move a given particle o

Similarly, motion of a grain

settling from the flow will be affected by shape.

For

example, Sokolov (in Romanovskiy, 1966) found for coarse
sand (0.3 to 4.0 mm.) that for grains of the same size class
but different shapes, settling velocity could vary by a
factor of more than two.

Conversely, Sundborg (1956~ p. 189)

concluded that the influence of particle shape on critical erosi(
velocity is insignificant in comparison with the influences of
grain size and eensi ty.

=
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However, while particle shape appears to exert relatively
minor influences on the fluid flow/sediment grain dynamic
system it is well known that shapes are "sorted" into
characteristic associations which give rise to distinctive
depositional structures on many natural beaches o

The inter=

pretation of these features has been the object of much
study since this provides a key to the interpretation of the
genesis of paleo-sedimentary

structures~

Also, from the

dynamic standpoint they are of importance since well developed
imbrications of grains may strongly influence vectoral
ility through the deposito

permeab~

Hence, vertical percolation

velocities into the slope may be significantly different from
those through the deposit in the plane of the gravity slope@
Kuenen (1964) has noted a preference for discoidal and
flattened pebble shapes to occur in littoral environments
and Sames (1966) argues that the main differences between
morphometric associations of pebbles in rivers and on beaches
lie in the lesser ranges of shapes and generally greater
roundness of beach grains@

Kirk (1967) demonstrated that

shape sorting was only poorly developed both along and across
the high energy, mixed sand and shingle beaches of the
Canterbury Bight.

In contrast to this well developed shape

sorting zones giving rise to characteristic patterns of
grain orientation and inclination (anisotropic apposition
.fabrics -

Pettijohn~

1957) have been described by Krumbein

294

~

(1939), Cailleux (19

)~

and others for pebb

beach swash zones o

Norrman

(1964)~

B

(1967)

Norrman (1964, p@ 109) notes that~
"on shingle b
s two types of orientation are
found; one is dependent upon the
the
particles are
sported, and the
on the
reaction in
swash of the part
s not
transported.
is well known that, with regard
to inclination, shingle on the middle
upper
foreshore
ally tends to be
ed towards
the land like an inverted roof slat
a
The
material is predominantly affec~ed by the uprush but
not transported" .. • • However, the reverse inclination
with the axis inclined off the shore is found on the
step as a result of the (backwash) and the (dominant)
lifting action of the uprush""
s of pebbles in the

Norrman also noted preferred orientat

horizontal plane which could be correlated with mode and
direction of transport

Q

Thus,

s rolled on the slope
icular to the

came to rest with their long axes

direction of motion while grains deposited from suspension had
long axis orientations parallel to the flow line.

Ob

orientations (with respect to the shoreline) resulted
the oblique swashes of incomplet
the shore ..

Kirk (1967, pp. 7

refracted waves re

s on the storm berms

mixed sand/shingle beaches in

Canterbury Bight but

similar patterns were not obs

in the active swa

and shape sorting 'Vlas not well developed

, grain

studies for fluv

ation

) observed simi

and inclination patterns of pebb

Johannson (1965~ po 17)

om

zone

@

ses the 1
littoral env

on
s
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~

and suggests "that increas
diminishing

stability~

v

espec

ocity and

ence cause

ly of flat

les

High velocity, turbulent flow also causes decreased regu
of orientation", so that

tterns observ

berms of the Canterbury B
declining

may reflect zones of low or

ow energy re

e to grain size and densitY0

It will next be demon
responsib

for the storm

that this s

ion is part

lly

for the lack of well defined shape sorting

swash zone of the present study beaches e
Table 12 presents

distributions of shapes occurring

in 15 samples from a total of 42 for

shape distributions

se 42 samples are considered to be

have been analysed.

representative of the range of shapes

shape sorting

occurring in the 131 suspended load s

s for which mean

s were computed 0

nominal diameter and settling spher
From Table 12

can be seen that blade shaped

icles

are by far the most frequent on the study beaches.

in the distributions.

This was also found to be the case

with the greywacke-derived sediments of the Cant
which are compris

over 95% b

and only 2.5% spheroidal grains (
Form ratios listed for the
dominant shape is b
ieate a preva

sent

1 particles or elongated grains

were very few spher

dede

Pos

e of disc

Bight

ed and disc-shaped grains
I

1967).

les conf

e value s
or platy

the
ratio
icles;

=
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negative values a dominance of rod=like or elongated pebbles o
Values near zero reflect a dominance of bladed pebbles or
subequal amounts of platy or elongate pebbles (Sneed and
Folk, 1958, p. 141)3

Values of this ratio for Canterbury

Bight sediments ranged from 0.8 to =0.4 (Kirk, 1967, pp. 69q70),
as compared to 0.29 to =0.42 for the values shown in Table 12.
It is therefore clear that even though the range of sizes is
extensive the range of shapes occurring on the study beaches
is not wide ..

This constitutes one

rea~on

developed shape sorting in the swash zone.

for the lack of well
That. is,

"selection" for grain shape is well established for greywacke
sediments in that only a narrow range of shapes is contributed
to the shore ..

Kirk (1967, pp. 78=81) could find no

statistically significant difference in either grain shape
or roundness between the fluvial and littoral environments
in the Canterbury Bight, and Dickson (1969) found only weakly
significant differences between these environments in the
Kaikoura area.
From Table 13 it can be seen that there is also little
variation in shape with size of particle.
settling sphericity

Mean effective

(1.fI ) varies over only 0.1 sphericity units

(10% of the available range), while shape sorting coefficients
range over only 0.01 sphericity units for mean nominal diameters
ranging from 2.67 to 13 49 mm.
0

A more detailed analysis of

shape variation with grain size was undertaken for individual

lABLE

13

M§an Settlin~ Sphericity, Shape Sorting
and Mean Siz~_of Swash Zone Samples

0liJ

Sample
No ..

Eff3
Sett" Sphericity

Shape
Sorting
Co=eff@

Mz Dn

Mean Nominal
Dia. MM.

1

0.64

0.09

2.67

2

0 .. 68

0.08

4.50

3

0@67

0.11

2,,82

4

0.66

0.09

3.41

5

0.68

0,,09

2.93 -'".

6

0.64

0.08

3.68

7

0,,61

0.08

4.44

8

0.65

0.1

4. 05

9

o

0.11

6.17
5 95 "

71

10

0.70

o

11

0,,67

0.09

6.52

12

0.68

0,,11

13,,49

13

0.69

0.08

7.51

14

0,,67

° 09

6,,8

15

0 .. 71

0,,09

5. 76

10

~'<

.\.

0

.\.

"

~'(

~'(

~.=;:Z::;;

-k

Backwa

s
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ions by Kirk (1967, Table 11) and this demonstrat

similarly low levels of variability in shape with
Because of this little range in mean shape (
could be detected for sediments trapped at d
elevations above the bed;

or for bed sediments

different points across the shoree

at

Thus, any s

s

ion

fects occurring on the study beaches would be weakly
developed because of the small range ,of available shapes
and the lack of variation in either mean shape or
various proportions of shapes comprising samp

the
with

variation in mean grain sizeD
However, given any range of part

le

s, selection

for shape also depends upon fluid flow

i

the potential for the sorting of d

s

characteristic fabric patterns

ferent

11 be cond

s so that

oned by the

level of flow energy and turbulent
In this regard it has already

coefficients

zone of this investigation
indicate fully turbulent flow around
influences are therefore

1

Shape
the selection of pebbles
grains shape sorting is

for transport so that for t

orientation of grains in transit

not well developed m
whether they are

shown for the swash

~

ove

or rolling and sliding on

does occur.
It is therefore
environment such as

erest
of

to note that in a high energy
study beaches where sediments

298
are transported at

rate8~

it will be

ler

e sizes) which

grains (in the sand and
Reynolds Numbers and

lower

drag coefficients,

receive the greatest potent

1 for shape sort

is because the flow will be
turbulent around such

will
s

ional between
s

~d

the immediate v

of the

bed, and for given sizes will become turbulent over t
irregularly shaped particles

more

Similarly, shape

of

pebbles may occur in a small area of the swash zone near the
landward limit of flow where current speeds and turbulence
are

lower~

Thus, just as critical s

sorting in the swash zone was

shown to occur only for a narrow range of grain
energy conditions, 'So shape sort
of available
energy.

shapes)~

(even for a narrow

is cantrall

Orientation and imbr

size/flow

by the level of flow
ion patterns become

unstable at high velocity, macro-turbulent flow cond

s

for the same reason that the size/velocity relationship
deteriorates with increasing energy;
sizes flow at high rates o

The important consideration under

these conditions has been shown to
a given quantity of any particular s
removed from
From this
shape sorting

i0e3 sediments of all

the net rate at which
range is added or

bed~

is now argued that zones of established
on storm berms

sand and shingle

=
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beaches reflect zones of low and declining swash energy in
Which the fluid flow responds more critically to differences
between particles of diverse shapes and sizes o

Therefore~

the

development of pronounced shape sorting on a pebble beach may
well prove to be an indicator of short term approximate balance
between the available ranges of sizes and shapes and the
flow energy applied to them in the swash zone of the study
beaches ..

The analogy applied to shape sorting here is with
I

the development of current ripples which appear on the bed
at current speeds only slightly in excess of that required
for grain motion, and which are destroyed as the current speed
increases further

0

Clearly, this is a hypothesis in need of

detailed examination across a wide range of particle shape and
f low conditions.

Sorting of Sediments by the Groundwater Sheet
There are at least two important aspects of groundwater
storage which affect the processes of erosion and deposition
occurring on natural foreshores ..

The first of these, the

position of the water table relative to still water level, has
been demonstrated to profoundly influence backwash energy
and sediment entrainment by both swash and backwash"
aspect has been studied by Grant (1948);
(1948);

Duncan (1964);

This

Emery and Foster

and more recently in a quantitative

fashion by Harrison (1969)

=

in press@

~

The second asps
by escaping

300
»en

groundwater~

probably quantitatively
of sediment

inment and transport of sed

s

is a more direct effect but is
s

icant in terms of amounts

transported~

important micro=

SSt

morphological features re

short periods of

surface runoff following

shG

Fluidisation of the bed by outflow under the backwash
and the attendant rapid recovery
already been discussed"

backwash volume has

It was demons

ad that a "dry"

foreshore with a low water table is conducive to. swash
deposition while a high water table y

Id

a strong

outflow of percolated water results

backwash erosiono

Both Grant (1948) and Emery and Foster (1948) show that because
of lags in the adjustment of water

le

1 to tidal

s alternate

fluctuations in still water level these cond
throughout the tide e

Hence, swash depos

occur in

the flood tide period when the water table is low relative to
still water level, and strong scour in the

e period

when the falling water table lags behind the descent of
still water level on the shore by up to three hours®
The second process, sorting by the groundwater
sheet, has been studied by Demarest (1947) and Evans (19

)

from the standpoint of conditions favouring the d
ofrhomb9idal

le

Foster (1948) demons

and rillso

Also~

Emery

from an analysis of outflow from

301

a sand beach warer table

veloc

the elutriation of fine si

s were sufficient
s and concluded that

11 marks denoted eros

fluent groundwater at low

tide.
Clearly, the c

influence on both of

01

for a given flow regime

ors

se f

of the tide is the

s

ility

of the beach deposit which Krumbein and Monk (1942) have
shown to vary as the

of grain ,diameter and as

inverse exponent of sort

Hence, for a given mean

in

size a well sorted deposit is more permeable than a poorly
sorted one and e

velocities will be higher from the former

than from the latter@

(1953) argue that for
permeability of

s

Because of this Powers and Kinsman
en flow energy cond

s

iment is the most
(litraction

determining the depth of the zone of bed di
zone") ..
As well as

s, differences in directional permeability

(because of grain lamination and imbrication) have already
been noted.

Landon (1932) highlighted the importance of this
the vertical

aspect by suggesting that permeability
direction and

se

runoff are

Stratification of grains in the fore
percolation

s whereas neither

s affects vert
porosity of the
s parallel to the

deposit nor the permeability in
bed are necessariLy affected.

related"

In

with this axe

a1

=
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the results of Bryson (1956) who measured the permeability of
laminated sands in three mutually perpendicular directions;
vertically into the deposit, parallel to the shore in the
horizontal plane, and at right angles to the shore in the
horizontal plane.

Average results for nine sets of

measurements demonstrated maximum permeability at right angles
to the shore (75 Darcies);

minimum permeability in the

vertical plane (36 Darcies), and intermediate values parallel
to the water line (61 Darcies).
The 42 estimates of effective field permeability obtained
during this investigation were derived by the Fluoroscein dye
injection technique discussed previously and therefore apply
to flow through the beach deposit in the plane parallel to
the bed.

No systematic study of the effects of tidal rise

and fall of the beach groundwater table was undertaken but
certain general statements concerning this effect have already
been made.
Table 14 shows mean permeability and percolation
velocities for three of the stations of the study area.
As stated previously these values relate to the upper portion
of the swash zone (where up to one third of the swash volume
may be stored because of vertical infiltration), and are means
from a number of trials amongst which variation was high&
For station B, for example, which is a

steep~

well sorted

.pebble profile, permeability values were highest and most

tlgan Field Permeabilities

Determined~

By Fluorscein Dye Iniection

M

Station

¢

z

Sorting

B

-3 .. 1

0.23

C

-1,,32

0.35

D

-0.57

0.98

--

0 ne DARCY

N
.• B.

::::

Mean
Permeability
DARCIES

Mem Perc.

Slope

v@ cm/sec.

2,,2

10 ~8

d
cm 2/ secon"

=
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c

uniform (974.4 to 1~04105 Darcies)0

some

sand is intermixed with the pebble fraction
are much lower, as are the rates at

ies

flow through the

beach deposit occurs (see Table 14)0

l1y, permeabilit-

Add

ies measured at three feet intervals al

shore near the

swash limit are more variable (649 5 to 2,046.4 Darcies) than
0

on "pure" deposits.

This would suggest

may be significant areal variations

turn that there

erodibility related

to fluctuations in grain size compos
zone of mixed sand/shingle fore

eS$

At station D there are well d
upper foreshore and sort

oped sand lenses on the

s to be poorer than for the

t

, permeabilities are lowest

stations just discussed
along the profile at the locat
it is important to note

in the upper swash

s of these lenses e

However,

because the sand fraction is

concentrated in a discrete zone of the shore, very wide
variations in effective permeability can occur within a few
feet both along and across the shore.

In turn wide ranges of

percolation velocity must be expected over short distances
on such deposits.
Finally, it can be seen from Table 14 that the field
permeabilities obta
considerably
for sand fore
entrainment must

during this investigation are
those recorded by Bryson (1956)
the potential for s
ed as correspond

era
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Though it is pas

b

to

the downslope surface veloc
sheet, it is very diff

s

s of

the effluent

er

t to assess the sediment tran

capacity of these flows
that surface tension

in reliable est

the flow depth is

8

small

80

fects become importanto

is

therefore difficult to determine the degree of flow
All of the flow veloc

lence~

s shown in Table 15 were obtained

by timing the pass

of dye patches over measured distances

but in no case was

flow depth more than two centimeters"

However, it is clear from the table that apprec
velocities were

ed by some of these flows.

guide to transport

ential several pebbles

le downslope
As a rough
granules

rolled downslope by the groundwater sheet were collected and
measured (intermed

e axis) with cal

The faster flows

So

of Table 15 moved maximum diameters of 8 0 mm. while granules
0

were freely transported by the slower flows.
Demarest (1947) observed the formation of rhomboidal
ripple marks under similar conditions on sandy beaches (for
slopes of 6 to 12 0 and for flow sheet

s of approximately

60 em/sec.).

featutes could

e 10 shows that simi

be developed at the sites of sand lenses on
In contrast to this, rills are develo
draining, coarser gravel

11..

deposits~

Rills in such gravels may be

em., wide.

Large pebbles were f

study beaches.

on the more freely

as can

seen from Plate

to 3 cmo deep and several

ly observed to move

Velocity
cm/sec e

Slope

4°

50 e 6

4°

15,,2

4°

23 a 37

4°

7 6

5°

13,,36

4°

30.5

0

10°30'

30.,5

4°30'

30.5

N.B.

Velocities det

patch method.

by dye
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down these channels by rolling and sliding o

An

of rills evident in Plate 11 is that their channel
axes may be d
down

ed obliquely across the shore and not

line of

eatest surface slopeo

Presumably, this

is because the development of rill axes follows the line of
greatest hydraul
of

perme~ity

slope (which is conditioned by the trend

across the shore), rather than the line of

maximum topographic slope;

the two gradients not necessarily

being directionally coincident.
As concerns
is probable that

effects produced by these flows, it
role of the groundwater sheet is minor

since its effects are intermittent, short lived and are
superseded by each new swash
intensive study of
yield new insights

However, it is clear that

G

role of the groundwater table may
to foreshore processes.

For example, suff
concerning lateral and

ev

e has been presented

d assessment of this factor

permeability to warrant d

processes of beach cusp

in relation to the little
formation.

ons in effective

e-normal

gradient, inherent areal variat
t

motion of water within the

d

est topographic

foreshore permeability

s

(and hence erodibility) may re

Cons

of

1

both swash and backwash follow

in the groundwater sheet.

1 to the shore and

1

Though waves break

cons
s

1e lateral
on the

1e relocation of

ace

PLATE 10 .

Rhomboidal ripple marks at station C. Note
that the water table is high and that the bed
is comprised of mixed sand and pebbles .

PLATE 11 .

Well developed rills at station D. The water
table is high but the grain size is much
coarser .
Note that the rill axes are
aligned oblique to the shoreline .
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finer fractions of the b

~

c1

sit may take place in this

way ..
Concerning the role of
falls in the water tab

1 and the effects of this on

scour and deposition by

flows it has been shown

considerable differences
sand/shingle deposits.

tide dependent rises and

t

st between pure pebble and
lag effect created by

er

storage will be more pronounced on the finer, less well sorted
mixed deposits than on freely draining gravelsQ
The manner in

h this process acts in concert throughout

the tidal cycle with those previously detailed will next be
described ..
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TIDAL VARIA T IONS IN SWASH

~NE

PROCESSE~

The principal effects

tides on morphologically

significant processes occurring

the swash zone have been

shown to consist of rhythmic variations in flow energy at
given points across the shore as the water level rises and
falls ..

This fluctuation

flow depths and structures
previously discussed.

energy results from varying
from the water table effects
, given points on the bed may

undergo periods of succes
deposition through the t

e or alternat
cyclee

scour and

Strahler (1964) has

demonstrated that if equilibrium conditions prevail over
the tidal interval then t

foreshore will

restored to

size composition, bed slope and

original conditions of

present study

bed elevation at the end of the cycle"
has established the cond

ions resu

this "equilibrium"

form in relation to other types of morphological response
pattern encountered
processes which g
It is now propo
examination of the
. positions across

the swash zone and has detailed
rise to all of

se"

to conclude

analysis with an

ons in f

for dif

shore at all

s of the t

0
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Following this one example of the fluctuations in, and

inter~

relations between several flow parameters and bed response
factors over a single tide will be presented.

This wi 11 be

for transitional flow conditions (quasi=equilibrium) on a shingle
profile and effects occurring under other types of flow regime
on other types of profile will be described in relation to this
standard.

Variations in Flow Energy Through the Tide
Figure 60 presents a summary of all the data pertaining
to mean swash energy, mean backwash energy, and mean relative
energy that were gathered at different tidal stages during
the course of this investigation.

It is important to note

that these data are derived from many positions in the swash
zone, from different sLopes and for different flow regimes,
breaker heights and periods.

Also, the study beaches are

meso-tidal in that maximum spring rmge

is 6.3 feet and neap

The tides occur at semi=diurnal

range is only 5.4 feet.
frequencies.

Reference to the diagram will show that grand mean curves
have been superimposed on the energy envelopes in order to
indicate trends in energy level throughout the tide for three
These are first, the upper swash

levels on the foreshore.
zone (x/L
(x/L

o

=

o

=

0.0 to 0.04);

0.08 to 0.12);

secondly, the central foreshore

and finally, the lower foreshore near

FIGURE 60.

Variations in mean energy
envelope curves through the
tidal cycle. Data are those
for all breaker heights,
periods and profile stations
sampled. Grand mean curves
are plotted for the upper
foreshore (x/Lo = O.O-0.04)i
mid-shore (x/Lo = 0.08-0.12;
and lower foreshore (x/Lo =
0.16-0.20+).
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0

From the curves for mean relative energy level it can
be seen that the main effect of the tidal rise is to increase
the offshore energy component for any given station and since
it was earlier demonstrated that there is little tidal translation
of the breaker zone on the study beaches it is evident that the
effect derives from increased flow depths, volumes and turbulence
toward the time of high water.
Further, it can be seen that net onshore energy prevails
in the zone of swash seepage on the upper foreshore throughout
the tidal cycle.

For the central and lower foreshore zones

net offshore energy is at a maximum in the period immediately
preceding high water when the water table is still located
low on the foreshore and contributes to the backwash at
these positions.
Consequently, swash energy can be seen to be at a maximum
for all stations in the period after high water when the water
table is high and infiltration losses are relatively small.
This is an important finding which has not been stressed by
previous workers.

While the importance of groundwater

storage in relation to backwash energy was stressed by Grant
(1948), Emery and Foster (1948) and Duncan (1964) none of
these studies detected the action of a corresponding effect
on the swash which exhibits a time lag effect comparable in
importance with that noted for the backwash.

Therefore, the

310

different morphol

~

1 responses attributed to flow over

"dry" and "wet" foreshores by Duncan (1964) must also be
applied to swash act
can profoundly inf

It will later be shown that this
e net transport rates of bed sediments

at different stages of
further aspect to the

tide.

This finding adds a

ortance of the ground,\vater table

in controlling foreshore morphological changes.
From Figure 60 it can be been that. ,\vater table effects on
the swash appear at all pas

ions across the shore but the

magnitudes of the fluctuations decl
of the breakers.

with distance landward

This is because the bed is permanently

saturated at the lower stations.
Mean backwash energies, on t

a

hand, can be seen to

exhibit more complex tidal fluctuations.
swash zone reflects the expected tr

Thus, the upper

resulting from

displacement of the water table so that maximum energy occurs
some time after high watere

However, for pas

central foreshore it appears that backwash en

ions on the
is at a

maximum early in the tide when there is strong outflow'from
the effluent zone at this position.

As the t

subsequently the level of the groundwater table,

e, and
ses

backwash energies remain high since the flow receives water
discharged from the beach deposit at positions

on t

profile"
Low on the foreshore near the breaker the grana mean

- 311 -

curve of backwash energy is very low in amplitude and 1

tIe

time lag is noticeable.

s

This is because stations

area receive backwash flows containing large components of
eluent water at all stages of the tide.

However t there

is some increase in quantity later in the tide so

sh

t

energy level for the mid-tide and early ebb tidal phases
is slightly greater than at times of low water.
Finally it should be noted from the diagrams that the
energy levels of storms far exceed the range of prevail
energy conditions encountered during tidal cycles occurring
at lower phase swash conditions.

The Tidal Cycle of Changes in Morphological and Sediment
Qharacteristics
As an example of the interrelations between water table
effects, tidal characteristics and flow

ime Figure 61

presents plots of several flow and bed response characteristics
over one complete twelve hour tidal cycle.

The experiment

was conducted at station A, a steep shingle profile (7 0 50')
made up of a wide range of grain sizes (granules to cobbles)$
Breaker height for the experiment averaged 3.0 feet and there
was little variation in height or form, most breakers occurring
as plunges ..

Mean wave

difference ranged

iod was 8.5 seconds and phase

om 0.68 to 0.80 through the tideo

conditions were ther'efore tta.nsitional in nature.
was set in the foreshore at the mid swash position

Flow

A stake

=

(x/L
bed

o

=
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0.013) at low tide and all subsequent measurements of

elevat~n,

grain size, bed-load transport rate, flow

velocities and energies were made at this point.
tide the observation point was located at x/L
,

0

At high

= 0.121 and

was therefore situated (in terms of flow dynamics) in the lower
swash zone.

By the succeeding low tide level the station

was located at x/L

o

=

0.05 thus indicating some net increase

in swash length over the full tidal period but this effect was
not large.
The first important feature apparent from Figure 61 is
that both swash and backwash
high tide.

velocit~

were maximised at

It is interesting that backwash velocity (as

compared with backwash energy) exhibits the greater fluctuation
through the tide as a result of water table oscillations.
However, time lags in the flow velocities did not occur for
either swash or backwash.

Another notable feature evident

from the diagram is that the distributions of maximum
velocities across the tide are reflected in the mean nominal
diameters of the bed load for both swash and backwash o

Thus,

mean nominal diameters of transported sediments were greatest
in both swash and backwash at high tide.

Significantly in

the light of the processes previously demonstrated it is
clear that though maximum sizes and maximum velocities coincided
in time, maximum velocities and rates at which the sediments
were transported did not correspond.

Also, for these

transitional (near equilibrium) flow conditions it is
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significant that original conditions of mean grain size were
restored in both swash and backwash by the end of the tidal
cycle.
The tidal effects on flow depth are also clear from the
diagram, swash depths being consistently greater than for
the backwash.

The groundwater storage effect on flow in both

directions is apparent from the fact that depths increased
uniformly before high water but lagged at high values for a
substantial proportion of the ebb tide.
As discussed previously this feature is reflected closely
in the tidal distribution of backwash Froude number at the
observation point.

The potential for scour by the formation

of hydraulic jumps and/or standing waves was clearly highest
during the early and late phases of the tidal cycle, flow at
the observation point tending toward the tranquil state for
the hours around high water.

Note that the tidal distribution

of erosion and deposition on the bed corresponds very closely
to the pattern of flow turbulence.
The pattern of bed disturbance can be seen to be of
the transitional type described by Strahler (1964) as the
equilibrium form.

Only slightly more material was removed

over the tidal cycle than was supplied and the roservation
point moved through a cycle of erosion? deposition and
subsequent further erosion.

The succession of profile

changes described by Strahler was therefore mirrored at one

=

point on the bed.
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However 9 it should be noted that the

data apply to one point on the bed only and that other patterns
may have been obtained higher and lower on the profile.
Confirmation of the previous suggestion that the scour zone
is not wide in extent at transitional flow levels is also provided
by the diagram since the two scour phases are separated by a
period of deposition.
Again confirming previous analysis is the evident correspondence between net transport rate of bed-load sediments and
flow structure, the latter parameter here representing flow
power, turbulence and asymmetry.

There is however, a strong

lag in the correspondence between the times of foreshore
deposition and of maximum net onshore transport

g

This very

interesting finding serves to provide confirmation of the "wet"
and "dry" foreshore effects produced in'the swash and backwash
by tidal variation in the level of the beach water table.
Thus, the period of maximum net onshore transport occurred
after high water when the water table was Hgh, the bed around
the observation point was saturated and infiltration losses
from the swash were lower.

The swash therefore possessed

increased transport capacity at this time and net onshore
transport was established.

Also, comparison with the bed

elevation changes suggests that this period of onshore transport
reflects the removal of sediment deposited at high water to a
position higher up the profile near the swash limit.

=
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Concerning the sediment sorting processes operative
during these near equilibrium flow conditions it can be seen
from the plots of the movements of individual size fractions
that a wide range of sizes was transported in markedly
different quantities and directions throughout the tidal
cycle.

Given sizes moved in different directions at different

positions on the shore and in different directions for given
positions at different times.
Thus, in accordance with the measured pattern of bed scour
fines and mid-size fractions were eroded for the early flood
and late ebb phases of the tidal cycle.

An important

feature of the rate of sorting plots in relation to tidal
fluctuation in flow energy is the fact that fine grains
disappeared from the bed-load for much of the central, higher
energy stages of the tide.

From the incidence of deposition

at high water and from the reappearance of fines at a late
stage in the tide it seems reasonable to conclude that the
fine fractions were buried early in the tide and re-circulated
after excavation in the falling tide.

Conversely, increasingly

coarse grains were entrained and transported by both swash
and backwash for the high energy period around high water@
In fact, it can be seen that the largest sizes present could
only be moved at low rates by the swash for a short interval
at high tide.
The sorting curves also reflect a time shift in the
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deposition phas'e

f

e and mid=range f

fine grains were d
buried;

=

That

ed before high \Vater

mid

s were then deposi

The eros

were then
high water,

and coarser grains were deposited both
water.

is~

ore

after high

of very coarse grains by

occurred at maximum rates after high water

backwash
the groundwater

table exerted maximum effects on backwash volume and energy.
In terms of selection, truncation and mixing processes
operating on the bed grain size frequency distributions it can
be seen by read

selected verticals tough the diagram for

the early tidal stages that initial sort
in truncation of the fine and midleaving coarse skewed

s from the shore,

distributions~

(hours 3-4) flow energies were suff
of selective bimodalityo

selectively eroded.
phase

Note that

By mid-flood tide
for the development

That is, f

as were the coarser grains while

effects resulted

s were being depos
mid fractions were

s occurred during scour

conditions~

By the time of high water, bimodality was still
luded

but the mid-range fraction now subjected to select
an even wider range of sizes

iously.

coefficients .decreased and

osis of the distribut

increased.

noted that this s

grain

It should also
modifications for

low energy sorting process

ing

Thus, s
s

e of

s

th the

by Eagleson, G

and

rising tide beg

=

Dracup (1963)

ioe o
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truncation where D, is less than D

e

~

and

develops .through selection of ever larger sizes to the bimodal
condition in which according to the above authors De exceeds
D ••
~

At mid-ebb tide, when net bed-load transport was in the
onshore direction, mean grain size of the sediments in motion
decreased considerably and mixing of the fines and
fractions with bed sediments is indicated o

mid~range

Fine skewness of

bed distributions was therefore developed as buried fines
were excavated by bed scour and entrained in the flowe
By the end of the tide (hour 12) mean size was almost
fully restored to original levels and the truncation and
erosion of the fine tails of bed sediment distributions again
occurred ..

However, sorting at this end stage of the

experiment was better than initial levels because a narrower
range of the fine and mid-fractions was being removed@

Four

fractions were transported early in the tide as opposed to
three in the later stages o

Additional to these size=sorting

effects it would be logical to expect the maximum development
of shape-sorting under transitional conditions such as those
just described but no study was made of this aspect during
the experiment@
Thus, under these

transitional~

near=equilibrium flow

conditions it has been shown how the initial conditions of
elevation and grain size composition were recovered by the

~

end
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the tide cycle 9 and the processes responsible for a

15.5 cm. fluctuation in bed level and a 9 0 mm. excursion
0

mean nominal diameter and the return to initial cond
have been presented and described e

ions

It is concluded

it

therefore useful to employ this sequence as a model
complex relations among and between the many process and
response variables operating at transitional flow cond
on mixed beach foreshores characterised by a wide
available grain diameters.

e of

Against this other types of flow

regime and profile morphologies may be mea

described o

Hence, for lower and higher phase flow

these

tidally controlled effects on flow and sed

sorting

processes are superimposed on all of the under
already described.

s

Thus, for 10\.,

se cond

ised by minor flow asymmetries of veloci

s,

processes
ons character=
ssures and

times, and for which the flo\., is dominantly tranquil and the
backwash weak;

the profile builds and truncation of the fine

tails of sediment distributions re
effluent effect on both the swa

There is a minimum
backwash and bimodality

or polymodality of sediment size distributions may result
from preferential depo
changes in mean size, sort

For higher

Net

and skewness over the tidal
at high water but very small over

cycle would be most
the whole tide

near the swash limit.

le.
se cond

ons asymmetries of flow

times~
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essures Bnd velocities are at a

There is fully

developed circulation through

, flow times are

dominated by the backwash and

tends to be under=

ridden.

sh is fully developed

Macro=turbulence in

and interference between masses
offshore is frequento
developm~t

water moving on and

The water

le effect is at maximum

and the scour zone of hydraulic jumps and

standing waves is very wide$
finer size grades occurs

Suspension of sediments of the
large quantities in both swash

and backwash and fluidi

on of bed sediments by groundwater

outflow under the backwa

may be pronounced

The pr

Q

ile

erodes rapidly leaving bimodal sediment distributions, or where
the range of sizes is less, uniformly removing whole s
seaward.

Some sed

is throvm high on the prof

to build

storm berms and the steep seaward faces of these may
characteristic or

ation and

es

ent
cobb

imbrication patterns

and pebbles~
On mixed sandi
lower mean grain s

s these conditions yeild very

of erosion which are again maximised in the fal
the tide cycle.

rates
limb of

Whole range transport of all

occurs and

le sizes

may develop in the backwash

may be deposited at

swash limit to

lenses mantling

ace"

developed

and

le profiles with poorer s

Strong r

Some sand

en

1

during the ebb tide

on

11
outflow

s
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from the groundwater table occurs at maximum rates.
Sediment moved offshore through the breakers as suspended
load is lost sub=permanently to the beach face during these
conditions ..

=
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The present study has cent
application of instruments des

the building and
to sense a range of

process and response variables
indicators of morphological
in the swash

zone~

to be significant
e and sediment t:l:ansport

It must be stressed that all of the

results apply to two dimens
horizontal, both of which are
Additionally, the results d
apply only to mixed sand sh
beach toe slopes and where
of the breaker zone;.

s, the vertical and the
ed normal to the shoree
ed from the investigation
le beaches with steep nearshore
is little tidal translation

The results of this study cannot be

extrapolated to sand beach foreshores where slopes are lower,
the surf zone wider and more complex, where considerab

al

t

translation occurs, and where suspended load transport is
extensively developed e
This study has y
have long been

o

Ided ne;;.; insights into

esses
ed

ly understood as well as demons

some new measures describing swash zone morpho

change

Also, much knowl

concerning the interplay

f

under varying

conditions has been

To this

original aims of the

ation

0

ors

322 have been more than fulfil

because 'the foregoing

have developed what is thought

be

f

s

st coherent

general theory and comprehensive account of swash zone
processes which will expla

the frequently observed

variations in foreshore morphology and sediment characterist

s@

The spatial and temporal variations in the latter features
which result from d

ferent wave conditions reaching the swash

zone have also been described~

I t i s thought that the study

therefore opens many new problems appropriate to examination by
geomorphologistsand other specialists concerned with the
littoral environments@
Perhaps somewhat

58

successfully, the study has linked

the processes responsible for swash zone erosion and
deposition with those of sediment sorting over a wide
of sizes for different flow regimes, po
and stages of the tide cycle e

ions on

shore

Certainly the characteristic

processes giving rise to commonly encountered forms of bed
sediment size frequency distributions have been determined e
However, the specification of particular

fects produced

at discrete points on the bed under given flow regimes is
difficult because the final result is universally cond
in some measure by grain size components which are antecedent
to the situation under
element was known
investigation refer

from cases

this

processes described in this
ore to potent

1 sort

fects

an unit distributions containing large ranges of sizes of
approximately uniform density (2~65 gr/cm 3 );

Another feature of the investigation is that it has yielded
a large body of quantitative data on flow pressures, asymmetries,
velocities, durations, turbulent exchange levels, flow depths,
sediment transport rates and depths of disturbance etc.;
from a range of natural beach foreshores.

As well, many

notions developed in laboratory experiments and in theoretical
analyses have been subjected to varying degrees of assessment
under field conditions.

It is hoped that together with the

data gathered, this will enable the extension of beach research
through comparisons between field and laboratory results,
between different types of natural beach and wave environments,
and by enabling more rigorous testing of the present theory
both in the field and in the dimensionalised models constructed
in wave

tanks~

Concerning swash zone processes one main conclusion emerges
paramount above all others;

Framing all of the processes out-

lined in this report is the overriding significance of phase
relations in the flow.

The importance of this factor, first

isolated and defined by Kemp (1958), has recurred at all levels
throughout the analyses of both process and response factors
in the swash zone.

Almost all of the flow events described

and their morphological responses have been demonstrated to be
phase-dependent.
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Flow near and landward of

is so asymmetr

that phase relations between
masses control the in

and outgoing water

tion~

ation and intensity of

bed scour, the levels of bed s

iment entrainment, trans

and deposition by swash
pattern imprinted on any g

ckwash;
en

and the type of sor

stribution of bed

sizes ..
The phase difference parameter thus has more dynamic
significance on both real and model beaches where much of
the flow energy is contained in second and higher order
harmonics of the wave motiono

As well there is no small

significance to be attached to the fact that the quant

ies

involved in phase ratio considerations are easily measured
in the field.
Most importantly phase relations in the swa
flow structure and type.
shown to be of

The latter propert

zone govern

s have been

er significance than overall current

speed since they reflect levels of asymmetry and turbulence
in the water columns of the swash and backwash.
Swash waves on the four study profi
to be of the solitary wave (bore) form

s have been shown
crest length may

be up to one third of the available swash zone width and
decreases as the flow moves up the

The backwash

the form of gravity wave motion

s to accelerate

uniformly down the foreshore toward

base of the breakerso

s
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The importance of the wave lengths of t
the fact that longer waves are as soc

se flows 1

s

ed

durations

of application of mean maximum veloc
If time-mean velocity distributions across the shore are
considered rather than instantaneous states an area of high
velocity emerges in the upper section of the swash zone.
Velocities at this point may be h

on av

on the shore for the swash and the
discharge.

ea is one of net swash

This occurs because of var

and speed, more variable cond

ons b

foreshore but only long, strong swa
levels.

e than lower

t

ns in swash length
recorded lower on the

s reaching the upper

Mean swash energy is at a maximum on the mid and

upper foreshore areas and

e are

ions of flow field

reformation on the lower foreshore where rotatory motions
imparted by breaking are convert

to translatory swash

movements.
An analysis of relations between the swash zone, breaker
ed that seaward return was

zone and nearshore bottom

at high phase conditions.

not continuously developed exc
For lower phase cond
sediment does not

ions the drift profile is complex and
to be moved seaward through the

breakers except

s.

With increas
frequency of
energy levels.

e1 there is an increase in

erference between flows and a rise in flow
mean re

ive energy levels become

~

t

e (d
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offshore) and there is a shift to flow at

longer periods in the backwash.

Swash flow is thus conf

ed

to shorter durations.
Analysis of the water budget of the swash zone
percolation losses to the beach groundwater table may be
qp to one third of the swash volume at low phase cond

s,

the proportion declining to less than one eighth of swa
discharge at high phase conditions.

Significant bed fluid

isation of sediments may result from the rapid return of this
infiltrated water to the surface at times

phase floyl

regime.
The role of the groundwater table
morphological processes occurring on

the modification of
fore

has been

demonstrated to be very important

fects are

exerted on both swash and backwash
tidal aspect to both types of flows
beach deposit is an important

s gives a strong
Permeability of the
er becau se

governs both

water table fluctuations and for given main flow states it
controls bed erodibility.

Effe

e field permeabilities

for the mixed sand/shingle beaches under study were found to
range from 200 to 2,000
in permeability and erod
morphological.response to g
in the groundwater surface
and transported

s

ies.

Significant areal variations
influence the pattern of

en flow conditions.

Flow veloc

et may achieve 50 cm/sec. or more
to at Least 8mmo diameter.

i
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lling and rhomboidal ripple marking were obs

as resu

s

of this type of flow.
The main effect of the tidal rise and fall of water level
to produce higher flow depths, veloc
at time of high water.

sand

However, interaction

ies
the beach

water table results in displacement of these max

and

prolongs the periods of their action into the ebb tide phase.
This occurs at all input wave phase levels and results in
characteristic cycles of cut and fill, mean size variation,
sorting patterns, and flow structure
Absolute pressures on the

ofile have been shown to be

greater for the swash zone than for

nearshore zone,
maximum pressures of more than 30 gr/cm 2 being recorded in
both swash and backwash.

The swa

zone

is therefore classified as a high en
onshore pressure deficits

the study beaches
environment.

Though

ly to all conditions as in the

nearshore zone, increases in phase ratio result in increasingly
asymmetric flow which leads to net offshore energy balances
over much of the foreshore.
Analysis of the flue
velocities indicated t

ions associated with mean maximum
relative intensity of turbulence

t

and with increasing phase

increases landward of the
level.

This phenomenon is closely linked with variability of

breaker height, swa

and frequency of interference

between flows so t

s

s should include measurement

=
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wave trains.

Though

structure between the
to be comprised of
large scale eddies resulting from wave breaking and bed
friction and occurring at
cycles per second.

ies of

Smaller scale

om 0.19 to 0.39

dies were not measured

owing to insufficient instrument accuraCY0
The fluid flow/sediment grain system of the study beaches
was demonstrated to be complex because

lay in a region of

flow transition and was bounded roughly by current speeds of

100 to 250 cm/sec. and by grains s

s of 1.0 to 50.0 mm. diameter

The application of Longinovls method of proportional net
pressures demonstrated a potential for size sorting at a level
of more than 100 times that probable in
Thus, pressure intervals capable of mov

all sizes up to

cobbles and boulders were represented
records.

shore zone.

0

dynamometer

It was concluded however, that the method was of

little practical value in such a high energy environment
because under such flow conditions it is appl

le to only

a narrow range of the ratio of flow energy to

size

(i.e. the larger sized particles).

For smal

transport was shown to occur at high rates d
structure rather t
The
to the mechanics

s sediment
on flow

current speed.
of flow structure was also
foreshore accretion and erosion

to extend
Thus~

=
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the potential for bed scour is greatly increased by changes
in flow structure in the backwash.

This process attains

appreciable areal expression and intensity at transition phase
conditions and increases with further increases in flow energy.
At high phase flow the zone of scour is wide and is dominated
by the formation of hydraulic jump waves and standing waves.
At low phase conditions the backwash is relatively weak, flow
is predominantly tranquil, though fully turbulent and foreshore
accretion results.
The dominant mode of sediment transport for much of the
material on the study beaches has been shown to occur in the
bed-load phase.

From 55 to 95% of the moving load trapped

was obtained from the lower one tenth of the water column.
This is especially true of the backwash since greater vertical
components of water motion in the swash disperse sediment to
higher elevations than is the case for the backwash.
Concentration profiles in both swash and backwash are logarithmic
in form and sediment weights at given elevations increase
with increasing flow energy.

However, at high energies in the

swash and for stations near the breaker marked departures from
the logarithmic type of concentration gradient occur.

It is

therefore concluded that at high energy levels there is an
increase in the level of sediment suspension in the upper layers
of the swash, reflecting rolling motions imparted to the flow
by the plunging action of the breakers.

Also~

there is well

=
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developed seaward circulation through the breaker at such
times so that these upper sediments may be transported seaward
,

and lost to the foreshoree

Mean grain sizes were demonstrated

to decrease with distance above the bed in both swash and
backwash.
Bed-load sediment movement on the foreshore occurs in the
form of sheet flow, saltation near the swash limit where flow
depth is small but energy level high, and as antidunes where
standing waves or hydraulic jumps are developed in the backwash.
Ripple formation was absent except for short durations between
rna in flows when they were developed by the slower thinner
groundwater sheet a
Rates of dynamic transport of bed sediments by both swash
and backwash have been shown to be high and to increase with
increasing flow turbulence and energy.

A complex pattern of

movements in which different sizes undergo transport in
different directions and at varying concentrations has been
demonstrated.

Unequal sizes may move in contrary directions

at the same time for a given position or reverse direction at
other times.
Very good agreements between dynamic bed load transport
rate and bed scour have been obtained though some lag is present
in the bed elevation responses to variations in sediment flow.
Also, good correlations were obtained for the relation between
dynamic sediment transport and flow power expended on the

=

dynamometer plates.
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This is in direct contrast to the poor

agreement demonstrated for the size/velocity relationship and
highlights the significance of flow structure as a major control
of swash zone processes on the study beaches@
Analysis of bed particle dynamics (Reynolds Number and
drag coefficients) confirms that flow near the bed is highly
turbulent for the pebble sizes and that flow energy levels
near the bed are high.

Relatively high grain drag coefficients

for particles trapped at the mid-shore position in the backwash
reflect the sometimes violent transitions in flow structure
occurring at this point.

As well, the dominantly low drag

coefficients for pebbles, as opposed to sand grains, together
with the limited range of available pebble shapes indicate that
the potential for selection for grain shape is low on the
study beaches save for areas of flow energy decline where water
motion around individual grains is controlled by grain
morphology.

It is concluded that these conditions apply to

pebbles on storm berms at long distances from the breakers,
and to smaller grains on the study beaches.

Paradoxically

shape sorting is therefore better developed amongst the smaller
grains than amongst pebbles and larger grains more usually
regarded as intensively sorted for shape.
Depth of disturbance by swash and backwash flows was
estimated from maximum scour depths and is

~t

a maximum in the

central foreshore zone where the backwash scour zone achieves

=

maximum intensity.
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Erosion rates of up to 15 em/hour were

recorded.
Characteristic processes of size sorting affecting bed
sediment size-frequency distributions in the swash zone include
simple truncation of a range of sizes, whole range transport
of distributions (with individual fractions being transported
at different rates and/or in different net directions), simple
mixing by deposition of a range of sizes, bimodality as a
result of active selection and erosion of a mid-size fraction
and bimodality or polymodality of bed distributions resulting
from deposition a wide range of sizes at varying rates.
Distinctive alterations to mean size, sorting, skewness and
kurtosis of bed size-frequency distributions result from these
processes under different flow energy conditions.

Similar

fluctuations in grain size composition occur through the
tidal cycle for any given set of flow phase relations.

=
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A large body of quantitative data r
of process and reponse f

ors

t

to a wide range

s been obtained from

natural mixed sand and shingle foreshores e

2.

Since flow in the swash zone is markedly asymmetrical

all of the major processes
are dependent upon flow
swash period to wave

morphological significance
se state

iod

i.e.

The ratio of

This is because phase

level reflects flow type and structure.
3..

Swash waves take the form of ,.;raves of translation the
crest lengths of which

occupy up to one third of

the available swash zone wid

4.

Backwash waves are of the gravity type and the water
mass tends to accel

5.

uniformly downslope

0

The upper, landward section of the zone is swash d
and, on time-av

e, is an area of relatively high

velocity flow.

6.

Mean flow ve

s lower on the shore may

lower

than those near the swash limit but energy levels are
highest at t

7 ..

The water
third of

mid=shore position.
et of the swash zone is
swash volume may be

to one

beach

~
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depo

low phase conditionso

may decl

as low as one eighth of swash volume at

This proportion

high phase
8 ..

Circulation of s
is not well deve

s seaward through the breaker
ped except during high phase events.

For lower phase levels seaward circulation is intermittent
and may occur d

9.

The time lag eff
water in the beach d

ly in rip currents.
resulting from the storage of swash
es a strong tidal character'

s

to the distributions of flow energy ..

10.

Both maximum swash

and maximum backwash

s occur after high water when

the water table is

the foreshore is saturated.

Maximum pressures record

both the swash and the
backwash were in excess of 30
cm 2 •
Pressures of this

magnitude correspond to v

oc

all sizes up to large cobbles.
study beaches may therefore be c

s sufficient to transport
The swash zone of the
ss

ied as a high

energy environment.

11.

Though an onshore pressure deficit was recorded for all
experiments the asymmetry of flow is such

f

energy balances were frequently recorded for

lower

e

foreshore near the breaker ..
12.

The flow/sediment complex of the study

s is

characterised by high velocities (100 to 250 em/sec)
and by a wide range of particle sizes (1.0 to 50.0 mm.).

=

13.
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Complexity of the sediment sort

processes stems from

the facts that grains are tran

at high rates and

that considerable variations

lent structure occur

different parts of the flows

14.

Sediments are transported dominant
swash and backwash but sign

as bed load in both

icant amounts of material

are moved as suspended load at high phase conditionso

15..

During bed load transportation in the swash zone the
potential for sorting of a wide

e of sizes, as

indicated by Longinov1s method, may be as much as two
orders of magnitude more intense than

nearshore

t

zone.

16.

Characterist

sorting processes affect

the size

distributions of sediments in the swash zone

lude

mixing, truncation and whole range transport of component
size fractions and the development of bimod

distributions

by erosion of a central fraction or by depos
major second
17..

of a

modee

The erosive abil
by the devel

y of the backwash is greatly

ed

of standing waves and hyd

jumps

at the locations of alterations in backwash flow structure
These features are f
levels and
at high phase flow

18.

For low phase flow

st developed at transit

l

maximum intensity and areal
ions.
ons the flow in both swa

se
ent
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backwash, though

1

=

turbulent, occurs d

ly in

the tranquil state
The depth of fore

re disturbance is

the central swash zone and decreases toward
limit.

st for
swash

Maximum recorded disturbance was 15 cm/hour0

~
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

While this investigation has more than satisfied its
original aims, it has been essentially exploratory and
explanatory in nature so that a number of problems worthy
of further research have emerged.

It is

~uggested

that

these centre around two principal viewpoints which permeate
much of contemporary coastal research.
The first of these is the need to develop a comprehensive
working theory, essentially empirical in nature, which
will satisfy the practical demands of the engineer concerned
with designing structures to control and/or minimise shore
face erosion.

In connection with this the present theory

is in need of further testing and of formulation into
expressions which will more explicitly predict the relations
between flow energy and morphological change.
Bagnold (1969,

~ers.

comm.) has already suggested a way

in which a, "whole mass transfer" approach to this problem
might be made through the further employment of the dynamometer
and depth recorder equipment o

Additional to this it would

be profitable to further pursue the usefulness of flow power
expended at the dynamometer as a predictive parameter of
sediment yield in the swash zone.

ComparatiVe wave tank

=
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model tests of the energy/power/sediment yield relations
formulated above for different, controlled flow phase conditions
would be of great valueo
The second aspect relates to the attempts of coastal
geomorphologists to develop a comprehensive understanding
of the processes of shoreline sculptures

Here effects at a

number of time and areal scales must be considered so that
the longer term results of the swash processes described in
this study must be determined o

Also, the present study has

considered changes normal to the shore only so that an
extension of the research to longshore variations in both
process and response factors is required.

An obvious single

problem in this connection would be the study of areal
variations in erodibility as controlled by foreshore
permeability.

This has relevance to the problem of under=

standing beach cusp formation and to other longshore
variations in shore morphology and grain size composition.

In view of the significance of rate of transport, as
opposed to the initiation of transport of grains of different
sizes, for high energy beaches and the resultant effects on
size-sorting and shape sorting much more field study might be
undertaken for beaches which offer lower energy ranges and
'extremes, as well as for foreshores where ranges of available
sizes and shapes are different o

Such investigations may well

provide information of great value in the interpretation of

=
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paleo-imbrication structures and grain size textures o
Further, the present study has dealt with materials of
approximately constant density, so that examination of
mineral differentiation into areally separate zones and lamin=
ations has not been possible.

The flow sensing instruments

and appropriate sediment traps of the type employed in this
investigation might be profitably applied to the study of
processes of heavy mineral enrichment on beaches.
Similar studies to this might also be carried out on sand
beaches where the proportion of sediment carried as suspended
load is much higher and where there is wide tidal translation
of the breaker zone.
Finally, much further field investigation of the swash
zone/breaker system might be undertaken to assess more closely
the significance of varia bili ty or "bandwidth" in incident
wave trains because the present study has suggested that this
property may exert a controlling influence on swash/backwash
phase relations and therefore on the incidence and severity of
bed scour.

Certainly, for the oceanic swell environments of

the East Coast, South Island, New Zealand, it would appear that
it will be as necessary to record this factor as it tradition=
ally has been to observe wave height, period and angle of
. approach to the shore.

In addition general studies of sub-

aerial beach changes which do not centre around the use of
sophisticated instrumentation for measuring flow velocity and

~
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energy should include measurements of swash length, swash
duration, flow depths in both swash and backwash, and the
level of variability in all of these properties.

This

follows from the fact that these fundamental measures have
been demonstrated to be linked directly to such dynamic flow
properties as level of turbulence, incidence of bed scour,
level of suspension of sediments in the water column and
asymmetry of pressure application to the bed.

All of these

phenomena are phase dependent and, happily, the basic measures
detailed above are more easily measured in the field than
more traditional quantities such as wave steepness near
the shore and breaker typee
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

BACKWASH:

Seaward return of water from the swash
limit under the influence of gravitational
acceleration ..

BEACH FACE:

Sloping seaward side of berm extending from
storm berm crest to the step at the base
of the breaker ..

BED-LOAD:

Type of grain transport in which the grain
weight is borne intermittently by the bed ..
Grains move by rolling, sliding, or saLtating
on or very near the bed.

Concentration of

grains in upper part of water column does
not normally exceed 25% of that at reference
level near the bed.
BERM, SWASH:

Low ridge or ste"p on foreshore formed by
deposition of material by wawe action near
the ordinary high water swash level.

BERM CREST:

The highest uprush (swash) point on the
depositional beach face ..

BERM, STORM:

Berm at highest uprush point on the backshore.
Related to the swashes of storm waves.
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~,

BREAKER~

COLLAPSING:

,~

Type of breaker occurring on steep

slopes and is intermediate between plunges
and surges"

Breaking occurs over the

lower half of the wave and only a small
air pocket is enclosed@
BREAKER, PLUNGING:

One in which the crest of the wave
falls into the trough enclosing a pocket of
airo

BREAlmR, SPILLING:

One which breaks over a considerable
distance"

The wave does not lose its

identity, but gradually decreases in height
until it becomes swash on the beach.
Usually delivers a longer swash than a
plunging breaker ,.cet~,," E.ar,"
BREAKER, SURGING:

Confined to steep foreshore slopes and low
wave steepnesses"

Absence of a well defined

plunge-point and there is a bore-like motion
up the foreshore"
EQUILIBRIUM BEACH: That configuration that the water would
eventually impart to the beach deposit, in
plan, profile and texture, if allowed to
carry its work to completion.
be a

Ii

This would

s·teady state", or dynamic balance

between energy and materials such that any

=
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change would occur about a long term
mean configuration, rather than to net
erosion or net accretion.
FORESHORE:

That part of the shore, lying between the
swash berm cre

(or the upper limit of

swell swash at high tide) and the step at
base of the breaker, that is subjected
to swash/backwash action as the tide

ses

and falls.
F

SHORE SLOPE:

angle between the horizontal and the
foreshore surface ..

Measured at the

erence point.

Angle becomes larger

for larger grains and conditions of net
deposition.
NEARSHORE BOTTOM:

A zone extending from mean low water to an

depth of 30 feet below mean sea
lev
OFFSHORE BOTTOM:

A comparatively large zone of variable
width
to the s

REFERE

PorNT :

That

ending from the nearshore zone
edge of the continental shelf.
of the foreshore which is

traversed by swash at mid-t

(Bascom, 1951).
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SORTING;

un

ormity or dispersion of grain

zes
of

=

sults from the adjustment
d

idual grains to an equilibrium

local hydrodynamic environment.
SPHERIC ITY:

The

a sediment particle expressed

quant

ely as how nearly equal three

mutually perpendicular axes through the
are
SURF ZONE:

waves and turbulent

The zone of
water

the breakpoint and the

fective seaward limit of the backwash ..
SUSPENDED-LOAD:

in which the grain weight

Type of tran
is borne by

flow.

Flow velocity is

greater than the settling velocity of the
grain.

The concentration of grains at

upper elevations in the water column is
usually in excess of 25% of that at some
reference level closer to the bed ..
SWASH:

The translation

or

rush of water up on to the

beach face following the breaking
Wave@

ot

a

Takes the form of a Solitary wave

of translation

there is no interference

with outgoing backwashes$

swashes and

backwashes are out of phase then motion is
very irregular:in form and highly asymmetricalo
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=

SWASH=BACKWASH ZONE:

of the shore subjected to

the

on

tide r

es

with

swash and backwash as the
falls.

Coincides basically

foreshore, though may extend to

the whole
storm cond

the sub-aerial profile under
ions.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

The following symbols are those most commonly employed
throughout the report.

It will be seen that in a few cases

there are conflicts in usage which are due to application
of the same symbols to different phenomena in different
branches of the research field.

No attempt has been made

to standardise these since they are in common usage.

In

each case the particular meaning has been clearly stated at
the point of usage in the text.

S:2,mbol
A

Asymmetry of flow ..

Dimensionless

A

Asymmetry of Mean Flow Pressure.

Dimensionless.

P

Ap max. Asymmetry of Maximum Flow Pressure.
Asymmetry of impulse pressure.
Apt

Dimensionless

At

Asymmetry of Flow Durations.

Amp
A
z
C

Absolute Maximum Flow Pressure.

Dimen s ionle s s
gr.cm. -2

Dimensionless

gr.cm.sec. =1

Eddy Viscosity.
Wave Phase Velocity in Shallow Water.
or:
Drag Coefficient.
Mea.n Grain D

cm.sec. =1
Dimensionles s
mm.
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D
e

Equilibirum Motion Diameter.

That

sized particle which saitates around
a mean position under given flow
energy cond
D.

~

mm.

ions.

Incipient Motion Diameter.

The

smallest particle which can undergo
ion in a given

net motion in one d

mm.

swash zone energy regime.
DN

Mean Nominal Diameter.

Mean diameter

of spheres having same volumes as
measured grains.

mm.

Flow Energy. (Force per unit Time)

E

irE 1

Mean Maximum Energy of the Swash.
Estimated in this investigation
cm..

as: -

AE Z

-bE

Mean Maximum Energy of the

Back~ash ..

2

sec.

cm.. Z sec. -1

Mean Net Energy Level.

(rE = KEl -

EE Z

cm"

)

2 sec. -1

AEl
Force ..

F

"cm.
1:

F
Hb

Breaker Heights

H

Deepwater Wave Height.
Runup Height of Swash above
Water LeveL

2

Dimensionless

oude Number. U/(g"h)2

o

~l

sti~l
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I

Total Dynamic Transport Rate
of Immersed

lids per unit of

bed area.

• sec. =3

Ib

Dynamic Bed-Load Transport Rate.

o

Is

Dynamic Suspended-Load Transport

sec. =3

• sec. -3

Rate.
Intermediate (B) axis of thre~

I

mutually perpendicular axes
through a sediment grain.
Dry mass Transport of Sediment

J

Across a Unit bed area.
K

Constant

1<-0

Kurtosis of Grain

gr" em.

o

Ft~

M

Mass

Mz

Graphic Mean Sediment Diameter.
Discharge.

G

sec.

1

st a

Point in the Swash.

Backwash Discharge.

S8

mm.

Deepwater Wave Length.
2
Lo = 5.12 T

Incremental Discharge

sec.

Dimension

Longest (A) grain axis.

L

2

Frequency

Distribution.

L

mm.

sec
sec.

1
1

375

Incremental Discharge from
Groundwater Table

unit bed
Ft.

area.

3 sec. 1

Re

Reynolds Number.

Dimens

S

Foreshore Slope.

degrees.

S

Shortest (C) grain axis.

Sa

Concentration of suspended sediment

SSG

mm.

at a reference level, a, above
the bed ..
S

z

gr"cm.

3

Concentration of suspended material
at any level, z, above the
.cm.

reference level.
SKG

3

Skewness of Grain Size-Frequency
Dimensionless

Distribution.
T

Wave

seconds

U

Current Velocity.

cm. sec.

=1

Mean Current Velocity.

cm. sec.

=1

U'

Instantaneous Current Velocity"

cm. sec.

=1

U
b

Velocity of Transport of Grains

iod.

cm" sec.

in Bed-Load Motion.
U
s

Velocity of Transport of

ins
cm. seco

in Suspended-Load Motion.
U

max.

Maximum Velocity in x

=1

on.

cmo sec.

-1
~1
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Unit §,

v

Velocity of Swash or Backwash.
Means and Maxima denoted as for
cm.sec. =1

current speed.
V

"t

cr~

•

Flow Velocity just Sufficient to
Initiate motion of sediment grains.

W

Velocity Measured in y Direction.

a

Reference level in Flow

c

Constant

c

Settling Velocity of Sediment Grains

d

Water Depth.

e

Exponent or Natural Base of

cm.

=

s

Efficiency Coefficient of Bed-Load
Dimensionless

Efficiency of Suspended-Load
Transport.

f
f

Dimensionless

Function.
c

Critical Drag Force on Sediment
Grain.

g

k

l

gr.cm.

2

sec.

Acceleration Due to Force of
Gravity.

k

em. sec. =1

2.7183

Transport.
e

em.see. =1

cm.

Logarithms.
eb

cm.sec. =1

980 Dynes.

cm.sec~

Constant.
o

Von Karman v s Constant.
Swash Length.

=

0.42
Ft.

-2

=

1
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p

Packing Coeffic

of Sediment

Grains ..
q

Breaker Discharge per Unit Crest
Ft. 3 sec -1

Length.
t

Swash Period.

Seconds

Friction Velocity.

cm .. sec. 1

u

Component of Veloc'ity in x Direction.

cm.sec. -1

v

Component of Velocity in y Direction.

cm.sec. -1

w

Component of Velocity in z Direction.

cm.sec. -1

x

Distance Seaward from the Swash
Limit Parallel to the bed to Given
Point in FLowe

Yl

Ft.

Depth of Undisturbed Flow Preceding
a Hydraulic Jump.

Y2

cm.

Depth of Disturbed Flow Following
Passage of a Surge.

z

cm.

Distance Above Bed in Flow.
cm.

Measured Positive Upward.
ely

Reference Depth taken immed

above Sediment Grains and employed
as Roughness Length Parameter.

)3

Local Angle of Bed Incl

0

ion with

Respect to the Horizontal.

0-1

cm

degrees

Inclusive Graphic Standard Deviation.
Sorting Coefficient of Sediments.

¢

~
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.§ymbo 1:.
Phi. Grain Diameter expressed as
10go_2 of particle Diameter in
millimeterse
Tan ¢

Angle of Intergranular Sliding
Friction.
Effective Settling Sphericity of
grain in relation to settling
velocity

of

sphere of same volume. Dimensionless

Total Flow Power.

ergs"sec.
or:

-1

Ft.pd1.sec. -1

Longinov Proportional Net
Pressure.
Flow Phase Ratio.

t/T
x/L

o

Dimensionless
Dimensionless

Relative Position in the Swash
Zone.

Dimensionless
-3

~f

Fluid Density.

gr"cm.

,.-As

Sediment Density.

gr.cm. -3

